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describes the job control 
facilities available 

This publication 
language and the 
through its use. 
publication is to 
control language. 
with the concepts 
introduced in the 

The purpose of the 
introduce you to the job 

You should be familiar 
and terminology 
prerequisite publication. 

There are five major parts to this 
publication: 

• "Part I: Introduction to the Job 
Control Language" introduces the job 
control language and describes its 
relatio.n to the oper ating system. For 
your convenience" this part reviews 
some of the concepts and terminology 
introduced in the prerequisite 
publication. 

• "Part II: Job Control Language 
statements" includes a description of 
how to use each JCL statement. The 
first section in this part describes 
the format of the various JCL 
statements and the rules you must 
follow in coding them. 

• "Part III: JCL for Compiler, Linkage 
Editor, and Loader" contains a summary 
of the JCL statements used by these 
programs and examples of their use. 

• "Part IV: Cataloged and In-stream 
Procedures" describes how to use and 
write cataloged and in-stream 
procedures. 

• "Part V: Exampl es of Cataloged 
Procedures for Compilations, Link 
Edits" and Executions" contains 
IBM-supplied cataloged procedures and 
examples of their use. 

There are four appendixes to the 
publication: 

Appendix A: Indexed sequential 
sets. 

Appendix B: Glossary of DeB 
Subparameters .• 

Appendix C: Using the Restart 
Facilities. 

Appendix D: summary of the DD 
statements. 

Data 

It is assumed that you can write 
programs using the assembler language or a 
higher level language such as ALGOL, COBOL, 
American National Standard COBOL (formerly 
USAS COBOL), FORTRAN or PL/I. Throughout 
this publication, these languages are used 
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to illustrate the use of JCL in various 
applications. If you use another language, 
you can still use this publication to learn 
JCL and refer to the publications 
associated with the language you use for 
specific examples. 

The text relies heavily on examples to 
illustrate the facilities of JCL. To 
facilitate reading Part II of this manual., 
all examples appear on shaded areas. The 
use of shaded areas allOWS you to skip the 
examples when you are reviewing the 
instructions, or to quickly find examples 
of how to code a given function. Parts 
III, IV" and V also contain many examples, 
but they are isolated in sections within 
each part and shading is not used. 

Prerequisite Publications: 

IBM system/360 Operating System: Concepts 
and Facilities, GC28-6535 

Suggested Readings: 

IBM System/360 Operating System: Data 
Management Services, GC26-3746 and 
Supervisor Services, GC26-6646 

Associated Publications: 

IBM System/360 Operating system: 

ALGOL Programmer's Guide, GC33-4000 

American National standard COBOL 
Programmer's Guide, GC28-6399 

Assembler eE) Programmer's Guide, 
GC28- 6595 

Assembler (F) Programmer's Guide, 
GC26-3756 

COBOL (E) Programmer's Guide, CG24-5029 

COBOL (F) Programmer's Guide, CG28-6380 

FORTRAN IV eE) Programmer's Guide, 
GC28-6603 

FORTRAN IV (G and H) Programmer's Guide, 
GC28-6817 

Linkage Editor and Loader, GC28-6538 

PL/I (F) Programmer's Guide., GC28-6594 

Tape Labels, GC28-6680 
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Summary of Major Changes 

Release 20.1 

The Release 20.1 changes listed below are described in this manual. They are indicated 
in the text by a vertical line to the lef t of the change. 

r-------It;;----------T-------------------o;;~i~ti~~----------------~-A;;;;-Aff;~tea-l 

~---------------------+------------------------------------------------+---------------~ 
Isupport for IThe 2305-1, 2305-2, 2319, and 3330 direct access 1 140,156,157, I 
12305-1" 2305-2, Idevices have been added to the section on the I 209,240,369" I 
12319, and 3330 1 UNIT parameter. Z, a character coded in the 1 391,,404. I 
l Isubparameter OPTCD of the DCB parameter, has an I I 
I 1 additional meaning when referring to input from I I 
1 I a di rect acces s storage dev ice. I I 
~---------------------+------------------------------------------------+---------------~ 
Isupport for 3211 I The 3211 printer has been added to the section I 96,100, I 
I Ion the UNIT parameter. FCB, a new parameter to 1 102-103,419 I 
I I be coded on the DD statement, allows you to I I 
I Ispecify forns control information. The UCS I I 
I I parameter can al so be coded f or the 3211; I I 
I I character set codes to be specified in the ucs I I 
I I parameter for the 3211 printer have also been I I 
1 1 added. I I 
.---------------------+------------------------------------------------+---------------~ 
lRemoval of PCP IAII references to the Primary Control Program I I 
I information Ihave been removed. All information in this I I 
I 1 manual now applies to systems with MFT or MVT, I I 
I I unless restrictions are specifically noted. I I L _____________________ ~ ________________________________________________ ~ ________________ J 
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Release 20 

r---------------------T------------------------------------------------, 
I Item I Description I 
~---------------------+------------------------------------------------~ 
ASCII Support IAII references to USASCII have been changed to 

IASCII. (American Standard Code for Information 
I Interchange) '. In the DeB subparameter BLKSIZE" 
I you can specify the minimum and maximum lengths 
I f or blocks of ASCII records on magnetic tape. D 
land DB can be specified as values for the RECFM 
I subparameter of the DCB parameter; D means that 
Ithe ASCII records are of variable length and DB 
Imeans that the ASCII records are of variable 
Ilength and that they are blocked. AL and AUL 
I are new values for the LABEL parameter; AL 
I specifies that the data set has American 
INational Standard labels and AUL specifies that 
I the data set has both American National standard I 
Ilabels and American National Standard user I 
I labels. I 

~--------------------+------------------------------------------------~ 
IDynamic Allocation IDYNAM, a new DD statement parameter, allows you I 
ISupport for TSO Ito defer definition of a data set until you I 
I Irequire it. I 
~---------------------+-----------------------------------------------~ 
INOTIFY Parameter INOTIFY. a new JOB statement parameter, indicates I 
I Ito the system that you are requesting that a I 
I I message be sent to your time sharing terminal I 
I I when your background job completes,. I 
t---------------------+-----------------------------------------------~ 
I NOPWREAD Subparameter I NOPWREAD. a new subparameter of the LABEL I 
I Iparameter, specifies that a data set can be readl 
I I without a password, but that the operator must I 
I Igive the password before the data set can be 1 
I Iwritten in or deleted. I 
!---------------------t----------------------------------------------~ 
ITERM Parameter I TERM. a new DD statement parameter. allows you I 
I I to identify a job as a time-sharing task. I 
~---------------------t-------------------------------------------------~ 

I 1155/165 13210 and 3215 printer-keyboards have been added I 
IModel Dependency I to the section on the UNIT parameter. I 
~--------------------+------------------------------------------------~ 
I'Publication I Pages 13-22 of the Release 19 version of the I 
I Improvement Ipublication have been rewritten. I 
~--------------------+----------------------~------------------------~ 
I Input/Output IThe command SWAP has been deleteQ from the list I 
IRecovery Management lof commands that can be coded on the command I 
1 Support I statement. 1 L _____________________ ~ ________________________________________________ J 
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Release 19 

r--------------------~------------------------------------------------, 
I Item I Description I 
r---------------------+------------------------------------------------i 
Isystem Management IThe TIME parameter on the JOB and EXEC state- I 
I Facilities Subset 1 I ments now applies to MFT as well as MVT. I 
r---------------------+------------------------------------------------i 
Isystem Management IThe addition of the OUTLIM parameter on the I 
I Facilities SUbset 2 I DD statement that specifies SYSOUT to limit an I 
I loutput data set. I 

ti~~t/o~~~t---------tA~;;--~;;;nd:-~wAP,-th;t-;ii~;-Dy~;d~-n;;i~;~ 
IRecovery Management IReconfigliration of two volumes has been added. I 
I support I . I 

r---------------------+------------------------------------------------. i 
IData Management ITWO new values for BFTEK. DCB subparameter" have I 
I support for American I been added .• A specifies record area buffering: I 
I National Standard I R specifies record buffering.. I 
I COBOL I I 
r---------------------+------------------------------------------------i 
IRecognition of IB, a new value for DCB subparameter OPTCD, I 
IEDF on Input Irequests that end-of-file recognition be I 
I Idisregarded for tapes.' I 

t~iM-i;~;~~~~;----tF~-I~M,-;~;;l;_~;;~-d;~;-;;t-~;~-~~;-----~ 
I loverlay an older one -- reusing the space. The I 
I I independent overflow area of an ISAM data set I 
I Ican noW be on a different device type from the I 
I I prime area. I 
r---------------------+------------------------------------------------i 
IDirect System lIn MFT and MVT, an output data set can now I 
loutput Facility Ibe written directly to the desired unit record I 
I lor magnetic tape device. I 
~---------------------+------------------------------------------------i 

~~~;:~=~:~r~r~~n~~h~~~::r~~~~~:~::~ j
seven-Track Tape I The default for 7-track tape is now 800 I 

In-Stream Procedures fA facility has been added that allows procedure~ 
I Ito be included in the input stream of a job. I 
~---------------------+------------------------------------------------i 
IMain storage IIf you code the REGION parameter and request I 
IHierarchy Support Istorage only from hierarchy 1, no hierarchy 0 I 
IMVT Extension I segment is allocated. I 
r---------------------+------------------------------------------------i 
IBlocksize Adjustment IIf the BLKSIZE parameter for a SYSOUT data set I 
Ifor SysCllt Data sets I is not an integral multiple of and larger than I 
I Ithe logical r.ecord length. it is adjusted. L _____________________ L ________________________________________________ J 
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Part I: Introduction to the Joh Control Language 

The IBM System/360 Operating System was designed to meet the many 
diverse needs of the computer user. Data processing needs differ 
greatly from one installation to another and between individual users 
within an installation. The purpose of the operating system is to aid 
you in getting your work done. It achieves its purpose by managing all 
available resources, including the central processing unit, main 
storage, input/output devices, and any programs that are a part of the 
system. To use the operating system, you must describe to the system 
the work you want done and the resources you will need. You provide the 
operating system with this information through use of the job control 
language (JCL). 

The job control language, commonly referred to as JCL" consists of 
nine control statements. On these control statements, you code 
information to be used by the operating system to direct the execution 
of the programs you have written. The programs you write are called 
source programs or source modules. A source program, the JCL statements 
needed to describe what the operating system is to do, and any related 
data are together considered a jIb. Every job submitted for execution 
by the operating system must inc we JCL statements. The design and 
coding of the JCL portion of your job can require a considerable amount 
of time. Sometimes JCL even requires debugging. 

The job control language is a very flexible language and with this 
flexibility come many optional features. You should become familiar 
enough with the language to be able to decide what information the 
operating system will need to process your job and which features of the 
language will aid you in getting your job done more eff.iciently. 

The IBM System/360 Operating System 

An IBM Systeml360 Operating System consists of a control program 
together with a number of optional processing programs such as language 
translators, utility programs, and a sort/merge program. The purpose of 
the control program is to efficiently schedule, initiate, and supervise 
the work performed by the computing system.. The processing programs 
(see Table 1) are designed to help you program solutions to problems and 
design new applications. They do this by giving you a combination of 
programming aids" services, and precoded routines that you can use with 
the programming language of your choice. 

PROCESSING PROGRAMS AND JCL 

You can use the processing programs provided by IBM singly or in 
combination to process your job. The IBM processing programs available 
for your use can be supplemented by programs wri tten by you or others at 
your installation. The IBM processing programs are classified as either 
language translators or service programs (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. Processing Programs 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I Processing Programs I 
~------------------------------_r-----------------.-----------------~ 
I Language Translators I service Programs I 
~---------------------------------+--.. --------------------------------i 
I ALGOL I Linkage Editor I 
I Assembler I Loader I 
I COBOL I Sort/Merge I 
I FORTRAN I TESTRAN I 
I PL/I I Da ta set uti Ii ties I 
I RPG I System utilities I 
I I Independent utilities I L __________________________________ ~ _______ ~ ___________________________ J 

The language translators enable you to write a problem solution or an 
application in a language that can be more readily learned and more 
easily used than the machine language of the computing system. IBM 
provides six language translators (see Table 1). The language 
translators, also known as compilers, prepare machine language programs 
from computer programs written in higher-level languages. A translator 
generates one or more machine instructions f or each higher-level 
language statement. This process is known as compilation. The machine 
language program that is produced from a source program is called an 
object module. 

The linkage editor, a service program, combines object modules that 
have been individually compiled or assembled. '!be result is a load 
module,. This load module is then ready to be loaded into main storage 
and executed. Another service program you can use to accomplish link 
editing is the loader. It combines link editing and execution by 
loading object modules produced by the language translators and load 
modules produced by the linkage editor into main storage for execution. 
Other service programs that are supplied to aid you in processing your 
job are the sort/merge program, TESTRAN. and the utility programs. The 
sort/merge program is a generalized program that can be used to sort or 
merge fixed-or variable-length records in ascending or descending order. 
TESTRAN. a set of macro instructions, is provided for use in testing 
assembler programs. The utility programs are divided into three 
subsets: data set, system, and independent utilities. Data set 
utilities are designed to help you in the manipulation of data. They 
aid you in doing such things as transferring, copying, or merging sets 
of data from one I/O device onto another. The system utilities are used 
to change or extend the indexing structure of the system library catalog 
and to print an inventory of the data and programs that are cataloged in 
the system 1 ibrary. Independent utili ties are used chief ly by the 
system programmer to prepare direct access storage for use under the 
operating system. 

In order to use the processing programs you simply request the 
particular program you want by coding the name of the program on a jot;> 
control language statement. For example. you may write a program in 
COBOL to process insurance premium payments. Your program must be 
compiled (translated into machine language) and link edited before it 
can be executed. This means that your job will be organized into three 
parts. The parts of a job are known as job steps and. in this case., you 
will have three job steps. 
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In the first step~, you code on a JCL statement the name of the COBOL 
compiler you are requesting. In this step, you also include JCL 
statements to describe any data sets that the compiler requires. The 
COBOL compiler will translate your source program into machine 
instructions and produce an object module. In the next step, you use a 
JCL statement to request the linkage editor. Again you include JCL 
statements to describe any data sets that may be required by the linkage 
editor. The linkage editor uses the object module as its input data and 
produces a load module. A load module is the executable form of a 
program. In the last step, you request that your program (the load 
module form) be executed. You will have to describe any data sets that 
will be used by your program (such as the actual insurance premiums and 
the master file) and where the output of the job step is to go. 

THE CONl'ROL PROGRAM AND JCL 

The control program must perform three functions: job management, task 
management, and data management. 

• Job management involves the reading and interpretation of the job 
control language statements, the scheduling of the jobs, the 
initiation and termination of jobs and job steps,. and the recording 
of job output data • 

• Task management monitors and controls the entire operating system, 
and is used throughout the operation of both the control program and 
processing programs • 

• Data management's purpose is to simplify storage, retrieval, and 
maintenance of all data, regardless of the way it is organized. 

Through the use of the job control language (JCL), you communicate 
with the job management area of the control program and specifically 
with the job SCheduler. Table 2 give~ you a brief summary of the 
components of job management and a synopsis of what each component does. 
JCL statements indicate to the job scheduler what the work is you want 
done. With JCL statements, . you tell the job scheduler at what point 
your job begins, the name of your job, how you organized your job, the 
programs to be executed" where your data is, and the storage 
requirements of the programs .. 

The job scheduler consists of three areas: the reader/interpreter, 
the initiator/terminator" and the output writer. The reader/interpreter 
reads and analyzes your job control statements. It checks to make sure 
that you have not made errors in coding your statements. The 
reader/interpreter places the information contained in the job control 
statements into a series of tables that will be used by the system. The 
initiator/terminator assigns to each step of your job the resources that 
you have requested, notifying the operator of any tapes or disk packs 
that have to be mounted,. A job step is a logical division of your job. 
Each step is associated with one processing program or procedure, and 
related data. A job consists of one or more steps. 
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Table 2. Job Management 
r---------------------------------r-----------------------------------, I MASTER SCHEDULER I JOB SCHEDULER I 
~----------------------------------+---------~~------~-----------------~ 

• Relays messages to and from Reader/Interpreter 
the system to or from the 
operator. 

• Executes operator commands. 

• Responds to replies from the 
operator. 

• Starts and stops the 
reader/interpreter, 
initiator/terminator, and 
the output wri ter tas ks. 

• Reads and analyzes job control 
Statements from the input 
stream. 

• Places information contained 
in the job control statements 
into a series of tables. 

Initiator/Terminator 

• Allocates resources required 
to perform a step of the job. 

• Loads and transfers control to 
the program that is to be 
executed to perform the job 
step. 

• Terminates the job step when 
execution of the program is 
completed. 

• S'elects a job from the input 
work queue. 

output Writer 

• Controls the writing of job 
output data. L __________________________________ ~ ___________________________________ J 

After the initiator/terminator has assigned the requested resources 
to a job step~ it then requests the supervisor program, a part of task 
management, to initiate the execution of the program you have specified 
in your job step. When the program is completed~ the 
initiator/terminator terminates the job step. releasing the resources 
that have been assigned to the step and. thereby. making them available 
for use by other job steps. After the execution of the last step in 
your job" the output writer records the output of your job. Your output 
is directed to the device you have specified in your JCL -- a tape unit. 
a printer.. or a card punch. 

Now that you have an overview of what the control program does for 
you and how your JCL statements relate to it. let us look briefly at the 
three configurations of the operating system control program. 

Control Program Configurations 

There are two configurations of the control program: 

• MFT -- multiprogramming with a fixed number of tasks. 
• MVT -- multiprogramming with a variable number of tasks. 

The MFT control program reads jobs in sequential order from up to 
three input streams concurrently. Up to 15 job steps. from 15 different 
jobs" can be performed sinultaneously. The MFT control program can also 
concurrently record as many as 36 streams of job output. 
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The MVT control program reads one or more input streams of jobs and 
schedules the jobs in order of priority (you assign the priority). up 
to 15 independent jobs can be performed concurrently. The job steps 
within a single job are performed in sequential order because one step 
may depend on the completion of another. Within a job step, any number 
and type of data processing tasks can be initiated. The MVT control 
program can concurrently record job output on as many as.36 devices. 

The job control language statements are basically the same for the 
two configurations. but some parameters coded on the statements are not 
meaningful for both. For example. in both MFT and MVT,. you can use a 
parameter to assign a dispatching priority to a job. In MVT, you can 
also use a parameter to assign a dispatching priority to a job step. 
This parameter. however, has no meaning in MFT. All the parameters in 
this book apply ~o systems with MFT and MVT unless otherwise noted. 

Job Control Language Statements 

The nine job control language statements for describing your job to the 
system are: 

1. Job (JOB) statement. 
2. Execute (EXEC) statement,. 
3. Data definition (DD) statement. 
4. Delimiter statement. 
5. Null statement. 
6. Procedure (PROC) statement •. 
7. Procedure end (PEND) statement. 
S. Comment statement. 
9. Command statement. 

A job control statement consists of one or more SO-byte records. 
Most jobs are submitted to the operating system for execution in the 
form of SO-column punched cards. The operating system is able to 
di~tinguish a job control statement from data included in the input 
stream. In: columns 1 and 2 of all the statements except the delimiter 
statement, you code II. For the delimiter statement, you code 1* in 
columns land 2 and this notifies the operating system that the 
statement is a delimiter statement. For a comment statement. you code 
an * in column 3 in addition to coding /1 in columns 1 and 2. 

Parameters coded on these JCL statements he lp the job scheduler to 
regulate the execution of jobs and job steps, retrieve and dispose of 
data, allocate I/O resources " and communicate with the operator. 

JOB STATEMENT 

The job statement (or JOB statement) indicates to the system at what 
point a job begins (see Figure 1). On the JOB statement., you code the 
name of your job. This name is used to identify messages to the 
operator and to identify your program output. By using the parameters 
allowed on the JOB statement, you can provide accounting information for 

I your installation's accounting routines, specify conditions for earl,y 
termination of your job, assign job priority, requ.est a specific class 
for job scheduler messages, hold a job for later execution, and limit 
the maximum amount of time the job may use the central processing unit 
(CPU). With MVT, you can also specify the amount of main storage to be 
allocated to the job.. 
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Figure 1. Defining Job Boundaries 
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The EXEC statement marks the beginning of a job step and the end of the 
preceding step (see Figure 2). On the EXEC statement, you identify the 
program ,to be executed or the cataloged procedure to be. called. A 
cataloged procedure is a set· of job control language statements that has 
been assigned a name and placed in a partitioned data set known as the 
procedure library. 

~e EXEC statement can also be used to provide job step accounting ·1 information, to give conditions £or bypassing or executing a job step., 
to' as~ign a limit on the CPU time used by a job step, and to pass . 
J'nformation to a processing program such as the linkage editor. All 
this information is communicated to the system by the parameters that 
you can code on the EXEC statement. In systems with MVT, you can use a 
parameter to specify the amount of main storage to be allocated to the 
job ,step. 
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DD STATEMENT 

A DD statement identifies a data set and describes its attributes. 
There must be a DD statement for each data set used or created in a job 
step. The DD statements are placed immediately after the EXEC statement 
for the step. The parameters of the DD statement provide the system 
with such information as the name of the data set, the name of the 
volume on which it resides .• the type of I/O device that holds the data 
set. the format of the records in the' data set, and the method that will 
be used to create or access the data set. The name of the DD statement 
provides a symbolic link between a da ta set (file) named in your program 
and the actual name and location of the corresponding data set. This 
symbolic link allows you to relate the data set in your program to 
different data sets on different occasions. 

DELIMITER AND NULL S'm.TEMENTS 

The delimiter statement (or /* statement) and null statement (or // 
statement) are markers in an input stream. The delimiter statement is 
used to separate data placed in the input stream from any JCL statement 
that may follow the data. The null statement can be used to mark the 
end of the JCL statements and data for a job. 

PROC AND PEND STATEMENTS 

The PROC statement may appear as the first JCL statement in a cataloged 
or in-stream procedure. For cataloged procedures, the PROC statement is 
used to assign default values to parameters defined in the procedure. 
An in-stream procedure is a set of job control language statements that 
appear in the input stream. The PROC statement is used to mark the 
beginning of an in-stream procedure. The PEND statement is used to mark 
the end of an in-stream procedure. 

COMMENT STATEMENT 

The comment statement can be inserted before or after any JCL statement 
that follows the JOB statement and can contain any information you think 
would be helpful to you or any person looking at your program. 

COMMAND STATEMENT 

The command statement is used to enter commards through the input 
stream. Commands can activate and deactivate system input and output 
units, request printouts and displays, and perform a number of other 
operator functions. 
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Figure 2 .• Defining Job step Boundaries 
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Defining Your dob 

Now that you have been introduced to the nine JCL statements, let us use 
these statements to define a job. Basically, the statements with which 
you wi 11 be most concerned are the JOB. the EXEC, and the DD statements '. 
The delimiter and null statements are used in most jobs" but they are 
easy to code and contain no parameters. 

Assume you have coded and punched (transcribed onto cards) a program 
to process payroll records. The program is coded in PL/I and, like the 
insurance premium program discussed earlier" it must be compiled and 
link-edited before it can be executed. Therefore, you job will have 
three steps: compilation. link-editing, and execution. 

First, you must code a JOB statement to mark the beginning of your 
job. On this statement, you must assign a nane to your job so that both 
the system and the operator will be able to identify it,. For example, 
you could code: 

/ / PAYROLL JOB 

Na./e of 
the job 

(D58706,GROUP1),WOODEN~ 

/. , 
Accountl.ng Programmer s 
information name 

After the JOB statement" you code an EXEC statement to mark the 
:OOginning of the first step. On this statenent, you code the name of 
the PL/I compiler you are requesti~g to translate your source program 
into machine language. For example, you would code: 

/ /COMP ILE EXEC 
I 

Name of 

PGM=IEMAA,PARM=' LOAD, NODECK' 

Na~ of the "Information being 
the job step PL/I compiler passed to the compiler 

you are requesting 

Following the EXEC statement" you code a DD (data definition) 
statement for each data set the PL/I compiler requires. One of these DD 
statements must tell the compiler that you are placing your source 
program in the input stream. Another DD statement must be used to tell 
the compiler where to place the machine language translation of your 
program (the object module). The other DD statements should be used to 
define work areas" for printing messages, and for compilation listings. 
(A listing is a printout -of the source language statements of a 
program. ) After you code all the DD statements needed by the PL/I 
compiler, you should code a delimiter statement to separate your source 
program from the JCL statements of the next step. Your source program 
will be placed in the input stream following the DD statements for this 
step and before the delimiter statement. For example, you would code 
the following DD statement to be placed before your source program. 

//SYSIN DD * 
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The next step must begin with an EXEC statement and, on this 
statement" you request the linkage editor. The linkage editor, like the 
PL/I compi ler" will require certain data sets. Each data set that is 
required by this step must have a 00 statement coded to describe it. In 
this step, you must include a DD statement telling the linkage editor 
where the PL/I compiler placed the object module. You must also include 
a DD statement telling the linkage editor where it is to place the load 
module it produces. The load module is the executable form of your 
program. other DO statements should be included for work areas" for 
printing messages, and for listings. 

The third step calls for the actual execution of your program. The 
EXEC statement for this step requests that your program (the load module 
produced by the previous step) be executed. You will need to code DD 
statements to tell your program where the payroll records are that you 
want to process. Following the DO statements for this step" you can 
include the payroll records (if they are in card form). Otherwise you 
indicate to your program that the payroll records are on magnetic tape 
or a direct access volume. Assume you are including the payroll records 
in card form. The last DD statement for the step should indicate to the 
system that the data following it is to be used by your program. You 
will need DD statements to tell your program where the master file is 
and where you want the output of your program to go, and to define any 
work areas or other data required h¥ your program. You can code a null 
statement to be placed at the end of your deck. 'lhe null statement will 
indicate to the system that this is the end of your joh. Once your 
entire job (the JeL, the payroll records, and your source program) is in 
card form (see Figure 1) " it is ready to be submitted for processing. 

Another 
procedure. 
needed for 
or you can 
discussion 

way of defining your job is through the use. of a cataloged 
IBM supplies a catalog procedure which defines the steps 

compilation" link-editing, and executing your PL/I program, 
write your own. The procedure described in the previous 
might be cataloged for this purpose. 

Figure 3. Your Job 
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Cataloged and In-stream Procedures 

Often the same set of job control statements is used repeatedly with 
little or no change (for example, to specify compilation, link-editing, 
and execution of programs). To save programming .time and to reduce the 
possibility of error, standard job step definitions can be prepared and 
placed (cataloged) in a partitioned data set known as the procedure 
library • The procedur e I fur ary (SY Sl. PROCLI B) is a system data set 
maintained on direct access storage by the control program. A set of 
job control language statements placed in the procedure library is 
called a cataloged procedure. A cataloged procedure consists of EXEC 
and DD statements. ,-

/ 
By simply using a JOB statement and an EXEC statement, you can 

retrieve a specific catalog procedure. You specify on the EXEC 
statement the name of the procedure you want. This directs the job 
scheduler to use the job step definition from the procedure library. 
The effect is the same as if the job control statements of the cataloged 
procedure appeared in the input stream in the place of the EXEC 
sta tement that calls the procedure. If necessary" you can modify the 
cataloged procedure by a process known as overriding. 

Before putting a procedure you want to catalog in the procedure 
library" you may want to test it. This can be done by converting the 
procedure to an in-stream procedure. An in-stream procedure is a set of 
JCL statements placed in the input stream that can by used any number of 
times during a job by naming that procedure in an execute (EXEC) 
statement. Another advantage to in-stream procedures is that they can 
give you the facility of a cataloged procedure without being placed on 
the procedure library. After testing the procedure" you may keep it in 
card form and simply insert it in the input stream whenever you want to 
use it. 

Processing Your Job 

To have a job processed, you mst submit the JCL statements and any 
related input data to the operating system through an I/O device (input 

I unit) chosen by the operator. The input trilit can be a card reader, a 
magnetic tape, a telecommunications line~ or a direct access device. 
The sequence of JCL statements and input data for all the jobs being 
submitted through an input unit is called the input stream. 

Assume you submit a PL/I payroll job to be processed by a system with 

I MFT. The program is in the form of punched cards" called a deck. The 
operator places your deck in the card reader (input unit) together with 
decks for other jobs to be processed. In this case, the card decks for 
all these jobs constitute the input stream (see Figure 2). 

The operator starts the reader; that is, he instructs the operating 
system (job management) to start reading the input stream.. Job 
management stores the control statements of the first step in the job 
queue data set (SYS1. SYSJOBQE) until they are used. Then it examines 
the first step and determines its needs. The first step of your job 
requests the PL/I compiler and defines several data sets. The operating 
system (data management) determines whether there is any space available 
on the devices you requested for the data sets the PL/I compiler will 
create during this step (for example, the ob ject module) and whether the 
data sets required by the compiler are available (for example, your 
source program). 

If all data set requirements are met~ the PL/I compiler is brought 
into main storage and given control. After your program is compiled, 
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the operating system reads and determines the requirements of the second 
step which requests the linkage editor. The operating system performs 
the same operations for the data sets required by the linkage editor and 
then brings the linkage editor into main storage and gives it control. 
After the linkage editor produces the load module" the operating system 
reads and processes the third step. Its requirements are determined, 
and your program is brought into main storage and given control. 

While this job is being executed, the system can also execute up to 
15 other jobs from up to 3 input streams. 

CapabiliUes of the Job Control Language 

The job control language provides you with many capabilities to help in 
efficiently getting your job coded and processed. The language allows 
you to: 

• specify the device requirements of a program at the time it is 
executed rather than when it is assembled or compiled. You do this 
by writing a program in such a way that it is not directly tied to a 
particular I/O device. A device-independent program could, for 
example, accept an input data set from any magnetic tape or direct 
access device~ or from any card reader; output oouldbe recorded on 
any appropriate I/O device. At the time you submit the program for 
execution, you code in your JCL the type of device required. 

• Copy existing data set names, control statements, and control blocks 
wi th a backward reference facility to reduce receding. When coding 
a DD statement, you simply use this facility to refer the system to 
an earlier DD statement that contains certain information you want 
copied. 

• Pass data sets used by more than one step from one step to another, 
to reduce mounting and retrieval time. 

• Retrieve a data set by name using the system catalog, eliminating 
the need to know its exact location. 

• Optimize use of channels" units, volumes ll and direct access space. 
For example, when two or more data sets are to be used in a job 
step. processing time may be shortened by requesting that the system 
transmit data over separate channels (A channel is a hardware device 
that connects a CPU and main storage with input/output control' 
units). It would be faster to have your input data set and your 
output data set on separate channels than to have them on the same 
channel. A JCL parameter allows you to request channel separation 
for data sets in each job step. 

• Specify that data sets are to be shared by two or more job steps 
that are operating independently. 

• Classify jobs according to their characteristics and importance so 
that the system may balance the mix of jobs for more efficient 
operation. The characte.ristics of the job will determine its class 
and the turn aroW'ld time required by a job will determine its 
priority. For example. an installation may assign jobs that use a 
large amount of main storage to one classl, jobs that run for a long 
time to another II and teleprocessing jobs to another class. Wi thin 
each class you may assign priorities to determine the order of 
execution. In the class of i jobs that run for a long time"" you may 
wish to assign a higher priority to the weekly payroll program than 
to the monthly analysis program. Each job is executed one step ata 
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time and steps of different jobs can be interleaved. For example, 
if while the system is executing a job that runs for a long time 
enough resources are available to process teleprocessing jobs., 
several teleprocessing jobs can also run. 

Once you learn the basics of the job control language. you should 
become familiar with these and other capabilities of the language that 
have been designed to make the most efficient use of the operating 
system. Part II of this publication will introduce you to the various 
parameters that can be coded on the JCL statements. The facilities that 
have been briefly explained here are discussed in greater detail with 
examples of their use. All examples in Part II appear on shaded areas. 
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Part II: The Job Control Statements 

Coding Conventions 

The job control statements must conform to certain conventions. Tha t 
is, you must follow certain simple rules when coding JCL for your job. 
These rules concern fields in the JCL statements, spacing of those 
fields" continuing the statements onto additional cards or card images, 
coding special characters, using the "backward-reference" facility" the 
notation used to define JCL statements in this publication, and a coding 
form for JCL statements. 

Fields in the dOL Statements 

JCL statements contain five fields: 

1. identification 
2. name 
3 • opera ti on 
4. operand 
5. comments 

The appropriate identification is required for each statement. In 
some statements" one or more of the remaining four fields are omitted. 

Figure 4 shows the fields in each statement. 

r---------------~-----------------------------------------------------, 
I statement I Fields I 
tJ~b------------t;/~~;;-JOB-~~;;~nd~-~~;;;~t;~-------------------------1 
I Execute 1//nameJ. EXEC operand commentsJ. I 
IData definitionlllnameJ. DD operand commentsJ. I 
IPROC(cataloged>I/lnameJ. PROC operand commentsJ. I 
IPROC(in-stream) Illname PROC operandJ. comments 2 I 
I PEND I IlnameJ. PEND commentss. I 
I Command I I I operation operand commentsJ. I 
I Delimiter 1/* commentss. I 
I Null III I 
I Comments I 11* comments I 
~---------------~-----------------------------------------------------~ 
IJ.Optional I 
12 0ptional -- Do not code comments unless you code one or more I 
I operands. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 4. JCL Statement Fields 
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The identification field indicates that the statement is a JCL 
statement. It contains identifying characters (//,/*,or //*) which 
must begin in column 1. 

The name field identifies the JCL statement so that other statements 
or system control blocks can refer to it. It can range from one to 
eight characters in length, and can contain any alphameric or national 
(., $, and #) characters. However, the first character of the name 
must be a letter or national character and must be in column 3. 

The operation field specifies the type of JCL statement" or, in the 
case of the command statement, the cOIIlIlBnd. It can contain only one of 
a set of prescribed operations or commands. The operation field has no 
column requirements. but must be preceded and followed by at least one 
blank. 

The operand field contains parameters separated by commas. 
Parameters are composites of prescribed words (keywords) and variables 
for which information must be substituted. The operand field has no 
fixed length or column requirements. but must be preceded and followed 
by at least one blank. (Note that you must not code blanks between the 
parameters in the operand field.) 

The comments field can contain any information thought helpful by 
the person who codes the control statement,. It has no fixed length or 
column requirements, but must be separated from the operand field by at 
least one blank. 

Except for the comment statement, id,entifying characters and fields 
are contained in col umns 1 through 71 of the control statement. If the 
total number of characters exceeds 71, code the excess characters on 
one or more continuation statements. In the comments statement, 
comments can be coded in columns 4 through 80. The comments cannot be 
continued onto another statement. (If you need more space for 
comments, use several consecutive comments statements.) 

Parameters in the Operand Field 

The operand field is made up of two types of parameters: positional 
parameters and keyword parameters. A positional parameter is 
characterized by its position in the operand field in relation to other 
parameters; a keyword parameter is positionally independent with 
respect to others of its type, and is characterized by a keyword 
followed by an equal sign and variable information (a keyword 
parameter). Both positional parameters and the variable information in 
keyword parameters can be in the form of a list of several items 
(subparameters) of information. You must not code blanks between the 
parameters or subparameters of the operand field. 
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Positional parameters must be coded in the operand field in a 
specific order and before any keyword parameters are coded. The 
absence of a positional parameter is indicated by a comma coded in its 
place. However,,, if the absent positional parameter is the last one., or 
if all later positional parameters are also absent, you need not code 
replacing commas. If all pos itional parameters are absent from the 
operand, you need not code any replacing commas. 

Keyword parameters must follow the positional parameters, but can be 
coded anywhere in the operand field with respect to each other. 
Because of this positional independence. you need not indicate the 
absence of a keyword parameter. 

A positional parameter or the variable information in a keyword 
parameter sometimes assumes the form of a list of sUbparameters. Such 
a list may be composed of both posi tiona 1 and keyword subparameters 
that follow the same rules and restrictions as positional and keyword 
parameters. You must enclose a subparameter li st in parentheses, 
unless the list reduces to a single subparameter. 

The EXEC statement and DD statements associated with cataloged 
procedures can contain one other type of parameter -- a symbolic 
parameter,. A symbolic parameter is characterized by a name preceded by 
an ampersand (&). A symbolic parameter stands as a symbol for a 
parameter, a subparameter, or a value. Symbolic parameters allow you 
to make any information in the operand fie:Ld of a procedure EXEC 
statement or DD statement variable. The value to be assumed by a 
symbolic parameter is coded on the EXEC statement that inVOkes the 
procedure. This value is in effect only during that execution of the 
procedure. 

Spacing JCL Statement Fields 

Except for the identifying characters in columns 1 and 2. or columns 1" 
2, and 3, and the name field beginning in column 3, control statement 
fields can be written in free form, that is, they need not begin in a 
particular column. '!he only requirement is that you separate the name:l 
operation, operand, and comments fields by at least one blank. Since a 
blank serves as a field delimiter, the operand field must be coded 
continuously" that is, you cannot code blanks between parameters. 
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Continuing JCL Statements 

Except· for the comment statement. JCL statements arelcQntained in 
columns 1 through 71 of cards or card imag~s ..If· the total length of a 
statement exceeds 71 columns. or if you wish ;to' place :parameters on 
separa te cards. you must 'follow the operating system cont'inuation 
conventions. To continue an operand field: 

1. 'Interrupt the field after a complete parameter or subparameter .• 
including the comma that follows it" at or before column 71. 

2. separate any conunents from the interrupted field with at least one 
blank. C()mnents must end at or before column 71 .• 

3. Code the identifyin9 characters / / in columns 1 and 2 of the 
following card or card image. 

4. Continue the interrupted operand beginning in any column from 4 
through 16. If you leave the statement blank after column 2 or if 
you begin coding after colmnn 16. the system assumes that no other 
operands are present and treats any characters you code as a 
comment field. 

Note: Optionally, a nonblank character can be coded in column 72 of· 
the card to indicate that the operand field continues on the next card. 

Comments can be continued onto addi tional cCirds after the operand has 
been completed. To continue a comments field: 

1. Interrupt the comment at a convenient place, at or before column 
71. 

2. Code a nonblank character in column 72. 

3. Code the identifying characters // in columns 1 and 2 of the 
follOwing card or card image. 

4. Continue the comments field beginning in any column after column 
3. 

Note that comments written on a comments (//*> statement cannot be 
continued. You should use several comments statements if you need more 
space for comments. 

Figure 5 illustrates the continuation conventions. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------~----, I //NAME DD POSITIONALPARAMETER,KEYWORD=VALUE. COMMENT ~V I 
1'// KEYWORD=(VALUE1.VALUE2.VALUE3. COMMENT I 
I / / VALUE 4. VALUE 5) ANOTHER COMMENT X I 
I // MORE CO~ENTS WITHOUT OPERANDS REQUIRE XI 
I // NONBLANK CHARACTER IN COL.72 OF PRECEDING CARD I 
I //* THIS IS A COMMENTS STATEMENT, IN ORDER I 
I / /* TO CONTINUE IT USE ANOTHER COMMENTS STATEMENT I L ___________ ~ _______________ ~ __________________________________________ J 

Figure 5. Continuing JCL Statements 
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Coding Special Characters 

Alphameric, national, and special characters are used in writing JCL 
sta tements,. Table 3 defines the alphameric. national, and special 
character' sets. Special characters are used in JCL to delimit' 
parameters and fields, and to perform other syntactical functions. 
with the exception of the cases, listed below, parameters' mst be coded 
in alphameric and national characters. 

Table 3. Character Sets 
r---------------------T---------------------~-------------------------, I Character set I Contents I 
r---------------------+------------------------~---------------------~ 
I Alphameric I Letters I A through Z I 
I' I Numbers I o through 9 I 
r-------------------+-------------------------+-----·---..;.------------~ 
I I "At" sign I i I 
IN ational I Dollar sign, I $ I 
I I Pound sign' I # I 
~-------------------__+_-------~----------------+----------------------i I I Comma 
I I Period 
I IQa~ 
I I Apostrophe 
I ILeft parenthesis 
I Special IRight parenthesis 
I I Aster isk 
I I Ampers and 
I IPlus sign 
I I Hyphen 
I I Equal sign 
I I Blank 

" 

/ , 
( 
) 

* 
+ 

= 
L ___________________ ~ ________________________ ~ ______________________ J 

S.even parameters are exempt fran the special dlaracter rule, that 
is, they can contain special characters as well as alphameric and 
national characters: 

1. The accounting information on the JOB statement. 

2. The programmer's name on the JOB statement. 

3. The checkid field of the RESTART parameter on the JOB statement. 

4. The ACCT parameter on the EXEC statement. 

S. The PARM parameter on the EXEC statement. 

6. The DSNAME parameter on the DD statement. 

7. The volume serial number in the VOLUME parameter on th~ DD 
statement. However, when using various typewrl ter heads or 
printer chains., difficulties in volume serial recognition may 
arise if you use other than alphameric characters in the VOLUME 
parameter. 
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If any of these parameter s contain special characters, you must 
notify the system of this by enclosing the item that contains the 
special characters in apostrophes (5-8 punch), e.g., ACCT='123+456'. 
If one of the special characters is in apostrophe" you must identify it 
b¥ coding two consective apostrophes in its place, for example 
'0" NEILL'. 

In five cases, parameters can contain special characters and not be 
enclosed in apostrophes: 

1. The programmer's name on the JOB statement can contain periods 
without being enclosed in apostrophes, e.g., T.JONES. 

2. In the UNIT parameter of the DD sta teme nt, the unit address can 
contain a slash and the unit type can contain a hyphen without 
being enclosed in apostrophes, e.g., UNIT=293/5, UNIT=2400-2. 

3. The account number and items of accounting information on the JOB 
statement, the ACCT parameter on the EXEC statement, and the 
volume serial number in the VOLUME parameter on the DD statement 
can contain hyphens without being enclosed in apostrophes. 

4. The DSNAME parameter on the DD statement can contain hyphens 
without being enclosed in apostrophes. If the 00 NAME parameter is 
a qualified name, it can contain periods without being enclosed in 
apostrophes. If the statement identifies a generation of a 
generation data group, the generation number in the DSNAME 
parameter can contain a plus or minus (hyphen) sign without being 
enclosed in apostrophes. If the DD statement defines a temporary 
data set, the DSNAME parameter can contain, as the first two 
characters, ampersands without being enclosed in apostrophes. 

5. Any parameter that makes a backward reference can contain an 
asterisk and periods without being enclosed in apostrophes. (See 
nBackward References" below.) 

Backward References 

Many parameters in the JCL statements allow you to use a 
backward-reference facility to fill in information. This 
backward-reference facility permits you to copy previously coded 
information or refer to DD statements that appear earlier in the job. 
Most backward-references are of the form *.stepname .• ddname, where the 
term nstepnamen identifies an earlier job step and nddname n identifies 
the DD statement to which you are referring. The named DD statement 
must be contained in the named job step. If the DD statement appears 
in the same job step as the reference, . you can eliminate the term 
stepname, i.e., *.ddname. 

When the DD statement is contained in a catalO;;Jed procedure step., 
you may want to refer to it in a later job step outside the procedure. 
In order to refer to it,. you must give both the name of the job step 
that invokes the procedure and the name of the procedure step that 
contains the DD statanent" i.e., *. stepname. procstepname. ddname. 
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Notation for Defining JCL Statement Parameters 

The formats of the parameters described in this publication for the 
JOB., EXEC, and DD statements appear in the chapters on those 
statements. Notations used in the format descriptions are described 
below. 

1. Uppercase letters and words are coded on the JCL statement exactly 
as they appear in the format description, as are the following 
characters. 

ampersand i 
asterisk * comma ,f 

equal sign = 
parentheses () 
period 

2. Lowercase letters" words, and symbols appearing in the format 
description represent variables for which specific information is 
substituted when the parameter is coded. 

3. Braces {} are a special notation and are never coded on a JCL 
statement. Braces are used to group related items; they indicate 
that you must code one of the items. 

4. Brackets [] are a special notation and are never coded on a JCL 
statement. Brackets indicate that the enclosed item or items are 
optional and you can code one or none of the items. 
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Sometimes, one of a group of items enclosed in brackets is a 
comma. You code the comma when none of the other items in the 
group is used and a following part of the parameter is still to be 
coded. The comma indicates to the system that you have not 
selected to code any of the items enclosed in brackets. 

sometimes,. one of a group of items enclosed in brackets is 
underscored. This means that the underscored item is assumed if 
you omit coding an of the items in the group. 

5. An ellipsis ••• (three consecutive periods) is a special notation 
and is never coded on a JCL statement. An ellipsis is used to 
indicate that the preceding item can be coded more than once in 
success ion. 
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Coding Form 

For your convenience in coding JCL statements, you can use Form N74167 I 
a punch card containing formatted lines, each representing a different 
type of statenent. (See Figure 6.) Some of the lines can be used for 
concatenations, overrides. and continuation statements. 

Figure 6. JCL Coding Form 
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Table 4. JOB Statement Parameters 

r------------T----------~------------------------------------T---T---------------------, 
I Type I Parameter I Function I P/KI Comments I 
r------------+-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
IInstallationlaccounting ISupplies an account number and I P ICan be made mandatory I 
I management linformationladditional accounting information I I I 
I information I Ito your installation's accounting I I I 
I I I routines. I I I 
I ~-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I Iprogrammer IYour name. I P ICan be made mandatory I 
I I name I I I I 
~------------+-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I Operating IMSGLEVEL ITells the operating system what I K I I 
I system I information I (messages and display of I I I 
I messages I I JCL statements) you want about your I I I 
I I I job; e.g., device allocation I I I 
I I Imessages. I I I 
I ~-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I I MSGCLASS I Tells the opera ting I K I I 
I I I system in which output class you I I I 
I I Iwant the MSGLEVEL messages and other I I I 
I I I job scheduler messages to appear. I I I 
~------------+-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I Processing ICOND Ispecifies the conditions under which I K I I 
I options I Iyour job is to be terminated. I I I 
I ~-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I I TYFRUN I Prevents your job from being exe- I::: I I 
I I I cuted until the operator releases I I I 
I I I it. I I I 
I ~----------+------------------------------------+---+-------------------~-~ 
I ITIME I Specifies the maximum amount of timel K I I 
I I I your job may use the cpu. I I I 
~------------+-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I Queuing I CLASS IAssigns your job to a job class. I K I I 
I opti ons I I I I I 
I ~-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I I PRTY I Assigns your job to a priority I K I I 
I I I within its job class. I I I 
~------------+-----------+--------------------~---------------+---+---------------------~ 
IMain storage I REGION Ispecifies the maximum region size I K I Systems with MVT only I 
I options I I required by your job. I I I 
I ~-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I I ROLL Ispecifies whether your job can use I K ISystems with MVT only I 
I I I the rollout/rollin function to I I I 
I I lobtain more main storage for a job I I I 
I I I step and whether your job can be I I I 
I I I ro lIed out. I I I 
~------------+-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
ITime sharinglNOTIFY ISpecifies that you want to I K ISystems with MVT and I 
I option I Ibe sent a message notifying I ITSO only. I 
I I I you that your job is complete • I I I 
r------------+-----------+------------------------------------+---+---------------------~ 
ICheckpoint/ IRD Ispecifies whether your program can I K I I 
I restart I I use the automatic restart facility I I I 
I I lof checkpoint/restart. I I I 
I ~-----------+----------------~-------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I I RESTART I Specifies that you are resubmitting I K I I 
I I I your program after it failed and I I I 
I I Ithat you want it restarted at some I I I 
I I Ispecific job step or checkpoint. I I I 
~-------__ ---~-----------L-------------------------------_____ ~ ___ ~ _____________________ ~ 
I Legend: P = positional Parameter I 
I K = Keyword Parameter I L _______________________________________________________________________________________ J 
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The JOB Statement 

The JOB statement must be the first JCL statement of your job. It must 
contain a valid jobname in its name field and the word JOB in its 
operation field·. All parameters in its operand field are optional, 
although your installation can estpblish that the account number and the 
programmer's name be mandatory. If no parameters are coded in the 
operand field of the JOB statement. no comments can be coded on the 
statement. 

The parameters in the operand field allow you to specify seven types 
of optional information: 

1. Installation management information. 
2. Operating system messages. 
3. Processing options. 
4. Queuing options. 
5. Main storage option. 
6. Time sharing option. 
7. Checkpoint/restart. 

Table 4 shows the parameters used for each type of information and 
their function. Please fold out Table 4 while reading this chapter. 

The following paragraphs discuss the job name and the optional 
parameters of the JOB statement. For further details refer to the 
publications IBM system/360 Operating System: Job Control Language 
Reference. 

Naming the Job 

Your job must have a name. It is required by the job scheduler portion 
of the operating system. 

The jobna'me is coded in the name field of the JOB statement. It can 
range from one to eight characters in length and can contain any 
alphameric or national (0),. $, #) characters. However" the first 
character of the name must be a letter or national character and must 
begin in column 3. No two jobs should have the same name since more 
than one job can be executed at a time. 

Command statements use certain keywords that you should not use as 
jobnames: 

A 
CONSOLES 
DSNAME 
JOBNAMES 
N 
Q 
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R 
SPACE 
STATUS 
T 
U 

If you must use one of these terms as a jobname, you should instruct the 
operator to enclose it in parentheses if he uses it in a command 
statement. For example, if you have assigned the jobname T to a job and 
the operator wishes to display the status of the job, he must issue a 
command stating DISPLAY (T) • If the parentheses were omitted, he would 
get the usual time-of-day and date display resulting from a DISPLAY T 
command. 

Installation Management Information 

You can specify two types of installation management information in the 
JOB statement: accounting information and programmer's name. These two 
items are specified through positional parameters. The first positional 
parameter is for the accounting information; the second positional 
parameter is for the programmer's name: 

//jobname JOB account,programmer 

If you omit the accounting information, you must indicate its absence 
with a comma: 

//jobname JOB ,programmer 

If you omit both the accounting information and the programmer's name 
and you are going to specify other parameters (such as MSGLEVEL) you do 
not need to indicate their absence with commas: 

/ /jobname JOB MSGLEVEL= ••• 

The accounting information or programmer's name or both can be made 
mandatory by the installation in the input reader procedure. That is, 
your job will fail if you do not write them in your JOB statement. Your 
manager or supervisor should inform you of this requirement. 

ACCOUNTING INFORMATION PARAMETER 

The first positional parameter of the JOB statement allows you to supply 
accounting information. It has the following format: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I ([acct#] [,additional accounting information]) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "acct#" with the account number to which you want the 
job charged; replace the term "additional accounting information" with 
other items required by your installation's accounting routines. Your 
manager or supervisor should tell you exactly how to code the accounting 
information parameter. The following are general rules for coding the 
accounting information • 

• The account number and each item of accounting information are 
considered subparameters and each must be separated by a comma. The 
job accounting information may be enclosed in either parentheses or 
apostrophes (5- 8 punch) as long as none of the subparameters 
contains special.characters. 
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• If apostrophes are used" all accounting inf ormation enclosed in the 
apostrophes is considered as one field. 

• If a subparameter contains special characters (except hyphens), you 
can either, 1) enclose that subparameter in apostrophes and all the 
job accounting information in parentheses, or 2) enclose all the job 
accounting information in apostrophes. 

• If the special character is an apostrophe, it must be shown as two 
consecutive apostrophes. 

• If job accounting information contains only an account number and 
the number does not contain special characters, you need not enclose 
the number in parentheses or apostrophes. If the account number 
does contain special characters, enclose the number in apostrophes. 

• If job accounting information does not contain an account number, 
you must indicate its absence by coding a comma preceding the 
additional accounting information. 

Job accounting information can consist of up to 142 characters 
including the commas that separate the subparameters. This means you 
may have to continue the information onto another card. If the 
information is to be continued, enclose it in parentheses. Any 
subparameter enclosed in apostrophes must be coded on one card. To 
continue the information, follow the continuation conventions as 
outlined in "Continuing Control Statements" in the section "Coding 
Conventions". 
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PROGRAMMER • S NAME PARAMETER 

The second positional parameter indicates your name or identification to 
your installation's accounting routines. This parameter must follow the 
accounting information. The follCMing are rules for coding the 
programmer's name: 

• The number of characters in the name, including blanks, cannot 
exceed 20. 

• If the name contains special characters, other than periods, it must 
be enclosed in apostrophes. 

• If the special character is an apostrophe, it must be shown as two 
consecutive apostrophes. 

• If the job accounting information is not coded, you must indicate 
its absence by a comma preceding the programmer's name. 

Operating System Messages 
The job scheduler portion of the operating system produces messages 
about your job on the system output unit. These messages are a listing 
of the JCL statements in your job and allocation/termination messages 
indicating the resources used by your job. The MSGLEVEL parameter lets 
you choose the type of messages to be produced about your job. 

You can also specify the class of output unit on which those messages 
and other job scheduler messages are to appear. The MSGCLASS parameter 
allows you to choose from the output classes established in your 
installation's output writer procedures. Your manager or supervisor 
should tell you which output classes are available. (For information on 
output writer procedures, see the section "System Reader, Initiator and 
Writer cataloged Procedures" in the publication IBM System/360 Operating 
system: System Programmer's Guide.) 
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MSGLEVEL PARAMETER 

The MSGLEVEL parameter tells the job scheduler what information you want 
as output from your job. You can request the following output: 

• The JOB statement. 

• All input JCL statements. 

• All cataloged procedure statements for procedures invoked by the 
job's steps. and the internal representation of procedure statements 
after symbolic parameter substitution. 

• Allocation~ disposition, and allocation recovery messages 
(allocation/termination messages) •. AllocatiOn/termination messages 
have the prefix IEF and are listed in the publication IBM System/360 
Operating System: Messages and Codes. 

The format of the MSGLEVEL parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I MSGLEVEL=( [statements] [,messages]) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "statements" with one of the following: 

0- only the JOB statement is to be displayed. 

1- all JCL statements in your job. cataloged procedure statements, 
and the internal representation of statements after symbolic 
substitution are to be displayed. 

2- only the JCL statements in your job are to be displayed 
(cataloged procedure statements will not appear). 

Replace "messages" with one of the following: 

0- no allocatiOn/termination messages are to appear,. unless the job 
abnormally terminates. If this occurs,. these messages will 
appear as output. 

1- all allocation/termination messages are to appear. 

If you omit the MSGLEVEL parameter or one of the subparameters,. a 
default value established in the input reader procedure is assumed. For 
system tasks" the system assumes a message level of (1,0). Your manager 
or supervisor should tell you the defaults chosen in your installation. 
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MSGCLASS PARAMETER 

systems with MFT or MVT.can process several jobs at the same time. If 
only one output class were used, the job scheduler messages and other 
output from all the jobs would be interspersed on the same output 
device. The MSGCLASS parameter allows you to route the job scheduler 
messages to an output class other than the normal message class, A. 

The format of the MSGCLASS parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I MSGCLASS=x I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "x" with a letter (A-Z) or a number (0-9). Your job 
scheduler messages will be produced on a device assigned to the class 
you selected. If you omit the MSGCLASS parameter, job scheduler 
messages are routed to the default output class specified in the output 
reader procedure. The default for the MSGCLASSparameter is A unless 
changed by your installation. 

Your manager or supervisor should tell you which output classes are 
available in your installation. Some of these output classes are 
standard and some are reserved for special uses. You may have to notify 
the operator if you are using a special output class in your job because 
he has to Wstart an output writer" for that output class in order to 
obtain the output. 

Processing Options 

There are three processing options available to your job through JOB 
statement parameters. 

The COND parameter specifies conditions for terminating your job if 
one or more of its job steps are unsuccessful. For example, if your job 
is a compile-link edit-go job, you can have your job terminated after an 
unsuccessful compilation or link edit. That is, the system will not try 
to process the remaining steps in your job thus saving computing time. 

The TYPRUN parameter prevents your job from being executed until 
released by the operator. For instance, you may tell the operator not 
to release your job until a certain other job has been processed. 

The TIME parameter lets you set the maximum amount of time your job 
may use the cpu. This parameter lets you find out how long your job 
uses the cpu and limits the cpu time wasted if your program goes into a 
"loop". 
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COND PARAMETER 

The operating system determines whether a job is to be discontinued 
after a given job step by comparing the return code produced by that job 
step to the conditions specified with the COND parameters. A return 
code is a number determined by th~ operating system or by the processing 
program which indicates the relative "success" of the job step. The 
return codes of the operating system and IBM-supplied proces~ing 
programs are fixed numbers with specific meanings. They are listed in 
the publication IBM System/360 operating System: Messages and Codes and 
in the publications associated with each processing program. 

I· Only those user processing programs written in the assembler 
language, ANS COBOL, FORTRAN, or PL/I can set return codes for testing. 
The user return codes are usually standardized in each installation. 
For example, each step in your installation's payroll program may have 
its own set of return codes. One return code for a given job step may 
indicate that all payroll records were successfully processed while 
another may indicate that there were faulty input records. You can set 
up the COND parameter so that the job is discontinued if the return code 
that indicates faulty records is produced by that job step. 

Not all return codes indicate either success or failure. For 
example, in the case of a compiler one return code can indicate no 
errors during compilation., a second code can indicate that the minor 
errors encountered are not likely to prevent link editing and execution 
of the compiled program, a third code can indicate that the major errors 
encountered will probably cause further processing of the compiled 
program to fail" and a fourth code can indicate that the compilation 
process has terminated abnormally. The COND parameter allows you to 
discontinue the job if any of these return codes are produced. You may 
choose to continue processing only if no errors are found or, for 
debugging purposes, you may choose to continue processing even if major 
errors are found. 

Note: If any job step is abnormally terminated (ABEND), all subsequent 
steps are bypassed unless the COND parameter of the EXEC statement is 
used to prevent it. (See the section on "The EXEC statement.") If you 
want to restart the same step that terminated abnormally you can use the 
checkpoint/restart facility of the operating system. (See 
"Checkpoint/Restart" in this chapter.) 

The format of the COND parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I COND=«code,operator) •••• ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "code" with any decimal number from 0 to 4095. Replace the term 
"operator" with one of the following: 

GT (greater than) 
GE (greater than or equal to) 
EQ (equal to) 
LT (less than) 
LE (less than or equal to) 
NE (not equal to) 

If you coded COND= «50,GE), (60"LT»., it would read "if 50 is greater 
than or equal to a return code, or 60 is less than a return code, I want 
the remaining job steps pypassed." In other words, the job continues as 
long as return codes range from 51 through 60. If you want to make only 
one return code test, you need not code the outer parentheses. For 
example, COND= (8 ,NE) • A maximum of eight conditions can be established .• 
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The tests you specify with the COND parameter are made to the return 
code, if any, produced by each step in your job. You can best take 
advantage of this parameter when the return codes of each job step have 
campat~tll.Le mean 

If the same return code has different meanings in different job 
steps, or if you want to take different actions according to which job 
step produced the return code, you should use the COND parameter of the 
EXEC statement to set up conditions for individual job steps. 

If you omit the COND parameter from the JOB statement, no return code 
tests are performed throughout the job. If you want return codes tested 
for a given job step, use the COND parameter of the EXEC statement for 
that job step. If the COND parameter is not used in either the JOB or 
the EXEC statements, no return code tests are performed and the system 
will try to execute each step in the job.. 

Note: The COND parameter of the EXEC statement is slightly different 
from the COND parameter of the JOB statement. See the section on "The 
EXEC statement". Examples of using the COND parameter in both the JOB 
and EXEC statements are also shown in that section. 

TYPRUN PARAMEl'ER 

You cannot predict whether a job in a job class queue will be selected 
for execution before another job in a different job class queue. (Job 
classes are discussed in "Processing Your Job" in the section "Part I: 
Introduction to the Job Control Language",.) If you have a job that must 
be executed after another one, you can use the TYPRUN parameter to 
prevent execution of your job until the first one completes processing. 
You must tell the operator that you have held your job and the name of 
the job that must be processed before yours. Then, when the console 
indicates that the first job has ended. the operator should issue a 
command to RELEASE your job for processing. 

The format of the TYPRUN parameter is: 

r~---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
J TYPRUN=HOLD I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

If both jobs are in the same job class queue. it is not enough to 
assign a higher priority to the job that must be executed first,. You 
must also use the TYPRUN=HOLD parameter" because the higher priority 
controls only the selection sequence and does not guarantee that the 
first job will complete execution before the second is selected. 
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TIME PARAMETER 

The TIME parameter specifies the maximum amount of time a job may use 
the cpu. Two benefits of the TIME parameter are that it allows you to 
find out through messages how long the job uses the cpu (CPU time used 
appears on the output listing)., and it helps limit the cpu time wasted 
by a step that goes into a loop. Normally, a job that exceeds its time 
limit· is terminated. However, if the System Management Facilities 
option is included in the system and a user exit routine is provided., 
this routine can extenc. the time limit so that processing can continue. 
(The System Management Facilities option is described in the publication 
IBM System/360 Operating system: Concepts and Facilities. User exit 
routines to be used with the System Management Facilities option are 
discussed in the publication IBM System/360 Operating system: System 
Programmer's Guide.) 

The format of the TIME parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I TIME=([minutes) [,seconds) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the terms "minutes" and "seconds" with the maximum number of 
minutes and seconds that the job can use the CPU. The number of minutes 
must be less than 1440 (24 hours); the number 6f seconds must be less 
than 60. That is, the maxiImlm time you can specify is TIME=(1439,59). 

If your job may require use of the CPU for more than 1439 minutes, 
code TlME=1440 to eliminate the time limit. 

If the CPU time limit is given in minutes only" you need not code the 
parentheses. For example, "twelve minutes" is coded TlME=12. If the 
CPU time limit is given in seconds only,. you must code both 

entheses and a comma to indicate the absence of minutes. 

If you omit the TIME parameter on the JOB statement" there is no CPU 
time limit assigned to the job; however" each job step is still timed. 
(See the description of the TIME parameter in the section "The EXEC 
Statement" • ) 

Coding TlME=1440 also lifts the restrictions on the amount of time a 
job step may remain in a wait state. If the System Management 
Facilities option is included in the system" the installation determines 
this time limit,. In this case" a job step remaining in a wait state for 
more than the established time limit causes termination of the job 
unless a user-provided exit routine extends the wait-state time limit 
for that step. If the System Management Facilities option is not 
included" the system automatically provides a 30-minute time limit for 
wait states; that is, a job step remaining in a wait state for more than 
30 consecutive minutes causes termination of the job. If any of the job 
steps should be allowed to remain in a wait state for more than the 
established time limit, code TIME=1440 to eliminate the time limit,. 

Note: You can specify different CPU time limits for each step in the 
job by coding the TIME parameter on the EXEC statement associated with 
each step" as described in the section "The EXEC statement". 
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Queuing Options 

One of the most important features of MFT and MVT is the ability to 
balance the job mix by recognizing the classes and priorities assigned 
to jobs. Job classes and priorities are discussed in "Capabilities of 
the Job Control Language" in the section "Part I: Introduction to the 
Job Control Language". 

There can be up to 15 job classes in your installation. The type of 
job assigned to each class is arbitrary and should be determined by each 
installation. For example, some installations may assign a class to 
each of the following types of jobs: 

• I/O-bound jobs. 
• CPU-bound jobs. 
• Jobs that are being debugged .• 
• Jobs that use a particular device. For example, if there is only 

one 7-track tape drive in your installation, two programs that use 
that drive cannot be multiprogrammed. Therefore, those programs 
should be assigned to the same job class to avoid their simultaneous 
selection. 

In general, all jobs of the same characteristics should be in the same 
class. 

The order of execution within each class is determined by the 
priority assigned to each job. There can be up to 14 priorities in each 
class. The higher the priority the sooner your job will be executed. 

your manager or supervisor should tell you which class and priority 
to assign to your job. 

CLASS PARAMETER 

The CLASS parameter is used to assign a job class to your job. The 
format of the CLASS parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I CLASS=jobclass I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

If you omit the CLASS parameter, or code CLASS=A, the default job 
class of A is assigned to the job. 

Note: If your installation provides time-slicing facilities in a system 
with MFT, the CLASS parameter can be used to make your job part of a 
group of jobs to be time-sliced. At system generation, a group of 
contiguous partitions are selected to be used for time-slicing, and each 
partition is assigned at least one job class. If you want your job to 
be time-sliced, specify a class that was assigned only to the partitions 
selected for time-slicing. 

PRTY PARAMETER 

Default job prioriti'es within each class are established in the input 
reader procedure. If you wish to assign a different priority to your 
job~ use the PRTY parameter. 
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The format of the PRTY parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I PRTY=number I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "number" with a decimal number from 0 through 13. The 
highest priority number is 13. 

Whenever possible, you should avoid using priority 13. This is used 
by the system to expedite processing of jobs in which certain errors 
were diagnosed. It is also intended for other special uses by future 
features of systems with MVT. 

Notes: 

• If your installation provides time-slicing facilities in a system 
with MVT, the PRTY parameter can be used to make your job part of a 
group of jobs to be time-sliced. At system generation, the 
priorities of the time-sliced groups are selected. If the job 
priority number you specify corresponds with a priority number 
selected for time-slicing, then your job will be time-sliced. 

• If you want to assign a different priority to a job step, you can 
code the DPRTY parameter on the EXEC statement associated with the 
step, as described in the next chapter. The priority assigned to 
the job applies to any step that does not use the DPRTY parameter. 

Main Storage Options (Systems With MVT Only) 

MVT processes several jobs at the same time in different regions of main 
storage. The size of each region depends on the requirements of each 
job. Once the processing of that job is completed, the sY'stem uses that 
space for other jobs. (The free space can be subdivided into ~maller 
regions, used for a region the same size, or combined with adjacent free 
space for a larger region.) 

Regions are contiguous areas of main storage. However, you can 
define a two-part region if your operating system was generated with 
"Main Storage Hierarchy Support".. Main storage hierarchy support 
provides for storage hierarchies 0 and 1. If IBM 2361 Core Storage., 
Model 1 or 2, is present in the system, processor storage is referred to 
as hierarchy 0 and 2361 Core storage is referred to as hierarchy 1,. If 
2361 core storage is not present but main storage hierarchy support was 
specified during system generation, a two-part region is established in 
processor storage when a region is defined to exist in two hierarchies. 
The two parts are not necessarily contiguous. 

The REGION parameter allows -you to specify the region size to be used 
by your job. 

Notes: 

• If you want to specify different region sizes for each step in the 
job, you can, instead, code the REGION parameter on the EXEC 
statement associated with each step, as described in the next 
chapter. 

• In systems without main storage hierarchy support, processor storage 
is referred to as main storage. In systems with main storage 
hierarchy support" main storage comprises both processor storage 
(hierarchy 0) and 2361 core storage (hierarchy 1). 
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Sometimes a job step will run out of space in its region. Normally" 
this means that the step is terminated. However if the rollout/rollin 
option was generated for your MVT system;, the system can obtain more 
space for your job step. This is done by "rolling out" (writing onto a 
direct access device) another job step that is currently being executed 
and allocating its region to your job step. After your step is 
processed, the rolled-out step is ftrolled inft (read back into its 
region) and its processing continues. 

The ROLL parameter lets you specify whether the job steps in your job 
can be rolled out and whether they can cause rollout of other job steps. 

Note: ROLL parameters can also be coded on EXEC statements, but are· 
superseded by a ROLL parameter coded on the JOB statement. 

REGION PARAMETER (SYSTEMS WITH MVT ONLY) 

The REGION parameter allows you: 

1. To request the maximum amount of main storage to be allocated to 
the job. This figure must include the size of those components 
that are required by your program and are not resident in storage. 

2. To request the amount of main storage to be allocated to the job 
and in which storage hierarchy or hierarchies the space is to be 
allocated. This request should be made only if main storage 
hierarchy support is specified during system generation. 

The storage requirements you must consider when specifying a region size 
are outlined in the publication IBM system/360 Operating System: 
Storage Estimates. 

1. The format of the REGION parameter for systems without storage 
hierarchies is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I REGION=valueK I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term ftvalueft with the number of contiguous 1024-byte 
areas you want allocated to the job. for example, REGION=52K. This 
number can range from one to five digits but cannot exceed 16383. 
It should be specified as an even number because if you specify an 
odd number, the system treats it as the next highest even number. 
If you specify the maximum of 16383, you get 16384 contiguous 
1024-byte areas; however you must not specify 16384. 

If you omit the REGION parameter, the default value (as established 
in the input reader procedure) is assumed. 

2. The format of the REGION parameter for systems with storage 
hierarchies is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I REG ION=( [value K] ["value3..K]} I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

·Replace the term ftvalue ft with the number of contiguous 1024-byte 
areas you want allocated to the job in hierarchy 0 (processor 
storage); replace the term ftvalue3.. ft with the number of contiguous 
1024-byte areas to be allocated in hierarchy 1, (2361 Core 
Storage), e.g." REG I ON= (60K,200IO • Each value specified should be 
an even number. (If you specify an odd number, the system treats 
it as the next highest even number). 
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The following rules apply to the hierarchy sizes: 

• If 2361 Core Storage is not present but main storage hierarchy 
support was specified during system generation, a two-part 
region is established in processor storage when a region is 
defined to exist in two hierarchies. The two parts are not 
necessarily contiguous. In this case, the sum of value and 
value~ cannot exceed 16383. For example, REGION=(10K.4K). 

• If 2361 Core Storage is present., value , cannot exceed 16383, 
and value1 cannot exceed 1024 if ~sing a single Model I, or 
2048, if using a single Model 2. 

• If main storage hierarchy support was not generated and regions 
are requested in both hierarchies, the region sizes are 
combined and an attempt is made to allocate a single region 
from processor storage. If a region is requested entirely from 
hierarchy 1, no hierarchy 0 segment is allocated. 

In systems with main storage hierarchy support., you can omit either 
subparameter., thereby requesting storage in only one hierarchy. If 
you are requesting storage only in hierarchy 1, you must code a 
comma to indicate the absence of the first subparameter, for 
example, REGION=(,52K). If you are requesting storage only in 
hierarchy 0, you need not code the parentheses, for example, 
REGION=70K. 

If you omit the REGION parameter. the default value (as established 
in the input reader procedure) is assumed. When the default region 
size is assumed, storage is always allocated in hierarchy o. 

ROLL PARAMETER (SYSTEMS WITH MVT ONLY) 

The function of rollout/rollin is to allocate additional main storage to 
a job step whose own region contains no more available space., In order 
to allocate this additional space to a job step, another job step may 
have to be rolled out, i.e., temporarily transferred to secondary 
storage. The ROLL parameter allows you to indicate whether or not each 
of your job steps can be rolled out and whether or not they can cause 
rollout of other job steps. 

The format of the ROLL parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ROLL=(x"y) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The "x" declares each job step's ability to be rolled out. If "x" is 
YES:, each job step can be rolled out: if "x" is NO. the job steps of 
this job cannot be rolled out. The "y" declares each job step's ability 
to cause rollout of another job step. If "y" is YES. each job step can 
cause rollout: if "y" is NO" the job steps cannot cause rollout,. (YES 
must be specified if you want additional main storage allocated to the 
job's steps if it is required.) If you include the ROLL parameter, both 
the ·x" and "y" subparameters must be coded. 

Roll parameters can also be coded on EXEC statements, but are 
superseded by a ROLL parameter coded on the JOB statement. If this 
parameter is omitted, the default specified in the reader procedure is 
used. In the IBM-supplied reader procedures. the default specified is 
ROLL=(YES. NO). 
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Note: Teleprocessing jobs that use the autopoll option should not have 
the ability to be rolled out. A rolled out job using this option cannot 
be restarted properly. Therefore, you should always code ROLL=(NO,YES) 
or ROLL=(NO,NO) for this kind of job. 

Time Sharing Option (Systems With MVT Only), 
Time sharing is a method of using a computing system that allows a 
number of users to execute programs concurrently and to interact with 
them during execution. The Time Sharing Option is an option of the 
operating system providing conversational time sharing from remote 
terminals. 

When using a system with MVT and the Time Sharing Option (TSO)., you 
can request that you be notified when your background job completes. 
Under TSO, a background job is one that is entered through a time 
sharing terminal by means of the SUBMIT command or through the input 
stream (SYSIN). One job step at a time is assigned to a region of main 
storage and remains in storage to completion. 

The NOTIFY parameter allows you to indicate to the system that you 
want automatic notification when your job completes. 

NOTIFY PARAMETER 

By coding NOTIFY, you are requesting that a message be sent to your 
terminal when your job completes. 

The format of -the NOT IFY parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I NOTIFY=userid I L _________________________ , ______________________ ~ ______________________ J 

Replace the term nuseridn with a 1 to 7 character alphameric user 
identification; the first character must be alphabetic. The user 
identification must be the same one you use when you start your terminal 
session. i.e., the same user identification you use in the LOGON ommand 
must be the one used in the NOTIFY 

For a more detailed discussion of the Time Sharing Option, refer to 
IBM System/360 Operating System Time Sharing Option: Time Sharing 
Option Guide. 

Checkpoint/Restart 

When a job step abnormally terminates (ABEND), you may have to resubmit 
the job for execution. This means lost computer time and a delay in 
obtaining the desired results. To reduce these effects., you can use the 
restart facilities of the operating system provided your program is 
written in the assembler language, COBOL. or PL/I. ( 

If a job step abnormally terminates or if a system failure occurs, 
the restart facilities allow you to request that the job step be 

, restarted either at the beginning of the step (steprestart) or at some 
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point within the step (checkpoint restart). Furthermore" restart can 
occur automatically after abnormal termination, or it can be deferred 
until the job is resubmitted. Automatic restarts are specified with the 
RD parameter, and defer_'_ed restarts with the RESTART parameter. For 
detailed information on-the checkpoint/restart facilities, using the 
assembler language refer to the Publication IBM System/360 Operating 
System: supervisor services; using COBOL. to IBM System/360 Operating 
System: COBOL (E) Programmer's Guide, or to IBM System/360 Operating 
system: COBOL (F) Programmer's Guide, or to IBM System/360 Operating 
system: American National Standard COBOL Programmer's Guide; using 
PL/I, to IBM system/360 Operating System: PL/I (F) Programmer's Guide; 
and also to "Appendix C: Using the Restart Facilities" of this 
publication. and to the publication IBM System/360 Operating System: 
Advanced Checkpoint/Restart Planning Guide, GC28-6708. 

RD PARAMEl' ER 

A job can be automatically restarted at the beginning of the job step 
that abnormally terminated (step restart) or within the step (checkpoint 
restart). In either case, automatic restart can occur only if: 

1. you use the RD parameter to request restart, 

2. the completion code returned during abnormal termination indicates 
that the step is eligible for restart, and 

3. the operator authorizes restart. 

In order for checkpoint restart to occur, the CHKPT macro instruction 
(assembler), or the RERUN clause (COBOL) " or the CALL IHECKPT statement 
(PL/I) must have been executed in your processing program prior to 
abnormal termination. Through the RD (restart definition) parameter, 
you can specify that step restart can-occur or that the action of the 
CHKPT macro instruction (assembler), or the RERUN clause (COBOL), or the 
CALL IHECKPT statement (PL/I) is to be suppressed. 

The format of the RD parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I RD=request I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the word "request" with: 

R To permit automatic step restart. 

NC to suppress the action of the CHKPT macro instruction, or 
RERUN clause" or CALL IHECKPT statement, and not to permit 
automatic restart 

NR to request that the CHKPT macro instruction, or RERUN 
clause, or CALL IHECKPT statement be allowed to establish a 
checkpoint, but not to permit automatic restart 

RNC to permit step restart and to suppress the action of the 
CHKPT macro instruction, or RERUN clause, or CALL IHECKPT 
statement. 

Each of these requests is described in more detail in the following 
paragraphs. 
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RD=R: If the processing programs used by the job do not include any 
CHKPT macro instructions, (assembler)" or RERUN clauses (COBOL), or CALL 
IHECKPT statements (PL/I), RD=R allows execution to be resumed at the 
beginning of the step that abnormally terminates. If any of the 
programs do include one or more CHKPT macro instructions" or RERUN 
clauses" or CALL IHECKPT statements, step restart can occur if a step 
abnormally terminates before execution of a CHKPT macro instruction or 
RERUN clause, or CALL IHECKPT statement; thereafter, checkpoint restart 
can occur. If you cancel the effects of the CHKPT macro instructions, 
or RERUN clauses, or CALL IHECKPT statements before a checkpoint restart 
is performed" the request for automatic step restart is again in effect. 

RD=NC or RD=RNC: RD=NC or RD=RNC should be specified when you want to 
suppress the action of all CHKPT macro instructions (assembler), or 
RERUN clauses (COBOL)., or CALL IHECKPT statements (PL/I) included in the 
programs used by this job. When RD=NC is specified, neither step 
restart nor checkpoint restart can occur. When RD=RNC is specified, 
step restart can occur. RD=NC has no effect on processing if CHKPT 
macro instructions, or RERUN clauses, or CALL IHECKPT statements are not 
included in the programs. 

RD=NR: RD=NR permits a CHKPT macro instruction (assembler)" or RERUN 
clause (COBOL)., or CALL IHECKPT statement lPL/I) to establish a 
checkpoint", but does not permit automatic step or checkpoint restarts. 
Instead, at a later time, you can resubmit the job and begin execution 
at a specific checkpoint. (The RESTART parameter is used for 
resubmitting a job for restart. See the next topic.) This parameter 
has no effect on processing if CHKPT macro instructions, RERUN clauses, 
or CALL IHECKPT statements are not included in the program. 

If automatic restart is requested for an abnormally terminated step 
and restart is authorized by the operator, special disposition 
processing is performed. If automatic step restart is to occur, all 
data sets in the restart step with a status of OLD or MOD, and all data 
sets being passed to steps following the restart step are kept. All 
data sets with a status of NEW in the restart step are deleted. If 
automatic checkpoint restart is to occur, all data sets currently in use 
h¥ the job are kept. (For further information on data set disposition 
refer to the section "The DD Statement" and to "Appendix C: Using the 
Restart Facilities." . 

If you omit the RD parameter and no CHKPT macro instructions, or 
RERUN clauses, or CALL IHECKPT statements are executed, automatic 
restart cannot occur. If you omit the RD parameter but one or more 
CHKPT macro instructions or RERUN clauses, or CALL IHECKPT statements 
are executed, automatic checkpoint restart can occur. 

Notes: 
• If you want to make different requests for each step in the job, you 

can., instead, code the RD parameter on the EXEC statement associated 
with each step, as described in the next chapter. If you specify 
the RD parameter on the JOB statement, RD parameters on the job's 
EXEC statements are ignored. 

• MSGLEVEL=(l,O) or MSGLEVEL=(l,l) must be coded on the JOB statement 
if automatic restart is to occur. If you omit this parameter, 
restart is not performed • 

• If restart is requested, assign each step a unique step name. (Upon 
restart" the system searches the name field for the name of the 
abnormally terminated step. If two steps have the same name, restart ( 
is attempted at the first step encountered with the name regardless 
of whether or not this is the step that abnormally terminated.) 
Step names are assigned in the EXEC statement for each step. 
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RESTART PARAMETER 

If your job abnormally terminated and you are resubmitting it for 
execution .. you can use the restart facilities. These facilities reduce 
the time required to execute the job since execution of the job is 
resumed, not repeated. 

Execution ofa resubmitted job can be restarted at the beginning of a 
step (step restart) or within a step (checkpoint restart). In order for 
checkpoint restart to occur.. the CHKPT macro instruction (in assembler 
language). or RERUN clause (in COBOL), or CALL IHECKPT statement (in 
PL/I) must have been executed in your processing program quring the 
original execution of the jobv Through the RESTART parameter you can 
specify where execution is to be restarted. 

Note: Do not use the RESTART parameter the first time you run your job. 

If you want execution to be restarted at a particular job step, code 
the keyword parameter. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I RESTART=stepname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

in the operand field of the JOB statement before resubmitting the job. 
Replace the word "stepname" with the name of the step at which execution 
is to be restarted. You can replace "stepname" with an asterisk (*) if 
execution is to be restarted at the first job step; that is, RESTART =*. 

If you want execution to be restarted at a particular checkpoint 
within a particular job step, code the keyword parameter. 

,----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I RESTART = (stepname,checkid) I L-_____________________________________________________________________ J 

in the operand field of the JOB statement before resubmitting the job. 
Replace the word "stepname" with the name of the step in which execution 
is to be restarted. You can replace "stepname" with an asterisk (*) if 
execution is to be restarted within the first job step. Replace the 
term "checkid" with the name that identifies the checkpoint within the 
step. (If the name contains special characters, it must be enclosed in 
apostrophes. If one of the special characters is an apostrophe, 
identify it by coding two consecutive apostrophes in its place. ) 

If execution is to be restarted at a checkpoint, the resubmitted job 
must include an additional DD statement. This DD statement defines the 
checkpoint data set and has the ddname SYSCHK. (Do not include a SYSCHK 
DD statement if step restart is to be performed.) The SYSCHK DD 
statement is described in "Special DD Statements" in the section "The DD 
Statement." 

If execution is to be restarted at or within a cataloged procedure 
step!, you must give both the name of the step that invokes the procedure 
and the procedure step name,. i.e., RESTART=stepname.procstepname or 
RESTART=(stepname.procstepname,checkid). If the first job step invokes 
a cataloged procedure and you want execution to be restarted at the, 
first procedure step, you can replace "stepname.procstepname" with an 
asteriskC*). 

If the RESTART parameter is not specified on the JOB statement of the 
resubmitted job, execution of the entire job is repeated. 
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Table 5. EXEC Statement Parameters 

r------------T---------T----------------------------T---T-------------------------------, 
I Type I Parameter I Function IP/KI Comments I 
~------------t---------+------------~--~---~--------t---t-------------------------------i 
I Processing I PGM I Names the program to be I P I You must specify either a I 
I Program I I executed in this step. I Iprogram name or a procedure I 
IInformation ~--------t----------------------------t---~name. I 
I I PROC I Names the procedure to be I P I I 
I I I used in this step. I I I 
I r---------+----------------------------+---+-----------~-------------------i 
I IProcedurelAlternative way of naming I P I I 
I. 1 Name I the procedure to be used in I 1 I 
I I I this step without us ing the I I I 
I I I PROC keyword. I I I 
I ~--------+----------------------------+---+-------------------------------i 
I IPARM 'Passes special control in- I K I I 
1 I 1 formation to those programs I I I 
I I I that require it. I I I 
~------------t---------+----------------------------t---+-------------------------------i 
I Installation I ACCT I Supplies accounts infor- I K I I 
I Management I I mati on to your installa- I I I 
I Information I I tion 's accounting routines. I , I 
~-----------t---------t----------------------------t---+-------------------------------i 
I Processing I COND I Specifies conditions for I K I I 
I Opti ons I I executing or bypa ssing the I I I 

I ~---------t~~~-::=~:-------------------t---t-------------------------------~ 
I I TIME I Specifies the maximum amount I K I I 
I I 'of time this job step may I I I 
I I I use the cpu. I I I 
~----------_+---------t----------------------------+---+-------------------------------i 
I Queueing I DPRTY ,Assigns a dispatching prior-I K ISystems with MVT only. I 
I Option I I ity to the job step. I I I 
~------------t---------t----------------------------t---t-------------------------------i 
IMain storagelREGION Ispecifies the maximum region I K ISystems with MVT only. I 
I Options , I size required by this job I I I 
, I I step. I I I 
I ~---------t----------------------------t---+-------------------------------i 
, I ROLL JSpecifies whether this job I K ISystems with MVT only. I 
I I I step can use the rollout/ I I I 
I I I rollin function. I I I 
~------------t---------t----------------------------t---+-------------------------------i 
I Checkpoint/ I RD I Specifies whether this job I K I I 
I Restart I I step can use the automatic I I I 
I I J restart facility of check- I I I 
I J , point/restart. I I I 
~------------~---------~----------------------------~---~------------------------------i 
I Legend: P = Positional parameter I 
I K = Keyword parameter I L _______________________________________________________________________________________ J 
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The EXEC Statement 

The EXEC statement must be the first JCL statement of each job step in 
your job. It must also be the first statement of each procedure step in 
a cataloged procedure~ The EXEC statement is followed in the input 
stream byDD statements and data that pertain to the step. 

The main function of the EXEC statement is to identify the program to 
be executed or the cataloged procedure to be used. For example. Figure 
7 shows the input deck for a three-step job. The EXEC statement of the 
first step requests a program named MYPROG. The DD statements and data 
required by MYPROG follow the EXEC statement. The EXEC statement of the 
second step requests a cataloged procedure named PROCONE. When the 
second step is to be executed the system will use PROCONE. PROCONE has 
two procedure steps. The EXEC statement of the first procedure step 
requests a program named XXX: the EXEC statement of the second procedure 
step requests a program named YYY. After the cataloged procedure is 
used the third step of your job is executed. The EXEC statement of the 
third step requests a program named PRINT. The DD statements required 
by PRINT follow the third EXEC statement. Note that you only supply the 
JCL statements for your job. The cataloged procedure already exists in 
the procedure library (SYS1.PROCLIB). Therefore. you need not be 
concerned with writing the JCL statements for the cataloged procedure 
unless you are actually writing the cataloged procedure to place it in 
the procedure library. You can. however. modify cataloged procedure 
statements by placing the corrections in the input deck for your job. 
For example. in Figure 8 the DD statements that follow the EXEC 
statement of the second step are used to make changes in corresponding 
DD statements in the cataloged procedure. The methods used for 
modifying cataloged procedures are described in the section "Part IV: 
Cataloged and In-stream Procedures". 

The EXEC statement must contain the word EXEC in its operation field. 
The stepname (name field) and most parameters in the operand field are 
optional. The only required information in the operand field is either 
the name of the program to be executed or the name of the procedure to 
be used. The parameters in the operand field allow you to specify six 
types of information: 

1. Processing program information 
2. Insta llation management information 
3. Processing options 
4. Queueing option 
5. Main storage option 
6. Checkpoint restart information 

Table 5 shows the parameters used for each type of information and 
their function. Please fold out Table 5 while reading this chapter. 

The following paragraphs discuss the step name and the optional 
parameters 'of the EXEC statement. For further details refer to the 
publication IBM system/360 Operating System: Job Control Language 
Reference. 
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Procedure Library 

Input Deck 

~ c, .... flR 
II DD Statements 

'l- I I name EXEC 
c, .... e« ;./ PGM =PRINT 

( /i I name EXEC 
PROC =PROCONE 

II DD Statements 

II name JOB ••• 

Figure 7. Using the EXEC statement 

Figure 8. Modifying a Cataloged Procedure 
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Naming the Step 

The stepname identifies a job step within a job.. You must specify a 
stepname if later JCL statements refer to the step (see "Backward 
References" in the chapter "Coding Conventions"), or if the step is 
going to be part of a cataloged procedure or if you are going to perform 
step or checkpoint restart at or within the step. Otherwise, the 
stepname is optional. 

Note: It is recommended that you give a stepname to each step in your 
job because stepnames are used in many ope~ating system messages and it 
would be easier for you to find out what part of your job causes the 
messages if you supply a stepname. (If the step is unnamed. the part of 
the message where the stepname would appear is left blank.) Also. it 
will save recoding time if you decide at a later date to use backward 
references or to turn your JCL statements into a cataloged procedure. 

The stepname is coded in the name field of the EXEC statement. It 
can. range from one to eight characters in length and can contain any 
alphanumeric or national (01. $ ,n) characters.. However., the first 
character of the name must be a letter or national character and must 
begin in column 3. Each stepname in a job or procedure must be unique. 

Processing Program Information 

The.main purpose of the EXEC statement is to identify either the program 
to be executed or the cataloged procedure to be used in the job step. 
The PGM parameter is used to identify the program to be executed. The 
PROC parameter is used to identify the cataloged procedure. You can 
also identify the cataloged procedure by simply coding its name as the 
first parameter in the operand field of the EXEC statement. 

The PGM parameter and the PROC parameter (or procedure name) are 
mutually exclusive. One of them must be coded in the EXEC statement. 

Your manager or supervisor should give you the names of the programs 
and cataloged procedures available in your installation. (Also., see 
Part III of this publication). 

Some programs require special information for their processing. For 
·example. you may have to let it know whether or not you want an output 
listing. You indicate your choices through the PARM parameter. 

Each program that requires them has a fixed set of options you can 
specify through the PARM parameter. The options required by IBM 
programs are listed in the publication associated with the program. 
(Also, see Part III of this publication.) 
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PGM PARAMETER 

You must use the PGM parameter to indicate which processing program is 
to to be used in this job step and where this program resides. 
Processing programs can reside in three types of libraries (partitioned 
data sets) : 

1. The System library (SYS1.LIN~B) 
2. Private libraries 
3. Temporary libraries 

The way you code the PGM parameter depends upon which type of library 
the program resides in. The PGM parameter must be the first parameter 
in the operand field. 

1. The system library is a partitioned data set named SYS1.LINKLIB. 
All IBM-supplied processing programs and, probably, the most 
frequently used programs written by your installation reside in 
SYS1.LINKLIB. The format of the PGM parameter for specifying 
programs that reside in SYS1.LINKLIB is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I PGM=progname I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Not all programs have an alias. For example, your installation may 
have several levels of the linkage editor., but only one of them can 
have the alias IEWL. Your manager or supervisor should give you a 
list of the names and aliases of the processing programs in your 
installation. (Also, see Part III of this publication.) 

2. Private libraries are partitioned data sets that store programs not 
used sufficiently to warrant their inclusion in the system library 
(SYS1.LINKLIB). For example, a set of programs that prepare 
quarterly sales tax reports could be placed in a private library. 
The format of the PGM parameter is the same as for programs in 
SYS1.LINKLIB: 

r----------------------~------------------------------------------, 
I PGM= prog name I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "progname" with the name or alias of the program. 
You indicate the fact that the program resides in a private library 
by inserting a special DD statement in your input deck. This DD 
statement defines the private library. You can name the DD 
st,atement either JOBLIB or STEPLIB. The JOBLIB DD statement 
specifies that the library is available to all steps in the job. 
The STEPLIB DD statement specifies that the library is available 
only to this job step,. The use of these DD statements is explained 
in "Special DD Statements" in the section "The DD Statement." 
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3. Temporary libraries are temporary partitioned data sets created to 
store a program until it is used in a later job step of the same 
job. This type of library is particulary useful for storing the 
program output (load module) of a linkage editor run until it is 
executed by a later job step. The program stored in a temporary 
library is assigned a name by the system, which is not predictable 
by the programmer. Therefore, you use the PGM parameter to 
identify it by location rather than by name. You do this using the 
backward-reference feature of JCL (see "Backward References" in the 
section "Coding Conventions".) The format of the PGM parameters 
for specifying programs that reside in temporary libraries is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I PGM=*.stepname.ddname I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "stepname" with the name of the EXEC statement of 
the job step (of the same job) where the temporary library is 
created. Replace the term "ddname" 
statement that defined the libra 

When the temporary library is created in a cataloged procedure 
step, (of the same job) you may want to call it in a later job step 
outside the procedure. In order to call it, you must give both the 
name of the job step that invokes the procedure and the procedure 
step name, i.e., PGM=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname. 
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Programs residing in the system library or private libraries can also 
be executed by coding PGM=*. stepname. ddname" provided the named DD 
statement defines the program as a member of such a library. 

Note: If your DD statements request space allocation and disposition 
processing you can satisfy these requirements prior to executing your 
program (see the next chapter). To do this l write PGM=IEFBR14 instead 
of specifying your program's name. This also allows you to check the 
accuracy of your JCL statements. (If you create a data set when using 
this program, the data sets status will be OLD when you execute your own 
program. Make sure you change the DD statement to indicate this fact.) 

PROC OR PROCEDURE NAME PARAMETER 

Instead of executing a particular program a job step may use a cataloged 
or in-stream procedure. A cataloged or in-stream procedure can contain 
JCL statements for several steps, each of which executes a particular 
program. Cataloged procedures are members of the procedure library. 
(The IBM-supplied procedure library is named SYS1.PROCLIBi at your 
installation, there may be additional procedure libraries which would 
have different names.) 

The format of the PROC parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I PROC=procedure name I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term ·procedure name" with the member name of the cataloged 
procedure or the name on the PROC statement of the in-stream procedure. 
If you prefer, omit "PROC· and simply code the cedure name. 

The PROC parameter or the procedure name must be the first parameter 
in the operand field. 
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Note: 

• subsequent parameters in the operand field can be used to override 
EXEC statement parameters in the cataloged procedure. 

• Such parameters reflect a reference to cataloged procedure steps in 
their keywords. 

• For details on using and modifying cataloged or in-stream 
procedures:. see "Part IV: Cataloged and In-stream Procedures." 

PARM PARAMETER 

Some IBM-supplied processing programs allow you to select alternatives 
from a set of options. -For example, two of the options the FORTRAN G 
compiler gives you are: (1) whether or not a listing of the object 
module is to be printed, and (2) the number of lines in each page of the 
listing. Your choices are indicated by certain values given to the PARM 
parameter. For example, to indicate that you want a listing and that 
each page is to have 65 lines write PARM=(LIST,'LINECNT=6S'). 

Each IBM program that requires PARM information has a specific value 
for each of its options. For example, in the case of the FORTRAN G 
compiler, LIST specifies that a listing of the object module is to be 
printed. The PARM values are listed in the publication associated with 
the program and in Part III of this publication. 

In many cases, default values can be selected for PARM values during 
system generation. That is, the system programmer will select one 
alternative (e.g., LIST) or assign a fixed value to another (e.g., 
LINECNT=40). The system will assume the default option unless you 
specify the other alternative or ~hange the fixed value. 

Your manager or supervisor will tell you which default values were 
generated for the installation's operating system. 

The installation's processing programs or your own program can accept 
PARM values if the program is written in assembler language or PLiI. 
The system will place the PARM values in an area of main storage 
available to the program. You can then obtain these values by following 
the instructions in "Acquiring the Information in the PARM field of the 
EXEC Statement" in the publication IBM System/360 Operating System: 
supervisor services, GC28-6646, or in the publication IBM System/360 
Operating System: PL/I (F) Programmer's Guide. 

The format of the PARM parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM=value I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Replace the term "value" with up to 100 characters of data. The 
following are general rules for coding the PARM parameter: 

.·If the value contains more than one expression separated by commas, 
the value must be enclose in either a es or ntheses. 

• If any of the expressions contain special characters/ you can either 
1) enclose that expression in apostrophes (5-8 punch) and the value 
in parentheses, or 2) enclose the entire value in apostrophes. (The 
enclosing apostrophes and parentheses are not considered part of the 
information and do not count towards the maximwn of 100 characters 
of data; comm~s within a sed as of the 
information. ) 

• If the special character 
consecutive apostrophes,. 

When two apostrophes are coded only one is passed to the processing 
program. 

• If the special character ampersand and you are not defining a 
amIPe~rs;and as two consecutive symbolic parameter 

ampersands. 

When two ampersands are coded, only one is passed to the processing 
program. 

• If there is only one value and the value does not contain special 
characters " you need val ue in parentheses or 
apostrophes. If the value ial characters enclo 
value in apostrophes. 

Since the value can consist of up to 100 characters, you may have to 
continue the value onto another card. If the value is to be continued, 
enclose the value in parentheses. Any value enclosed in apostrophes 
must be coded on one card. To continue the value, follow the 
continuation conventions as outlined in the topic "Continuing Control 
Statements" in the section "Coding Conventions". The continuation comma 
is considered part of the value field and counts 

00 

When the job step uses a cataloged procedure, you can pass information 
to a step in the procedure by including as part of the keyword PARM, the 
procedure step name, i.e,." PARM.procstepname. This specification 
overrides the PARM parameter in the named procedure step, if one is 
present. You can code as many parameters of this form as there are 
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To pass information to the first step in a cataloged procedure and 
nullify all other PARM parameters in the procedure. code the PARM 
keyword without a procedure step name. 

Installation Management Information 

Some installations have job step accounting routines in addition to the 
regular job accounting routines. Job step accounting is particularly 
useful in cases where a different programmer is assigned to write each 
step of a jOb., or where the installation's management wants to know how 
much time is spent on different functions such as compilation or link 
editing. 

You can specify job step accounting information instead of, or in 
addi tion to job accounting information,. Job step accounting information 
is specified with the ACCT parameter in the EXEC statement. Job 
accounting information is specified with a positional parameter in the 
JOB statement (see the chapter "The JOB Statement"). 

ACCT PARAMETER 

The ACCT parameter allows you to supply job step accounting information. 
It has the following format: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I ACCT=(accounting information) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "accounting information" with one or more subparameters 
separated by commas. Your manager or supervisor should tell you exactly 
how to code this parameter. The following are general rules for coding 
the accounting information: 

• The total number of characters of accounting information, plus the 
commas that separate the subparameters,. cannot exceed 142. 

• If the list contains only one subparameter, you need not enclose it 
in parentheses .• 

• If any subparameter contains special characters (except hyphens), 
you can either 1) enclose the subparameter in apostrophes (5-8 
punches) and the value in parentheses, or 2) enclose the entire 
value in apost The are not considered part of 
the information. 
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-If the special character 
consecutive apostrophes. 

When the job step uses a cataloged procedure, you can supply 
accounting information pertaining to a single procedure step by 
including, as part of the keyword ACCT, the procedure step name" i.e., 
ACCT.procstepname. This specification overrides the ACCT parameter in 
the named procedure step, if one is present. You can code as many 

ameters of this form as there are ste s in the cataloged edure. 

To supply accounting information pertaining to all steps in a procedure, 
code the ACCT parameter without a procedure step name. This 
specification overrides all ACCT ameters in the cedure, 
present. 

Processing Options 

There are two processing options available to the job step through EXEC 
statement parameters. 

The COND parameter specifies conditions for executing or bypassing 
the job step according to the success or failure of previous steps in 
the job. For example, if one of the steps in your job is an error 
analysis program, you would only want to execute it if there were errors 
in the preceding steps. 

The TIME parameter lets you set the maximum amount of time the step 
may use the cpu. This parameter lets you find out how long the job step 
uses the cpu and limits the cpu time wasted if the job step goes into a 
loop. 

COND PARAMETER 

Occasionally, some of the steps in a job may be unnecessary. For 
example, the last step of an inventory job might be to prepare reorder 
forms for depleted items. You would not want to execute this last step 
if one of the previous steps discovered that there were no missing 
items. The COND parameter of the EXEC statement lets you: 

- Make as many as eight tests on return codes issued by preceding job 
steps or cataloged procedure" steps. which completed normally. If 
anyone of the tests is satisfied, the job step is bypassed. 

- Specify that the job step is to be executed even if one or more of 
the preceding job steps abnormally terminated or only if one or more 
of the preceding job steps abnormally terminated. 

The tests specified with the CONn parameter of the EXEC statement are 
performed in addition to the tests specified with the COND parameter of 
the JOB. statement. That is, the tests in the JOB statement are 
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performed first., and if any are met the job is discontinued regardless 
of what you specify in the EXEC statements. Using the COND parameter in 
both the JOB and EXEC statement allows you to set some conditions that 
apply to all steps in the job and other conditions that apply only to 
particular job steps. Abnormal termination (ABEND) of a job step 
normally causes subsequent steps to be bypassed and the job to be 
terminated. By means of the COND parameter I however, you can specify 
execution of a job step after one or more proceding job steps have 
abnormally terminated. For the COND parameter to be acted on, a job 
step must ABEND while the program has control. If a job step is 
abnormally terminated during scheduling. due to failures such as JCL 
errors or inability to allocate space, the remaining job steps are 
bypassed, no matter what you specified in any COND parameter. 

The format of the COND parameter of the EXEC statement is: 

r------- -------------------------------------------------------------, 
I (code, operator) I I 
I (code~operator,stepname) I 
I COND= ( (code, operator"stepname.procstepname) , ••• ) I 
I EWN I 
I ONLY I ~_______ _____________________________________ _ ______________________ J 

You can write the term (code,operator[,stepname[.procstepname]]) up to 
eight times,. or you can can write either EVEN or ONLY and the term 
(code, operator [ • stepname [ • procstepname] ]) up to seven times .• 

Replace the term "code" with any decimal number from 0 through 4095. 

Replace the term "operator" with one of the following: 

GT (greater than) 
GE (greater than or equal to) 
EQ (equal to) 
LT (less than) 
LE (less than or equal to) 
NE (not equal to) 

Replace the term "stepname" with the name of the preceding job step 
that issues the return code to be tested. If you do not code a 
"stepname" the test indicated is performed on all preceding steps. When 
the return code is issued by a ca taloged procedure step,. you may want to 
test it in a later job step outside of the procedure. In order to test 
it, you must give both the name of the job step that invokes the 
procedure and the procedure step name. i.e,.,. COND=( (code, operator .• 
stepname.procstepname), •••• ). 
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If you want only one test made, omit the outer parentheses, for example: 

COND=(10,LT) or COND=(lS,NE,STEPS) 

The EVEN and ONLY subparameters are mutually exclusive. 
subparameter you select can be coded in combination with up 
code tests, and can before, between, or after return 

The EVEN subparameter causes the step to be executed even if one or 
more of the preceding job steps have abnormally terminated. However, if 
any return code tests specified in this job step are satisfied, the step 
is bypassed. The ONLY subparameter causes the step to be executed only 
if one or more of the preceding job steps have abnormally terminated. 
However, if any return code tests specified in this job step are 
satisfied, the step is bypassed. 

When a job step abnormally terminates, the COND parameter on the EXEC 
statement of the next step is scanned for the EVEN or ONLY subparameter. 
If neither is specified, the job step is bypassed and the EXEC statement 
of the next step is scanned for the EVEN or ONLY subparameter. If EVEN 
or ONLY is specified, return code tests, if any, are made on all 
previous steps specified that executed and did not abnormally terminate. 

I 
The step is bypassed if anyone of these tests is satisfied, or if one 
of the previous job steps abended because it exceeded the time limit for 
the job. otherwise" the job step is executed. 
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If you omit the COND parameter, no return code tests are made and the 
step will be bypassed if any of the preceding job steps abnormally 
terminated. 
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When the job step uses a cataloged procedure, you can establish 
return code tests and the EVEN or ONLY subparameter for a procedure step 
h¥ including, as part of the keyword COND, the procedure step name, 
i.e,., COND.procstepname. This specification overrides the COND 
parameter in the named procedure step, if one is present. You can code 
as many par;~~" J;;~,.,;;O,t",t. • • 

'\~ 

To establish one set of return code tests and the EVEN or ONLY 
subparameter for all steps in a procedure" code the COND parameter 
without a procedure step name. This specificatio 
parameters in the procedure,. if any are present. ' 

The stepname you specify in the condition, for example, STEP2 in 
(5/,EQ"STEP2). can be the name of either a preceding procedure step in 
the cataloged procedure or of a preceding step in the job. Make sure 
you do not use the same stepnames for EXEC.statements in your job as 
those used for procedure steps in any cataloged procedure used in that 
job. You can also test the return code produced by a procedure step of 
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can· establish similar tests for all steps in the procedure by coding 
COND parameter without a procedure step name. 

Notes: 

• When a job step that contains the EVEN or ONLY subparameter 
references a data set that was to be created or cataloged in a 
preceding step" the data set (1) will not exist if the step crea ting 
it was bypassed" or (2) may be incomplete if" the step creating it 
abnormally terminated • 

• It is meaningless to specify the COND parameter for the first step 
of a job. 

TIME PARAMEl'ER 

The TIME parameter specifies the maximum amount of time a job step or 
cataloged procedure step may use the CPU. Two benefits of the TIME 
parameter are that it allows you to find out how long the step uses the 
CPU (CPU time appears on the output listing) and it helps limit the CPU 
time wasted by a step that goes into a loop. Normally, a job step that 
exceeds its time limit is terminated. However, if the System Management 
Facilities option is included in the CPU system and a user exit routine 
is provided" this routine can extend the time limit so that processing 
can continue. (The System Management Facilities option and user exit 
routines to be used with it are discussed in the publication IBM 
System/360 Operating System: system Programmer's Guide,.) 

The format of the TIME parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I TIME= ([minutes] [,seconds] ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "minutes" and "seconds" with the maximum number of 
minutes and seconds that the step can use the cpu. The number of 
minutes must be less than 1440 (24 hours); the number of seconds must be 
less than 60.. That is" the maximum time you can specify is 
TIME=(1439,59). 

If the job step may require use of the CPU for more than 1439 
minutes!. code TlME=1440 to eliminate the time limit. You must not code 
TIME=O. 

If the CPU time limit is given in minutes only,. you need not code the 
parentheses. For example. TIME=12. If the CPU time limit given is 
seconds only. you must code both the parentheses and a comma to indicate 
the absence of minutes. For example TIME= (,.30). 

If you omit the TIME parameter~ the default cpu time limit for a job 
(as established in the cataloged procedure for the input reader) is 
assumed. 
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Coding TlME=1440 also lifts the restrictions on the amount of time a 
job step may remain in a wait state. If the System Management 
Facilities option is included in the system, the installation determines 
this time limit. In this case, a job step remaining in a wait state for 
more than the established time limit causes termination of the job 
unless a user-provided exit routine extends the wait-state time limit 
for that step. If the System Management Facilities option is not 
included, the system automatically provides a '30-minute time limit for 
wait states; that is, a job step remaining in a wait state for more than 
30 consecutive minutes causes termination of the job. If the job step 
should be allowed to remain in a wait state for more than the 
established time limit. code TIME=1440 to eliminate the time limit. 

When the job step uses a cataloged procedure. you can set a CPU time 
limit for a single procedure step by including, as part of the keyword 
TIME" the procedure step name, i.e., TIME.procstepname. This 
specification overrides the TIME parameter in the named procedure step, 
if one is present.. You can code as many parameters of this form as 
there are steps in the cataloged procedure. 

To set a CPU time limit for an entire procedure, code the TIME parameter 
without a procedure step name. This specification overrides all TIME 
parameters in the procedure if any are present. 

Queuing Option (Systems With MVT Only) 

The DPRTY parameter allows you to specify a dispatching priority for the 
job step. For further information on dispatching priority, refer to 
"Task Priority" in the publication IBM system/360 Operating System: 
supervisor services, GC28-6646. 

DPRTY PARAMETER (SYSTEMS WITH MVT ONLY) 

The format of the DPRTY parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I DPRTY= ( [value1.] [, value2]) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace both "value1." and "value2" with a number from 0 through 15. The 
system uses the following formula to form the dispatching priority: 

(value1.x16) + value2=dispatching priority 

If you do not assign a number to "value1.". a default value of 0 is 
assumed. If you omit "value1" you must code both the parentheses and a 
comma preceding "value2" to indicate the absence of "value~n. 
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If you omit the DPRTY parameter, the job step is assigned the 
priority you specified for the entire job either with the PRTY parameter 
of the JOB statement, or by default. 

Whenever possible, you should avoid assigning a number of 15 to 
"value1". This number is used for certain system functions. 

When this step uses a cataloged procedure, you can assign a 
dispatching priority to a single procedure step by including, as part of 
the DPRTY parameter, the procedure step name, i.e., DPRTY.procstepname. 
This specification overrides the DPRTY parameter in the named procedure 
stepl if one is present. You can code as many 

To assign a single dispatching priority to an entire cataloged 
procedure, code the DPRTY parameter without a procedure step name. This 
specificati 
are present. 

Note: If your installation provides time-slicing facilities in a system 
wi th MVT" the DPRTY parameter can be used to mak e a job step part of a 
group of job steps to be time-sliced. At system generation, the 
priorities of the time-sliced groups are selected. If the number 
assigned to value 1 corresponds to a priority number selected for 
time-slicing and value 2 is either omitted or assigned a value of 11, 
then the job step will be time-sliced. 

Main Storage Options (Systems With MVT Only) 

MVT processes several jobs at the same time in different regions of main 
storage. The size of each region depends on the requirements of each 
job. Once the processing of tha t job is completed, the system us es that 
space for other jobs. (The free space can be subdivided into smaller 
regions. used as is for a region the same size, or combined with 
adjacent free space for a larger region.) 

Usually you assign a region size through the REGION parameter of the 
JOB statement as described in the preceding chapter. In this case each 
step of the job will be executed in that region. You can. however, 
specify a different region size for each step in the job using the 
REGION parameter of the EXEC statement. This is desirable in cases 
where different steps need a greatly different region size. For example 
one step of your job may need 16K while another may need 128K. If you 
do not specify a region size for each step, there would be 112K unused 
while the first step is executed. Had you specified a region size for C 
each step, MVT could use those 112K for executing other jobs while your 
first step is executed. 
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Regions are contiguous areas of main storage. However,. you can 
define a two-part region if your operating system was generated with 
"main storage hierarchy support". Main storage hierarchy support 
provides for storage hierarchies 0 and 1. If IBM 2361 Core storage, 
Model 1 or 2, is present in the system, processor storage is referred to 
as hierarchy 0 and 2361 core storage is referred to as hierarchy 1. 

If 2361 Core storage is not present but main storage hierarchy 
support was specified during system generation, a two-part region is 
established in processor storage when a region is defined to exist in 
two hierarchies. The two parts are not necessarily contiguous. 

The REGION parameter allows you to specify the region size to be used 
by your job step. 

Notes: 
--;-rf you have specified a REGION parameter in the JOB statement, 

REGION parameters on the JOB'S EXEC statements are ignored • 

• In systems without main storage hierarchy support, processor storage 
is referred to as main storage. In systems with main storage 
hierarchy support" main storage comprises both processor storage 
(hierarchy 0) and 2361 core storage (hierarchy 1). 

sometimes a job step will run out of space in its region. Normally" 
this means that the step is terminated. However, if the rollout/rollin 
option was generated for your MVT system, the system can obtain more 
space for your job step. This is accomplished by "rolling out" another 
job step that is currently being executed and allocating its region to 
your job step. After processing of your step is ended" the rolled-out 
step is "rolled in" and its processing continues. 

The ROLL parameter lets you specify whether the job steps in your job 
can be rolled out and whether they can cause rollout of other job 
steps. 

Note: ROLL parameters coded on EXEC statements are superseded by a ROLL 
parameter coded on the JOB statement. 

REGION PARAMETER (SYSTEMS WITH MVT ONLY) 

The REGION parameter allows you: 

1. To request the maximum amount of main storage to be allocated to 
the job step. This figure must include the size of those 
components that are required by your program and are not resident 
in storage. 

2. To request the amount of main storage to be allocated to the job 
step and in which storage hierarchy or hierarchies the space is to 
be allocated.. This request should be made only if main storage 
hierarchy support is specified during system generation. 

The storage requirements you must consider when specifying a region 
size are outlined in the publication IBM System/360 Operating system: 
storage Estimates,. 

1. The format of the REGION parameter for systems without storage 
hierarchies is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I REGION=valueK I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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Replace the term "value" with the number of contiguous 1024-bytes 
areas you want allocated to the jobstep, for example, REGION=52K. 
This number can range from one to five digits but cannot exceed 
16383. It should be specified as an even number. (If you specify 
an odd number, the system treats it as the next highest even 
number.) 

If you omit the REGION parameter, the default value (as established 
in the input reader procedure) is assumed. 

When the job step uses a cataloged procedure, you can request a 
region size for a single procedure step by including, as part of 
the REGION parameter, the procedure step name l i.e., 
REGION.procstepname. This specification overrides the REGION 
parameter in the named procedure step, if one is present. You can 
code as many parameters of this form as there are ste s in the 
catal cedure. 

To request a single region size for an entire 
code the REGION parameter without a procedure 
specification overrides all REGION 
any are present. 

2. The format of the REGION parameter for systems with storage 
hierarchies is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I REGION= ([value K] ["values.K]) I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "value " with the number of contiguous 1024-byte 
areas you want allocated to the job step in hierarchy 0 (processor 
storage); replace the term "values." with the number of contiguous 
1024-bytes areas to be allocated in hierarchy 1 (2361 storage)" 
e.'g., REGION= (60K, 200K) • Each value specified should be an even 
number. (If you specify an odd number, the system treats it as the 
next highest even number.) 

The following rules apply to the hierarchy sizes: 

• If 2361 Core storage is not present but main storage hierarchy 
support was specified during system generation" a two-part 
region is established in processor storage when a region is 
defined to exist in two hierarchies. The two parts are not 
necessarily contiguous. In this case, the sum of value and 
values. cannot exceed 16383. For example, REGION=(10K.,4K). 

• If 2361 Core Storage is present, value , cannot exceed 16383" 
and values. cannot exceed 1024 if using a single Modell, or 
2048, if using a single Model 2. 

• If main storage hierarchy support was not generated and regions 
are requested in both hierarchies~ the region sizes are 
combined and an attempt is made to allocate a single region 
from processor storage. If a region is requested entirely from 
hierarchy 1, no hierarchy 0 segment is allocated. 
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In systems with main storage hierarchy support, you can omit either 
subparameter., thereby requesting storage in only one hierarchy. If 
you are requesting storage only in hierarchy 1" you must code a 
comma to indicate the absence of the first subpararneter. for 
example, REGION=(,52K). If you are requesting storage only in 
hierarchy 0, you need not code the parentheses, for example, 
REGION=70K. 

If you omit the REGION parameter, the default value (as established 
in the input reader procedure) is assumed. When the default region 
size is assumed, storage is always allocated in hierarchy o. 

When the job step uses a cataloged procedure, you can request a 
region size for a single procedure step by including, as part of 
the region parameter, the procedure step name i.e., 
REGION. procstepname.. This specification overrides the REGION 
parameter in the named procedure step, if one is present. You can 
code as many parameters of this form as there are s s in the 
catal edure. 

To request a single region size for 
code the REGION parameter without a 
specification overrides all REGION 
any are present. 

Note: If you have specifed a REGION parameter on the JOB statement, 
REGION parameters on the job's EXEC statements are ignored. 

ROLL PARAMETER (SYSTEMS WITH MVT ONLY) 

The function of rollout/rollin is to allocate additional main storage to 
a job step whose own region contains no more available space. In order 
to allocate this additional main storage to a job step, another job step 
may have to be rolled out" i .• e., temporarily transferred to secondary 
storage. The ROLL parameter allows you to indicate whether or not your 
job step can be rolled out and whether or not it can cause rollout of 
other job steps. 

The format of the ROLL parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ROLL=(x,y) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The ·x" declares the job step's ability to be rolled out. If "x" is 
YES, the job step can be rolled out; if "x" is NO, the job step cannot 
be rolled out. The "y" declares the job step's ability to cause rollout 
of another job step. If "y" is YESiI the job step can cause rollout; if 
.y. is NO, the job step cannot cause rollout. (YES must be specified if 
you want additional main storage allocated to the job step if it is 
required.) If you include the ROLL parameter, both the ·x" and .y" 
subparameters must be coded. 
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When the job step uses a cataloged procedure, you can indicate 
whether or not a single procedure step has the ability to be rolled out 
and to cause rollout of another job step. To indicate this, include, as 
part of the ROLL parameter, the procedure step name" i.e,., 
ROLL.procstepname. This specification overrides the ROLL parameter in 
the named procedure step, if one is present. You can code as many 
parameters of this form as there are steps in the cataloged procedure. 

To indicate whether or not all of the steps of a cataloged procedure 
have the ability to be rolled out and to cause rollout of other job 
steps, ~ode the ROLL parameter without a procedure step name. This 
specification overrides all ROLL parameters in the procedure, if any are 
present. 

If this parameter is omitted, the default specified in the reader 
procedure is used. In the IBM-supplied reader procedures" the default 
specified is ROLL=(YES,NO). 

Notes: 

• Roll parameters coded on EXEC statements are superseded by a ROLL 
parameter coded on the JOB statement,. 

• Teleprocessing jobs that use the autopoll option should not have the 
ability to be rolled out. A rolled out job using this option cannot 
be restarted properly. Therefore, you should always code 
ROLL=(NO,YES) or ROLL=(NO,NO) for this kind of job. 

Checkpoint/Restart 

When a job step abnormally terminates (ABEND), you may have 'to resubmit 
the job for execution. This means lost computer time and a delay in 
obtaining the desired results. To reduce these effects, you can use the 
restart facilities of the operating system provided your program is 
written in the assembler language, COBOL, or PL/1. 

If a job step abnormally terminates or if a system failure occurs" 
the restart facilities allow you to request that the job step be 
restarted automatically either at the beginning of the step (step 
restart) or within the step (checkpoint restart). Automatic restarts 
are specified with the RD parameter of the EXEC statement. 

For detailed information on the checkpoint/restart facilities" using 
the assembler language refer to the publication IBM System/360 Operating 
System: Supervisor services1 using COBOL, to IBMSystem/360 Operating 
system: COBOL (E) Programmer's Guide, or to IBM System/360 Operating 
system: COBOL (F) Programmer's Guide;, or to IBM System/360 Operating 
system: American National Standard COBOL Programmer's Guide 1 using 
PL/1, to IBM system/360 Operating System: PL/l (F) Programmer's Guide; 
and also to "Appendix C: ,Using the Restart Facilities" of this 
publication and to the publication IBM System/360 Operating system: 
Advanced Checkpoint/Restart Planning Guide, GC28-6108. 
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RD PARAMETER 

A job can be automatically restarted at the beginning of the job step 
that abnormally terminated (step restart) or within the step (checkpoint 
restart). In either case:, automatic restart can occur only if: 

1. you use the RD parameter to request restart, 

2. the return code returned during abnormal termination indicates that 
the step is eligible for restart. and 

3. the operator authorizes restart. 

In order for checkpoint restart to occur:, the CHKPT macro instruction 
(assembler), or the RERUN clause (COBOL)" or the CALL IHECKPT statement 
(PL/l) must have been executed in your processing program prior to 
abnormal termination. Through the RD (restart definition) pa~ameter, 
you can specify that step restart can occur or that the action of the 
CHKPl' macro instruction (assembler), or the RERUN clause (COBOL), or the 
CALL IHECKPT statement (PLll) is to be suppressed. 

The format of the RD parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I RD=request I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the work "request" with: 

R to permit automatic step restart 

NC to suppress the action of the CHKPT macro instruction, or 
RERUN clause, or CALL IHECKPT statement, and not permit 
automatic restart 

NR to request that the CHKPT macro instruction, or RERUN Clause, 
or CALL IHECKPT statement be allowed to establish a 
checkpoint, but not to permit automatic restart 

RNC to permit step restart and to suppress the action of the CHKPT 
macro instruction. or RERUN Clause, or CALL IHECKPT statement. 

Each of these requests is described in more detail in the following 
paragraphs. 

RD=R: If the processing programs used by this job step do not include 
any CHKPT macro instructions, (assembler) I or RERUN clause (COBOL), or 
CALL IHECKPT statements (PLll),. RD=R allows execution to be resumed at 
the beginning of this step if it abnormally terminates. If any of these 
programs do include one or more CHKPT macro instructions" or RERUN 
clauses. or CALL IHECKPT statements step restart can occur if a step 
abnormally terminates before execution of a CHKPT macro instruction or 
RERUN clause. or CALL IHECKPT statement; thereafter, checkpoint restart 
can occur. If you cancel the effects of the CHKPT macro instructions or 
RERUN clauses. or CALL IHECKPT statements before a che~kpoint restart is 
performed. the request for automatic step restart is again in effect. 

RD=NC or RD=RNC: RD=NC or RD=RNC should be specified when you want to 
suppress the action of all CHKPT macro instructions (assembler) '. or 
RERUN clauses (COBOL) " or CALL IHECKPT statements (PLll) included in the 
programs used by this step. When RD=NC is specified, neither step 
restart nor checkpoint restart can occur. When RD=RNC is specified, 
step restart can occur. RD=NC has no effect on processing if CHKPT 
macro instructions. or RERUN clauses. or CALL IHECKPT statements are not 
included in the program. 
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RD=NR: RD=NR permits a CHKPT macro instruction (assembler), or RERUN 
clause (COBOL), or CALL IHECKPT statement (PL/1) to establish a 
checkpoint, but does not permit automatic step or checkpoint restarts. 
Instead, at a later time, you can resubmit the job and begin execution 
at a specific checkpoint. (The RESTART parameter of the JOB statement 
is used for resubmitting a job for restart. see "Checkpoint/restart" in 
the chapter liThe JOB Statement".) This parameter has no effect on 
processing if CHKPT macro instructions, RERUN clauses, or CALL IHECKPT 
statements are not included in the program. 

If automatic restart is requested for an abnormally terminated step 
and restart is authorized by the operator, special disposition 
processing is performed. If automatic step restart is to occur, all 
data sets in the restart step with a status of OLD or MOD, and all data 
sets being passed to steps following the restart step are kept. All 
data sets with a status of NEW in the restart step are deleted. If 
automatic checkpoint restart is to occur, all data sets currently in use 
by the job are kept. (For further information on data set dispositions 
refer to the section "The DD Statement" and to "Appendix C: Using the 
Restart Facilities." 

If you omit the RD parameter and no CHKPT macro instructions, or 
RERUN clauses, or CALL IHECKPT statements are executed, automatic 
restart cannot occur.. If you omi t the RD parameter but one or more 
CHKPT macro instructions or RERUN clauses., or CALL IHECKPT statements 
are executed, automatic checkpoint restart can occur. 

When this job step uses a cataloged procedure, you can make a restart 
request for a single procedure step by including, as part of the RD 
parameter, the procedure step name, i.e., RD.procstepname. This 
specification overrides the RD parameter in the named procedure step., if 
one is present.. You can code a s many parameters of this form as there 
are steps in the cataloged procedure. . 

To specify a restart request for an entire cataloged procedure., code 
the RD parameter without a procedure step name. This specification 
overrides all RD parameters in the procedure, if any are present. 

Notes: 

• If you specify the RD parameter on the JOB statement, RD parameters 
on the job's EXEC statements are ignored. 

• When using a system with MVT, MSGLEVEL=(l,O) or MSGLEVEL=(l,l) must 
be coded on the JOB statement. If you omit this parameter, restart 
is not performed. 

• If restart is requested for this step, assign each step a unique 
step name. (Upon restart, the system searches the name field for 
the corresponding name of the abnormally terminated step. If two 
steps have the same name, restart is attempted at the first step 
encountered with the corresponding name regardless of whether or not 
this is the step that abnormally terminated.) Step names are 
assigned in the name field of the EXEC statement for each step. 

• If restart occurs, the CPU time limit assigned to the step with the C 
TIME parameter is restored to its original value. 
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The DD Statement 

There must be a DD statement for each data set used in your job step. 
DD statements follow the EXEC statement that marks the beginning of the 
job step.. You can include a maximum of 255 DD statements in each job 
step. 

The main functions of the DD statements are to describe the 
characteristics of data sets and to indicate their location. These 
functions allow you a great deal of freedom in writing your program. 
For example. if you are writing a program to process paid bills, you do 
not have to indicate in your program the size of the input records, or 
the type of device in which they are located. You can postpone these 
definitions until you run the program when you must write the DD 
statement for the input data sets. You can debug your program. and then 
run it several times with different DD statements for the input record 
data set,. In that way you can determine which record size is most 
efficiently processed, whether the input should come from a card reader 
or a magnetic tape unit. All your program needs to know to refer to the 
data set is the name of the DD statement (ddname) that describes the 
data set. Each time you execute the program you can use the DD 
statement to describe a different data set as long as the ddname remains 
constant. (Refer to "Section 3: Data Management" in the publication 
IBM System/360 Operating System: Concepts and Facilities for a summary 
of the data management concepts you must know before reading this 
chapter on the DD statement.) • 

You can, however, define data set characteristics within your program 
so that you will not have to specify those characteristics that remain 
constant each time you use a data set. The number and type of data set 
characteristics you can specify in your program rather than in the DD 
statement depends on the language you are using for writing your 
program. For example, the assembler language allows you to specify more 
data set characteristics in your program than the FORTRAN language. 
However, regardless of the facilities of the language you are using., you 
should only specify those requirements essential to processing in your 
program and leave the rest for the DD statement. This gives you more 
flexibility in writing the program and places fewer restrictions on any 
future changes you may have to make to the program. 

All job steps in your job (except those steps that use a cataloged 
procedure) require DD statements because every program must have either 
an input data set, or an output data set, and, in many cases, work data 
sets in order to operate. The names of the DD statements required for 
IBM-supplied programs, such as compilers and utilities, are predefined 
and you must code their parameters according to the rules stated in the 
publications associated with the programs. (A summary of JCL statements 
for compilers, linkage editors, and loader appears in Part III of this 
publication. ) 

Only you can determine the DD statements required for your own 
program. In general, you will need one DD 'statement for each data set 
defined with: 

• A data set number if you are using ALGOL. 
• A DCB macro instruction if you are using the assembler. 
• An FD entry if you are using COBOL. 
• A data set reference number if you are using FORTRAN. 
• The TITLE option or file name if you are using PL/l. 
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You will need more than one DD statement for each data set in the two 
following cases: 

1. Definition and retrieval of index sequential (ISAM) data sets may 
require up to three DD statements. 

2. Several input data sets" each defined by a different DD statement" 
may be read as if they were a single data set through the technique 
of concatenation. 

In both cases, only the first DD statement is given a ddname. 

If the job step uses a cataloged procedure., you can use a DD 
statement either to override parameters in a DD statement in the 
procedure" or simply." to add a new DD statement to the procedure. In 
both cases" the nodification remains in effect only for the duration of 
the job step, it does not change the procedure permanently. 

A DD statement must contain the term DD in its operation field. 
Although all parameters in the DD statement's operand field are 
optional, a blank operand field is invalid, except when you are 
overriding DD statements defining concatenated data sets in a cataloged 
procedure. (see "Overriding, Adding and Nullifying Parameters on a DD 
Statement" in Part IV of this publication. 

The parameters in the operand field allow you to specify five types 
of optional information: 

1. Data set information. 
2. Location of the data set. 
3. Size of the data set. 
4. Data attributes. 
5. Special processing options. 

Table 6 shows the parameters used for each type of information and their 
functions. 

As you can see, not all parameters are needed to define a data set. 
In fact, some combinations of parameters cannot be used in the same DD 
statement. 

The valid combination of DD statement parameters allow you to perform 
the following functions: 

1. Create a data set: 
a. on unit record devices (card punch or printer) 
b. on system output devices 
c. on magnetic tape 
d. on direct access devices 

2. Retrieve an existing data set: 
a. from unit record devices (card reader or paper tape reader) 
h. from input stream 
c. passed data set (from magnetic tape or direct access) 
d. cataloged data set (from magnetic tape or direct access) 
e. kept data set (from magnetic tape or direct access) 

3. Extend an existing data set: 
a. passed data set (from magnetic tape or direct access) 
b. cataloged data set (from magnetic tape or direct access) 
c. kept data set (from magnetic tape or direct access) 
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4. Define special data sets: 
a. private libraries 
b. dump data sets 
c. checkpoint data set 

5. Postpone definition of a data set 

This chapter describes the ddname and the parameters needed for each 
of the above functions. The sections that describe each of the 
functions are self-contained. For example, the section on how to create 
a data set on magnetic tape contains full descriptions of all the 
parameters (and their appropriate subparameters) needed for this 
function. Self-contained sections eliminate ambiguity in the use of 
parameters, but lead to some repetition in the text. For this reason, a 
summary of the OD statement is given in Appendix D. This appendix shows 
the correct formats of the parameters for each of the functions without 
textual descriptions. 

Note: Some devices, such as graphics devices, are not discussed in this 
manual. For information on how to specify IBM devices not described in 
this manual., refer to IBM System/360 Operating System: Job Control 
Language Reference. 
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Table 6. DD statement Parameters (Part 1 of 2) 
r-----------T---------T----------------------T---T---------------------, 
I Type I Parameter I Function I P/K I Comments I 
~----------+---------+----------------------+---+---------------------~ 
IData Set I DSNAME INames the data set,. Ifl K I I 
I Information I (or DSN) lomitted. the data set I I I 
I I I is considered to be I I I 
I I I temporary. I I I 
I ~--------+----------------------+---+---------------------~ 
I IDISP ISpecifies the current I K I I 
J I Istatus of the data set I I I 
I I land whether or not it I I I 
I I I will be retained af ter I I I 
I I Ithe job step. I I I 
~-----------+---------+----------------------+---t---------------------1 
I Location of I UNIT I specifies the type of I K I I 
I the Data I I device to be used for I I I 
J Set I I the da ta set. I I I 
I ~--------+----------------------t---t-----------------~---~ 
I I VOLUME IDescribes the volume I K IFor magnetic tape or I 
I I(or VOL) Ion which the data set I Idirect access devices I 
I I I resides. I I only. I 
, t---------+----------------------t---t---------------------1 

JLABEL IDescribes the volume I K 'For magnetic tape or I 
"label. I Idirect access devices I 
I I I I only. I 
t---------+--------------~-------+---t---------------------~ 
I SYSOUT I Routes. a data set I K I I 
I I through the output I I I 
I I stream. I I I 
t---------+----------------------+---t---------------------i 
I * I Indica te s tha t the I P IOnly one of thes e I 
I I data set is in the I Iparameters can be I 
I I input stream. I I used ina DD state- I 
I I I Iment. I 
t---------+----------------------+---~ I 
I DATA IIndicates that the I P I I 
I Idata set is in the I I I 
I 'input stream and that I I I 
I. I it contains JCL state-I , I 
I 'ments to be treated ast I I 
I ,data. I I I 

~-----------+---------+----------------------+---t---------------------1 
,Size of thel SPACE 'Requests space on I K ,Only one of these 
IDa ta Set, ,direct access dev ices., I parameter s can be 
, I I I lused in a DD state-
I I I I Iment. 
I t---------+----------------------+---~ 
I I SPLIT IUsed to split cylin- I K I 
I I I ders between data sets I I 
, t---------+----------------------+---~ 
, ISUBALLOC Ispecifies that the I K I 
I I Idata set shares direct I I 
I , 'access space with I I 
I I lother data sets. I I 
~-----------+---------+---------------------_+---t---------------------1 
I Data IDCB ISpecifies the data I K I I 
I Attributes I I attributes not speci- I I I 
I I I fied in your process- I , I 
I I I ing program. I I I L-__________ ~ _________ ~ ______________________ ~ ___ ~ _____________________ J 
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Table 6. DD Statement Parameters (Part 2 of 2) 
r-----------T---------T---------------------l---T---------------------, 
I Type I Parameter I Function P/K I comments I 
~----------+-----~---+----------------------+---f---------------------1 
I special I SEP I Requests that the datal K 10nly one of these I 
Processing I I set be assigned a I Iparameters can be I 
Options I Iseparate channel from I lused in a DD state- I 

I I the ones assigned to I Iment. I 
I I earlier data sets.. I I I 
t---------+----------------------+---~ I 
I AFF I Requests the same I K I I 
I Iseparation require... I I I 
I I ments a s a previous DD I I I 
I Istatement that used I I ~ I 
I I the SEP parameter. I I I 
~----------f----------------------+---+---------------------1 
IDUMMY IIndicates that I/O I P I I 
I loperations are to be I I I 
I I bypassed for this datal I I 
I I set. Commonly used I I I 
I I while debugging a I I I 
I I program. I 1 1 
~--------+----------------------+---f---------------------1 
IDYNAM ISpecifies that dynamic I P IMeaningful only in I 
I lallocation of data I Isystems with MVT and I 
I Isets is to be used. I ITSO. For Systems I 
I IDefers definition of 1 Iwith MFT or MVT I 
I Idata sets until they I Iwithout TSO, DYNAM I 
I lare needed. I Imeans same as DUMMY. I 

I 
~---------+----------------------+---f---------------------1 
IDDNAME IPostpones the defini- I K I you may code only the I 
I Ition of a data set. I IDCB subparameters 1 
I IUseful in cataloged 1 IBLKSIZE and BUFNO I 
I 1 proced ures • I 1 with the DDNAME 1 
1 I 1 I parameter. 1 
t---------+----------------------+---f---------------------~ 
I UCS I Reque sts a particular I K "I 1 
I Ichain in a 1403 print-I I I 
I I er wi th the uni versal I I 1 
I 1 character set feature. I 1 I 
~---------+----------------------+---f---------------------~ 
10UTLIM Ispecifies a limit for I K IThe OUTLIM parameter I 
lithe number of logical I lis ignored unless I 
1 Irecords included in I ISYSOUT is coded in I 
I Ithe output data set lithe operand field of I 
I I being routed through lithe same DD state- 1 
I I the output stream. I I mente I 
t---------+----------------------+---f---------------------~ 
1 TERM I Spec if ie s that an I K I For systems with MVT I 

I I linput or olJ.tput data I land.TSO (Time Sharing I 
set 1S com1ng from or Opt10n) only. 
g01ng to a t1me 

It-----------l---------l:~::~~~-~:~~~:::-----l--~--------------------11 

Legend: P = Positional Parameter 
I K = Keyword Parameter I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Naming the DD Statement 

The ddname identifies the DD statement so that subsequent JCL statements 
and the processing program can refer to it. The following rules apply 
to the ddname: 

1. Only the first DD statement of a group of DD statements that define 
an indexed seguential (ISAM) data set must have a ddname. The name 
field of the other DD statements in the group must be left blank. 

2. Only the first DD statement of a group of DD statements that define 
concatenated data sets must have a ddname. The name field of the 
other DD statements in the group must be left blank. 

3. All other DD statements must have ddnames. 

Each ddname within a jobstep should be unique. If duplicate ddnames 
exist, all I/O references are directed to the first such DD statement in 
the job step. 

The ddname is coded in the name field of the DD statement. It can 
range from one t~ eight characters in length and can contain any 
alphanumeric or national (0),$,#) characters. However, the first 
character of the l1am,e m\ls.t ... be ,a 
in.co~umn 3. ~hefo:tlowing are e:x:atl.111:l1.e$ 
statements. 

1'/1;)Dl 
I/~YSIN 
I'/~LE.· 
//AREA25 
//#103 
//'T31FOOl 

The ddnames used by IBM processing programs are predetermined and you 
must code them as shown in the publications associated with the 
programs, and in Part III of this publication. 

If you code your program in ALGOL or FORTRAN you must use certain 
ddnames for your data sets. The format of the ddnames is: 

ALGLDDnn 
FTnnF001 

(ALGOL) 
(FORTRAN) 

where nn is the data set reference number. For further information 
refer to the programmer's guide for the language you are using. 

The ddnames JOBLIB,STEPLIB,SYSABEND .. SYSUDUMP, and SYSCHK are reserved 
for special system facilities. These ddnames are described in "Special 
DD statements" later on in this section. 

If your job step uses a cataloged procedure, the ddname must be 
qualified by the procedure step name,. i. e .• , procstepname .ddname. The 
ddname can identify either a DD statement in the procedure whose 
parameters you want to override, or a new DD statement you want to add 
to the procedure. (In both cases, the modification remains in effect 
only for the 
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NOTES 

( Ddname , 
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Table 7. Parameters for Creating a Data Set 

Device Parameter Type Parameter Comments 

Unit location of the Data Set UNIT Required 
Record 
Devices Data Attributes DeB Optional 

I Special Processing Options UCS Optional (for a printer with the universal character .:et, fe~ure) 

FCB Optional (for 3211 printer if forms control information is to be specified) 

DUMMY Optional 

System location of the Data Set SYSOUT Required. Specifies the output class 
Output 
Devices UNIT Optional 

Size of the Data Set SPACE Optional 

Data Attributes DCB Optional 

Special Processing Option OUTlIM Optional. Meaningful only for Systems that have the Systems 
Management Faci lities Option 

Magnetic Data Information OS NAME Required if the data set is to be cataloged or used by a later job 
Tape (or DSN) 

DISP Required if the data set is to be cataloged, used by a later step in this job, 
or used by another job 

location of the Data Set UNIT Required unless you request (with the VOLUME parameter) the same volume 
used for an earlier data set in your job 

VOLUME Required if you want a specific volume. If you do not use this parameter you 
(or VOL) get a scratch tape 

LABEL Required if you do not want to use IBM standard labels for the data set 

Data Attri butes DCB Optional 

Special Processing Options SEP Either parameter can be used 

AFF 

DUMMY Optional 

Direct Data Set Information OS NAME Required if the data set is to be cataloged or used by a later joll 
Access (or DSN) 
Devices 

DISP Required if the data set is to be cataloged, used by a later step in this job, 
or used by another job 

location of the Data Set UNIT Required unless you request (with the VO lUME parameter) the same volume 
used for an earlier data set in your job, or unless you use the SPLIT or 
SUBAllOC parameters to allocate space to this data set 

VOLUME Required if you want a specific volume or multiple volumes. If you do not use 
(or VOL) this parameter your data set will be allocated on any suitable volume 

LABel Required if you want the data set to have both IBM standard and user labels 

Size of the Data Set SPACE One of these parameters is required. SPLIT can only be used for BSAM or 
QSAM data sets. SPACE must be used for ISAM data sets 

SPLIT 

SUBAllOe 

Data Attributes DCB Optional. Required for BDAM and ISAM data sets 

Special Processing Options SEP Either parameter can be used 

AFF 

DUMMY Optional 

DYNAM Optional. Meaningful only for systems with MVT and TSO 
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Creating a new Data Set 

A new data set is an output data set. Before you define it with a DD 
statement you must decide on what type of device you want it placed. 
You can choose from: 

• Unit record devices (card punch or printer). 
• Magnetic tape. 
• Direct access devices. 
• System output device. 

You will need a different set of parameters depending on the type of 
device you choose (see Table 7). The following topics describe the use 
of those parameters for each type of device. Please fold out Table 7 
while reading this chapter. 

UNIT RECORD DEVICES 

You can create an output data set on either a card punch or a printer. 
As shown in Table 7" only the UNIT parameter is required to indicate the 
device you want for the data set. The DSNAME and DISP parameters are 
not used because data sets on unit record devices are always temporary 
and cannot be retrieved by another DD statement in your job. 

This section is summarized in Table 64 of Appendix D. 

Location of the Data Set 

The location of the data set is given by the UNIT parameter. 

UNIT: The format of the UNIT parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I luni t addreSS! I I UNIT= device type I 
I group name I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

where: 

unit address 
is the actual machine address of the device. 

:t:l;~"," .: ·",'t~; You should not specify the address 
you want 'that specific device. 

device type 
corresponds to the model number of the I/O 
type provides you with a certain degree 
that your data set be aced in a 
the same type. 

device,. Coding a device 
device independence in 
a number of devices of 
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Device Type 

1052 
1403 
1442 
1443 
2520 
2540-2 
3210 
3211 
3215 

group name 

Description 

1052 Printer-keyboard 
1403 Printer or 1404 Printer {continuous form only> 
1442 Card Read Punch 
Any 1443 Printer 
2520 Card Read Punch 
2540 Card Read Punch (punch feed> 
3210 Printer-Keyboard 
3211 Printer 
3215 Printer-Keyboard 

is the name of a 
installation dur 

Your manager or supervisor should tell you which group names were 
generated for your installation. 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter allows you to specify attributes for your data set 
when your program is to be executed rather than when it is compiled,. 
Any applicable attributes not specified in your program must be 
specified with the DCB parameter. However, in most cases, your compiler 
will provide a default value for an attribute if you do not specify it 
in the program or in the DD statement. Other attributes are always 
given a fixed value by the compiler and you do not have to specify them 
at all. For example, you can select a buffering technique with the 
assembler" but all other IBM compilers select one for you when it is 
needed. 

DCB: You can use the DCB parameter to directly specify the attributes 
of your data set or to copy those attributes specified in a DD statement 
for another data set. 

The format of the DCB parameter for specifying the attribute is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DCB={list of attributes> I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The attributes in the list 
subparameters separated by 

The valid subparameters that can be used with each compiler for the card 
punch and printer are shown in Table 8 and 9, respectively. Underscored 
items are those default values selected if you omit the subparameter. 
Default values are not shown where the attribute can either be specified 
in your program, or in the DD statement. If values for a given 
subparameter are not shown, it is either specified in your source 
program or given a fixed value b¥ the compiler. A glossary of DCB C 
subparameters is given in Appendix B. Code only those parameters that 
apply to your compiler as shown in Tables 8 and 9. 
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Table 8. DCB Subparameters for Card Punch 

DCB ALGOL 
Subparameter 

Assembler COBOL E 

BFALN= For D ~ 

S or E ~ 
BFTEK= (QSAM only) 

I E 
BLKSIZE= number of bytes number of bytes 

BUFL= number of bytes E 

BUFNO= number of buffers E number of buffe~ 

EROPT= ABE 
Ii. 

ABE 

HIARCHY= o or 1 ~ 

LRECL= number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

MODE= Cor E ~ 
Cor 5-

NCP= number of channel ~ 
programs (BSAM only) 

OPTCD= [c] E [c] 

RECFM= !:[B][A] U[~J or 
~ 

v[is][~] 0' 

F [t][~J 
~ 

STACK= 1 or 2 lor 2 

1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement. 

2For QSAM, you must specify both BFALN and BFTEK on the DD statement, or omit both. 

3 American National Standard COBOL. 

COBOL F ANS COBOL l..!. FORTRAN E FORTRAN G & H PL/I F 

number of bytes ~ number of bytes~ number of bytes number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

number of buffer~ number of buffers~ lor 1 10rl number of buffers~ 

ABE ABE 

number of bytes number of bytes number of bytes E 

Cor E. Cor E. Cor 5- Cor E. Cor 5. I 

I 

I 

1 

[c] [c] [c] [c] [c] 
l 

I 

I 

y[.t\I or y[~] or Y[~J or. 

F [BJ[~J F[BJ[~J v[t][~] 0' 

FUJ[~J 
1 or 2 lor 2 lor 2 lor 2 lor 2 

I tjC:: 

rJl .~ 
~~ o • 

f • 0 .. 0 
!! 
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Table 9. DCB Subparameters for Printer 

DCB 
ALGOL Assembler COBOL E 

Subparameter 

BFALN= i= or D ~ 

S or E 
~ 

BFTEK= (QSAM only) 

BLKSIZE= number of bytes number of bytes 
~ 

BUFL= number of bytes 
~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers 
~ 

number of buffe~ 

EROPT= ACC or ABE ~ ACC or ABE 

HIARCHY= o or 1 
~ 

LRECL= number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

~ 
NCP= number of channel 

programs (BSAM only) 

OPTCD= [C] [U] 
~ 

[C] 

PRTSP= 0,1,2, or 3 
~ 

0,1,2, or 3 
~ 

~ 

RECFM= 
t[:S] [A] U[~J or 

v[il~Jo, 
F[tJ[~J 

1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DO statement. 

2 For QSAM, you must specify both BFALN and BFTEK on the 00 statement, or omit both. 

3 Do not use if A or M is specified in the RECFM. 

4 American National Standard COBOL. 

COBOL F ANS COBOL ~ FORTRAN E FORTRAN G & H PL/I F 

number of byte~ number of bytes ~ number of bytes number of bytes number of bytes 
~ 

number of buffe~ number of buffers ~ 1 or 1. lor2 number of buffers ~ 

ACC or ABE ACC or ABE 

number of bytes number of bytes number of bytes ~ 
l.!-

number of channel 
programs 
(BSAM only) 

[C] [C] [C] [C] [C] [UJ L 

0,1,2, or 3 
~ 0,1,2, or 3 

~ 
Q,l ,2, or 3 

~ Q,l ,2, or 3 ~ 0,1,2,or3 
~ 

Formatted: Formatted: 
~ 

!,l[A] or ~[~] or U[~J or 

F[BJ[~J F[BJ[~J v[iJ[~J 0' 

Unformatted: Unformatted: 

F[t][~J VS[BJ[~J VS[BJ[~J 

I 



The format of the DCB parameter for copying the DCB parameter of a 
previous DD statement in your job is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I 1* .ddname I I DCB=( *.stepname.ddname L,list of attributes]) I 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

Replace "ddname· with the name of the DD statement whose DCB parameter 
you want to copy. Replace ·stepname" with the name of the EXEC 
statement of the step that contains that DO statement. If the DD 
sta tement you want to copy is contained in the same , omit the 

=*.ddname. 

If you want to copy the DCB parameter of a DD statement contained in a 
cataloged procedure step, you must give both the name of the job step 
that invokes the procedure and the procedure step name~ i.e., 

DCB=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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If you want to modify the DCB subparameters you are copying add the new 
subparameters to the reference. The subparameters you specify will 
override the corresponding copied subparameters. 

special Processing Options 

There are three special processing options: 

1. If your data set is going to be printed on a printer with the 
universal character set feature, you can use the UCS parameter to 
specify a particular character set image. If you omit the UCS 
parameter, the default character set image is used if.it is 
currently in the UCS buffer.. Otherwise, the operator will be 
requested to specify an image and, if necessary" mount the 
appropriate print chain or cartridge. 

2. If your data set is going to be printed on a 3211 printer, use the 
FCB parameter to specify a particular FCB image for forms control. 
If you omit the FCB parameter, the default image is used if it is 
currently in the FCB buffer. Otherwise, the operator will be 
requested to specify an image. 

3. You can suppress I/O operations on your data set using the DUMMY 
parameter. 
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ues: The format of the ues parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ues= (code [. FOLD] [, VERIFY] ) I 
J , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

code 
is the character set code which corresponds to the IBM standard 
character set image you want to use. For example, if you want the 
"preferred character set, arrangement A", code ueS=PCAN. One of 
the following codes can be specified. 

r--------------T--------------T------------------------------------~---, 
I Codes for 14031 Codes for 32111 Characteristics I 
~-------------t--------------+----------------------------------------~ 

AN All IArrangement A, standard ECBDIC character 
1 set. 48 characters. 
1 

HN Hl1 IArrangement H, EBCDIC character set for 

PCAN 

PCHN 

PN 

QNC 

QN 

RN 

SN 

TN 

XN 

IFORTRAN and COBOL. 48 characters. 
1 

Gll ASCII character set. 

Pll 

I 

Tll 

Preferred alphameric character set, 
arrangeme nt A. 

Preferred alphameric character set. 
arrangement H. 

PL/l alphameric character set. 

PL/l preferred alphameric character set 
for commercial applications. 

PL/1 preferred alphameric character set 
for scientific applications. 

Preferred character set for commercial 
applications of FORTRAN and COBOL. 

Preferred character set for text 
printing. 

Character set for text printing, 120 
characters. 

High-speed alphameric character set for 
1403, Model 2. 

YN High-speed preferred alphameric 
character set for 1403, Model 3 or N1. _____________ -L ______________ ~ ___________________________ -----_______ _ 

Not all of the above character set images might be present in your 
operating system. We suggest you place a check mark next to those 
available to you. In addition to IBM character set images, your 
installation may have its own character set images that have been 
assigned unique character set codes. Yo~ should add those codes 
and a description of the corresponding character set images to the 
above list. Your manager or supervisor should give you a complete 
list of available codes. He will also tell you which character set 
images were selected as defaults during system generation. 
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FOLD 
specifies that you want bits 0 and 1 to be ignored when comparing 
characters between the UCS buffer and the print line buffer. The 
fold mode is most often requested when uppercase and lo~",ercase. data 
is to be printed only in uppercase. The FOLD option can be coded 
only when a character set code is specified as the first 
subparameter of the UCS parameter. 

You cannot specify FOLD if you did not specify the code 
subparameter. For details on the FOLD mode, refer to the 
publication IBM 2251 Control Unit,. GA24-3312. 

VERIFY 
specifies that you want a printer display of the character set 
images.. This specification requests that the operator is to 
visually verify that the character set image corres onds to the 
graphics of the chain or train that was mounted. 

The VERIFY option can only be coded when a character set code is 
specified with Uc:s parameter. That is, you cannot specify VERIFY 
if you did not specify the code subparameter and are getting a 
default character set. 

Notes: 

• If you code VERIFY 
its absence. 

FCB: The format of the FCB parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I [.ALIGN J I I FCB=(image-id .VERIFY ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

image- id 
is the code (1 to 4 characters in length) that identifies the image 
to be loaded into the forms control buffer. This image is used to 
control the movement of the forms in the printer. It can be 
retrieved from SYS1.IMAGELIB or defined in the user's program 
through the exit list facility of the DCB macro instruction. IBM 
provides two standard FCB images, STD1 and STD2. STD1 specifies 
that 6 lines per inch are to be printed on an 8.5 inch form. STD2 
specifies that 6 lines per inch are to be printed on an 11 inch 
form. The installation can provide additional user-designed 
images. 
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ALIGN 

If you omit the FCB parameter and the data set is written to a 3211 
printer, the default image is used if it is currently in the 
buffer. Otherwise, the operator will be requested to specify an 
image. 

requests the operator to check the alignment of printer forms 
before the data set is printed. The ALIGN option can be coded only 
when an image-id is specified with the FCB parameter ..Fqr<.example: 

VERIFY 
requests the operator to visually verify the image displayed on the 
printer as the desired one. The operator is also given an 
opportunity to align the printer forms. The VERIFY option can be 
coded only when an image-id is specified in the FeB parameter. 

Notes: 

You cannot specify both ALIGN and VERIFY in the same FCB parameter. 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set allocation and disposition. When your processing program asks to 
write the dummy data set, the writer request is recognized, but no data 
is transmitted. This facility is particularly useful when you are 
debugging your program because it saves you processing time. For 
example. you can suppress the writing of a data set until you are sure 
your program is going to produce meaningful output. 

The DUMMY parameter is a positional parameter. 
must be coded first in the operand field. ~l~lJl38~;:;:<:~; 

If you wish, you can omit all other parameters required to define your 
data set except DCB. (If you were not to write the DCB 
you do not have to wr i te i t. '~)\id<:~~~~~~·lf~~~l~~!~[~;~.·~:~;; t"'P:,;DJ[l:;l$tatettt~+lt$f"''';;),.Io,~~".IoI''·, 

When you are ready to perform I/O 
omit the DUMMY parameter and code 
data set. <.hV»Y«>>>>>;~· .. ,v .•.• ,;;.;:.,: •.. ,., ••• ~ .• 

,',>'., ••. ,., •.•.. ,,'.;.,.' 
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SYSTEM OUTPUT DEVICES 

Your installation can designate printers and card punch units as system 
output devices. These system output devices can be grouped into output 
classes. (These are the same output classes described for the MSGCLASS 
parameter of the JOB statement.) For example. one printer can be 
designated as a class for compilation listings; another printer with a 
special print chain can be a class for those output data sets that need 
the special chain. There can be up .to 36 output classes, although most 
installations need fewer. The output classes are designated by a letter 
(A-Z) or a number (0-9). Your manager or supervisor should give you a 
list of the output classes in your installation and of the devices in 
each class. 

Whenever you have an output data set to be printed or punched, you 
can either request a unit as described in "Unit Record Devices,· or you 
can request the output class that has the type of device you need. 
(Please note that not every printer or card punch unit is necessarily 
assigned to an output class.) You indicate which output class you want 
with the SYSOUT parameter. For example, SYSOUT=M means that you want 
your data set produced on one of the devices of output class M. 

Output Class Processing: The system allocates a data set for you on a 
direct access volume and writes your output on this data set. Later, a 
system routine called the system output writer (or a special 
installation-written program) transfers your data set to a unit of the 
output class you selected. This allows greater flexibility in 
scheduling print and punch operations and improves operating system 
efficiency. (You do not have to allocate space for your data set on a 
direct access device. The system takes care of that automatically with 
a standard allocation. However, if you have an unusually large data 
set, you can override the standard allocation using the UNIT and SPACE 
parameters as described later on in this topic.) 

The system can also write an output data set directly to the desired 
unit record or magnetic tape device. When using the direct system 
output processing, the operator selects a unit record or magnetic tape 
device for a class by issuing a START DSO (direct system output) 
command. In addition to the SYSOUT parameter, the DCB and UCS 
parameters can be coded. If the SYSOUT subparameters other than 
classname are coded:, the specified information is ignored. The UNIT and 
SPACE parameters are also ignored if the direct system output writer is 
used.. Since the type of processing to be used may not always be known, 
it is advisable to code these parameters in case an intermediate direct 
access device is used. 

This section is summarized in Table 65 of Appendix D. 

Location of the Data Set 

You indicate the selected output class with the SYSOUT parameter. 
Your data set can be first written on a direct access device and 
then transferred to the output class selected. The system assigns 
you a direct access device unless you request a specific one with 
the UNIT parameter. 

I 
SYSOUT: You use the SYSOUT parameter to specify the output class. You 
can also specify that a special installation-written program be used to 
transfer your data set to the unit record device, and that the data set 
be printed or punched on a special output form. . 
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The format of the SYSOUT parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I SYSOUT=(ClaSsname[IProgram]llform number]) I 
I, I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "classname" with the letter (A-Z) or number (0-9) that 
indicates the output class desired. When using direct system output 
processing" all SYSOUT subparameters other than classname are ignored if 
coded. 

If you want the output data set and the system messages resulting 
from your job to be printed in chronological order on the same output 
listing, specify the same output class you requested with the MSGCLASS 
parameter of the JOB statement. If you omitted the MSGCLASS parameter, 
code SYSOUT=A unless the default for the MSGCLASS parameter is not A for 
your installation. 

Replace the term "program" with the name of the special installation 
program that is to handle the transfer of your data set from direct 
access to the output class requested. If you do not specify a special 
program, the standard system output writers will handle the transfer. 
Your manager or supervisor will tell you whether you should request a 
special program rather than the standard system output writer. 

Replace the term "form number" with the 4-digit form number of a 
special printer paper or punched card stock you want to use for your 
data set. If you do not specify a form number your installation 
provides some standard type of paper or card. Your manager or 
supervisor will tell you whether you should use a special form number 
for the output data set. 

UNIT: The UNIT parameter can be used to indicate the type of direct 
access device on which your data set will be recorded before being 
transferred to the output class by the system output writer. In the 
UNIT parameter, you can request the type of direct access device you 
want, how many devices you want (up to a maximum of five)" and unit 
separation from other data sets. (Do not request more than one unit 

~, unless you also use the SPACE parameter to make a secondary allocation.) 
~ The UNIT parameter should be coded as described in "Direct Access 

Devices .• " 
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If you omit the UNIT parameter the system assigns an available unit. 

Size of the Data Set 

I your data set can be written on a direct access device before it is 
transferred to the selected output class. The system allocates a 
standard amount of space on the device. Your manager or supervisor 
should tell you the size of the standard allocation. If your data set 
is unusually large you can override the standard allocation with the 
SPACE parameter. 

SPACE: The SPACE parameter is described in "Direct Access Devices." 
You can request space in units of tracks, cylinders, or blocks. If you 
request it in units of tracks or cylinders you should also specify the 
UNIT parameter for more efficient allocation. 

If you make a secondary allocation, you can specify more than one 
device in the UNIT parameter. You can also specify the RLSE 
subparameter to release any unused space. 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter allows you to specify data set attributes for your 
data set.. For direct system output processing" you should specify the 
data attributes of a printer or card punch. When the data set is 
written first to a direct access device before it is transferred to the 
system output device, you should specify the data attributes of your 

. SYSOUT data set on a direct access device .• 

I 
DCB: . The DCB parameter for printer and card punch is described in "Unit 
Record Devices" (Table 8 and 9) J for direct access devices" the DCB 
parameter is described in "Direct Access Devices" (Table 13). 
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special Processing Option 

The OUTLIM parameter allows you to specify a limit for the number of 
logical records you want included in the output data set being routed 
through the output stream. The OUTLIM parameter has meaning only in 
systems that have the System Management Facilities option with system, 
job, and step data collection. Your manager or supervisor should tell 
you whether your system has the System Management Facilities option. 

OUTLIM: The format of the OUTLIM parameter is: 

r---------------------------------------------------~------------------, 
I OUTLIM=number I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "number" with a numeric value of 1 through 16777215. 
The OUTLIM parameter is ignored unless SYSOUT is coded in the operand 
field of the same DD statement. 

The limit for the number of logical records you want as output must 
include a system overhead factor. Generally" the value you add to the 
limi t is eight times the blocking factor for your data,. (For those 
programmers who need a more precise value: The system overhead is the 
number of EXCPs issued each time the OPEN or CLOSE macro instruction is 
issued for the data set.) 

When the number specified is reached, an exit provided by the System 
Management Facilities option is taken to a user supplied routine that 
determines whether to cancel the job or increase the limit. If the exit 
routine is not supplied, the job is cancelled. 

A discussion of ,the System Management Facilities option is contained 
in the publication IBM system/360 Operating System: Concepts and 
Facilities. Information on user exit routines to be used with the 
System Management Facilities option is contained in the publication IBM 
System/360 Operating System: System Programmer's Guide. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 

You can create an output data set on magnetic tape using the parameters 
shown in Table 7. The data set information parameters (DSNAME and DISP) 
let you specify whether your data set is to be temporary or 
nontemporary. The location parameters (UNIT, VOLUME, and LABEL) let you 
specify whether your data set is to occupy one volume (one reel of 
tape) '. several volumes. or part of a volume and the type of labels you 
use for those volumes. You can also use special processing options (SEP 
and AFF) to optimize channel use. 

This section is summarized in Table 66 of Appendix D. 

Magnetic Tape and ASCI,I 

When input data sets on magnetic tape are in American National Standard 
Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). they are translated from ASCII 
to EBCDIC for processing and from EBCDIC to ASCII for output. The 
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following section on magnetic tape contains information on the 
parameters you specify for ASCII tapes. Refer to the publications IBM 
System/360 Operating System: Data Management Services and IBM 
System/360 Operating System: Tape Labels for additional information on 
ASCII processing and American National Standard labels. For an 
explanation of the DCB subpar~meters you specify for ASCII data sets on 
tape, refer to Appendix B of this publication. 

Data Set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameter are used to specify which type of data set 
you want to create. There are two types of data set: temporary and 
nontemporary. A temporary data set is one that will be used for the 
duration of the jobstep or the job only. A nontemporary data set is one 
that can be used not only by the job steps in your job, but by later jobs 
as well. There are three types of nontemporary data sets: cataloged 
data sets" kept (or noncataloged) data sets, and members of generation 
data groups. 

The following is a summary of the types of data sets that can be 
created on magnetic tape: 

1. Temporary 
a. For the duration of the job. 
b. For the duration of the jobstep. 

2. Nontemporary 
a. Cataloged. 
b. Kept (or noncataloged). 
c. Member of a generation data group. 

The formats of the DSNAME and DISP parameters for each type of data set 
are described below. 

Temporary -- For the Duration of the Job: The formats of the DSNAM,E and 
DISP parameters are: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSN~l&&namet,DIsP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE) I 
I &name ~ I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "name" with any name not 
used by another temporary data set in the job. Each name consists of 
one to eight alphameric or national (0),$,#) characters. However, the 
first character of the name must be a letter or national character. The 
system generates a name for the temporary data set, which begins with 
SYS and includes the jobname, the temporary name assigned in the DSNAME 
parameter, and other identifying characters. You can retrieve this data 
set later in the job by coding 

DSNAME=6&name 
or 

DSNAME=&name 

in a DD statement. using the same name, or by coding: 

DSNAME=*.stepname.ddname. 

A double ampersand should be coded preceding the temporary name you 
assign to a data set. However, a name preceded by a single ampersand is 
treated as a temporary data set name. as long as no value is assigned to 
it either on an EXEC statement invoking a procedure. or a PROC statement 
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within a procedure. If a value is assigned to it by one of these means, 
it is treated as a symbolic parameter. (Symbolic parameters are 
discussed in the section ·The PROC Statement" and in ·Part IV: 
Cataloged Procedures.") 

In the DISP parameter, the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. You do not have to code NEW as long as you 
indicate its absence with a comma. The PASS subparameter indicates that 
the temporary data set can be used by later steps in the job. The 
DELETE subparameter indicates that this data set is to be deleted if the 
job step abnormally terminates (ABEND). You need not code DELETE 
because it is always assumed by the system for temporary data sets. 

Temporary -- For the Duration of the Job step: Both the DSNAME and DISP 
parameters can be omitted to indicate a temporary data set which will be 
deleted at the end of the job step. You can. if you wish, code the 
following: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I DSNAME=l iinamel 'I DISP= (NEW,DELETE, DELETE) . I 
I &name ) I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

The temporary name in the DSNAME parameter is 
temporary data sets for the duration of the 

,;;;.;N~o;.;;.;n;;..;;t;;..;em=pl;;..o;;;.;r_a~r;;;;...l.y ____ C;;..;;a;;;;..t.;;;;.a;;;;.l=o .... q~e~d: The formats of the DSNAME and DISP parameter 
are: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME=dSname,DISP=<NEW,CATLG[,CATLG]) I 
I ,DELETE I 
I ,KEEP I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "dsname" with the qualified 
name you want to give to the data set.. A qualified name is made up of 
several 1-to-8-character names separated by periods. All but the last 
of those names correspond to index levels in the catalog. Each name 
must begin with a letter or national (0),,$,#) character. Any letter" 
number, national character. the hyphen, and the +0 (12-0 multipunch) can 
be used to complete each name. A qualified name can consist of 1 
through 44 characters (including periods). 
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Each level of qualification must already exist as an index in the 
system catalog before you can request the system to catalog the data 
set. An index level is created using the IEHPROGM utility program. 
Once the indexes are established, the data set can be cataloged. If the 
name has no qualifiers (called lified name), the system will create 
the index entry for you. 

In the DISP parameter" the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. You do not have to code NEW as long as you 
indicate its absence by a comma. The CATLG subparameter indicates that 
the data set is to be cataloged. The third subparameter tells the 
system what is to be done with the data set if the step abnormally 
terminates (ABEND). If the data set name is either qualified or 
unqualified, you can specify CATLG or DELETE. CATLG is assumed if you 
omit the third subparameter. If the data set is unqualified, you can 
specify KEEP as the third subparameter. KEEP tells the system that if 
the step abnormally terminates you want the data set kept intact (but 
not cataloged) until a later job requests that the data set be deleted 
or until the expiration date has passed. (You can specify a retention 

od or e ration date in the LABEL 

_N...;;o~n;.;;;t;.,;;e;.;;;;m=p-.;o;.,;;r;;.;a=r=-Y6--_.-;;.;K.;;,e .. pt.=: The formats of the DSNAME and DISP parameters 
are: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME=dsname,DISP=(NEW,KEEP ~'KEEP ]) I 
I .,'DELETE I 
I ,~W I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "dsname" with the 
unqualified name you want to give to the data set. The name can contain 
from 1 to 8 characters. The first character must be a letter or a 
national character (Ol, $.,#). Any letter, number, national character, the 

and the +0(12-0 multi ) can be used to lete the name. 

In the DISP parameter~ the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. You do not have to code NEW as long as you 
indicate its absence by a comma. The KEEP subparameter indicates that 
the data set is to be kept intact (but not cataloged) until a later job 
step or job requests that the data set be deleted or until the 
expiration date has passed. (You can specify a retention period or 
expiration data in the LABEL parameter,.) The third subparameter tells 
the system what is to be done with the data set if the step abnormally 
terminates (ABEND). You can specify KEEP* DELETE" or CATLG. KEEP is 
assumed if you omit the third subparameter. 
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Notes: 

• You can give a disposition of PASS to a new data set with an 
unqualified name. 

Such a data set can become a temporary" cataloged, or kept data set 
according to the disposition you give to it in a later DD statement. 
See "Passed Data Sets" in "Retrieving an Existing Data Set." If the 
data set is not referred to by a later DD statement in the job, it 
is deleted at the end of the job. 

• You can use special characters as part of the 
name if you enclose the name in apostrophes. 

If the special character 
consecutive apostrophes. 

Do not catalog the data set if you enclose the data set name in 
apostrophes. 

Nontemporary -- Member Generation Data Group: A cataloged data set that 
is periodically processed can be grouped with its earlier generations to 
form a named generation data group. The entire group has a generation 
group name. Each member of the group can be addressed by a simple 
generation number. The last generation produced before the start of 
your job has a generation number of O. The generation produced before 
the last one is -1. The generation you are going to produce in your job 
is +1. After your job ends, the generation you produced automatically 
becomes generation O. If you produce more than one generation in your 
job, you must name them +1, +2, +3, etc. After your job, the highest 
generation number you produced, say, +3, becomes generation 0; +2 
becomes -1; and +1 becomes -2. 

For further information on creating generation data groups, refer to 
Appendix D of the publication IBM System/360 Job Control Language 
Reference. The formats of the DSNAME and DISP parameters for creating a 
new member of a generation data group are: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------..... -----., 
I DSNAME=groupname(+number) ,DISP:(NEW,CATLG[,CATLG J> I 
I ,DELETE I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 
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In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "groupname" with the name 
of the generation data groop. The name can contain from one to eight 
characters. The first character must be a letter or national character 
(a,,$,#). Any letter, number, national character. the hyphen, and the 
+0(12-0 multipunch) can be used to complete the name. The groupname can 
be a qualified name. The qualified name can contain up to 35 characters 
(including periods). Replace the term "number" with the number of the 
generation you are creating. If you are only creating one generation in 
your job, this number will be 1. 

If you are creating more tha,n one genera ti on in your job., number each 
generation consecutively.. 

In the DISP parameter., the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. You do not have to code NEW as long as you 
indicate its absence by a comma. The CATLG subparameter indicates that 
the new generation is to be cataloged. (This subparameter is required.) 
The third subparameter tells the system what is to be done with the data 
set if the step abnormally terminates (ABEND). You can specify CATLG or 
DELETE. CATLG is assumed if you omit the third subparameter. 

Location of the Data Set 

The UNIT, VOLUME and LABEL parameters are used to descr ibe the location 
of your data set. The UNIT parameter indicates which kind of tape drive 
you want" and, if your data set is to_ occupy more than one volume# it 
indicates how many tape drives are needed. The VOLUME parameter lets 
you request a scratch volume (or volumes) or a private volume (or 
volumes). If you request a private volume you can request a specific 
volume or you can 'let the system assign you a volume. The LABEL 
parameter describes the tape label of the volume used for your data set. 
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UNIT: The format of the UNIT parameter is: 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I'unit address [.,unitcountJ I 
I UNIT=( device type IP [,DEFER]) I 
I group name '. I L ________________________________________________ · ______________________ J 

The first positional subparameter identifies the tape drive you want 
to use for your data set by its address, or unit name, or group name. 

unit address 
is the actual machine address of the tape drive. 

You should not specify the address unless you are sure you want it. 
Do not specify an address if you are going to need more than one 
drive for the data set. (Multiple drives are requested with the 
second subparameter of the UNIT parmeter.) 

device type 
corresponds to the type of tape drive. coding a device type 
provide you with a certain degree of device independence in that 
your data set number of devices of the same 
type. 

Device Type Description 

2400 2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive that can be 
allocated to a data set written or to be written in 
800 bpi density when the dual density feature is not 
installed on the drive, or in 1600 bpi when the 
dual-density feature is installed in the drive. 

2400-1 2400 series Magnetic Tape Drive with Seven-Track 
Compatibility and without Data Conversion. 

2400-2 2400 series Magnetic Tape Drive with Seven-Track 
Compatibility and Data Conversion. 

2400-3 2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive that can be 
allocated to a data set written or to be written in 
1600 bpi density. 

2400-4 2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive having an 
800 and 1600 bpi capability .• 

group name 
is the name of a collection of devices. selected by your 
installation during system generation. 

Your manager or supervisor should tell you which group names were 
generated for your installation. 
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The second positional subparameter is used only if your data set will 
occupy more than one volume and if you want more than one of those 
volumes to be mounted at the same time. This subparameter indicates how 
many drives are to be used for mounting your data set's volumes. 

unit count 

p 

indicates how' many tape drives you want assigned to the data set. 
You can specify a maximum of 59 drives per DD statement. Make sure 
that your system has at least the number of drives you specify. 
Otherwise an error will result. If you specify fewer drives than 
the number of volumes in your data set. only the same number of 
volumes as there are drives can be mounted at the same time. (If 
you think your data set may use more volumes than you expect. you 
should indicate the maximum number of volumes that can be used with 
the volume count subparameter of the VOLUME parameter. Do not 

more t drives than the maximum number of volumes 

specifies parallel mounting. When you request parallel mounting 
the system counts the number of serial numbers specified with the 
VOLUME parameter and assigns to the data set as many tape drives as 
there are serial numbers. You should only use the P subparameter 
if you are making specific volume requests in the VOLUME parameter. 
If, in addition to indicating specific serial numbers in the VOLUME 
parameter, you also indicate a maximum number of volumes that can 
be used by the data set, the number of drives assigned is the 
number of serial volumes you specified and not the larger maximum 
number of volumes that can be used. 

If your data set required only one tape drive, you can either code 0 
or omit this parameter. If you omit this subparameter and the DEFER 

rameter follows should code a comma to indicate its absence. 

DEFER is the third positional subparameter,. DEFER requests the 
system to assign the required tape drives to the data set and to defer 

I 
the mounting of the volume or vol urnes until the processing program 
attempts to open the data set. Operating efficien. cy may decrease if you 
specify DEFER for a tape data set. If DEFER is coded for a tape data 
set. the system issues a mount message to the operator when the 
processing program attempts to use the data set and then waits until the 
volume is mounted. If you do not code DEFER, the mount message is 
issued when the device is assigned and there is no waiting for the 
operator. By the time your program tries to use the data set, it is 
very likely that the operator has already mounted the volume and that 
the system will not have to wait for him •. 
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In the ·ft5;lle:5i41.~g·:'{lJ,Qsx.<j'\7.fjfu~n t~;,;~~)li~#'#~~~~;'p~' 
as manytape'dri~~~'~~ a'g~ou1'. nanied:tt~~cts:: ." .. , 
specifically requested with the volqniep~r'a~'te 
also requested~ 

/ /DD9 DD UNIT= (TAPE., P " DEFER) , VOLUME=SER=(ABC24;.ABC(2~'~" 

As ar~sult three tap'edrives are assigned to 
three volumes requested can, ,b~mQunted a't,the 

Note: The UNIT parameter is ignored if you use the VOLUME parameter to 
request a volume used by a data set defined earlier in your job, that 
is, if you specify VOLUME=REF. 

VOLUME: The VOLUME parameter lets you request a specific volume for 
your data set or lets the system assign your data set a suitable volume 
(nonspecific request). If you make a nonspecific request, you can ask 
for a scratch volume or for a private volume. If you make a specific 
request, you get a private volume. Scratch volumes can only be 
requested for temporary data sets. Private volumes can be requested for 
either temporary or nontemporary data sets. The following is a summary 
of the types of volume request that can be made for new data sets on 
magnetic tape: 

1. Nonspecific request 

a. Scratch volume 
b. Private volume 

2. Specific request 

a. Private volume 

Note: When you ask the system to assign you an available volume 
(nonspecific request) if you can also specify which kind of labels you 
want that volume to have. You simply indicate the label type with the 
LABEL parameter and the system will make a volume with that label type 
available to you. 

Nonspecific Request -- Scratch Volume: If you have a temporary data set 
you can request a scratch volume. The format of the VOLUME parameter 
depends on whether you need one volume or more than one volume. 

1. scratch volume simply omit the VOLUME 
'c' : (j:tl,:.:;~ 
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2. If your temporary data set requires more than one scratch volume., 
code the VOLUME parameter as follows: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME= (,., , volcount> I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Note: If, when you make a nonspecific volume request for a tape with 
IBM standard labels, the system allocates a device containing a ready 
tape, the system will assume it is a scratch tape and use it. This tape 
could be available for the following reasons: 

• The operator had premounted the tape. 

• The tape was left mounted as a scratch tape by another job because 
the disposition specified for the data set 'on that tape was DELETE. 

• The tape had been requested by another job, but the job terminated 
before the tape became ready. As a result. no message to demount 
the tape was sent to the operator. This situation can be avoided by 
coding DEFER in the UNIT parameter to defer mounting of the volume 
until the processing program attempts to open the data set. 

Nonspecific Reguest -- Private Volume: If you make a nonspecific 
request for a private volume, the system assigns an available volume to 
you. The private volume is demounted after its use in the job step., 
unless a MOUNT command was used to mount it or the data set is passed to 
a later job step. 

The format of the VOLUME parameter depends on whether your data set 
is temporary or nontemporary. 

1. The format of the VOLUME parameter for making a nonspecific volume 
request for temporary data sets is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME: (PRIVATE[. ,.,volcountl > I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

The PRIVATE subparameter is required. If your temporary data set 
requires more than one volume" replace the term "volcount" with the 
number of volumes required. 
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In the preceding examples the volume is not demounted at the end of 
the step because you coded PASS in the DISP parameter. When the 
volumes are mounted in se9uential order, only the last volume used 
remains mounted at the end of the step. 

If your temporary data set is used onl 
is demounted at the end of the step. 

2. The format of the VOLUME parameter for making a nonspecific volume 
request for a nontemporary data set is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME= ( [PRIVATE. RETAIN] t. ,volcountl ) I 
I , I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

The subparameter PRIVATE is not needed when you have a nontemporary 
data set because the system always assigns a private volume to 
nontemporary tape data sets. You only need to code PRIVATE when 
you also code RETAIN. 

RETAIN means that the volume will not be demounted at the end of 
the step. (RETAIN has the same effect on volume mount 
PASS in the DISP ameter.) 
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Notes: 

• When you request a non-specific tape volume for a data set with no 
labels, the system assigns the volume serial numbers required for 
the data set. If a volume count greater than 99 is specified, 
duplicate volume serial numbers are assigned. 

• The RETAIN subparameter is not needed if the tape volume was mounted 
with the, MOUNT command. A volume thus mounted remains mounted until 
an UNLOAD command is issued. It is recommended that you use the 
RETAIN subparameter whenever you want the volume to remain mounted 
at the end of the step. 

• If you specify KEEP for your nontemporary data set, ask the machine 
operator to tell you the serial number of the volume assigned to 
your data' set. You need the serial number to retrieve your data set 
in later jobs. 

specific Request -- Private volume: You can request specific volumes 
ei ther stating the serial number of the volumes you want, or by 
requesting the same volume used by an earlier data set. 

1. The format of the VOLUME parameter for requesting volumes by their 
serial numbers is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
\ VOLUME=<[ ~RIVATE'RETAIN] [:' VOlcount,] SER= <serial, ••• » I 
L-________________________________________________________________ J 

The PRIVATE subparameter is not needed when you make a specific 
volume request, because the system always considers specific tape 
volumes to be private volumes. You only need to code PRIVATE when 
you also code RETAIN. RETAI N means that the volume wi 11 not be 
demounted at the end of the step. If your data set has more than 
one volume, and the volumes are mounted in sequential order, only 
the last volume mounted is retained. (If more than one tape drive 
is available to the multivolume data set, the last volumes mounted 
are retained.) 

Replace the term "volcount" with the maximum number of volumes the 
data set can use. You should only use this subparameter if you 
think your data set may use more volumes than those named in the 
SER subparameter. Note that "volcount" is the maximum number of 
volumes that can be used and not additional volumes. For example, 
if you name three volumes in the SER subparameter, but you think 
you may need two more volumes, replace "vol count " with 5. In this 
case, you are in effect making a specific request for three volumes 
and a nonspecific request for two volumes. 

The SER subparameter indicates that the serial numbers of the 
volumes you want for your data set will follow. Replace the term 
"serial" with the l-to-6 character serial number associated with 
the volume. If the volume serial number is not 6 characters" it 
will be padded with trailing blanks by the system. The volume 
serial number can contain any alphameric and national characters 
and the hyphen. If it is necessary to include special characters, 
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other than a hyphen, in the volume serial number, enclose it in 
apostrophes. 

Notes: 

• When using various typewriter heads or printer chains, difficulties 
in volume serial number recognition may arise if you use other than 
alphameric characters. 

• SCRTCH should not be used as a volume serial number. because it is 
used to notify the operator to mount a non-specific volume. 

2. The format of the VOLUME parameter for requesting volumes used by 
other data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------- -------------------------- -, 
I I VOLUME= ( [ ~RIVATE. RETAIN J [:. v OlCOunt'J REF= 

I 

dsname 
*.ddname 
*.stepname.ddname 
*.stepname.procstepname. 

I 
) I 

I 
I 
I I ddname L ________________________________________ _ 

_J 

The PRIVATE and RETAIN parameters are used as descr ibed for 
VOLUME=SER. The REF subparameter designates only one volume. 
Therefore. if your data set requires more than one volume, you 
should indicate so with the "volcountn subparameter. Replace 
"volcount" with the maximum number of volumes for your data set. 

The REF subparameter identifies the volume assigned to an earlier 
data set. If the earlier data set resides on more than one tape 
volume. only the last volume is assigned to your data set. You can 
identify the earlier data set by its name or by making a backward 
reference. 
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You can identify the data set by its name only if it is a 
nontemporary cataloged data set or a nontemporary passed data set. 
If one of these conditions is met, replace the term "dsname" with 
the data set's name. The data set's name cannot contain special 
characters, except for periods in the case of qualified names. For 
example, 

VOLUME=REF=AB.CD.EF 

If the data set is not cataloged or passed, or if it has been 
assigned a temporary name, you can refer to it by making a backward 
reference to the DD statement that defined it. (This DD statement 
must be an earlier DD statement in your job.) Replace "ddname" 
with the name of the DD statement where the earlier data set is 
def·ined. Replace "stepname" with the name of the EXEC statement of 
the step that has the earlier DD statement. If the earlier DD 
statement is contained in the same job step, omit the stepname, 
i.e., 

VOLUME=REF=*.ddname 

When the earlier DD statement is contained in a cataloged procedure 
step, you must give both the name of the job step that invokes the 
procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., 

VOLUME=REF=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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If you want to use the volume assigned to a kept data set defined 
in another job, you must use VOLUME=SER. 

When you request a volume using the REF subparameter, the system 
obtains unit type information from the referenced data set. The 
UNIT parameter is ignored if you code it in the same DD statement 
as REF. 

LABEL: The LABEL parameter is used to describe the type of label of the 
volume you selected with the VOLUME parameter. It is also used to 
indicate how many data sets l if any. precede your data set on the 
volume. The LABEL parameter is also used to assign a retention period 
and password protection to your data set, and to indicate whether this 
data set is to be used for input or output exclusively. The format of 
the LABEL parameter is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ,SL I 
I LABEL=( [sequence] ,SUL [,PASSWORD] ["IN J['] r EXPDT=yydddl) I 
I ,AL, NOPWREAD • OUT LREl'PD=nnnn J I 
I ,AUL I I 
I ,NSL I 
I ,NL I 
I ,BLP I 
I I I L ________________________________________________________________ -J 
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The first positional subparameter indicates the order of your data 
set on the tape volume. You only have to specify a sequence number if 
you make a specific volume request (VOL=REF or VOL=SER) and if your data 
set is not the first data set on the volume. If you do not specify a 
sequence number and there are other data sets on the volume, your data 
set will be written over the existing data sets. (If the existing data 
set was assigned a retention period or password protection, your data 
set will not be written and an error will result.) Replace the term 

ence#" with the s uence number of data set. 

Note: If you request the system to bypass label processing (by 
specifying BLP in the second positional subpararneter of the LABEL 
parameter), the system treats anything within tape marks as a data set. 
Therefore, if you want your data set to be written in the proper 
sequence, you must include all header and trailer labels and data sets 
that precede your data set in the sequence number subparameter. 

The second positional subpararneter indicates the type of labels used 
for the specific volume you requested, or, if you are requesting a 
nonspecific volume, the type of labels you want on that volume. You can 
omit this subparameter if IBM standard labels are used. 

SL 

SUL 

AL 

AUL 

NL 

You must specify one of the following: 

if the data set has IBM standard labels. If you specify SL (or 
omit the second positional subparameter) the system can ensure that 
the specific volume you requested is mounted, because the volume 
serial number is written Qn the label. If you make a nonspecific 
request and the operator mounts a tape that does not have standard 
labels~ the system asks the operator for the volume serial number 
and your name so that it can include this information on the new 
standard label. 

if the data set has both IBM standard and user labels '. If you 
specify SUL, the system can ensure that the specific volume you 
requested is mounted because the volume serial number is written on 
the label. 

if the data set has American National standard labels. These 
labels will be processed similarly to IBM standard (SL) labels. 
Refer to the IBM System/360 Operating System: Tape Labels 
publication for additional information. 

if the data set has both American National Standard labels and 
American National Standard user labels. Refer to the IBM 
system/360 Operating System: Tape Labels publication for 
additional information. 

if the data set has no labels. The operator must ensure that the 
specific volume requested is mounted, because the volume has no 
labels to indicate the serial number and the system cannot verify 
this information. If you make a nonspecific request and the 
operator,mounts a volume with standard labels, you may use the 
volume provided: (1) the expiration date of any existing data set 
on the volume has passed, and (2) there are no password protected 
data sets on the volume. If either condition is not met, the 
system asks the operator to mount another volume. If you are 
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NSL 

BLP 

processing unlabeled ASCII tapes, you must specify OPTCD=Q in your 
DCB macro instruction or on the DO statement. 

if the data set has nonstandard labels. Nonstandard labels are 
processed by installation-written routines. These routines must 
ensure that the specific volume requested is mounted. If you make 
a nonspecific request and the operator mounts a volume with 
standard labels, you may use the volume provided: (1) the 
expiration data of any existing data set has passed, and (2) there 
are no password protected data sets on the volume. If either 
condition is not met, the system asks the operator to mount another 
volume. 

if you want to bypass label processing, BLP is useful if you want 
to use a blank tape or if you want to overwrite a seven-track tape 
that differs from your current parity or density specification. 
Your manager or supervisor should tell you if your system has the 
BLP facility. If it does not and you code BLP., the system assumes 
NL. 

The type of label used for tape volumes is determined by your 
installation. Most installations use only one type of labels. Check 
with your manager or supervisor before you specify a label type other 
than the type used in your installation. 

The third positional subparameter is used to specify password 
protection. If you code PASSWORD, the data set cannot be used by 
another job step or job unless the operator supplies the correct 
password. If you code NOPWREAD, the data set can be read without the 
password, but the operator must give the password before the data set 
can be changed. extended., or deleted. Password protected data sets must 
have standard labels; therefore. you must code the SL or AL su 
or omit the second positional subparameter. . 

Before or after you create the data set you must tell the system 
programmer the name of your data set and the password. He will create 
an entry in a data set named PASSWORD containing those two items. 
Whenever a request is made for your data set the system will verify the 
password supplied by the operator against the entry in the PASSWORD data 
set. 

The fourth positional subparameter (OUT) is used only if you coded 
your program in the assembler language or in FORTRAN. If you coded in 
the assembler language it allows you to override the specification of 
the OUTIN parameter in the OPEN macro instruction (for BSAM data sets 
only). If OUTIN is specified and you want the data set processed for 
output only code 

LABEL=(",OUT) 

If you are a FORTRAN user, OUT means that the set is to be processed for 
output only. 
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You can assign a retention period (length of time during which the 
data set cannot be changed or deleted without the operator's permission) 
to your nontemporary data set with either the RETPD=nnnn or EXPDT=yyddd 
subparameter. These subparameters are keyword subparameters. You must 
code the one u choose after the last positional subpararneter you code. 

The RETPD subparameter expresses the retention period in terms of the 
number of days you want the data set retained. The format of RETPD is: 

RETPD=nnnn 

Replace "nnnn" with a number from 1 to 9999. 

The EXPDT subparameter states the eJCpiration data of your data set. 
The format of EXPDT is: 

EXPDT=yyddd 

ear number and the 3-digit day number. 

(Many calendars indicate the day number for each day of tQe year.) 

If neither RETPD or EXPDT is specified, a retention period of zero 
days is assumed; that is, your data set can be modified or deleted at 
anytime. Do not specify a retention period for temporary data sets, 
because they are always deleted at the end of the job step or the job. 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter allows you to specify data set attributes for your 
data set when your program is to be executed rather than when it is 
compiled. Any applicable attributes not specified in your program must 
be specified with the DCB parameter. However, in most cases, your 
compiler provides a default value for an attribute if you do not specify 
it in the program or in the DD statement. Other attributes are always 
given a fixed value by the compiler and you do not have to specify them 
at all. For example, you can select a buffering technique with the 
assembler., but all other laM compilers select one for you when it is 
needed. 

DCB: You can use the DCB parameter to directly specify the attributes 
of your data set or to copy those attributes specified in a DD statement 
for another data set. 

The format of the DCB parameter for specifying the attributes is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I DCB=(list of attributes> I L __ ---___________________________________________________________ ----__ J 
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The attributes in the list are coded in the form of 
subparameters separated by commas; :f():'ii:~#~rople,· 

DCB=teLI<SI:Z!t#~:;C:>.Q~·:~P;L=10 0). 

The valid subparameters that can be used with each compiler for magnetic 
tape data sets are shown in Table 10. Underscored items are those 
default values selected if you omit the subparameter. Default values 
are not shown where the attribute can be specified either in your 
program or in the DD statement. If values for a given subparameter are 
not shown, they are either specified in your source program or given a 
fixed value by the compiler. A glossary of DCB parameters is given in 
Appendix B. Code only those parameters that apply to your compiler as 
shown in Table 10. 

The format of the DCB parameter for copying the DCB parameter of a 
previous DD statement in your job is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I * .ddname I I I DCB=( *.stepname.ddname· [,list of attributes]) I 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 10. DCB Subparameters for Creating a Data Set on Magnetic Tape 

DCB ALGOL Assembler COBOL E COBOL F ANS COBOl ~ FORTRAN E FORTRAN G & H 
Subparameter 

BFAlN= For D ~ 

BFTEK= 
S, E, or A ~ 

(OSAM only) 

BlKSIZE= number of bytes number of bytes 
~ 

number of byte!;- number of bytes~ number of bytes number of bytes 

BUFl= number of bytes ~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers t2- number of buffe~ number of buffer~ number of buffers~ lor Z lor 2. 

~ 
BUFOFF nor l nor l nor l nor l nor l nor l 

DEN= 0, 1,2, or 3 ~ 0,1, or 2 ~ 0,1,2, or 3 ~ 0,1,2, or 3 l!.. 0,1,2, or 3 ~ 0, 1,2, or 3 l2. 

EROPT= ABE ~ ABE ABE ABE 

HIARCHY= ° or I 
~ 

lRECl= number of bytes number of bytes 
~ 

number of bytes number of bytes 

NCP= number of channel l.2.. 
programs (BSAM only) 

[C][T] ~ [C] [C] [C] [C] [C] 
OPTCD= [0] (ASCII) [0] (ASCII) [0] (ASCII) [0] (ASCII) 

~ Formatted: 

~[~tt::: ~[:sJ [A] [D] U[~Jor D Y[A] 
RECFM= 

V [BJ [AJ or 

V~s][~ or 
F [B] [~ V[Bl~J or 

F~s][~or 
DrS] [Aj F [B][~J 
Unformatted : o [BlA] 

VS [B] [~J Unformatted : o [B] [A] 
vs [BJ~J 

TRTCH= C, E, ET, or T ~ C, E, ET, or T C, E, ET, or T C, E, ET,orT C, E, ET, or T C, E, ET, or T 

1 This functi;'n can be specified in your program rather than in the OD statement. 

2 For OSAM, you must specify both BFAlN and BFTEK on the OD statement or omit both. 

3 If DEN is omitted, 2 is assumed for 7., track , 2 is assumed for 9-track (one density), and 3 is assumed for 9-track (dual density). 

4 American National Standard COBOL. 

S This parameter is specified only for ASCII data sets on magnetic tape. 

Pl/I F 

number of bytes ~ 

number of buffer~ 

nor l 

0,1,2, or 3 ~ 

number of byte}.!-

~ 
number of channel 
programs 
(BSAM only) 

[CJ ~ 
[0] (ASCII) 

i 

U [~J or 

~ 

v~s][~]or 
F ~S] [~Jor 
DEB] 

C, E, ET, or T 



If you want to copy the DCB parameter of. a DO statement contained in a 
cataloged procedure step. you must give both the name of the job step 
that invokes the procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., 

DCB=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 

The first part of the follCMing example shows your input deck; the 
second part shows a cataloged procedured called by the ST2 EXEC 
statement in your deck. 

If you want to modify the DCB subparameters you are 
subparameters to the reference. The subparameters 
override the corresponding copied subparameters. 

Special Processing Options 

new 

There are two special processing options for data sets on magnetic tape: 

1. You can request channel separation from other data sets in the same 
job step using either the SEP or the AFF parameter. 

2. You can suppress I/O operations on your data set using the DUMMY 
parameter. 
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SEP: When two or more data sets are to be used in a job step, 
processing time may be shortened by requesting that the system transmit 
data sets over separate channels. For example, it would be faster to 
have you~ input data set and your output data set on separate channels 
than to have them on the same channel. 

You can request channel separation for data sets in each job step 
using the SEP parameter. If possible, the system will honor this 
request. It may not always be possible to honor the request for 
separation because given devices may not be available for allocation 
when the job step is executed or because there may not be enough devices 
of a given type on different channels for all the data sets that request 
separation. If channel separation is not requested;, the system will 
assign any available channel that has the device specified with UNIT 
parameter. 

The format of the SEP parameter is: 

.----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I SEP= (ddnarne, ... ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the terms "ddname" with the names of up to eight earlier DD 
statements in the same job step. The earlier DD statements can define 
any type of data set; new or existing, on magnetic tape or direct 
access, temporary or nontemporary, etc. 
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Remember that the request for channel separation made with the SEP 
parameter is only a suggestion for more efficient operation, and not a 
requirement. If your data set must be on separate channels specify unit 
addresses with the UNIT parameter. You can obtain a configuration chart 
with all, the unit addresses from your manager or supervisor. 

AFF: The AFF parameter provides a shortcut method of requesting channel 
separation. When two or more data sets in the same job step have the 
same channel separation requirements, you can code the SEP parameter for 
the first data set, and then request the same separation using the AFF 
parameter for the later data sets. The AFF parameter tells the system 
that you want the data set defined in this DD statement to have the same 
channel separation as the data set defined in the named DD statement. 

The format of the AFF parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I AFF=ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the earlier DD statement that requests 
the desired channel separations. This data set and the earlier data set 
mayor may not be on the same channel. 

The requests for channel separation and affinity are only suggestions 
to the system. 'They will be honored if the appropriate devices are 
available. 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operat~ons and data 
set disposition. When your processing programs ask to write the dummy 
data set, the write request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This facility is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
writing of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
produce meaningful output. 

The DUMMY parameter is a positional parameter. That means that it 
must be coded first in the operand field. 
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If you wish, you can omit all other parameters required to define your 
data set except DCB. (If you were not ing to write the DCB parameter 
you do not have to write it.) 

When 
omit 
data set. 

DIRECT ACCESS DEVICES 

operations on your 
all parameters re 

You can create five different kinds of data set on direct access 
devices: 

• sequential data sets. 
• Direct data sets. 
• Partitioned data sets. 
• Generation data sets. 
• Indexed sequential data sets. 

The parameters shown in Table 7 are used to create those data sets. 
The definition of an indexed sequential d~ta set may require up to three 
DD statements, and is discussed in Appendix A. The remaining four kinds 
of data sets are defined with only one DD statement. The way you use 
certain parameters indicates which kind of data set you are defining. 
These differences are summarized below and will be pointed out again 
when the parameters are discussed in the remainder of this topic. 

• Sequential data set -- You use basically the same parameters used to 
define a data set on magnetic tape and you must also allocate space 
for the data set using one of the following parameters: SPACE, 
SPLIT. or SUBALLOC. 

• Direct data set -- You use the same parameters as for a sequential 
data set, with the exception of the SPLIT parameter. If not 
specified in your program, you must write DSORG=DA or DSORG=DAU in 
the DCB parameter. 

• Partitioned data set -- You use the same parameters as for a 
sequential data set, with the exception of the SPLIT parameter. You 
must code the number of directory blocks in the SPACE or SUBALLOC 
parameters. You can define the first member of the data set at the 
same time you allocate the partitioned data set. To do this use a 
special form of the DSNAME parameter, i.e., 

DSNAME=dsname(membername) 

To learn how to add more members to a partitioned data set., refer to 
the section "Extending an Existing Data set." 
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• Generation data set -- You use the same parameters as for a 
sequential, partitioned, direct, or indexed sequential (if the data 
set is defined on one DO statement) data set. You must use a 
special form of the DSNAME parameter, i.e., 

DSNAME=groupname(+number) 

Generati on data sets must be cataloged, i • e. , 

DIS P= ( , CATLG) 

For further information on the different types of data set refer to 
"section 3: Data Management" in IBM System/360 operating system: 
Concepts and Facilities. Programs written in ALGOL or FORTRAN H cannot 
use direct data sets. Partitioned data sets can only be used by 
programs written in the assembler language. (Programs written in COBOL 
or FORTRAN can use partitioned data sets in a restricted way. For 
further information refer to the language Programmer's Guide.) 

This section is summarized in Table 67 of Appendix D. 

Data Set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameter are used to specify which type of data set 
you want to create. There are two types of data sets: temporary and 
nontemporary. A temporary data set is one that will be used for the 
duration of the jobstep or the job only. A nontemporary data set is 
one that can be used not only by the jobsteps in your job, but by later 
jobs as well. There are three types of nontemporary data sets: 
cataloged data sets, kept (or noncataloged) data sets, and members of 
generation data groups. 

The following is a summary of the types of data sets that can be 
created on direct access devices: 

1. Temporary 

a. For the duration of the job (sequential, direct or 
partitioned). 

b. For the duration of the jobstep (sequential, direct or 
partitioned) • 

2. Nontemporary 

a. Cataloged (sequential, direct, or partitioned). 
b. Kept (or noncataloged) (sequential, direct or partitioned). 
c. Member of a generation data group. 

The formats of the DSNAME and DISP parameters for each type of data set 
are described below. 

Temporary -- For the Duration of the Job: The formats of the DSNAME and 
DISP parameters are: 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME= l&&name l ,DISP= (NEW,-PASS,DELETE) I 
I &~~ I 
I &&name(membername) I 
I & name (membername) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "name" with any name not 
used by another temporary data set in the job. Each name consists of 
one to eight alphameric or national (~,$,#,) characters. However, the 
first character of the name must be a letter or national character. If 
you are creating the first member of a partitioned data set, add the 
member name after the temporary name. The member name is enclosed in 
parentheses and consists of one to eight alphameric or national 
characters. The first character must be a letter or national character. 
The system generates a name for the temporary data set, which begins 
with SYS and includes the jobname l the temporary name assigned in the 
DSNAME parameter, and other identifying characters. You can retrieve 
this data set later in the job by coding 

or 

DSNAME=&&name 
DSNAME=&name 
DSNAME=&&name(mernbername) 

DSNA~&name(membername) 

in a DD statement., using the same name, or 

DSNAME=*.stepname.ddname 

A doUble ampersand should be coded preceding the temporary name you 
assign to a data set. However, a name preceded by a single ampersand is 
treated as a temporary data set name, as long as no value is assigned to 
it either on an EXEC statement invoking a procedure, or a PROC statement 
within a procedure. If a value is assigned to it by one of these means, 
it is treated as a symbolic parameter. (Symbolic parameters are 
discussed in the section "The PROC Statement" and in "Part IV: 
Cataloged and In-stream Procedures.") 

In the DISP parameter, the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. You do not have to code NEW as long as you 
indicate its absence by a comma. The PASS subparameter indicates that 
the temporary data set can be used by later steps in the job. The 
DELETE subparameter indicates that this data set is to be deleted if the 
job step abnormally terminates (ABEND). You need not code DELETE 
because it is always assumed by the system for temporary data sets. 

Temporary -- For the Duration of the Job step: Both the DSNAME and DISP 
parameters can be omitted to indicate a temporary dataset which will be 
deleted at the end of the job step. You can, if Yc:>u wish, code the 
following: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME? &&name I [,DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE)] I 
I &name I 
I &&name(membername) I 
I &name(membername) I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 
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The temporary name in the DSNAME parameter is coded as described for 
temporary data sets for the duration of the job. All s eters of 
the DISP parameter are assumed if omitted. 

Nontemporary -- Cataloged: The formats of the DSNAME and DISP 
parameters are: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME= {dsname, },DISP=(NEW,CATLG[,CATLG J I 
I dsname(membername) ,DELETE ) I 
I ,KEEP I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "dsname" with the qualified 
name you want to give to the data set. A qualified name is made up of 
several names that correspond to index levels in the catalog; each 
I-to-8 character name is separated by a period. Each name must begin 
with a letter or national (0),$,#) character. Any letter, number, 
national character, the hyphen and the +0(12-0 multipunch) can be used 
to complete each name. A qualified name can consist of 1 through 44 
characters (including periods). 

Each level of qualification must already exist as an index in the 
system catalog before you can request the system to catalog the data 
set. An index level is created using the IEHPROGM utility program. 
Once the indexes are established, the data set can be cataloged. If the 
name has no qualifiers (called an unqualified name), the system will 
create the index entry for you. 

If you are creating the first member of a partitioned data set, add 
the member name after the data set name. The member name is enclosed in 
parentheses and consists of one to eta americ or national 
characters. 

In the DISP parameter, the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. The NEW stibparameter also indicates that you are 
requesting exclusive control of the nontemporary data set name specified 
in the DSNAME parameter for the data set. Exclusive control of the data 
set name means that no other job that requests the data set can be 
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processed until the job with exclusive control terminates. This also 
means that the data set name is being exclusively controlled. If a 
request is made for the data set name. the request will not be processed 
-- even though the request may refer to an entirely different physical 
data set. You do not have to code NEW as long as you indicate its 
absence by a comma. The CATLG subparameter indicates that the data set 
is to be cataloged. The third subparameter tells the system what is to 
be done with the data set if the step abnormally terminates (ABEND). If 
the data set name is either qualified or unqualified, you can specify 
CATLG or DELETE. CATLG is assumed if you omit the third subparameter. 
If the data set name is unqualified, you can specify KEEP as the third 
subparameter. KEEP tells the system that if the step ABENDs you want 
the data set kept intact (but not cataloged) until a later job requests 
that the data set be deleted or until the expiration date has passed. 
(You can specify a retention period or expiration date in the LABEL 
parameter. ) 

~N=o=n~t~em==p~o~r~a;r~y~ __ ~K=e.pt~: The formats of the DSNAME and DISP parameters 
are: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I 
I DSNAME={dSname }' DISP=(NEW, KEEP[, KEEP . J) I 
I dsname(membername) ,DELETE I 
I .CATLG I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "dsname" with the 
unqualified name you want to give to the data set. The name can contain 
from 1 to 8 characters. The first character must be a letter or a 
national character (0), $, #). Any letter" number, national character" the 
hyphen and the +0(12-0 multipunch) can be used to complete the name. 

If you are creating the first member of a partitioned data set, add 
the member name after the data set name. The member name is enclosed in 
parentheses and consists of one to eight alphameric or national 
characters. The first character must be a letter or nation character. 
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In the DISP parameter., the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. The NEW subparameter also indicates that you are 
requesting exclusive control of the nontemporary data set name specified 
in the DSNAME parameter for the data set. Exclusive control of the data 
set name means that no other job that requests the data set can be 
processed until the job with exclusive control terminates. This also 
means that the data set name is being exclusively controlled. If a 
request is made for the data set name, the request will not be processed 
-- even though the request may refer to an entirely different physical 
data set. You do not have to code NEW as long· as you indicate its 
absence by a comma. The KEEP subparameter indicates that the data set 
is to be kept intact (but not cataloged) until a later job step or job 
requests that the data set be deleted or until the expiration date has 
passed. (You can specify a retention period or expiration date in the 
LABEL parameter.) The third subparameter tells the system what is to be 
done with the data set if the step abnormally terminates (ABEND). You 
can specify KEEP, DELETE or CATLG. KEEP is assumed if you omit the 
third subparameter. 

Notes: 

• You can give a disposition of PASS to a new data set with an 
ified name. 

Such a data set can become a temporary, cataloged, or kept data set 
according to the disposition you give to it in a later DD statement. 
See "Passed Data Sets" in "Retrieving an Existing Data Set." If the 
data set is not referred to by a later DD statement in the job, it 
is deleted at the end of the job • 

• You can use special characters as part of the qualified data set 
name if you enclose the name in apostrophes. 

If the special character is 
consectutive apostrophes. 

Do not use special characters if the data set is to be cataloged or 
if it contains a membername. 
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Nontemporary -- Member Generation Data Group: A cataloged data set that 
is periodically processed can be grouped with its earlier generations to 
form a named generation data group. The entire group has a generation 
group name. Each member of the group can be addressed by a simple 
generation number. The last generation produced before the start of 
your job has a generation number of O. The generation produced before 
the last one is -1. The generation you are going to produce in your job 
is +1. After your job ends,. the generation you produced automatically 
becomes generation o. If you produce more than one generation in your 
job. you must name them +1, +2, +3, etc. After your job, the highest 
generation number you produced, say +3, becomes generation 0, +2 becomes 
-1 and +1 becomes -2. 

For further information on creating generation data groups, refer to 
Appendix D of the publication IBM System/360 operating System Job 
Control Language Reference. The formats of the DSNAME and DISP 
parameters for creating a new member of a generation data group are: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME=grOUpname(+nUmber),DISP=(NEW.CATLG[,CATLG]) I 
I ,DELETE I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

In the DSNAME parameter, replace the term "groupname" with the name 
of the generation data group. The name can contain from one to eight 
characters. The first character must be a letter or national character 
(0),$,#). Any letter, number, national character, the hyphen, and the +0 
(12-0 multipunch) can be used to complete the name. The groupname can 
be a qualified name. The qualified name can contain up to 35 characters 
(including periods). Replace the term "number" with the number of the 
generation you are creating. If you are only creating one generation in 
your job, this number will be 1. 

If you are creating more than one generation in your job. number each 
generation consecutively. 

In the DISP parameter, the NEW subparameter indicates that you are 
creating the data set. The NEW subparameter also indicates that you are 
requesting exclusive control of the nontemporary data set name specified 
in the DSNAME parameter for the data set. Exclusive control of the data 
set name means that no other job that requests the data set can be 
processed until the job with exclusive control terminates. This also 
means that the data set name is being exclusively controlled. If a . 
request is made for the data set name, the request will not be processed 
-- even though the request may refer to an entirely different physical 
data set. You do not have to code NEW as long as you indicate its 
absence by a comma. The CATLG subparameter indicates that the new 
generation is to be cataloged. (This subparameter is required.) The 
third subparameter tells the system what is to be done with the data set 
if the step abnormally terminates (ABEND). You can specify CATLG or 
DELETE. CATLG is assumed if you omit the third subparameter. 
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Location of the Data set 

The UNIT, VOLUME and LABEL parameters are used to describe the location 
of your data set. The UNIT parameter indicates the kind of direct 
access device you want, and, if your data set is to occupy more than one 
volume, it indicates how many units are needed. The VOLUME parameter 
lets you request a public volume (or volumes), or a private volume (or 
volumes) '. You can request a specific volume or you can let the system 
assign you a volume. The LABEL parameter describes the tape label of 
the volume used for your data set. You must allocate space to a 
sequential data set using either the SPACE. SPLIT or SUBALLOC parameter; 
to a partitioned or direct data set using either the SPACE or SUBALLOC 
parameter; and to a generation data set using the SPACE parameter. 

UNIT: The format of the UNIT parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I lunit addreSS![,Unitcount] I 
I UNIT= ( device type , P [., SEP= (ddname •••• ) ] ) I 
I groupname. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional subparameter identifies the direct access device 
you want to use for your data set by its address, or unit name, or group 
name. 

unit address 
is the actual machine address of the direct access device. For 
example. UNIT=190. You should not specify the address unless you 
are sure you want it. Do not specify the address if you are going 
to need more than one unit for the data set. (Multiple units are 
requested with the second subparameter of the UNIT parameter.) To 
request a specific bin on a specific 2321'1 you should write 

UNIT=address/bin 
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device type 
corresponds to the type of device. Coding the device type provides 
you with a certain degree of device independence in that your 
set be aced in an number of devices of the same 

specified. 

Device Type 

2301 
2302 
2303 
2305-1 
2305-2 
2311 
23191. 
2314 
2321 
3330 

The following device types can 

Description 

2301 Drum Storage Unit 
2302 Disk storage Drive 
2303 Drum Storage Unit 
2305 Fixed Head Storage Facility Model 1 
2305 Fixed Head Storage Facility Model 2 
Any 2311 Disk Storage Drive 
2319 Disk storage Facility 
2314 Storage Facility 
Any bin mounted on a 2321 data cell drive 
3330 Disk storage Drive 

1.To indicate the 2319 in the UNIT parameter, specify UNIT=2314. 
However, to designate the 2319 as the particular device for your 
data set" specify UNIT=unit address. 

group name 
is the name of a collection of devices, selected by your 
installation during system generation. For example" your 
installation might select the name DISK for all disk drives in the 
configuration. If you do not care which drive is used for your 
data set, you should code UNIT=DISK. Your manager or supervisor 
should tell you which group names were generated for your 
installation. 

The second positional subparameter is used only if your data set 
will occupy more than one volume and if you want more than ope of 
these volumes to be mounted at the same time. This subparameter 
indicates how many drives are to be used for mounting your data 
set' s volumes. 

unit count 
indicates how many units you want assigned to the data set. You 
can specify a maximum of 59 units per DD statement. Make sure 
that your system has at least the number of units you specify_ 
Otherwise an error will result. If you specify fewer units than 
the number of volumes in your data set, only the same number of 
volumes as there are units can be mounted at the same time. (If 
you request fewer units than volumes code the PRIVATE subparameter 
in the VOLUME parameter.) If you specify the.same number of units 
as there are volumes, all volumes can be mounted at the same time. 

(If you think your data set may use more volumes than you expect, 
you should indicate the maximum number of volumes that can be used 
with the volume count subparameter of the VOLUME parameter. Do 
not request more units than the maximum number of volumes 
specify. ) 

~ll1l1Ill~iifr~1 
P 

specifies parallel mounting. When you request parallel mounting 
the system counts the number of serial numbers specified with the 
VOLUME parameteJ:. If, in addition to indicating specific serial 
numbers in the VOLUME parameter, you also indicate a maximum 
number of volumes that can be used by the data set, the number of 
units assigned is the number of volumes that'can be used. 
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SEP 
is the last positional subparameter. It is used when you want a 
different direct access device assigned to your data set from the 
ones assigned to previous data sets in the same job step. This 
parameter is used only when a previous data set made a nonspecific 
volume reguest for the same type of device, because the system can 
assign more than one data set to the same direct access device. 
(Note that you would be contradicting yourself if you made 
specific requests to place two or more data sets on the same 
volume and then requested unit separation for those data sets.) 
To identify the data sets that should not be assigned the same 
device as this data set, follow SEP= by a list of up to eight 
ddnames of the DD statements that define these data sets. The 
listed DD statements must precede this statement and must be 
contained in the same job step. The list of ddnames must be 
enclosed in parentheses unless there is only one ddname. If one 
of the listed DD statements defines a dummy data set, the system 
ignores the unit separation request for that data set. 

When you make a specific volume request for a data set and request 
unit separation for that data set, the system issues a message to the 
operator if the request for unit separation cannot be satisfied. The 
operator decides if the system should wait for devices to become 
available, or if the request for unit separation should be ignored, or 
if the job should be cancelled. When you make a nonspecific volume 
request for a data set and request unit separation for that data set, 
the request may be ignored, depending on how many disk drives are 
available and how much space is available on those disk drives. A 
message will not be issued in this case if unit separation cannot be 
satisfied. 

Do not confuse the SEP subparameter of the UNIT parameter with the 
SEP parameter. The former requests unit separation while the latter 
requests channel separation. 

Note: You need not code the UNIT parameter when: 

• The data set is to use the same volume assigned to an earlier data 
set, that is, if you specify VOLUME=REF • 

• The data set is to share space or cylinders with an earlier data 
set, that is, if you specify SUBALLOC or SPLIT. 

In both cases, you can use the UNIT parameter if you want more units 
assigned. 
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VOLUME: The VOLUME parameter lets you request a specific volume for 
your data set or lets the system assign your data set a suitable volume 
(nonspecific request). When you make a nonspecific request the system 
will look for a volume that both fits the device specified with the UNIT 
parameter and has the amount of space you specified with the SPACE" 
SPLIT, or SUBALLOC parameter available" and will then allocate that 
amount of space to your data set. When you make a specific request, you 
must make sure that the volume you requested has enough space for your 
data set. If it does not have enough space the job step will ABEND. 

You can request a public or a private volume with either a specific 
or nonspecific request. A volume is designated public or private by the 
inptallation. A public volume is one that can be allocated to a 
temporary data set when a nonspecific volume request is made and PRIVATE 
is not coded in the VOLUME parameter. A private volume is one that 
cannot be alloc~ted to a temporary data set when a nonspecific volume 
request is made and PRIVATE is not coded in the VOLUME parameter. The 
key word in the preceding definitions is "nonspecific." If you make a 
specific request you can get any volume - public or private - allocated 
to your data set provided there is enough space on that volume. 
However" if you make a specfic request for a public volume, remember 
that temporary data sets that make nonspecific requests can be allocated 
on the same volume .• - (If you want more information on the different, 
types of volume and how they are allocated read the description of the 
VOLUME parameter in IBM System/360 Operating system: Job Control 
Language Reference. A distinction is made in that publication between 
public and storage volumes; for the purposes of this publication both 
are called public 'volumes.) 

The following is a summary of the types of volume requests that can 
be made for new data sets on direct access devices: 

1. Nonspecific request 

a. Publ ic vol ume 
b. Private volume 

2. Specific request 

a. Public volume 
b. Private volume 

Before discussing the four types of requests in detail, a word must 
be said on multivolume data sets on direct access devices. Normally, 
all direct access data sets are allocated on only one volume. This is 
because the amount of space (primary quantity)'you specify with the 
SPACE., SPLIT, or SUBALLOC parameter is allocated entirely on one volume. 
There is, however, a way of extending your data set to more volumes. 
You can allocate a "secondary quantity" to your data set in the SPACE, 
SPLIT, or SUBALLOC parameter. When the space you requested as "primary 
quantity" is used up, the system allocates the amount you request as 
"secondary quantity" to your data set. If the "secondary quantity" is 
used up, the system again allocates your data set another "secondary 
quantity",' and so on. The system will try to allocate the "secondary 
quantity" on the same volume as the "primary quantity". However, if . 
there-is not enough space available on the first volume the system will 
allocate the "secondary quantity" on another volume provided you request 
more than one volume with the VOLUME parameter. If you do not request 
more volumes or if the data set exceeds the yolumes you request, the job 
step abnormally terminates, (ABEND). You request more volumes either by . 
specifying more than one serial number with the SER subparameter or by 
using the volcount subparameter, or both. There is no point in 
requesting more than one volume if you do not specify a "secondary 
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quantity" because the "primary quantity" must be completely allocated on 
one volume. Also, you do not have to request more than one volume if 
you know that any "secondary quantity" allocated will fit in the same 
volume as the "primary quantity". 

Partitioned data sets must be contained on only one volume. 

Nonspecific Request -- Public Volume: The format of the VOLUME 
p~rameter depends on whether you need one volume or more than one 
volume. 

1. 

2. I~ your data set may require more than one volume, code: 

r-~---------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME= (, , • volcount ) I L ____________________________________________________ - ____________ J 

Replace the term "volcount" with the number of volumes required for 
your data set. You should request the same number of devices with 
the "unit count" subparameter of the UNIT parameter as you request 
volumes. If the number of volumes requested exceeds the number of 
devices, you should code PRIVATE as described in "Nonspecific 
Request/Private Volume." 

Nonspecific Reguest -- Private Volume: If you make a nonspecific 
request for a private volume the system assigns an available volume to 
you. Later data sets that make a nonspecific request will not be 
assigned to this volume. 

The format of the VOLUME parameter for making a nonspecific volume 
request fo~ a private volume is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I VOLUME: (PRIVATE r, RETAINl [, , vol count 1 ) I 
I L' J I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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The PRIVATE subparameter is required. The RETAIN subparameter means 
that the volume will not be demounted at the end of the step. (RETAIN 
has the same effect on volume mounting as coding PASS in the DISP 
parameter.) Private volumes are demounted at the end of the step unless 
it is an unremovable volume" such as a 2301. or unless it has been 
designated by your installation to be a permanently resident volume, for 
example, the system residence volume. It is recommended that you use 
the RETAIN subparameter whenever you want the volume to remain mounted 
at the end of the step. 

If your data set needs more than one volume replace the term 
nvolcountn with the number of volumes needed. If the number of volumes 
is equal to the number of devices requested in the unit parameter all 
volumes are mounted at the same time. When the number of volumes is 
greater than the number of devices requested, and all the mounted 
volumes are used up. the system demounts one of the volumes and then 
mounts another volume in its place so that processing can continue. If 
you specify RETAIN, the volumes mounteq at the end of the step remain 
mounted. 

Note: If you specify KEEP for your nontemporary data set, ask the 
machine operator to tell you the serial number of the volume assigned to 
your data set. You need the serial number to retrieve your data set in 
later jobs. 

Specific Request -- Public Volume: You can request specific volUmes by 
either stating the serial number of the volumes you want, or by 
requesting the same volume used by an earlier data set. 

1. The format of the VOLUME parameter for requesting volumes by their 
serial numbers is 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME: ([",volcount,lsER=(serial, ••• » I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "volcount" with the maximum number of volumes the 
data set can use. You should only use this stibparameter if you 
think your data set may use more volumes than those named in the 
SER subparameter. Note that "volcount" is the maximum number qf 
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volumes that can be used and not additional 
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UNIT parameter as you request volumes. If the number of volumes 
requested exceeds the number of devices, you must code PRIVATE as 
described in "Specific Request -- Private Volume". 

The SER subparameter indicates that the serial numbers of the 
volumes you want for your data set will follow. Replace the term 
"serial" with the 1-to-6 character serial number associated with 
the volume. If the volume serial number is not 6 characters, it 
will be padded with trailing blanks by the system. The volume 
serial number can contain any alphameric and national characters 
and the hyphen. If it is necessary to include special characters, 
other than a hyphen, in the volume serial number, enclose it is 
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Notes: 

• Do not request parallel mount:Lng when you code the "volcount" 
subparameter unless you code PRIVATE. 

• When using various typewriter heads or printer chains, difficulties 
in volume serial number recognition may arise if you use other than 
alphameric characters. 

• SCRTCH should not be used as a volume serial number, because it is 
used to notify the operator to mount a non-specific volume. 
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2. The format of the VOLUME parameter for requesting volumes used by 
other data sets is: 

r--------------------------------·-------------------·-------------, 
I ldsname I I *.ddname I 
I VOLUME=([",volcount,]REF= *.stepname.ddname 11 I 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I L-________________________________________________________________ J 

The REF subparameter identifies the volumes assigned to an earlier 
data set. If the earlier data set resides on more than one volume, 
all the volumes are assigned to your data set. If your data set 
needs more volumes., you should indicate so with the "volcount" 
subparameter. Replace "volcount" with the maximum nU.mber of 
volumes that can be used for your data set. When you use the REF 
subparameter, the system obtains UNIT' information from the 
definition of the previous data set. However, if you are 
specifying additional volumes, you must use the UNIT 
specify the same number of units. 

If you specify additional volumes but do not want to specify 
additional units., you must code PRIVATE as described in "specific 
Request -- Private Volume." 

You can use the REF subparameter to identify the earlier data set 
by its name or by making a backward reference. You can identify 
the data set by its name only if it is a nontemporary cataloged 
data set or a nontemporary passed data set. If one of these 
conditions is met, replace the term "dsname" with the data setts 
name. The data set's name cannot contain speci5il characters, 
except for periods in the case of qualified names. 

If the data set is not cataloged or passed, or if it has been 
assigned a temporary name, you can refer to it by making a backward 
reference to the DD statement that defined it. (This DD statement 
must be an earlier DD statement in your job.) Replace "ddname" 
with the name of the DD statement where the earlier data set is 
defined. Replace "stepname" with the name of the EXEC statement of 
the step that has the earlier DD statement. If the earlier DD 
statement is contained in the same job step, omit the stepname, 
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When the earlier DD statement is contained in a cataloged procedure 
step", you must give both the name of the job step that invokes the 
procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., 

VOLUME=REF=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 

If you want to use the volume assigned to a kept data set defined 
in another job, you must use VOLUME=SER. 
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specific Request -- Private Volume: You can request specific volumes by 
either stating the serial number of the volwnes you want, or by 
requesting the same volume used by an earlier data set. 

1. The format of the VOLUME parameter for requesting volumes by their 
serial numbers is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME= (PRIVA TE r, RETAI NJ [, , volcount,,] SER= (serial, • • • ) ) I 
I L, I L-________________________________________________________________ J 

The PRIVATE subparameter is required. The RETAIN subparameter 
means that the volume will not be demounted at the end of the step. 
(RETAIN has the same effect on volume mounting as coding PASS in 
the OISP parameter.) Private volumes are demounted at the end of 
the step unless it is an unremovable volume" such as a 2301, or 
unless it has been designated by your installation to be a 
permanently resident volume, for example, the system residence 
volume. It is recommended that you use the RETAIN subparameter 
whenever you want the volume to remain mounted at the end of the 
step. 

If your data set needs more than one volume, replace the term 
"volcount" with the number of volumes needed,. If the number of 
volumes is equal to the number of devices requested in the unit 
parameter all volume are mounted at the same time. When the number 
of volumes is greater than the number of devices requested" and all 
the mounted volumes are used, the system demounts one of the 
volumes and then mounts another volume in its place so that 
processing can continue. If you specify RETAIN., the volumes 
mounted at the end of the step remain mo~nted. 

The SER subparameter is coded as described for "Specific Request -
Public Volume." 
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2. The format of the VOLUME parameter for requesting volumes used by 
other data sets is: 

r--------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I dsname I 
I *.ddname I 
I VOLUME: (PRIVATE r,RETAIN] L, ,volcount. 1REF= * .stepname. ddname ) I 
I ~ *.stepname.procstepname. I 
I ddname I L-___________________________________________________________________ J 

The PRIVATE subparameter is required. The RETAIN subparameter 
means that the volume will not be demounted at the end of the step. 
(RETAIN has the same effect on volume mounting as coding PASS in 
the DISP parameter.) Private volumes are demounted at the end of 
the step unless it is an unremovable volume, such as a 2301 drum, 
or unless it has been designated by your installation to be a 
permanently resident volume., for example, the system residence 
volume. It is recommended that you use the RETAIN subparameter 
whenever you want the volume to remain mounted at the end of the 
step. 
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The REF subparameter identifies the volumes assigned to an earlier 
data set. If the earlier data set resides on more than one volume, 
all the volumes are assigned to your data set. If your data set 
needs more volumes,. yoo should indicate so with the "volcount" 
subparameter. Replace "volcount" with the ;maximum number of 
volumes that can be used for your data set. When you use the REF 
subparameter the system obtains UNIT iDformation from the previous 
data set,. However, you can use the UNIT parameter to 
additional units. 

The REF subparameter is coded as described for "Specific Request -
Publ ic Vol ume. " 

When the earlier DD statement is contained in a cataloged procedure 
step,. you must give both the name of the job step that invokes the 
procedure and the procedure step' name. i,. e •• 

VOLUME=REF=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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If you want to use the volume assigned to a kept data set defined 
in another job, you must use VOLUME=SER. 

LABEL: The LABEL parameter is used to describe the type of label of the 
volume you selected with the VOLUME parameter. (The labels of direct 
access data sets are called data set control blocks (DSCB). The DSCBs 
are part of the volume table of contents (VTOC) which is the volume 
label.) The LABEL parameter is also used to assign a retention period 
and password protection to your data set, and to indicate whether this 
data set is to be used for input or output exclusively. If the volume 
has standard labels you may omit this parameter. The format of the 
LABEL parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I LABEL= ([' SL ] [, PASSWORD] [, IN ] [, 1{ EXPDT=YYddd}) I I, SUL , NOPWREAD ,OUT RFl'PD=nnnn I 
I ,AL, I 
I ,AUL I 
I , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional subparameter indicates the order of your data 
set on a tape volume; for direct access devices" you code a comma 
indicating the absence of this subparameter. 

The second subparameter indicates the type of labels used for the 
specific volume you requested" or, if you are requesting a nonspecific 
volume, the type of labels you want on that volume. You can omit this 
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subparameter if standard labels are used. You must specify one of the 
following: 

SL 

SUL 

AL 

AUL 

if the data set has standard labels. 

if the data set has both standard and user labels. 

if the data set has American National standard labels. 

if the data set has both American National Standard labels and 
American National Standard user labels,. 

The type of label used is determined by your installation. Most 
installations use only one type of labels. Check with your manager or 
supervisor before you specify a label type other than the type used in 
your installation. 

For direct access devices, the thlrd positional subparameter is used 
to specify password protection. If you code PASSWORD, the data set you 
are creating cannot be used by another job step or job unless the 
operator can supply the system with the correct password. If you code 
NOPWREAD, the data set can be read without the password, but the 
operator must give the password before the data set can be changed" 
extended, or deleted. Password protected data sets must have standard 
labels; therefore, you must code the SL subparameter or omit this 
subparameter if the data set is to have standard labels. 

Before or after you create the data set you must tell the system 
programmer the name of your data set and the password. He will crea te 
an entry in a data set named PASSWORD containing those two items. 
Whenever a request is made for your data set the system will verify the 
password supplied by the operator against the entry in the PASSWORD data 
set. 

The next positional subparameter (IN or OUT) is used only if you 
coded your program in the assembler language or in FORTRAN,. If you 
coded in the assembler language it allows you to override the 
specification of the OUTIN parameter in th~ OPEN macro instruction (for 
BSAM data sets only),. If OUTIN is specified and you want the data set 
processed for output only code: 

LABEL= (" , ,OUT) 

If you are a FORTRAN user, OUT means that the data set is to be 
processed for output only; IN means that the data set is to be processed 
for input only. 

You can assign a retention period (length of time during which the 
data set cannot be changed or deleted) to your nontemporary data set 
with either the RETPD=nnnn or EXPDT=yyddd subparameter. These 
subparameters are keyword subparameters. You must code the one you 
choose after the last positional subparameter you code,. 
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The RETPD subparameter expresses the retention period in terms of the 
number of days you want the data set retained. The format of RETPD is: 

RETPD=nnnn 

Replace "nnnn" with a number from 1 to 9999. 

The EXTPD subparameter states the expiration date of your data set. 
The format of EXPDT is: 

EXPDT=yyddd 

(Many calendars indicate the day number for each day of the year.) 

If neither RETPD or EXPDT is specified, a retention period of zero 
days is assumed. That is,. your data set can be modified or deleted at 
anytime. Do not specify a retention period for temporary data sets, 
because they are always deleted at the end of the job step or the job. 

Size of the Data Set 

You must specify the size of your data set using the SPACE. SPLIT or 
SUBALLOC parameter. The parameter you use depends on the type of data 

. set. 

Data set 

sequenti'al 
Direct 
Partitioned 
Generation 

You can use 

SPACE. SPLIT, or SUBALLOC 
SPACE,. or SUBALLOC 
SPACE, or SUBALLOC 
SPACE 

The SPACE parameter lets you specify the space required for your data 
set. The SPLIT and SUBALLOC parameters are used when your data set is 
sharing space with other data sets. 

The SPLIT parameter is used when your step has two or more data sets 
having corresponding records,. You can minimize access arm movement by 
defining split cylinders. In the split-cylinder mode each data set is 
given a certain number of tracks on each cylinder allocated. You must 
use the SPLIT parameter in each of the DD statements that define the 
data sets that are to split the cylinders. 

The SUBALLOC parameter lets you use the technique of suballocation. 
Suballocation allows you to reserve a contiguous area of space on one 
volume and to place a series of data sets in a certain sequence in that 
area. SuballOCation allows you to mimimize access-arm movement when 
data sets are processed serially. DD statements for the data sets that 
are to share that area must use the SUBALLOC parameter. 
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The SPACE, SPLIT and SUBALLOC parameters let you specify the amount 
of space needed for your data set as a primary guantity. If you think 
your data set may need some extra space either during the current job 
step or at some future time" you can specify a secondary quantity. If 
your data set exceeds the space in the primary quantity, the system 
allocates the space in the secondary quantity.. If the secondary 
quantity runs out, another secondary quantity is allocated, and so on. 
The primary quantity is completely allocated on one volume. The system 
will try to allocate the secondary quantity on the same volume. If 
there is not enough space left on that volume, the system will allocate 
the secondary quantity on another volume provided you requested more 
than one volume wi ththe VOLUME parameter. If you do not request more 
volumes or if the data set exceeds the volumes you requested the job 
step ABENDs. The job step will also ABEND if the primary quantity does 
not fit on the volume or if the data set exceeds the primary quantity 
and you did not specify a secondary quantity. (If you made a specific 
volume request with the VOLUME parameter, you must make sure there is 
enough space on the volume requested for the primary quantity. If there 
isn't., your step will ABEND. If you made a nonspecific volume request, 
the system will find a volume that has enough space for the primary 
quantity. ) 

In the SPACE and SUBALLOC parameters, you can specify the space 
required for your data set in units of tracks, cylinders, or blocks. In 
the SPLIT parameter you specify it in units of cylinders, or blocks. 

Table 11 shows the capacities of the different direct access devices .• 
Table 12 shows the number of given-length records that can fit into a 
track. Table 12 is divided into two parts since the capacity varies 
depending on whether the record's format has keys. (For more 
information on direct access data sets refer to Introduction to IBM 
System/360 : Direct Access Storage Devices Organization Methods., 
GC20-1649.) 
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For most efficient performance, request space in units of cylinders .• 
However. if you need to conserve space, be sure the cylinder is 
reasonably full. For example, it would be waste of space to request one 
cylinder on a 2302 for a data set that only needs two 2302 tracks. 

For greater device independence, request space in units of blocks. 
The system calculates for you number of tracks or cylinders needed. The 
following considerations apply when you are requesting space in terms o·f 
blocks: 

• The blocksize cannot exceed 65,535. 

• If you have variable-length records (or blocks) give the average 
record (or block) length as the block size,. You must specify the 
maximum record length in the BLRSIZE subparameter of the DeB 
parameter. 

• If your blocks are written with keys., give the key length in the 
KEYLEN subparameter of the DeB parameter. 

In addition to the primary quantity" partitioned data sets require a 
directory quantity. (A secondary quantity can also be specified for 
partitioned data sets.) The directory quantity is the number of 
256-byte blocks that are to be contained in the directory of the 
partitioned data set. Each block contains from 3 to 21 entries. There 
must be one entry for each member name and for each alias in the 
partitioned data set. The length of the entries depends on the length 
of a user's data field. 

For more information on partitioned data sets" refer to IBM 
system/360 operating System: Data Management Services. 
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Table 11. Direct Access Capacities 
r-------------T-------T---------T----------T---------------------------, 
I 1 I I 1 Bytes Per 1 
1 I storage I ITracks Per~------T--------T-----------~ 
1 Device IMedium I Cylinders I Cylinder I I IDevice (in I 
1 1 I 1 ITrack ICylinderlmillions) I 
~-------------t-------+--------~+----------+------+--------+-----------~ 
I I I I I I 4.09 I I 
1 2301 1 Drum I 25* 1 8 120,4831 millionl 4.09 I 
~-------------t-------+---------+----------+------+--------+-----------~ 
I I I Model 3: I I 1 I Model 3: I 
I 2302 I Disk I 492 I 46 I 4,9841 229,2641 112.79 I 
! I I Model 4: I 1 1 1 Model 4: 1 
I ! I 984 I 1 1 1 225.59 1 
~-------------t-------+---------+----------+------+--------+-----------~ 
1 2303 I Drum 1 80 1 10 1 4,8921 48,9201 3.9 1 
t-------------f-------+---------+----------+------+--------+----------_4 
I 2311 I Disk 1 200 1 10 1 3,6251 36,,2501 7.25 ! 
~------------+-------+---------+----------+------f--------+-----------~ 
1 2314 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 
ICeach volume)! Disk I 200 1 20 1 7,2941 145,8801 29.17 I 
~------------+-------+---------+----------+------+--------+-----------~ 
I I St ri p I 1 I I I I 
1 2321 lof Tapel 980** I 20 12,000 I 40,0001 39.2 I 
~-------------+-------+---------+----------+------+--------+-----------~ 
1 1 I Modell: 1 1 I Modell: 1 Modell: 1 
I 2305 I Disk I 48 1 8 114,1361 113,0881 5.4 I 
1 I I Model 2: 1 1 1 Model 2: I Model 2: I 
I I I 96 I 114,6601 117,2801 11.3 I 
~-------------t-------+---------+----------+------+--------+-----------~ 
I 3330 1 Disk I 404 1 19 113,0301 247,5701 101.6 I 
t-------------~-------~---------~----------~------~--------~----------_4 
1 *There are 25 logical cylinders in a 2301 Drum. I 
I**A volume is equal to one bin in a 2321 Data Cell. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 12. Track capacity 

I 

I 
Maximum Bytes per Record Formatted without Keys 

I 2311 2314 2302 2303 2301 2321 2305-1 2305-2 

I 3625 7294 4984 4892 20483 2000 14136 14660 
I 1740 3520 2403 2392 10175 935 6852 7231 

1131 2298 1570 1558 6739 592 4424 4754 
830 1693 1158 1142 5021 422 3210 3516 
651 1332 912 892 3990 320 2480 2773 

532 1092 749 725 3303 253 1996 2278 
447 921 634 606 2812 205 1648 1924 
384 793 546 517 2444 169 1388 1659 
334 694 479 447 2157 142 1186 1452 
295 615 425 392 1928 119 1024 1287 

263 550 381 346 1741 101 892 1152 
236 496 344 308 1585 86 782 1040 
213 450 313 276 1452 73 688 944 
193 411 286 249 1339 62 608 863 
177 377 264 225 1241 53 538 792 

162 347 244 204 1155 44 478 730 
149 321 225 186 1079 37 424 676 
138 298 209 169 1012 30 376 627 
127 276 196 155 952 24 334 584 
118 258 183 142 897 20 296 544 

109 241 171 130 848 15 260 509 
102 226 161 119 804 10 230 477 
95 211 151 109 763 6 200 448 
88 199 143 100 726 174 421 
82 187 135 92 691 150 396 

77 176 127 84 659 128 373 
72 166 121 77 630 106 352 
67 157 114 70 603 88 332 
63 148 108 64 577 70 314 
59 139 102 58 554 52 297 

3330 

13030 
6447 
4253 
3156 
2498 

2059 
1745 
1510 
1327 
1181 

1061 
962 
877 
805 
742 

687 
639 
596 
557 
523 

491 
463 
437 
413 
391 

371 
352 
335 
318 
303 

Records 
per 

Track 2311 2314 

1 3605 7249 
2 1720 3476 
3 1111 2254 
4 811 1649 
5 632 1288 

6 512 1049 
7 428 877 
8 364 750 
9 315 650 

10 275 571 

11 244 506 
12 217 452 
13 194 407 
14 174 368 
15 158 333 

16 143 304 
17 130 277 
18 119 254 
19 108 233 
20 99 215 

21 90 198 
22 82 183 
23 76 168 
24 69 156 
25 63 144 

26 58 133 
27 53 123 
28 48 114 
29 44 105 
30 40 96 

Maximum Bytes per Record Formatted with Keys 

2302 2303 

4964 4854 
2383 2354 
1550 1520 
1139 1104 
893 854 

730 687 
614 568 
527 479 
460 409 
406 354 

362 308 
325 270 
294 238 
267 211 
245 187 

224 166 
206 148 
190 131 
176 117 
163 104 

152 92 
142 81 
132 71 
123 62 
116 54 

108 46 
102 39 
95 32 
89 26 
83 20 

2301 

20430 
10122 
6686 
4968 
3937 

3250 
2759 
2391 
2104 
1875 

1688 
1532 
1399 
1286 
1188 

1102 
1026 
959 
899 
844 

795 
751 
710 
673 
638 

606 
577 
550 
524 
501 

t:1 
t:1 3" 
CD n 
~ -n° > 
CD n 
fA n 

CD 
III 

2321 

1984 
920 
576 
406 
305 

238 
190 
154 
126 
103 

85 
70 
58 
47 
38 

29 
21 
15 
9 

2305-1 

13934 
6650 
4222 
3008 
2278 

~ 
CD 

!. 
~. 

::s 
cQ 

1794 
1446 
1186 
984 
822 

690 
580 
486 
406 
336 

276 
222 
174 
132 
94 

58 

2305-2 

14569 
7140 
4663 
3425 
2682 

2187 
1833 
1568 
136'1 
1196 

1061 
949 
853 
m 
701 

639 
585 
536 
493 
453 

418 
386 
357 
330 
305 

282 
261 
241 
223 
206 

3330 _ 

12974 
6391 
4197 
3100 
2442 

2003 
1689 
1454 
1271 
1125 

1005 
906 
821 
749 
686 

631 
583 
540 
501 
467 

435 
407 
381 
357 
335 

315 
296 
279 
262 
247 

I 



SPACE: The SPACE parameter lets you request space for your data set in 
one-of two ways: 

1. You can request the quantity of space and let the system assign 
specific tracks, or 

2. You can request specific tracks. 

The system assigns tracks: The format of the SPACE parameter for 
letting the system assign specific tracks is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I lTRK ! I I SPACE= ( CYL, (primary quantity r, secondary qUantity] I 

~ block length L' ['CONTIG] : 
I [,directory]) r,RLSEl ,MXIG [,ROUND]) I 
I L' J,ALX I 
I I I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional parameter indicates whether you are requesting 
space in tracks (TRK), cylinders (CYL). or blocks. If you are using 
blocks, replace the term "block length" with average block length of 
your data. Replace the term "primary quantity" with the amount of space 
you desire in the units you have chosen. The system tries to allocate 
the primary quantity in contiguous tracks or cylinders. If contiguous 
space is not available, the system satisfies the space request with up 
to five noncontiguous blocks (extents) of space. You can override these 
system actions by coding the CONTIG. MXIG. or ALX subparameter. If you 
want additional space allocated to your data set when the primary 
quantity runs out. specify a "secondary quantity." As with the primary 
quantity, the system will try to allocate th~ secondary quantity in 
contiguous tracks or cylinders. If this is not possible, the system 
will allocate the secondary quantity in up to five extents. 

If you are defining a partitioned data set. you must define a 
"directory quantity,." Replace the term "directory quantity" with the 
number of 256-byte blocks you need for the directory. If you code a 
directory quantity but do not request a secondary quantity, indicate the 
absence of a seco~dary quantity with a comma. 
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The RLSE positional subparameter allows you to release unused space 
when you are finished writing the data set. If space was requested in 
terms of tracks, space ,is released starting with the first unused track. 
If space was requested in terms of cylinders, space is released starting 

I with the first unused cylinder. If space was requested in terms of 
b.IOCkS, any unused tracks or cylinders, whichever the system allocated 
to the data set., are released. Any released space is available for 
allocation to other data sets. You can use the RLSE subparameter and 
still be able to update your data set at a later time if ecif 
secondary quantity for the data set. 

you have specified RLSE and an ABEND occurs I unused space 
not r eased. If you do not code the RLSE subparameter, and other 
subparameters follow, you must indicate its absence by a comma. 

The next positional subparameter allows you to override the system's 
allocation technique. The system tries to allocate space in contiguous 
track or cylinders. If contiguous space is not available, the system 
satisfies the space request with up to five noncontiguous blocks of 
space (extents). If a user label is requested., the system allocates up 
to four noncontiguous blocks of space. You can choose one of the 
following to override these actions. 

CONTIG (contiguous) 
specifies that the space allocated the data set must be 
contiguous~ If the satisfied, the 
terminated. 

MXIG (maximum contiguous) 
requests the largest· area of contiguous space available on the 
volume that is at least as large as the primary quantity. This 
subparameter applies only to the primary space allocation. 

s 
quantity requested. 

ALX (all extents> 
requests up to five different areas of contiguous space. If a user 
label is requested~ the system allocates up to four blocks of 
~pace. Each area is at least as large as the primary quantity. 
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The system allocates as many areas as are available. 

Because of the unpredictably large amounts of space that can be 
allocated to a data set with the MXIG or ALX subparameter. RLSE is often 
coded at the same time to return all unused space to the system. RLSE 
can also be coded with CONTIG. 

If you request space on a specific volume, you must determine whether 
there is enough contiguous space for the primary allocation. because if 
there isn't your step will abnormally terminate. If you make a 
nonspecific request, the system will ensure that you get enough space on 
a volume for your primary allocation. In either case. if you need a 
very large amount of space (especially if you are using ALX) you should 
consider requesting a large secondary quantity at the same time. A 
secondary allocation will let the system obtain space on more than one 
volume., if necessary. 

If you do not specify CONTIG, MXIG, or ALX. and the ROUND 
subparameter follows, you must code a comma to indicate their absence. 

The ROUND subparameter is used only when you request space in ter~ 
of blocks. ROUND requests that the allocated space be equal to one or 
more whole cylinders. The system computes the number of tracks needed 
to hold the blocks and ensures that the space begins on the first track 
of a cylinder and ends on the last track of a cylinder. 

All other subparameters (except TRK and CYL) can be coded with ROUND. 

Requesting specific Tracks: A data set can be placed in a specific . 
position on a direct access volume by requesting space in tenns of a 
quanti ty and track number.. This absolute track allocation technique is 
recommended only for location-dependent data sets. 

The format of t~e SPACE parameter for requesting specific tracks is: 

r-----------------------------~----------------------------------------, 
I SPACE= (ABSTR" (primary quantity ,address ["directory] » I L-____ ~ _______________________________________________________________ -J 

The ABSTR subparameter is required. Replace the term "primary 
quantity" with the number of tracks you desire, and "address" with the 
relative track address of the beginning track. Relative track numbers 
are based on the first track of the 'first cylinder being defined as o. 
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(Track 0 cannot be requested.) Count through the tracks of each 
cylinder until you reach the track on which you want the data set to 
start. Table 11 will help you to perform this calculation. The system 
automatically converts the relative track number to an address based on 
the particular device assigned • 

. ",.' ."' .•. '. ....... ..... ;.. .... ' . ...... .' ....... . . . ..".'. . .. ,. .. ...... ..... ; .~.~ ...•. ' :1::W .. ·· •. ;·.<.;.' .. ~.>.r;.h ... : .. '.' .... ~; .. ;.{.: .... ; .. ;.:,....<.:.; ;~ ... :.;:.; .. ~.::,t:A .• ·.;.~.;.:.: ..... ; .. ; ...... . . ............. . 

,:~e:~~¢;~~~~~ifn~~~y6~.:a~ili~v:~~~·~~~!~~n9 " •. ~l~" ':'7~.~ ';::;;>~~~~'~:~:'::, . ~~.:¢~;: .. 

:·S.PACE*:(AsSTR(SOi21) ~;~::"" " .. ;': "'.:'. ,. . " ';' ." 
:., ,,:,:,~~'~:,;;()\,).\faIl~·f O'~a.CkS .. beginning witn .. the;· . f QUl:th,t%:ac kOf·the~~rst;; 
cyliri4er of>a2314volume:f code 

· ••• d;~.PAcE~(;AB~TR· .. ·.;·.(10:····;·;:).)·;·;, 
.• ' .... ;., . ..; .. ; .. ; ... : ..... :.>' .. : •. ;..: ... if·.· .. ' 

If the data set is a partitioned data set, replace ndirectoryn with 
the number of directory blocks required. 

If the tracks you request have already been allocated to another data C 
set" or the data set exceeds the space available on the volume, the job Creating 
is terminated. A secondary quantity cannot be specified when you '---------
request specific tracks. 

Note: Since a secondary quantity cannot be coded with the ABSTR 
subparameter, the absolute track allocation technique cannot be used to 
create a multivolume data set .• 

SPLIT: When a job step involves one or more sequential data sets having 
corresponding records., you can minimize access arm movement by defining 
split cylinders. In the split-cylinder modee<:l~~ datasetis,:~i~~ art 
of the tracks ,,0Il.ever;y .. cylind.er ... al10?Cl-t:ed •.... ···~~l;<;~ll~~:~~ij}t~,;':J;<;>~.:,::~'rC >;: 

111~!!!,~;a:,~~1r!~~~lr~~ii~~w~~1 
The cylinders allocated to the data sets must be on one 2302.. 2311, 

2314 or 2321 volume. If there are not enough cylinders-available on the 
volume to satisfy the request, the job is terminated. The space 
occupied by a data set residing on a cylinder that has been split is not 
available for reallocation until all data sets sharing the cylinder are 
deleted. (If the SPLIT parameter is used to allocate space for data 
sets that are to reside on a drum storage volume" space is allocated for 
the data sets" but the data sets are not stored using the split cylinder 
mode. ) 

To split cylinders among two or more data sets, you must arrange the 
associated DD statements in sequence in the input stream. The first DD 
statement in the sequence specifies the portion of the space required by 
the first data set and the total amount of space required for all data 
sets. Each succeeding DD statement requests a portion of the total 
space. You can specify a secondary quantity on the first DD statement 
in the sequence. If any of the data sets in the group exceeds its 
space" additional space is allocated in the amount of the secondary 
quantity. 'The additional space applies only to the data set that ran 
out of space, and is not split 14ith the other data sets in the group .• 
If a secondary·quantity is not specified and one of the data sets in the 
group runs out 'of space, the job step ABENDs. 

The SPLIT parameter lets you request space in units of cylinders or 
in units of blocks. 
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Units of Cylinders: The format of the SPLIT parameter for the first 
data set in the sequence is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I SPLIT=(n,CYL,(primary quantity [,secondary quantity] » I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "n" with the number of tracks per cylinder you want allocated 
to the first data set. The CYL subparameter is required. Replace 
"primary quantity" with the total number of cylinders to be allocated 
for use by all the data sets in the group. Replace "secondary quantity" 
with the number of cylinders to be allocated to any data set in the 
group that runs out of space. 

The format of the SPLIT parameter for each succeeding data set in the 
sequence is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I SPLIT=n I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "n" with the number of tracks per cylinder you want allocated 
to this data set. Be careful that the total number of "n" quantities 
specified for the data sets in the group is not greater than the number 
of tracks per cylinder. You can omit the VOLUME and UNIT parameters 
from all DD statements after the first of the group. If you code them, 
they are ignored. 

Uni ts of Blocks: When you s pecify ~pace in units of blocks, the system 
computes how many cylinders to allocate. Instead of specifying how many 
tracks each data set is to have, you specify which percentage of the 
cylinder each data set is to have. 

The format of the SPLIT parameter for the first data set in the 
sequence is: 

r------------------------------------------------~---------------------, I SPLIT=(%"block length, (primary quantity["secondary quantity]» I L-_____________________________ ~ _______________________________________ J 

Replace "%"-with a number from 1 to 99. This number represents the 
percentage of tracks per cylinder you want allocated to the data set. 
Replace "block length" with the average block length of your data. 
Replace "primary quantity" with the total number of blocks to be 
allocated for use by all the data sets in the group. Replace"s econdary 
quantity" with the number of blocks to be allocated to any data set in 
the group that runs out of space. (The system rounds up the secondary 
quantity to an integral-number of cylinders.) 
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The format ,of the SPLIT parameter for each succeeding data set in the 
sequence is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I SPLIT=% I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "%" with a number from 1 to 99, this number representing the 
percentage of tracks per cylinder you want allocated to this data set. 
The total number of percentages allocated to the data sets in the group 
must not be greater than 100. You can omit the VOLUME and UNIT 
parameters from all DD statements after the first of the group. If you 
code them they are ignored. 

.It 
..... . <,I 

~~jJ 

SUBALLOC: Suballocation allows you to place a series of data sets in a 
certain sequence in a contiguous area of one direct access volume. This 
reserved area is defined with a DD statement using the SPACE parameter. 
The DD statements for the data sets that share that area must use the 
SUBALLOC parameter to request a portion of the area. All DD statements 
must be in the same job. 

Defining the Reserved Area: The reserved area is a sequential data set. 
This data set must be used for suballocation purposes only; that is, you 
must not write any data in the data set. You must use the following 
SPACE parameter to request space for the·area: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I lTRK ! I I SPACE=( CYL ,primary quantity"CONTIG) I 
I block length I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You can request space in units of tracks, cylinders, or blocks. The 
"primary quantity" must be large enough to contain all the primary 
quantities of the suballocated data sets. (The suballocated Qata sets 
can request secondary quantities, but any secondary quantity will be 
allocated outside of the reserved area.) The CONTIG subparameter is 
required because the reserved area must be contiguous. 

On this same DD statement, you can request more than one device (UNIT 
parameter) and volume (VOLUME parameter). If you do this, a 
suballocated data set that exceeds its primary quantity can have its 
secondary quantity allocated on another volume. 

If any of the suballocated data sets is to be kept or cataloged, you 
should specify 

DISP= (, KEEP) 
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for the reserved area. (It is not necessary to catalog it, but you may 
do so if you wish.) If all the suballocated data sets are temporary, 
you can specify 

DISP=(, PASS} 

for the reserved area. 

Suballocated Data Sets: The DD stat~ments for the suballocated data set 
must be in the same job as the DD statement for the reserved area. The 
DD statement for the reserved area must precede those of the 
suballocated data sets. Each data set is assigned the next portion of 
unused space from the reserved area. 

You can omit the UNIT and VOLUME parameters from the DD statements 
for the suballocated data sets. If you code them they are ignored. 

You must use the SUBALLOC parameter to request space for each 
suballocated data set. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I 1 TRK I I ISUBALLOC=( CYL ,(primary quantity [,SeCOndary qUantity] I 
I block length , I 
I '1 ddname I I I [, directory] }'I stepname.:. ddname . ) I 
I stepname. procstepname. ddname I 
L _____________________________ ~------------------------________________ J 

You can request the suballocated space in ullits of tracks" cylinders, 
or blocks. (You can use a different unit for each suballocated data 
set; the system will perform the appropriate calculations.) Replace thel 
term "primary quantity" with the amount of space you desire in the units 
you have chosen. If there is not enough space in the reserved area for 
the primary quantity, the job will ABEND. If you want additional space 
allocated to your data set when the primary quantity runs out, specify a 
"secondary quantity". The secondary quantity will not be allocated 
within the reserved area, but on available space elsewhere on the 
volume. If you requested more devices and volumes (with the UNIT and 
VOLUME parameters) in the DD statement for the reserved area, the 
secondary allocation could be made on another volume. (You must request 
more devices in addition to more volumes because the volume that 
contains the reserved area cannot be demounted until all requests in the 
job for suballocation have been satisfied.) If you are defining a 
partitioned data set, you must define a "directory quantity." Replace 
the term "directory quantity" with the number of 256-byte blocks you 
need for the directory. If you code a directory quantity but do not 
request a secondary quantity, indicate the absence of the secondary 
quantity with a comma. 

The last positional parameter identifies the DD statement that 
defines the reserved area. Replace "ddname" with the name of the DD 
statement of the reserved area. Replace "stepname" with the name of the 
EXEC statement of the step that has the DD statement of the reserved 
area. If the earlier DD statement is in the same jobstep, omit the 
stepname. 

When the DD statement that defines the reserved area is in a 
cataloged procedure" you must give both the name of the job step that 
invokes the procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., 
stepname,. procstepname. ddname. 
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statement . Tw6fn'S~EP1"defil'l~s,'\~:' 
SUB.ONE requests the.,ffr$t~WO~r::, .... ,.' ... 
THREE and FOUR in STEP 2 define'nqn~en\:eq~a,r1'4a~~ 
BETA. ALPHA isa~ilrtitioned da~a~~:.>~}1),C3.~,<r~: 
AREA. ,Seven directory blocks are neet1ea:"for','lut ' ' 
sequential data set that needsl000.·1024fbyte·:D;l;6bK~: .. ;;"< 
more space, a secondary allocation of .sO,'blocks<can,Q,e, 
AREA • 

. r7-:-----:--... :'""-----:-:---::'""-:------------::...--...;.-----..... --~---.;...---"':"---"':"--..;,;~---...;.;...-:.: .. .-., .. 
I' //STEPl. EXEC PGM=BLURB .... .. "'\\'~F\ 
I / /ONE DD DSNAME=AREA, DISP=( ,KEEP) , UNIT=2314, .'f 
I /1 VOLUlJ1E=SER=LOUISE,SPACE=(CYL, 150, , CONTI G) I 
I /1TWO DD DSNAME=SUB. ONE, DISP= ( , CATLG) , I 
1/ / SUBALLOC=(TRl<,(200),ONE) ,I 
T //STEP2EXEC PGM= BLA .' .' . ." ........ ' . '1',: 
l//THREEDD DSNAME=ALPHA,DISP=(,l<EEP.),· • :F,~ 
'1'// ." SUBALLOC=(CYL~ (110., ,7J,ST~P1 .. 0NEJ .\ 
I' IIFOUR·DDDSNAME=;BETA •. DJ:SP.= (,l<EEP)\" .' ..... '.'.". ' .. ' ........ " ,::.;: .. \> . 

.••• III . '. . ..•..... '. S"(JBA;'LOC= ( 1024 f (1990 ,50) " S~EP3." •. O~E,l,:0:.,.:::/·:. 
..... l....;;..._-..;..---~-..:.-.;.. ... .:....~-.... _-;..-~..;.-__ ---:.,...;...;..:-.:..,:...--...;--....:---..;,;~~~:.:':;: 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter allows you to specify data set attributes for your 
data set when your program is to be executed rather than when it is 
compiled. Any applicable attributes not specified in your program must 
be specified with the DCB parameter. However, in most cases, your 
compiler will provide a default value for an attribute if you do not 
specify it in the program or in the DD statement. Other attributes are 
always given a fixed value by the compiler and you do not have to 
specify them at all. For example, you can select a buffering technique 
with the assembler, but all other iBM compilers select one for you when 
it is needed. 

DCB: You can use the DCB parameter to directly specify the attributes 
of your data set, or to copy those attributes specified for a cataloged 
data set or in a DD statement for another data set. 

The format of the DCB parameter for specifying the attribute is: 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DCB=(list of attributes) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The attributes in the list are coded in the form 
subparameters separated by commas; forex,ample'~ 

DCB=(BLI<SIZE=300,LRECL=100) 

The valid subparameters that can be used with each compiler for 
sequential" direct, and partitioned data sets are shown in Tables 13, 
14, and 15 respectively. Underscored items are those default values 
selected if you omit the subparameter. Default values are not shOwn 
where the attribute can be specified either in your program or in the DD 
statement. If values for a given subparameter are not shown, it is 
either specified in your source program or given a fixed value by the 
compiler. A glossary of DCB parameters is given in Appendix B. Code 
only those parameters that apply to your compiler as shown in Tables 13,. 
14, and 15. Programs written in ALGOL cannot use direct data sets. 
Partitioned data sets can only be used by programs written in assembler 
language. 
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Table 13. DeB Subparameters for Creating a sequential Data set on 
Direct Access Devices 

DCB 
Assembler COBOL E COBOL F ANS COBOL ~ Subparameter ALGOL 

BFALN= For D ~ 

BFTEK= 
S, E, or A ~ 

(QSAM only) 

BLKSIZE= number of bytes number of bytes l!.. number of bytes l!.. number of bytes~ 

BUFL= number of bytes ~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers l!.. number of buffers~ number of buffer}2- number of buffersll.. 

DSORG= PS or PSU ~ 

EROPT= ABE ~ ABE ABE ABE 

HIARCHY= o or 1 ~ 

KEYLEN= number of bytes L!.. 

LRECL= number of bytes number-of bytes ~ 

NCP= number of channe I ~ 
programs (BSAM only) 

OPTeD= 
[W] [C] [T] 

l.!. [W] [C] fY.tJ [C] ~] ~] 
I 

RECFM=- f[:sJ[ AJ[TJ U[TJ[~] or 

v~~ }AJ 0' 

ST [M] 
BST 

'[!1:J 
BST 

1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement. 

2 For QSAM, you must specify both BFALN and BFTEK on the DD statement or omit both. 

3 American National Standard COBOL, 
-

FORTRAN E FORTRAN G &H PL/I F 

number of bytes number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

lor Z lor 1 number -of buffersl!.. 

number of byte~ 

number of bytes number of bytes 
U_ 

number of bytes 

number of ~ 
channel programs 
(BSAM only) 

lC] [C] [WJ ~] 

Formatted: Formatted: ~ 

~[A][ TJ or ~[~J[TJ or U[~ or 
V[B][AJ[TJ or 

F [B][~J[TJ V[B] [ ~[T] or v[t][~J 0' 

Unformatted: F ~J[~J[T ] 

{n~] VS[BJ[~J[TJ Unformatted: 

VS[BJ[~J[TJ 

I 

c_ 
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Table 14. DCB Subpararneters for Creating a Direct Data Set 

DCB 
Assembler COBOlE COBOL F Subparameter 

BFAlN= For D ~ 

~ 
BFTEK= R 

BLKSIZE= number of bytes 
~ 

BUFl= num~er of bytes l2.. 

BUFNO= number of buffers l2.. 

DSORG= DA or DAU 
~ 

DA I 

HIARCHY= o or 1 
L:.. 

KEYlEN= number of bytes 
'l2.. 

LlMCT= number of tracks 
~ 

or blocks 

OPTCD= [w] [EJ[FJ~J 
~ EN] [w] 

RECFM= U,V, or F[T] ~ 

1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement, . 
2 American National Staooard COBOL, 

ANS COBOL L:.. 

DA 

number of track}2.. 
or blocks 

[W] [E] 

tj 

tj ~' 
~ 0 
< -0' )I 
~ 0 m 0 

~ 
m m 

~ 
CD 
II) -S-

eQ 

FORTRAN E FORTRAN G & H PL/I F 

number of bytes ~ 

1 or 2 lor 2. 

DA DA DA 

numt-er of bytes 

numt-er of tracks 
or blocks 

[WJ 

U,V, or F[TJ ~ 
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Table 15. DCB Subparameters for Creating a Partitioned Data Set 

DCB ~ 
Subparameter Assembler 

~ 
BFALN= For D 

~ 
BLKSIZE= number of bytes 

BUFL= number of bytes 
~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers 
~ 

HIARCHY= o or 1 ~ 

KEYLEN= number of bytes 
~ 

LRECL= number of bytes ~ 

NCP= number of channel ~ 
programs 

OPTCD= [~ [g ~ 

RECFM= U[TJ[~J or 
~ 

VGrJc~Jo, 

F~TJ[~J ! 

1 This function can be specified in your program rSlther than in 
the DD statement • 



The format of the DCB parameter for copying the DCB parameter of a 
previous DD statement is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ldsname I I DCB=( *.ddname [,list of attributes]) I 
I *.stepname.ddname I 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I L-_____________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace ftdsname ft with the name of the cataloged data set whose 
attributes you want to copy. The volume that contains this data set 
must be mounted before the execution of the job step containing the copy 
request. A permanently resident volume is the most likely place from 
which to copy such information, in that it is-always mounted. Unless 
you specify the volume sequence number and expiration date on the DD 
statement, these rameters are ed al with the DCB information. 

Replace ftddnameft with the name of the DD s~atement whose DCB parameter 
you want to copy. Replace ftstepname ft with the name of the EXEC 
statement of the step that contains that DD statement. If the DD 
statement you want to copy is contained in the same job step, omit the 
stepname, i.e." 

DCB=*. ddname 
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If you want to copy the DCB parameter of a DD statement contained in a 
cataloged procedure step, you must give both the name of the job step 
that invokes the procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., . 

DCB=*.stepnarne.procstepname.ddname 

If you want to modify the DCB subparameters you are copying add the new 
subparameters to the reference. The subpararneters you specify will 
override the corresponding copied subparameters. 
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special Processing Options 

There are three special processing options for data sets on direct 
access devices: 

1. You can request channel separation from other data sets in the same 
job step using either the SEP or the AFF parameter. 

2. You can suppress I/O operations on a sequential data set using the 
DUMMY parameter. 

3. For systems with MVT and TSO, you can defer the definition of a 
data set until you need it using the DYNAM parameter. 

SEP: When two or more data sets are to be used in a job step, 
processing time may be shortened by requesting that the system transmit 
data sets over separate channels. For example, it would be faster to ( 
have your input data set and your output data set on separate channelsCreatin~ 
than to have them on the same channel. ________ __ 

You can request channel separation for data sets in each job step Direct Acce 
using the SEP parameter. If possible, the system will honor this Devices 
request. It may not always be possible to honor the request for 
separation because given devices may not be available for allocation 
when the job step is executed or because there may not be enough devices 
of a given type on different channels for all the data sets that request 
separation. If channel separation is not requested, the system will 
assign any available channel that has the device specified with the UNIT 
parameter. 

The format of the SEP parameter is: 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------, I SEP= (ddnarne, ••• ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the terms "ddname n with the names of up to eight earlier DD 
statements in the same' job step. The earlier DD statements can define 
any type of data set: new or existing, on magnetic tape or direct 
access I temporary or nontemporary,. etc. 
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Remember that the request for channel separation made with the SEP 
parameter is only a suggestion to the system for more efficient 
operation, and not a requirement. If your data sets must be on separate 
channels specify unit addresses with the UNIT parameter. You can obtain 
a configuration chart with all the unit addresses from your manager or 
supervisor. 

AFF: The AFF parameter provides a shortcut method of requesting channel 
separation. When two or more data sets in the same job step have the 
same channel separation requirements, you can code the SEP 'parameter for 
the first data set, and then request the same separation using the AFF 
parameter in tile later data sets. The AFF parameter tells the system 
that you want the data set defined on this DD statement to have the same 
channel separation as the data set defined in the named DD statement. 

The format of the AFF parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I AFF=ddname I l ________________________________________ ~ _____________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the earlier DD statement that requests 
the desired channel separation. This data set and the earlier data set 
mayor may not be on the same channel. 

The requests for channel separation and affinity are only suggestions to 
the system. They will be honored if the appropriate devices are 
available. 
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DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition. When your processing programs ask to write the dummy 
data set, the write request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This facility is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
writing of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
produce meaningful output. The DUMMY parameter is a positional 
parameter. That means that it must be coded first in the operand field. 
For example: .. '.... , 

//OUTPU'l' DDDUMMY, UNIT=2311"VOLtJM.E=S~==AA.A999,SPAG:g~('tR,~.,l~.O;,ti::)~,::.:,:::~.': 
//DASD2 DD D .. UMM.Y,.D.SNA..ME=A.B .• C ...•.... ;DI.·~~.-(CATLG)"UNIT:='.Z~Oli" .'.'. '.:" ". 
/ / VOLUME=( PRIVA'l'~i RETA.IN l,SPACE==(2000\,JS·,Q:O;.,·f:2 Oli /:. '.. '::i,;':;,,/J:i/'?' 
I / :D~1ll.=(~lUFN()=2i lllllJKSl;Z.E'~'~'~,Q:q':LR~c;llI7t?0) .. · .7,,! :i,.' :',. ,;::/,:':;):1 ~/.:t~:~':,:\:~:~;:1:,6l:,:f'/:~~f.),~,!:'. 

If you wish, you can omit all other parameters required to define your· 
data set except DCB. (If you were not going to write the DCB parameter 
you do not have to write it.) For exara~le,<;fihe ,tw~ , 
.apove.:Q0tllQ·';be.,~~de~:,a$, fO:lI.O:W~,~:,: ......... : ... ' .. ' /l':;~::i:;:' ' , 

:,>~~;r~~~~~;;~~=~(~~;;~~t~.~~: · ," 

DYNAM: In TSO (Time Sharing Option) LOGON procedures, the DYNAM 
parameter allows you to defer definition of data sets until you need 
them. The DYNAM parameter reserves space in internal tables so that 
data set requirements that arise during a terminal session may be 
satisfied. When you require a data set! the qctual device a~d exter~al 
storage for the data see can then be al ocated. When DYNAM 1S used 1n 
the background (batch environment), it has the same effect as coding 

I DUMMY. Like DUMMY, DYNAM is a positional parameter. However, no other 
parameters may be coded with the DYNAM parameter. 

//INPUT DD DYNAM 
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Table 16. Parameters for Retrieving a Data Set 

Data Set Parameter Type Parameter Comments 

Unit Location of the data set UNIT Required 
Record 
Devices Data attributes DCB Optional 

Special Processing Option DUMMY Optional 

Input Location of the data set * You must specify ~ of these parameters 
Stream 

DATA 

Data attri butes DCB Optional 

Passed Data set information DSNAME Required 
Data Set 

DISP Required 

Location of the data set UNIT Required only if you want more units 

LABEL Required only if the data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Data attributes DCB Optional 

Special Processing Option DUMMY Optional 

Cataloged Data Set Information DSNAME Required 
Data Set 

DISP Required 

Location of the data set UNIT Optional 

VOLUME May be required if you want to begin processing with a volume 
after the first 

LABEL Required only if the data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Data attributes DCB Optional 

Special Processing Options SEP Either parameter can be used 

AFF 

DUMMY Optional 

DYNAM Optional. Meaningful only for systems with MVT and TSO 

Kept Data set information DSNAME Required 
Data Set 

DISP Required 

Location of the data set UNIT Required 

VOLUME Required 

LABEL Required only if the data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Data attributes DCB Optional 

-
Special Processing Options SEP Either parameter can be used 

AFF 

, DUMMY Optional 

DYNAM Optional. Meaningful only for systems with MVT and TSO 
-
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Retrieving an Existing Data Set 

you can retrieve an existing data set located in unit record devices 
(card reader and paper tape reader), the input stream, magnetic tape, or 
direct access devices. Data sets on magnetic tape and direct access 
devices are retrieved in similar ways depending on whether they were 
passed. cataloged or kept when you created them. 

This chapter describes how to retrieve: 

• Unit record data sets (card reader and paper tape reader). 
• Input stream data sets. 
• Passed data sets. 
• Cataloged data sets. 
• Kept- data sets. 

Table 16 shows the parameters required to retrieve a data set. Please 
fold out Table 16 while reading this chapter. 

UNIT RECORD DEVICES 

You can retrieve an input data set on either a card reader or a paper 
tape reader. As shown in Table 16, only the UNIT parameter is required 
to indicate the device you want for the data set. The DSNAME and DISP 
parameters are not used, because data sets on unit record devices are 
always temporary and cannot be retrieved by another DD statement in your 
job. 

This section is summarized in Table 68 of Appendix D. 

Location of the Data Set 

'The location of the data set is given by the UNIT parameter. 

UNIT: The format of the UNIT parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I lunit addressl I 
I UNIT= device type I 
I group name I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

where: 

unit address 
is the actual machine address of the device. 
tBSl"l'l'~~;ti)~:;~i Yo.u should not specify the address unless you are sure 
you want that specific device. 

device type 
corresponds to the model number of the I/O device. Coding a device 
type provides you with a certain degree of device independence in 
that your data set may be placed in- any of a number of devices of 
the same type. .. 
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Device. TYEe DescriEtion 

1442 1442 Card Read Punch 
2520 2520 Card Read Punch 
2540 2540 Card Read Punch (Read feed> 
2671 2671 Paper Tape Reader 

group name 
is the name of a collection 
installation duri 

Your manager or supervisor should tell you which group names were 
generated for your installation. 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter allows you to specify attributes for your data set 
when your program is to be executed rather than when it is compiled. 
Any applicable attributes not specified in your program must be 
specified with the DCB parameter. However, in most cases, your compiler 
will provide a default value for .an attribute if you do not specify it 
in the program or in the DD statement. Other attributes are always 
given a fixed value by the compiler and you do not have to specify them 
at all. For example, you can select a buffering technique with the 
assembler, but all other IBM compilers select one for your use when it 
is needed. 

DCB: You can use the DCB parameter to directly specify the DCB 
attributes of your data set or to copy those DCB attributes specified in 
a DD statement for another data set. The format of the DCB parameter 
for specifying the attributes is: 

r------------------------------------~---------------------------------, 
I DCB=(list of attributes> I l~ _____________________________________________________________________ J 

The attributes in the list 
subparameters separated by 
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DCB 
ALGOL Assembler COBOlE 

Subparameter 

~ 
BFAlN= For D 

S or E ~ 
BFTEK= (QSAM only) 

BlKSIZE= number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

BUFL= number 'of bytes ~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers ~ number of buffe~ 

EROPT= ABE l!.. ABE 

HIARCHY= a or 1 ~ 

lRECl= number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

MODE= Cor E L.!.-
Cor £. 

NCP= number of channel l!.. 
programs 
(BSAM only) 

OPTCD= [C] L.!.. [C] 

RECFM= f[B][AJ u[~J or 
L.!.. 

v[~J[~o, 
F [t][~J 

STACK= 1 or 2 L.:.. 
lor 2 

1 This fUlllction can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement. 

2 For QSAM, you must specify both BFAlN and BFoTEK on the DD statement, or omit both. 

3 American National Standard COBOL, 

COBOL F 

number of bytes~ 

number of buffers 

ABE 

Cor £ 

[C] 

lor 2 

ANS COBOL l-=-

number of bytes L.!.... 

number of buffers 

ABE 

Cor £. 

[C] 

lor 2 

~ 
5: 

= ~. 

FORTRAN E 

number of bytes 

1 or Z 

number of bytes 

Cor £. 

[C] 

U [A] or 

F[B][~J 

! or 2 

FORTRAN G & H PL/I F 

number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

1 or Z number of buffers~ 

number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

Cor £ Cor E 
~ 

L!.. 
number of channel 
programs 
(BSAM only) 

[C] [C] 

U[ ~J or u[~J or 
L.!.. 

F[B][~J v[!l~J 0' 

{n~J 
lor 2 ! or 2 
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Table 18. DeB Subparameters for Paper Tape Reader 

DCB 
ALGOL Assembler COBOL E COBOL F 

Subparameter 

~ 
BFALt'j,= For D 

S or E ~ 
BFTEK= 

(QSAM only) 

BLKSIZE= number of bytes number of bytes ~ number of bytes~ 

BUFL= number of bytes ~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers ~ number of buffer!-!- number of buffers 

CODE= I,F,B,C,A,T, or N ~ 

EROPT= ABE ~ ABE ABE 

HIARCHY= o or 1 ~ 

LRECL= number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

NCP= number of channe I l!.. 
programs (BSAM only) 

OPTCD= [C] ~ [C] [C] 

RECFM= f[B] [A] u[~J or 
~ 

{t][~J 0< 

F[t][~J 
1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement. 

2 For QSAM, you must _specify both BFALN and BFTEK on the DD statement, or omit both. 

3.American National Standard COBOL. 

'------

ANS COBOL L=- FORTRAN E FORTRAN G & H PL/I F 

I 

I 

I 

number of bytes~ number of bytes number of bytes number of bytes ~I 

number of buffers 1 or.2 1 or.2 number of buffers~ 

L.:.. 
I,F,B,C,A,TorN 

ABE 
! 

number of bytes number of bytes number of bytes ~ 

[C] [C] [C] [C] 
i 

!,l[A] or !,l[~ or U or F 
~ 

V[BJ[AJ or 

F~J~J V[BJ[~J or 

F~J~J 

.......... 



The valid subparameters that can be used with each compiler for the card 
reader and paper tape reader are shown in Tables 17 and 18, 
respectively. Underscored items are those default values selected if 
you qmit the subparameter. Default values are not shown where the 
attribute can either be specified in your program, or in the DD 
statement. If values for a given subparameter are not shown, it is 
either specified in your source program or given a fixed value by the 
compiler. A glossary of DCB subparameters is given in Appendix B. Code 
only those parameters that apply to your compiler as shown in Tables 17 
and 18. The format of the DCB parameter for copying the DCB parameter 
of a previous DD statement in your job is: 

r------------------------------------------------------------~'---------, 

I 1 * • ddname i I I DCB=( *.stepname.ddname [,list of attributes]) I 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I L _______________________________________ ~ ______________________________ J 

Replace "ddname II with the name of the DD statement whos e DCB parameter 
you want to copy. Replace "stepname" with the name of the EXEC 
statement of the step that contains that DD statem~nt. If the DD 
statement you want to copy is contained in the same job step, omit the 
stepname, i. e. " 

DCB=*.ddname 

If you want to copy the DCB parameter of a DD statement contained in a 
cataloged procedure step, you must give both the name of the job step 
that invokes the procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., 

DCB=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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If you want to modify the DCB subparameters you are copying add the new 
subparameters to the reference. The subparameters you specify will 
override the corresponding copied subparameters. 

Special Processing Option 

You can use the DUMMY parameter to bypass I/O operations on your data 
set. 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition.. When your processing program asks to.read the dummy 
data set, ,the read request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This faciiity is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example. you can suppress the 
reading of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
process it correctly. 
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The DU¥MY parameter is a positional parameter. That means that it 
must be coded first in the operand field. i;~;~~lfi$ 

:;>0'~:,.~k "6'~ ~ /> 
.~~«. !t~.' ~ \.' ~.' ..,q," ~.;;< 

······;:;~1~~.~D~~~~'~in~~Zt;p~0'~~~~tl~j;!ltt!1·;m. 
If you wish, you can omit all other parameters required to define your 
data set except DCB. (If you were not going to write the DCB parameter 
you do not have to write it.) :;<~,c::;>~ <~~:~:;t.~f''t.:!l~i< 

~r;I:!:~~~~~!~~~t~:l$·~;~,< 
i::1'i),/R2{)'PD 'PUMMY:" ,,< ,',~,' 

'.~·::':·;:;~~(~4-:>'·'· ". "'. ,',< ,:' ",",'. ," ", . ' 

When you are ready to perform I/O operations on your data set, simply 
omit the DUMMY parameter and code all parameters required to retrieve 
the data set. 

INPUT STREAM 

You can place your input data set in the input stream following the 
other JCL statements in the job step. If the EXEC statement for the job 
step requests a program, you can include the input data for that program 
in the input stream. If the EXEC statement requests a cataloged 
procedure, you can include the data for each procedure step in the input 
stream. 

The data must be preceded by a DD statement and followed by a 
delimited (/*) statement. As shown in Table 16, the DD statement must 
contain an * or DATA in the operand field. The * parameter means that 
data follows. The DATA parameter must be used if the data contains JCL 
statements. 

This section is summarized in Table 69 of Appendix D. 

'I The following considerations apply to data in the input stream: 

Input Stream Data: 

1. The input stream must be on a card reader, magnetic tape or direct 
access device. (The device must be supported by QSAM.) 

2. You can include more than one input stream data set for each job 
step or procedure step. 

3. If the data set contains JCL statements you must precede it with a 
DD DATA statement and follow it with a delimiter statement. 

4. If the data set does not contain JCL statements, you can either 
precede it with a DD* statement or follow"it with a /* statement, 
or both. If you omit the DD* statement the system provides one. 
Although it is not necessary, it is good practice to both precede 
the data with a DD* statement and to follow it with a /* statement. 

5. The characters in the records must be coded in BCD, EBCDIC or 
ASCII. 

6. You may code the DCB subparameters BLKSIZE and BUFNO in the DD 
statement. (See "Data Attributes.") 
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Location of the Data Set 

To indicate that the data set follows in the input stream, you must code 
the * or the DATA parameter. 

THE * PARAMETER: To specify that data 
an asterisk <*> in the operand field. 

The data must not contain JCL statements. 
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Note: For information on how to modify cataloged procedures, refer to 
"Part IV: Cataloged and In-stream Procedures." 

DATA: To specify that 
the operand field. ..f(l~r(;;;~~:aB1~I}~i~': 

The data can contain any JCL statements except the delimiter (/*) 
statement, because the delimiter statement marks the end of the input 
data set. 

Data Attributes 

Input stream data sets are written by the system onto direct access 
devices so that the data can be retrieved rapidly when required by the 
processing program. As the data is written onto the direct access 
device the data is blocked. The block size and number of buffers used 
for blocking the data are default values selected by your installation. 
Your manager or supervisor can tell you what those values are. If you 
want to specify shorter blocks or less buffers you can do so with the 
BLKSIZE and BUFNO subparameters of the DCB parameter. You cannot 
request larger blocks or more buffers. 
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DCB: Only the BLKSIZE and BUFNO subparameters can be coded in a DD* or 
DD DATA statement. You must find out what your installation's default 
values are and then you can specify smaller values l if applicable. to 
your data set. 

PASSED DATASET 

A passed data set is one you defined with the DISP=(,PASS) parameter. 
The most common type of passed data set is a "temporary-for the duration 
of the job" data set l although you can also have nontemporary passed 
data sets. 

A passed data set can only be retrieved in the same job it was 
created. However, if you have a nontemporary passed data set, you can 
change its disposition to KEEP or CATLG when you retrieve it so that it 
can be retrieved in other jobs. 

The parameters shown in Table 16 are used to retrieve passed data 
sets. 

This section is summarized in Table 70 of Appendix D. 

Data Set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. DSNAME identifies the data 
set. DISP specifies if you are retrieving or extending the data set. 

DSNAME: You can identify the passed data set in one of two ways: 

1. Giving its name exactly as it appeared in the DD statement where 
you defined it, or 

2. Making a backward reference to the DD statement that defined the 
data set. 

Both ways are equally valid, but the second is more useful because if 
you decide to change the data set's name you only have to change it in 
the original DD statement. 
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1. The format of the DSNAME par~meter for identifying the passed data 
set (or member of a partitioned data set) by name is: 

r---------------------------~------------------------------------, 
I dsname I 
I dsname(membername) I 
I DSN~ &&name I 
I &&name(membername) I 
I & name I 
I &name(membername) I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Code the DSNAME parameter exactly as you coded it in the original 
DD statement e,ForexClrnple,±f you coded 

DS:NAME::=t&AREA" 

. i~.~.~'~~~'i::'·.a,9:?li#~ 

.~§~~~,~:ij~" .'. 

2. The format of the DSNAME parameter for identifying the passed data 
set with a backward reference is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------1 
I l*eddname I 
I DSNAME= *.stepname.ddname I 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname, I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the DD statement, where the 
passed data set is defined. Replace "stepname" with the name of 
the EXEC statement of the step that has the earlier DD statement. 
If the earlier DD statement is contained in the same step, omit the 
stepname, i.e., 

DSNAME=*.ddname 

When the earlier DD statement is contained in a cataloged procedure 
step, you must give both the name of the job step that invokes the 
procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., 

DSNAME=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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DISP: You can code the DISP parameter in one of two ways depending on 
whether other steps in the job will also use the data set or whether 
this is the last time you are using the data set. 

1. The format of the DISP parameter for passing the data set to a 
subsequent job step is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP=(OLD,PASS[,DELETE])' I 
I., CATLG I 
I ,KEEP I L ____________________________________ ~ ____________________________ J 

You must code OLD. For nontemporary data sets. coding OLD 
guarantees exclusive control of the data set name specified in the 
DSNAME parameter for the data set. Exclusive control of the data 
set name means that no other job that requests the data set can be 
processed until the job with exclusive control terminates. This 
also means that the data set name itself is being exclusively 
controlled. If a request is made for the same data set name, the 
request will not be processed -- even though the request may refer 
to an entirely different physical data set. The PASS subparameter 
indicates that the data set can be used by later steps in the job. 
The third subparameter tells the system what to do with the data 
set if the step terminates abnormally.. You can specify DELETE for 
both temporary and nontemporary data sets; you can specify KEEP or 
CATLG only if the data set is nontemporary. If you omit the third 
subparameter. the system uses the disposition specified as the 
second subparameter to determine what to do with the data set. In 
this case., the data set will be passed. 

Note: When you are retrieving members of a partitioned data set, 
the disposition (PASS" DELETE, CATLG" KEEP) you specify applies to 
the entire data set and not to the·one member. If you want to 
delete a particular member of a nontemporary partitioned data set 
you· must use the IEHPROGM utility program.. The entire temporary 
partitioned data set is deleted at the end of the job. . 
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2. The format of the DISP parameter for the last time you use a passed 
temporary data set in a job is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE) I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

You must code OLD. A passed temporary data set will always be 
deleted at the end of the job so you do not have to code the DELETE 
subparameter. 

The format of the DISP parameter for the last time you use a passed 
nontemporary data set in a job is: 

r---·----------[~;;;;--~--[~~;;;--]------------------------------------1 

I DISP= (OLD, DELETE , DELE'I'E ) I 
I ,CATLG ,CATLG I 
I , I L ______________________________________________________ - __________ J 

You must code OLD. Coding OLD Guarantees exclusive control of the 
data set name specified in the DSNAME parameter for the data set. 
Exclusive control of the data set name means that no other job that 
requests the data set can be processed until the job with exclusive 
control terminates. This also means that the data set name itself 
is being exclusively controlled. If a request is made for the same 
data set name, the request will not be processed -- even though the 
request may refer to an entirely different physical data set. At 
the end of the step. the data set will also be kept unless you 
specify DELETE or CATLG. If the step ABENDs, the data set will 
also be kept unless you specify DELETE or CATLG. 
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Location of the Data Set 

The system obtains unit and volume information from the original DD 
statement. The UNIT and LABEL parameters are only needed in the 
following cases: 

1. The UNIT parameter is used if you want more devices allocated to 
the data set than were requested the last time the data set was 
passed. 

2. The LABEL parameter is used if the data set does not have standard 
labels. 

UNIT: The UNIT parameter should be used only if the passed data set is 
a multivolume data set. The system assigns the same number of devices 
to the data set as it did in a previous step. If you want more devices 
assigned to the data set, code in the unit count subparameter the total 
number of devices needed. 

The format of the UNIT parameter for passed data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I UNIT=(,unit count) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "unit count" with the number of devices needed for the data set. 
Remember that you should not request more devices than there are 
volumes. 

LABEL: The LABEL parameter is used only if the passed data set does not 
have IBM standard labels. You must code the same label type you 
specified when you defined the data set. No other subparameters are 
allowed. The format of the LABEL parameter for passed data sets is: 

r----------I~~~--------------------------------------------------------1 

I ,AL I 
I ,AUL I 
I LABEL=(, NL ) I 
I ,NSL· I 
I ,BLP I L _______________________________________ ---------------________________ J 
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Code: 

SUL 

AL 

AUL 

NL 

NSL 

BLP 

if the data set has IBM standard and user labels. 

if the data set has American National standard labels. 

if the data set has both American National Standard labels and 
American National standard user labels .• 

if the data set has no labels. 

if the data set has nonstandard labels. 

to bypass label processing. 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter is used only if the data set does not have standard 
labels and the DD statemer.~, that defined the passed data set contains 
the DCB parameter. 

DCB: You must specify the DCB parameter in one of two ways: 

1. Copy the DCB parameter exactly as it appeared in the DD statement 
where you defined the passed data set, or 

2. Make a backward reference to the DD statement that defined the data 
set. 

Making a backward reference reduces the possibliity of error in copying 
the parameter. 

The format of the DCB parameter for copying the attributes of the 
passed data set is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DCB=(list of attributes> I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Code exactly the same DCB 
where the passed data 
delete subparameters. 

statement 

The format of the DCB parameter for making a backward reference is: 

r---------------------------------------------·-------------------------, 
I l*,·ddname i I I DCB=( *.stepname.ddname [,list of attributes]) I 
I *,. stepname. procstepname. ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the DD statement whose DCB parameter 
you want to copy. Replace "stepname" with the name of the EXEC 
statement of the step that contains that DD statement. If the DD 
statement you want to copy is contained in the same job step, omit the 
stepname, i.e., 

DCB=*.ddname 

If you want to copy the DCB parameter of a DD statement contained in a 
cataloged procedure step, you must give both the name of the job step 
that invokes the procedure and the procedure step, i.e., 

DCB=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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special Processing Option 

You can use the DUMMY parameter to bypass operations and data set 
disposition on a sequential data set (magnetic tape or direct access). 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition. When your processing programs ask to read the dummy 
data sets, the read request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This facility is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
reading of a data set until you are 'sure your program is going to 
process it correctly. 

The DUMMY parameter is a positional par~~.~~~.~.\ 
must be cOded first in the operand field. ~~"~q~~~~~ 

If you wish, you can 
data set except DeB. 

required to define 

to perform I/O operations on your data set, 
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CATALOGED DATA SET 

A cataloged data set is a nontemporary data set defined with the 
DISP=(, CATLG) parameter or cataloged by the IEHPROGM utility program. 
The parameters shown in Table 16 are used to retrieve a cataloged data 
set. 

This section is summarized in Table 71 of Appendix D. 

Data Set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. 

DSNAME: The format of the DSNAME parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ldsname! i I DSNAME= dsname(mernbername) I 
I groupname(number) I L _________________________________________________________ ~ ____________ J 

Replace the term "dsname" with name of the cataloged data set. If the 
name is a fully qualified name you must give all levels of 
qualification. 

If you are retrieving a member of a partitioned 
code the member name in parentheses after the data 

you must 

If you are retrieving a member of a generation data group you must 
use the form 

DSNAME=groupname(nurnber) 

Replace "groupname" with the name of the generation data group. Replace 
"number" with the number of the generation you are retrieving. Remember' 
that ·the most recent generation is 0, the previous generation is -1, and 
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DISP: The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I {OLD}[' UNCATLGJ [,UNCATLGJ I I DISP=( SHR ,DELETE ,DELETE) I 
I , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You must code either OLD or SHR. OLD indicates that you are retrieving 
the data set and requesting exclusive control of it. In order to modify 
a data set, you must have exclusive control of the data set. SHR 
indicates that jobs that are executing concurrently with this job step 
may simultaneously use the data set. When SHR is specified, any job 
that uses the data set should only read the data set. Once you specify 
SHR for a data set, every reference to that data set within the job must 
specify SHR or the data set can no longer be used by concurrently 
executing jobs. 

Note: Caution should be observed when specifying SHR for IBM processor 
data sets since no provision is made for acquiring exclusive control of 
the data sets prior to writing (e.g., SYSGO for the Assembler). For 
more information on sharing a data set and on gaining exclusive control 
of a data set when you have specified SHR, refer to the Data Management 
Services publication. 

The second positional parameter tells the system what is to be done 
with the data set at the end of the job step. If you omit this 
subparameter, the data set remains cataloged. If you code UNCATLG the 
data set will be uncataloged but not deleted. (The next time you 
retrieve an uncataloged data set you must follow the directions given 
for "Kept Data Sets.") If you code DELETE the data set will be de~eted 
(and uncataloged). 

The third positional subparameter tells the system what is to be done 
with the data set if the step ABENDs. You can specify UNCATLG or 
DELETE. 

Note: When you are retrieving a member of a partitioned data set, the 
disposition (UNCATLG, or DELETE), you specify applies to the entire data 
set and not to the one member. If you want to delete a particular 
member, you must use the IEHPROGM utility program. 
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Location of the Data set 

The system obtains unit and volume information from the catalog. The 
UNIT, VOLUME and LABEL parameters are only needed in the following 
cases: 

1. If you want more than one unit assigned to your data set, use the 
UNIT parameter. 

2. If you want to defer mounting of the volumes. use the UNIT 
parameter. 

3. If you want your data set assigned to the same devices assigned to 
a data set defined earlier in the job step, request unit affinity 
with the UNIT parameter. 

4. If you want the volume to be private, use the VOLUME parameter. 

5. If the cataloged data set does not have standard labels you must 
use the LABEL parameter to specify the LABEL type. 

6. If your data set has the same name as the data set specified on the 
JOBLIB DD statement, use the UNIT and VOLUME parameters. 

UNIT: The UNIT parameter should be used only if you want to request 
more than one unit for your data set or if you want unit affinity. 

Requesting Units: The system assigns one device to your data set. If 
you need more devices use the unit count subparameter or the P 
subparameter. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I UNIT= ( , [unit count] [, DEFER] ) I 
I P I' L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

unit count 

P 

indicates how many units you want assigned to the data set.. You 
can specify a maximum of 59 units per DD statement. Make sure that 
your system has at least the number of units you specify. 
Otherwise an error will result. If you specify fewer units than 
the number of volumes in your data set, only the same number of 
volumes as there are units can be mounted at the same time. (If 
you request less units than volumes code the PRIVATE subparameter 
in the VOLUME parameter .• ) If you specify the same number of units 
as there are volumes, all volumes can be mounted at the same time. 

specifies parallel mounting. When you request parallel mounting 
the system assigns to the data set as many units as there are 
serial numbers in the catalog entry. 

DEFER requests the system to assign the required tape drives or 
direct access devices to the data set and to defer the mounting of the 
volume or volumes until the processing program attempts to open the data 

I set. Operating efficiency may decrease if you sP, ecify DEFER for a tape 
data set. If DEFER is coded for.a tape data set, the system issues a 
mount message to the operator when the processing program attempts to 
use the data set and then waits until the Volume is mounted. If you do 
not code DEFER, the mount message is issued when the device is assigned 
and there is no waiting for the operator. By the time your program 
tries to use the data set, it is very likely that the operator has 
already mounted the volume and that the system will not have to wait for 
him. 
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Unit Affinity: To conserve the number of units used in a job step, you 
can request that the cataloged data set be assigned to the same device 
or devices as assigned to an earlier data set in the same step. This 
technique, known as unit affinity, indicates that you want the volumes 
on which the cataloged data set resides and the volumes used by the 
earlier data set to be mounted on the same devices in sequential order. 
Unit affinity implies deferred mounting for one of the volumes since 
both volumes cannot be mounted at the same time. 

Before you request unit affinity, make sure that both data sets use 
the same type of removable volumes; for example, both data sets could be 
on 2314 volumes, or both on 2400 volumes. It does not make sense to 
request unit affinity where both data sets are on different types of 
volumes. The format of the UNIT parameter for requesting unit affinity 
is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I UNIT=AFF=ddname I L-____________________________________________________________________ ~J 

Replace the term "ddname" with the name of an earlier DD statement in 
the job step. Whenever it is required, the volume .of the earlier data 
set will be demounted and the cataloged data set will be mounted on the 
same unit. If the ddname refers to a DD statement that defines a dummy 
data set, the data set defined on the DD statement requesting unit 
affinity is assigned a dummy status. 

When unit affinity is requested for two data sets that reside on 
different 2321 volumes, the data sets are assigned the same device but 
can be assigned different bins. If the data sets are assigned different 
bins, the implied deferred mounting is ignored. 

VOLUME: The VOLUME parameter is needed only when one or more of the 
following conditions are met: . 

1. You want the ·volume on which th8 cataloged data set resides to be 
private. A private volume is one that cannot be allocated to a new 
temporaty data set that makes a nonspecific request for a public 
volume. 

2. You want the private volume to remain mounted at the end of the job 
step. 

3. You want to begin processing with a certain volume when you are 
retrieving or extending" a multivolume cataloged data set. 
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The format of the VOLUME parameter for cataloged data sets is: 

r--------------·-----~--------------------------------------~-----------, I VOLUME: ( [ PRIVAT E] [: RET A IN] [ , sequence]) I 
L ________________ ~ _____________ ~ _______________________________________ J 

The PRIVATE subparameter means tha.t you want the volume (s) on which the 
cataloged data set resides to be private. The. RETAIN subparameter means 
that the volume will not be demounted at the end of the step. PRIVATE 
must be coded when you code RETAIN. (RETAIN has the same effect on 
volume mounting as coding PASS in the DISP parameter.) Private volumes 
are demounted at the end of the step unless it is an unremovable volume, 
such as a 2301, or unless it has been designated by your installation to 
be a permanently resident volume, for example, the system residence. 
vol ume. It is recommended that you use the RETAIN subparameter whenever 
you want the volume to remain mounted at the end of the step. 

When you are retrieving a multivolume cataloged data set, you can 
begin processing with other than the first volume of the data set by 
coding the sequence number subparameter. Replace "sequence" with a 
number from 1 to 255 that indicates the s ence number of the volume 
you want. 

The sequence number is a positional subparameter and must follow the 
PRIVATE and RETAIN subparameters. If you omit the sequence number 
subparameter and the volume count subparameter follows, you must 
indicate its absence by a comma. 
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LABEL: The LABEL parameter is needed if the cataloged data set does not 

I have standard labels.. You must code the same label type you specified 
when you defined the data set. 

The format of the LABEL parameter for cataloged data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ,SUL I 
I LABEL= ( , NL ) I 
I ,NSL I 
I ,BLP I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

code, 

SUL 
if the data set has standard and user labels. 

NL 
if the data set has no labels. 

NSL 
if the data set has nonstandard labels. 

BLP 
to bypass label processing. 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter is needed only if the cataloged data set is on 
magnetic tape and has nonstandard labels or no labels. Follow the 
instructions given for "Magnetic Tape" in the section "Creating a New 
Data set." If the data set has standard labels, you can specify the 
subparameters shown in Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22. 

Special Processing Options 

There are three special processing options for cataloged data sets: 

1. You can request channel separation from other data sets in the same 
job step using either the SEP or the AFF parameter. 

2. You can suppress I/O operations on a sequential data set (magnetic 
tape or direct access) using the DUMMY parameter. 

3. For systems with MVT and TSO, you can defer the definition of a 
data set until you need it using the DYNAM parameter. 
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Table 19. DeB Subparameters for Retrieving a Data set on Magnetic Tape 

DCB 
Assembler COBOL E COBOL F ANS COBOL L:. 

Subparameter ALGOL 

~ 
BFALN= For D 

S, E, or A ~ 
BFTEK= 

I (QSAM only) 

BUFL= number of bytes 
~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers 
~ 

number of buffer~ number of buffer~ number of buffers~ 

BUFOFF 
~ 

nor L nor L nor L nor L 

EROPT= ABE,ACC, or SKP ~ ABE,ACC, or SKP ABE,ACC, or SKP ABE,ACC, or SKP 

HIARCHY= o or 1 
~ 

NCP= number of channel ~ 
programs (BSAM only) 

[C] [Z] [B] 
l.!.. [cl [C] [C] 

OPTCD= 
[QJ (ASCII) r91 (ASCII) [QJ (ASCII) 

1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement. 

2 For QSAM, you must specify both BFALN, and BFTEK on the DD statement, o"r omit both. 

3 American National Standard COBOL. 

4 This parameter is specified only for ASCII data sets on magnetic tape. 

FORTRAN E FORTRAN G & H PL/I F 

1 or 2 lor 1. number of buffersl!... 

nor L nor L nor L 

l.!-number of channel 
programs 
(BSAM only) 

[C] [C] [C] or [Z] 

[0] (ASCII) [oj (ASCII) 
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Table 20. DCB Subparameters for Retrieving a Sequential Data Set 
on Direct Access Device 

DCB 
ALGOL Assembler COBOL E 

Subparameter 

~ 
BFALN= For D 

BFTEK= S, E, or A ~ 
(QSAM only) 

BUFL= number of bytes ~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers 
~ 

number of buffer~ 

EROPT= ABE,ACC, or SKP 
~ 

ABE,ACC, or SKP 

HIARCHY= o or 1 
L!.. 

NCP= number of channel ~ 
programs (BSAM only) 

t This parameter can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement. 

2 For QSAM, you must specify both BFALN and BFTEK on the DD statement, or omit both. 

3 American National Standard COBOL. 
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Table 21. DCB Subparameters for Retrieving a Direct Data set 
~ 

C-f 
() 
t:"f 

DCB 
! 

ANS COBOL L!.. Subparameter Assembler COBOL E COBOL F FORTRAN E FORTRAN G PL/I F 

~ 
c::: BFALN= For D 
CIl 
C'D 
tot - BFTEK= R 

~ 

CIl 

Cj) 
~ 

BUFL= number of bytes l!.. 
I ..,. 

0.. 
C'D L2... 

. 
BUFNO= number of buffers lor 1. 1 or 1. number of buffers 

-!:tI 
C'D 
~ 

~ I 

HIARCHY= o qr 1 
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C'D 
SlJ 
CIl 
C'D (. 

LlMCT= number of tracks ~ 
number of tracks 

or blocks or blocks 

~ 
0 . 
~ -

OPTCD= [E ] [FJ[1J l!.. 

1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement. I 

2 American National Standarcl COBOL. I 
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Table 22. DeB Subparameters for Retrieving a Partitioned Data Set 

DeB 
Assembler Subparameter 

BFALN~ For D 

BUFL= number of bytes 

BUFNO= number of buffers 

HIARCHY;= o or 1 

NCP= number of channel 
programs 

OPTCD;' [C] 

1 This parameter can be specified in your program rather 
than in the DD statement. 

l!... 
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SEP: When two or more data sets are to be used in a job step, 
processing time may be shortened by requesting that the system transmit 
data sets over separate channels. For example, it would be faster to 
have your input data set and your output data set on separate channels 
than to have them on the same channel. 

You can request channel separation for data sets in each job step 
using the SEP parameter. If possible. the system will honor this 
request. It may not always be possible to honor the request for 
separation because given devices may not be available for allocation 
when the job step is executed or because there may not be enough devices 
of a given type on different channels for all the data sets that request 
separation. If channel separation is not requested, the system will 
assign any available channel that has the device specified with the UNIT 
parameter. 

The format of the SEP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I SEP=(ddname, ••• ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the terms "ddname" with the names of up to eight earlier DD 
statements in the same job step. '!'hese earlier DD statements can define 
any type of data set: new or existing, on magnetic tape or direct 
access, temporary or nontemporary, etc. 
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Remember that the request for channel separation made with the SEP 
parameter is only a suggestion to the system for more efficient 
operation, and not a requirement. If your data set must be on separate 
channels specify unit addresses with the UNIT parameter. You can obtain 
a configuration chart with all the unit addresses from your manager or 
supervisor. 

AFF: The AFF parameter provides a shortcut method of requesting channel 
separation. When two or more data sets in the same job step have the 
same channel separation requirements, you can code the SEP parameter for 
the first data set, and then request the same separation using the AFF 
parameter in the later data sets. The AFF parameter tells the system 
that you want the data set defined on this DD statement to have the same 
channel separation as the data set defined in the named DD statement. 

The format of the AFF parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I AFF=ddnarne I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddnarne" with the name of the earlier DD statement that requests 
the desired channel separation. This data set and the earlier data set 
mayor may not be on the same channel. 

The requests for channel separation and affinity are only suggestions to 
the system. They will be honored if the appropriate devices are 
available. 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition. When your processing programs ask to read the dummy 
data set, the read request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This facility is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
reading of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
process it correctly. 

The DUMMY parameter is a positional 
must be coded first in the ope~and fie 
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wish" you can omit all other parameters required to define 
set except DCB. (If you were not going to write the DCB 

do not have to write it.) 

When you 
omit the 
the data set. 

operations on your data 
all ameters required 

DYNAM: In TSO LOGON procedures, the DYNAM parameter a llows you to 
retrieve a cataloged data set on a direct access device at some time 
after you have started your terminal session. In the background, the 

I DYNAM parameter has the same meaning as DUMMY. Like DUMMY, DYNAM is a 
positional parameter. However, no other parameters may be coded with 
the DYNAM parameter. 

KEPT DATA SET 

A kept data set is a nontemporary data set defined with the DISP=(,KEEP) 
parameter. The parameters shown in Table 16 are used to retrieve a kept 
data set., 

This section is summarized in Table 72 of Appendix D. 

Data Set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. 

DSNAME: The format of the DSNAME parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I {dSname ' } I 
I DSNAME= dsname(membername) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

If you are retrieving a member of a partitioned 
code the member name in ntheses after the data 
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DISP: The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r---------{~~~-}-[~--J--r~;;;~--J----------------------------------------
I DISP= (SHR .' CATLG , CATLG ) 
I , DELETE , DELETE 
I , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You must code either OLD or SHR. OLD indicates that you are retrieving 
the data set and requesting exclusive control of it. In order to modify 
a data set, you must have exclusive contorol of the data. set. SHR 
indicates that jobs that are executing concurrently with this job step 
may simultaneously use the data set. When SHR is specified, any job 
that uses the data set should only read the data set. Once you specify 
SHR for a data set, every reference to that data set within the job must 
specify SHR or the data set can no longer be used by concurrently 
executing jobs. 

Note: Caution should be observed when specifying SHR for IBM processor 
data sets since no provision is made for acquiring exclusive control of 
the data sets prior to writing (e.g., SYSGO for the Assembler). For 
more information on sharing a data set and on gaining exclusive control 
of a data set when you have specified SHR, refer to the Data Management 
Services publication. 

The second positional subparameter tells the system what is to be 
done with the data set at the end of the job step. If you omit this 
sunparameter the data set remains kept. If you code CATLG the data set 
will be cataloged. If you code DELETE the data set is deleted. 

The third positional subparameter tells the system what is to be done 
with the data set if the step ABENDs. If you omit this subparameter the 
data set remains kept. You can specify instead CATLG or DELETE. 

Note: When you are retrieving a member of a partitioned data set, the 
disposition (KEEP, CATLG, or DELETE) you specify applies to the entire 
data set. If you want to delete a particular member, you must use the 
IEHPROGM utility program. 
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Location of the Data Set 

The UNIT and VOLUME parameters are required. The LABEL parameter is 
required only if the data set does not have standard labels or"if it is 
not the first data set on a tape volume. 

UNIT: You can use the UNIT parameter to directly specify units for your 
data set or to request the same units used for an earlier data set in 
the job step (unit affinity). 

Requesting Units: The format of the UNIT parameter for directly 
s peci fy ing units for your da ta set is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I 1 unit addreSS! [, uni tcountJ I I UNIT= ( device type. , P [, DEFER] ) I 
I group name , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional subparameter identifies the tape drive or direct 
access you want to use for your data set by its address, or unit name, 
or group name. 

You should not specify the address unless you are sure you want it. 
Do not specify an address if you are going to need more than one 
unit for the data set. (Multiple units are requested with the 
second parameter of the UNIT parameter.) 

device type 
corresponds to the type of device. Coding a device type 
you with a certain degree of device independence in that 
set be aced in an number of devices of the same 
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Device Type 
2301 

2302 

2303 

2305-1 

2305-2 

2311 

2314 

2319j. 

2321 

2400 

2400-1 

2400-2 

2400-3 

2400-4 

3330 

Description 
2301 Drum storage Unit 

2302 Disk Storage Drive 

Any 2303 Drum Storage Unit 

2305 Fixed Head storage Facility Model 1 

2305 Fixed Head storage Facility Model 2 

2311 Disk Storage Drive 

2314 storage Facility 

2319 Disk Storage Facility 

Any bin mounted on a 2321 data cell drive 

2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive that can 
be allocated to a data set written or to be written 
in 800 bpi density when the dual density feature is 
not installed on the drive. or in 1600 bpi when the 
dual-density feature is installed in the drive. 

2400 series Magnetic Tape Drive with Seven-Track 
Compatibility and without Data Conversion 

2400 series Magnetic Tape Drive with Seven-Track 
Compatibility and Data Conversion 

2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive that can 
be allocated to a data set written or to be written 
in 1600 bpi density. 

2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive having an 
800 and 1600 bpi capability. 

3330 Disk Storage Drive 

j.To indicate the 2319 in the UNIT parameter. specify UNIT=2314,. 
However. to designate the 2319 as the particular device for your 
data set, specify UNIT=unit address. 

group name 
is the name of a collection of devices, selected 
installation during" system \~.en.~ration.;:t:· 

, ;"t#~~:f':' ,,~~~/ 
'lr, 

Your manager or supervisor should tell you which group names were 
generated for your installation. 

The second positionai subparameter is used only if your data set has 
more than one volume and if you want more than one of these volumes to 
be mounted at the same time. This subparameter indicates how many 
drives are to be used for mounting your d~ta set's volumes. 
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unit count 

p 

indicates how many units you want assigned to the data set. You 
can specify a maximum of 59 units per DD statement. Make sure that 
your system has at least the number of units you specify. 
Otherwise an error will result. If you specify fewer units than 
the number of volumes in your data set, only the same number of 
volumes as there are units can be mounted at the same time. (If 
you request fewer units than volumes code the PRIVATE subparameter" 
in the VOLUME parameter.) If you specify the same number of units 
as there are volumes, all volumes can be mounted at the same time. 

specifies parallel mounting. When you request parallel mounting 
the system counts the number of serial numbers specified with the 
VOLUME parameter and assigns to the data set as many units as there 
are serial numbers. 

DEFER is the third positional subparameter. DEFER requests the 
system to assign the required tape drives or direct access devices to 

I 
the data set ann to defer the mounting of the volume or volumes until 
the processing program attempts to open the data set. Operating 
efficiency may decrease if you specify DEFER for a tape data set. If 
DEFER is coded for a tape data set, the system issues a mount message to 
the operator when the processing program attempts to use the data set 
and then waits until the volume is mounted. If you do not code DEFER, 
the mount message is issued when the device is assigned and there is no 
waiting for the operator. By the time your program tries to use the 
data set, it is very likely that the operator has already mounted the 
volume and that the system will not have to wait for him. 

Unit Affinity: To conserve the number of units in a job step, you can 
request that the kept data set be assigned to the same device or devices 
as assigned to an earlier data set in the same step. This technique, 
known as unit affinity. indicates that you want the volumes on which the 
kept data set resides and the volumes used by the earlier data set to be 
mounted on the same devices in sequential order. Unit affinity implies 
deferred mounting for one of the volumes since both volumes cannot be 
mounted at the same time. Before you request unit affinity, make sure 
that both sets use the same type of removable volumes; for example, 
bothdata sets could be on 2314 volumes, or both on 2400 volumes. It 
does not make sense to reques~ unit affinity when both data sets are on 
different types of volume. 

The format of the UNIT parameter for "requesting unit affinity is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I UN IT=AFF=ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term ftddname ft with the name of an earlier DD statement in 
the job step. Whenever it is required. the volume of the earlier data 
set will be demounted and the cataloged data set will be mounted on the 
same unit,. If the ddname refers to a DD statement that defines a dummy 
data set, the data set defined on the DD statement requesting unit 
affinity is assigned a dummy status. 

When unit affinity is requested for two data sets that reside on 
different 2321 volumes, the data sets are assigned the same device but 
can be assigned different bins. If the data sets are assigned different 
bins. the implied deferred mounting is ignored. 
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In .~h~ fOil.f~~;:j;ri;~·e·":x~jl\P~L~);{it!ll1e 
the .system assi9ri"~be;""''''''nlrO:.''''u 
assigns to the'data.:,~$ti' ~( ;leli)1.:~ 
requests two" dev;l::4e~~':' 
defined by 002 ... ·, 

//STEPC EXECl?GM=,OVER ... ' ...... '., .'. '..' . ' 
/ /DOl DO UNIT= (~'H)O,21,VOLUME=(~i' ~') 
//oD2 00 ,DSNAME;::JU,PHA.PISl?=PLD;""" ..'., '>"', ...... '. 
// VO~utvlE:;SER;t=;:(~A~:622iiTA~J23)i.,:T;}~I'X::;~~~PI>+ 

VOLUME: The format of the VOLUME parameter for kept data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME=( [PRIVATE] [,RETAIN,] SER=(serial, ••• ) I 
I, I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The PRIVATE subparameter means that you want the volume(s) on which the 
kept data set resides to be private. (A private volume is one that 
cannot be allocated to a new temporary data·set that makes a nonspecific 
request for a public volume.) The RETAIN subparameter means that the 
volume will not be demounted at the end of the step. PRIVATE must be 
coded when you code RETAIN. (RETAIN has the same effect on volume 
mounting as coding PASSin the DISP parameter.) Private volumes are 
demounted at the end of the step unless it is an unremovable volume, 
such as a 2301, or unless it has been designated by your installation to 
be a permanently resident volume, for example, the system residence 
volume. It is recommended that you use the RETAIN subparameter whenever 
you want the volume to remain mounted at the end of the step. If there 
are more volumes than devices. only the last volumes mounted 
simultaneously are retained. 

The SER subparameter identifies the serial numbers of the volumes on 
which your data set resides. Replace the term "serial" with the 1-to-6 
character serial number associated with the volume. The volume serial 
number can contain any alphameric and national characters and the 

If it is necessary to include special characters, other than a 
in the volume serial enclose it in apostrophes. ~:: 
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In the case of multivolume data sets, give only the serial numbers of 
the volumes you want to process in the order you want to process them. 

LABEL: The LABEL parameter is used only if the kept data set does not 
have standard labels, or if the data set is not the first data set on a 
tape volume. The format of the LABEL parameter for kept data sets is: 

r---------------------[~~~~l--------------------------------------~------l I,AL I 
I ,AUL I 
I ,NL I 
I LABEL=([sequence#] ,NSL ) I 
I ,BLP I L-_____________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional subparameter indicates the order of your data set 
on the tape volume. You only have to specify a sequence number if your 
data set is not the first data set on the volume. If you do not specify 
a sequence number and there are other data sets on the volume, your data 
set cannot be retrieved and the step will ABEND. Replace the term 
"sequence#" with the sequence number of your data set. 

Note: If you request the system to bypass label processing (specify BLP 
in the second positional subparameter of the LABEL parameter), the 
system treats anything within tape marks as a data set. Therefore, if 
you want your data set to be written in the proper seque:nce, you must 
include all header and trailer labels and data sets that precede your 
data set in the sequence number subparameter. 

The second positional subparameter indicates the label type of your 
data set. Code: 

SUL 

AL 

AUL 

NL 

NSL 

BLP 

if the data set has standard and user labels. 

if the data set has American National Standard labels. 

if the data set has both American National Standard labels and 
American National standard user labels. 

if the data set has no labels. 

if the data set has nonstandard labels. 

to bypass label processing. 
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Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter is needed only if the kept data set is on magnetic 
tape and has no labels or nonstandard labels. Follow the instructions 
given for "Magnetic Tape" in the section "Creating a New Data Set". If 
the data set has standard labels, you can specify the subparameters 
shown for "Cataloged Data Sets" in Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22. 

Special Processing Options 

There are three special processing options for kept data sets: 

1. You can request channel separation from other data sets on the same 
job step using either the SEP or AFF parameter. 

2. You can suppress I/O operations on a sequential data set (magnetic 
tape or direct access) using the DUMMY parameter. 

3. For systems with MVT and TSO, you can defer the definition of a 
data set until you need it using the DYNAM parameter. 

SEP: When two or more data sets are to be used in a job step, 
processing time may be shortened h¥ requesting that the system transmit 
data sets over separate channels. For example, it would be faster to 
have your input data set and your output data set on separate channels 
than to have them on the same channel. 

You can request channel separabion for data sets in each job step 
using the SE~ parameter. If possible, the system will honor this 
request. It may not always be possible to honor the request for 
separation because given devices may not be available for allocation 
when the job step is executed or because there may not be enough devices 
of a given type on different channels for all the data sets that request 
separation. If channel separation is not requested, the system will 
assign any available channel that has the device specified with the UNIT 
parameter. 

The format of the SEP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I SEP=(ddname, ••• ) " I L _____________________________ " _________________________________________ J 

Replace the terms "ddname" with the names of up to eight earlier DD 
statements in the same job step. The earlier DO statements can define 
any type of data set: new or existing, on magnetic tape or direct 
access, temporary or nontemporary, etc. 
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Remember that the request for channel separation made with the SEP 
parameter is only a suggestion to the system for more efficient 
operation, and not a requirement. If your data set must be on separate 
channels specify unit addresses with the UNIT parameter. You can obtain 
a configuration chart with all the unit addresses from your manager or 
supervisor. 

AFF: The AFF parameter provides a shortcut method of requesting channel 
separation. When two or more data sets in the same job step have the 
same channel separation requirements, you can code the SEP parameter for 
the first data set, and then request the same separation using the AFF 
parameter in the later data sets. The AFF parameter tells the system 
that you want the data set defined on this DD statement to have the same 
channel separation as the data set defined in the named DD statement. 

The format of the AFF parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I AFF=ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the earlier DD statement that requests 
the desired channel separation. This data set and the earlier data set 
mayor may not be on the same channel. 
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In the following example, the dat~' ;~~t;~::~~fined:~~ir"~'" 
may not be on the same, channel. The,,:da:i:!~ :'$,~i:!S def~~'~: 
mayor may not be on the same chal1nell'ou1:'net1:her"'~n:E?:j 
same channel as 1:be data sets definedoy 'DDlbr D02. 1hei:lalf.a: 
defined by DD4 will not be on the same channel as the da1:aset aEi~I::.JLnlea; 
by DD3, but it may be on the same channel as the data sets defined 
DOl. DD2, or DDS. 

r--------------------------------~----------------------------' .... -.... ~.;.,.-.;.,.-.... , 
I IISTEP EXEC PGM=METHOD2 I 
I I/DD1 DD ,I 
I I/D02 DDI 
I I/DD3 DD SEP=(DD1,DD2),... I 
\ ~~,EE~ gg ~~gg1:::: ' :1 

The requests for channel separation and affinity are only suggestions to 
the system. They will be honored if the appropriate devices are 
available. 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to oypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition. When your processing program asks to read the dummy 
data set, the read request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This facility is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
reading of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
process it correctly. 

If you wish, you can omit all other parameters required to define your 
da ta set except DCB. (If you were not ,g()i,ng ,~,o 

you do not have to write it.) For ~~Gimple,tl;te'~n'~!~Ll~~~i~. 
above could be codedas£ollows: , 

I XINTAPE DD DUMMY, DCB=DEN= 2 
llP79'Dn '" OUMM~ 

When you are ready to perform I/O operations on your data set, simply 
omit the DUMl"lY parameter and ,code ~11,parameters,,!-:E2,quJred to retrieve 

ilie ~i~:A~}::Ni~iiim~~~1~~~B1E~I~il~'~.llj~~~ 
DYNAM: In the TSO LOGON procedures, the DYNAM parameter allows you to 
retrieve a kept data set on a direct access device at some time after 
you have started your terminal session. In the background, the DYNAM 
parameter has the same meaning as DUMMY. Like DUMMY, DYNAM is a 
positional parameter. However, no other parameters may be coded with 
the DYNAM parameter. 
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Table 23. Parameters for Extending a Data Set 

Data Set Parameter Type Parameter Comments 

Passed Data set information DSNAME Required 
Data Set 

DISP Required 

Location of the data set UNIT Required only if you want morr units 

VOLUME Required only if you need more volumes 

LABEL Req'Jired only if the data set does not have IBM Standard labels 

Size of the data set SPACE Required only if you want to override the secondary quantity 

Data Attributes DCB May be required if data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Special Processing Option DUMMY Optional 

Cataloged Data set information DSNAME Required 
Data Set 

DISP Required 

Location of the data set UNIT Optional 
, 

VOLUME Required only if you need more volumes 

LABEL Required only if the data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Size of the data set SPACE Required only if you want to override the secondary quantity 

Data Attributes • DCB Required only if the data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Special Processing Options SEP Either parameter can be used 

AFF 

DUMMY Optional 

DYNAM Optional. Meaningful only fCir systems with MVT and TSO 

Kept Data set information DSNAME Required 
Data Set 

DISP Required 

Location of the data set UNIT Required 

VOLUME Required 

LABEL Required only if data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Size of the data set SPACE Required only if you want to override the secondary quantity 

Data Attributes DCB Required only if the data set does not have IBM standard labels 

Special Processing Options SEP Either parameter can be used 

AFF 

DUMMY Optional 

DYNAM Optional. Meaningful only for systems with MVT and TSO 
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Extending an Existing Data Set 

You can only extend with .additional output data sets on magnetic tape or 
sequential data sets on direct access devices. You cannot extend a 
direct data set or a member of a partitioned data set using JCL 
facilities. You can, however, add more members to a partitioned data 
set using JCL facilities. (The publication IBM System/360 Operating 
system: Data Management services explains how to extend a direct data 
set or a member of a partitioned data set.) 

Data sets on magnetic tape or direct access devices are extended in 
similar ways depending on whether they were passed, cataloged, or kept 
when you created them. This chapter describes how to extend or add more 
members to: 

• Passed data sets. 
• Cataloged data sets. 
• Kept data sets. 

Table 23 shows the parameters required to extend a data set. Please 
fold out Table 23 while reading this chapter. 

Notes: 

• When you extend a data set, the read/write mechanism is 
automatically positioned after the last record in the data set .• 

• If you extend a data set that has fixed block standard (FBS) records 
and the last block was a truncated one, an end-of-data set condition 
occurs when the truncated block is encountered. If an attempt is 
made to read the data set backward on magnetic tape, processing is 
terminated immediately (with an end-of-data set condition) upon 
reading the truncated block. 

• When you are extending or adding members to a data set on a direct 
access device, make sure that there is enough room left in the 
primary quantity for the additional output or that you requested a 
secondary quantity when you defined the data set. 

PASSED DATA SET 

A passed data set is one you defined with the DISP= (,PASS) parameter. 
The most common type of passed data set is a "temporary for the duration 
of the job" data set, although you can also have nontemporary passed 
data sets. 

A passed data set can only be extended in the same job it was 
created. However, if you have a nontemporary passed data set, you can 
change its disposition to KEEP or CATLG when you extend it so that it 
can be retrieved or extended in other jobs. 

The parameters shown in Table 23 are used to extend passed data sets. 
Remember that you can extend any sequential passed data set, but you can 
only add members to a partitioned data set. 

This section is summarized in Table 73 of Appendix D. 
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Data set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. 

DSNAME: You can identify the passed data set in one of two· ways: 

1. Giving its name exactly as it appeared in the DD statement where 
you defined it, or 

2. Making a backward reference to the DD statement that defined the 
data set. 

Both ways are equally valid, but the second is more useful because if 
you decide to change the data set's name you only have to change it in 
the original DD statement.. You must identify the partitioned data set 
by name when you are adding a member. 

1. The format of the DSNAME parameter for identifying the passed data 
set by name is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I dsname I 
I dsnameCmembername) I 
I DSNAME= &&name I 
I &&name(membername) I 
I &name I 
I &name(membername) I L _____________________________ ~ ___________________________________ J 

Replace "dsname" with the name of the passed data set you are 
extending. If you are adding a new member replace "membername" 
with the name of the new member. The membername is enclosed in 
parentheses and consists of one to eight alphameric or national 
(Q),$.,#) characters. The first character must be 
national character. . 

2. The format of the DSNAME parameter for identifying the passed data 
set with a backward reference is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I j*.ddname I I 
I DSNAME= *.stepname.ddname I 
I *. stepname. procstepname. ddname I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the DD statement where the passed 
data set is defined. Replace "stepname" with the name of the EXEC 
statement of the step that has the earlier DD statement. If the 
earlier DD statement is contained in the same step, omit the 
stepname, i.e., 

DSNAME=*.ddname 

When the earlier DD statement is contained in a cataloged procedure 
step, you must give both the name of the job step that invokes the 
procedure and the procedure stepname, i.e., 

DSNAME=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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DISP: The DISP parameter indicates that you are extending the passed 
data set. You can code the DISP parameter in one of two ways depending 
on whether other steps in the job will also use the data set or whether 
this is the last time you are using the data set. 

1. The format of the DISP parameter for passing the data set to a 
subse~uent job step is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP= (MOD, PASS [.,DELETE] > I 
I ,CATLG I 
I ,KEEP I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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You must code MOD. Specifying MOD as the first subparameter tells 
the system that when data set is opened for output, the read/write 
mechanism is to be positioned after the last record in the data 
set,. In order to extend a data set, you must have exclusive 
control and you gain exclusive control by specifying MOD. The PASS 
subparameter is required and it indicates that the data set can be 
used by later steps in the job. The third subparameter tells the 
system what to do with the data set if the step terminates 
abnormally. You can specify DELETE for both temporary and 
nontemporary data sets; you can specify KEEP or CATLG only if the 
data set is nontemporary. If you omit the third subparameter, the 
system uses the disposition specified as the second subparameter to 
determine what to do with the data set. In this case, the data set 
will be passed. 

Note: When you are adding a member to a partitioned data set, the 
disposition (PASS" DELETE, CATLG, or KEEP) you specify applies to 
the entire data set and not to the one member. If you want to 
delete a particular number of a nontemporary partitioned data set 
you must use the IEHPROGM utility program. The entire temporary 
partitioned data set is deleted at the end of the job. 

2. The format of the DISP parameter for the last time you use a passed 
temporary data set in a job is: 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP= (MOn., DELETE, DELETE) I L _____________________________ ~ ___________________________________ J 

You must code MOD. A passed temporary data set will always be 
deleted at the end of the job so you do not have to code the DELETE 
subparameters. 

The format of the DISP parameter for the last time you use a passed 
non-temporary data set in a job is: 

r-------------[~~;~--J--[~~~~--]-----------------------~------------l 
I DISP=(MOD ,DELETE ,DELETE) I 
I , CATLG , CATLG I 
\, I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

You must code MOD. Specifying MOD as the first subparameter tells 
the system that when the data set is opened for output, the 
read/write mechanism is to be positioned after the last record in 
the data set. In order to extend a data set, you must have 
exclusive control and you gain exclusive control by specifying MOD. 
A passed nontemporary data set will be kept at the end of the job 
unless you specify DELETE or CATLG. If the step abnormally 
terminates, the data set will also be kept unless you specify 
DELErE or CATLG. 
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Location of the Data Set 

The system obtains unit and volume information from the original DD 
statement. The UNIT, VOLUME and LABEL parameters are only needed in the 
following cases: . 

1. Use the UNIT parameter if you want more devices allocated to the 
data set than were requested the last time the data set was passed. 

2. Use the LABEL parameter if the data set does not have standard 
labels. 

3. If you are extending a data set and the number of volumes required 
to extend the data set may exceed the number of volumes you 
requested, when you defined the data set, either specify a new 
volume count with the VOLUME parameter or deferred mounting with 
the UNIT parameter. If you specify deferred mounting the system 
will give you a new volume each time you need it. 
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UNIT: The UNIT parameter should be used only if the passed data set is 
a multivolume data set. The system assigns the same number of devices 
to the data set as it did in a previous step. If you want more devices 
assigned to the data set. code in the unit count subparameter the total 
number of devices needed. If you need an indefinite number of new 
volumes to extend the data set, code the DEFER subparameter. 

The format of the UNIT parameter for passed data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I UNIT= ( [, unit count], [ , DEFER] ) I 
I , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "unit count" with the number of devices needed for the data set. 
Remember that you should not request more devices than there are 
volumes. Code DEFER if you need an indefinite number of new volumes to 
extend the data set. 

VOLUME: The VOLUME parameter is used only when you want to request 
additional volumes for the data set. You must indicate the new maximum 
number of volumes that can be used. You cannot make specific requests 
for more volumes. (You do not have to request more units just because 
you request more volumes.) The format of the VOLUME parameter for 
passed data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME=(",volcount) I L _____________________________________ ~ ________________________________ J 

Replace "volcount" with the maximum number of volumes that can be used 
by the data set. 
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LABEL: The LABEL parameter is needed only if the passed data set does 
not, have standard labels. You must code the same label type you 
specified when you defined the data set. No other subparameters are 
allowed. The format of the LABEL parameter for passed data sets is: 

r----------I~~~-I-------------------------------------------------------1 

I LABEL=( ,NL ) I 
I ,NSL' I 
I , BLP I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Code: 

SUL 
if the data set has standard and user labels. 

NL 
if the data set has no labels. 

NSL 
if the data set has nonstandard labels. 

BLP 
to bypass label processing. 
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Size of the Data Set 

You can use the SPACE parameter to override any secondary quantity 
specified when you created the data set. This new secondary quantity is 
in effect only for the duration of the job step. Note that if you did 
not specify a secondary quantity when you created the data set you 

I cannot do so now. You can also use the SPACE parameter to request that 
the data set·s unused space be released. 

SPACE: The format of the SPACE parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I 1 TRK I I II SPACE= ( CYL , (1, secondary quantity),RLSE) I 
I block length I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional parameter indicates whether you are requesting 
space in units of tracks (TRK), cyclinders (CYL), or blocks. If you are 
using blocks, replace "block length" with the average block length of 
your data. You do not have to use the1same type of unit of space you 
used when you created the data set. 

Any primary quantity you code is ignored. However, for reasons of 
syntax you must code some number, such as 1, as the primary quantity. 

Replace the term "secondary quantity" with the amount of space you 
desire in the units specified. 

Code RLSE if you want the system to delete the data set·s unused 
space when the data set is closed. If you requested space in units of 
tracks, any unused tracks are released. If you requested space in units 
of cylinders, any unused cylinders are released. If you requested space 
in units of blocks, any unused tracks or cylinders, whichever the system 
allocated to the data set, are released. If you do not wish to override 
any secondary quantity specified when you created the data set, but do 
want to code RLSE, you must still specify a unit of measurement and a 
primary quantity for reasons of syntax. However, you need not enclose 
the primary quantity in parentheses if you do not code a secondary 
quantity. 
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Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter is used only if the data set does not have standard 
labels and the DD statement that defined the passed data set contains 
the DCB parameter. 

DCB: You must specify the DCB parameter in one of two ways: 

1. Copy the DCB parameter exactly as it appeared in the DD statement 
where you defined the passed data set., or 

2. Make a backward reference to the DD statement that defined the data 
set .• 

Making a backward reference reduces the possibility of error in copying 
the parameter. 

The format of the DCB parameter for copying the attributes of the 
passed data set is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I DCB=(list of attributes) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Code exactly the same DCB subparameters you coded in the DD statement 
where the passed data set is defined. You may not add, change, or 
delete subparameters. 

The format of the DCB parameter for making a backward reference is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I 1 * • ddname I I I DCB= *.stepname.ddname I 
I *. stepname. procstepname. ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the DD statement whose DCB parameter 
you want to copy. Replace "stepname" with the name of the EXEC 
statement of the step that has the earlier DD statement. If the earlier 
DD statement is contained in the same job step, omit the stepname, i.e., 

DCB=*.ddname 

When the earlier DD statement is contained in a cataloged procedure 
step, you must give both the name of the job step that invokes the 
procedure and the procedure step name, i.e., 

DCB=*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 
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special Processing Option 

You can use the DUMMY parameter to bypass.operations and data set 
disposition on a sequential data set (magnetic tape or direct access). 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition. When your processing program asks to extend the dummy 
data set, the write request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This facility is particulary useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
extending of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
produce meaningful output. The DUMMY parameter is a positional 
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If you wish, you can omit all other parameters required to define 
your data set except DCB. (If you were not going to write the DCB 
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operations on your data 
all parameters required 

CATALOGED DATA SEl' 

A cataloged data set is a nontemporary data set defined with the 
DISP=(,CATLG) parameter or cataloged by the IEHPROGM utility program. 
The parameters shown in Table 23 are used to extend a cataloged data 
set. Remember that you can extend any sequential cataloged data set, 
but you can only add members to a partitioned data set. 

This section is summarized in Table 74 of Appendix D. 

Data set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. DSNAME identifies the data 
set. DISP specifies if you are retrieving or extending the data set. 

DSNAME: The format of the DSNAME parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME= { dsname} I 
I dsname(membername) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

the term "dsname" with 
a fully qualfied name 
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If you are adding a member to a partitioned data set, you must code 
the new member name in parentheses after the data set name. The member 
name consists of one to eight alphameric or national (~,#,$) characters. 
The first character must be a letter or national character. 

DISP: The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I [' UNCATLG][, UNCATLG] I I DISP= (MOD ,DELETE , DELETE ) I 
I .CATLG ,CATLG I 
I , I L _________________________________________________________________ ~ ____ J 

You must code MOD. Specifying MOD as the first subparameter tells the 
system that when a data set is opened for output, the read/write 
mechanism is to be positioned after the last record in the data set. In 
order to extend a data set, you must have exclusive control and you gain 
exclusive control by specifying MOD. The second positional parameter 
tells the system what is to be done with the data set at the end of the 
job step. If you omit this subparameter the data set remains cataloged. 
If you code UNCATLG the data set will be uncataloged but not deleted. 
The next time you retrieve an uncataloged data set you must follow the 
directions given for "Kept Data Set." If you code DELETE the data set 
will be deleted. The only time you need to code CATLG is when you are 
extending the data set and the data set may require additional volumes. 
In this case, when you code 

DISP=(MOD,CATLG) 

the system updates the catalog entry to include the new volume serial 
numbers. 

The third positional subparameter tells the system what is to be done 
with the data set if the step ABENDs. You can specify UNCATLG or DELETE 
and, when you are extending the data set, you can specify CATLG. 

Note: When you are adding a member to a partitioned data set, the 
disposition (UNCATLG, DELETE, or CATLG) you specify applies to the 
entire data set and not to the one member. If you want to delete a 
particular member, you must use the IEHPROGM utility program. 
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Location of the Data Set 

The system obtains unit and volume information from the catalog.. The 
UNIT" VOLUME, and LABEL parameters are only needed in the following 
cases: 

1. If you need more than one unit for your data set, use the UNIT 
parameter. 

2. If you need additional volumes, either specify a new volume count 
with the VOLUME parameter ~ deferred mounting with the UNIT 
parameter. If you specify deferred mounting the system will give 
you a new volume each time you need it. 

3. If you want your data set assigned to the same devices assigned to 
an earlier data set in the jobstep, request unit affinity with the 
UNIT parameter. 

4. If you want the volume to be private you should use the VOLUME 
parameter. 

5. If the cataloged data set does not have standard labels, you must 
use the LABEL parameter to specify the label type. 

UNIT: The UNIT parameter should be used only if you need more than one 
unit for your data set or if you want unit affinity. 

Requesting Units: The system assigns one device to your data set. If 
you want more devices assigned, code in the unit count sub parameter the 
total number of devices needed. If you need an indefinite number of new 
volumes code the DEFER subparameter. The format of the UNIT parameter 
for cataloged data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I UNIT=(,[Unit count] [,DEFER1) I 
I P I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "unit count" with the number of devices needed for the data set .• 
Code P if you want the same number of ,devices as there are volume serial 
numbers in the catalog entry. 

Code DEFER if you need an indefinite number of new volumes to extend 
the data set. If you code DEFER, code the PRIVATE subparameter in the 
VOLUME parameter. If you do not code DEFER you should code the VOLUME 
parameter to indicate the total number of volumes you need to extend the 
data set. 
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unit Affinity: TO conserve the number of units used in a job step, you 
can request that the cataloged data set be assigned to the same device 
or devices as assigned to an earlier data set in the same step. This 
technique, known as unit affinity, inqicates that you want the volumes 
on which the cataloged data set resides and the volumes used by the 
earlier data set to be mounted on the same devices in sequential order. 
unit affinity implies deferred mounting for one of the volumes since 
both volumes cannot be mounted at the same time. Before you request 
unit affinity, make sure that both data sets use the same type of 
removable volumes, for example, both data sets could be on 2314 volUIr.es, 
or both on 2400 volumes. It does not make sense to request unit 
affinity where both data sets are on dif£erent types of volumes. 

The format of the UNIT parameter for requesting unit affinity is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I UNIT=AFF=ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "ddname" with the name of an earlier DD statement in 
the job step. Whenever it is required, the volume of the earlier data 
set will be demounted and the cataloged data set will be mounted on the 
same unit. If the ddname refers to a DD statement that defines a dummy 
data set, the data set defined on the DD statement requesting unit 
affinity is assigned a dummy status. 

When unit affinity is requested for two data sets that reside on 
different 2321 volumes, the data sets are assigned the same device but 
can be assigned different bins. If the data sets are assigned different 
bins, the implied deferred mounting is ignored. 

VOLUME: The VOLUME parameter is needed only when one or more of the 
following conditions are met: 

1. You want the volume on which the cataloged data set resides to be 
private. A private volume is one that cannot be allocated to a new 
temporary data set that makes a nonspecific request for a public 
volume. 

2. You want the private volume to remain mounted at the end of the job 
step. 

3. You want to begin processing with a certain volume when you are 
retrieving or extending a multivolume cataloged data set. 

4. You need additional volumes to extend the data set. (You cannot 
request additional volumes for a partitioned data set.) 

The format of the "VOLUME parameter for cataloged data sets is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I VOLUME= ( (PRIVATE] [: RETAIN] [; sequence] ( • vo!count] ) I 
L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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The PRIVATE subparameter means that you want the volume(s) on which 
the cataloged data set resides to be private. The RETAIN subparameter 
means that the volume will not be demounted at the end of the step. 
PRIVATE must be coded when you code RETAIN. (RETAIN has the same effect 
on volume mounting as coding PASS in the DISP parameter.) Private 
volumes are demounted at the end of the step unless it is an unremovable 
volume, such as a 2301,. or unless it has been designated by your 
installation to be a permanently resident volume, for example. the 
system residence volume. It is recommended that you use the RETAIN 
subparameter whenever you want the volume to remain mounted at the end 
of the step. 

When you are extending a multivolume cataloged data set, you can 
begin processing with other than the first volume of the data set by 
coding the sequence number subparameter. Replace "sequence#" with a 
number from 1 to 255 that indicates the se uence number of the volume 
you want. 

The sequence number is a positional subparameter and must follow the 
PRIVATE and RETAIN subparameters or the commas that indicate their 
absence. If you omit the sequence number subparameter and the volume 
count subparameter follows, you must indicate its absence by a comma. 

The volume count subparameter is used only when you want to request 
additional volumes for the data set. Replace "volcount" with the 
maximum number of volumes that can be used for the data set. If you 
code "volcount" but do not request the same number of devices in the 
UNIT parameter. you must code the PRIVATE subparameter. 
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LABEL: The LABEL parameter is needed only if the cataloged data set 
does not have standard labels. You must code the same label type you 
specified when you defined the data set. No other subparameters are 
allowed. The format of the LABEL parameter for cataloged data sets is: 

r----------l~~~~-I-------------------------------------------~-----------1 

I LABEL= ( ,NL ) I 
I ,NSL I 
I ,~P I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

code: 

SOL 
if the data set has standard and user labels. 

NL 
if the data set has no labels. 

NSL 
if the data set has nonstandard labels. 

BLP 
to bypass label processing. 

Size of the Data Set 

You can use the SPACE parameter to override any secondary quantity 
specified when you created the data set. This new secondary quantity is 
in effect only for the duration of the job step. Note that if you did 
not specify a secondary quantity when you created the data set you 

I cannot do so now. You can also use the SPACE parameter to request that 
the data set's unused space be released. 

SPACE: The format of the SPACE parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I lTRK I I I I SPACE=( CYL , (1, secondary quantity),RLSE) I 

. I block length I L-_____________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional parameter indicates whether you are requesting 
space in tracks (TRK)., cylinders (CYL), or blocks. If you are using 
blocks" replace "blocklength" with the average block length of your 
data. You do not have to use the same type of unit of space you used 
when you created the data set. 

Any primary quantity you code is ignored. However, for reasons of 
syntax you must code some number., such as 1, as the second positional 
subparameter. 
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Replace the term "secondary quantity" with the amount of space you 
desire in the units specified. 

Code RLSE if you want the system to delete the data set's unused 
space when the data set is closed. If you requested space in units of 
tracks., any unused tracks are released. If you requested space in units 
of cylinders, any unused cylinders are released. If you requested space 
in units of blocks., any unused tracks or cylinders, whichever the system 
allocated to the data set, are released. If you do not wish to override 
any secondary quantity specified when you created the data set, but do 
want to code RLSE, you must still specify a unit of measurement and a 
primary quantity for reasons of syntax. However, you need not enclose 
the primary quantity in parentheses if you do not code a secondary 
quantity. 

Data Attributes 
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The DCB parameter is needed only if the cataloged data set is on 
magnetic tape and has nonstandard labels or no labels. Follow the 
instructions given for "Magnetic Tape" in the section "Creating A New 
Data Set." If the data set has standard labels, you can specify the 
subparameters shown in Tables 19, 20, and 22 for "Cataloged Data Sets" 
in the section "Retrieving an Existing Data Set." 

Special Processing OptiOns 

There are three special processing options for cataloged data sets: 

1. You can request channel separation from other data sets in the same 
job step using either the SEP or the AFF parameter. 

2. You can suppress I/O operations on a sequential data set (magnetic 
tape or direct access) using the DUMMY parameter. 

3. For systems with MVT and TSO, you can defer definition of a data 
set until you need it using the DYNAM parameter. 

SEP: When two or more data sets are to be used in a job step, 
processing time may be shortened by requesting that the system transmit 
data sets over separate channels. For example, it would be faster to 
have your input data set and your output data set on separate channels 
than to have them on the same channel. 

You can request channel separation for data sets in each job step 
using the SEP parameter. If possible, the system will honor this 
request. It may not always be possible to honor the request for 
separation because given devices may not be available for allocation 
when the job step is executed or because there may not be enough devices 
of a given type of different channels for all the data sets that request 
separation. If channel separation is not requested. the system will 
assign any available channel that has the device specified with the UNIT 
parameter. 
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The format of the SEP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I SEP=(ddname, ••• ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the terms "ddname" with the names of up to eight earlier DD 
statements in the same job step. The earlier DD statements can define 
any type of data set: new or existing, on magnetic tape or direct 
access, temporary or nontemporary, etc. 

Remember that the request for channel separation made with the SEP 
parameter is only a suggestion to the system for more efficent
operation, and not a requirement. If your data set must be on separate 
channels specify unit addresses with the UNIT parameter. You can obtain 
a configuration chart with all the unit addresses from your manager or 
supervisor. 

AFF: The AFF parameter provides a shortcut method of requesting channel 
separation.. When two' or more data sets in the same job step have the 
same channel separation requirements, you can code the SEP parameter for 
the first data set, and then request the same operation using the AFF 
parameter in the later data sets. The AFF parameter tells the system 
that you want the data set defined on this DD statement to have the same 
channel separation as the data set defined in the named DD statement,. 
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The format of the AFF parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I AFF=ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the earlier DD statement that requests 
the desired channel separation. This data set and the earlier data set 
mayor may not be on the same channel. 

The requests for channel separation and affinity are only suggestions 
to the system. They will be honored if the appropriate devices are 
available. 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition. When your processing program asks to extend the dummy 
data set, the write request is recognized, but no data is transmitted. 
This facility is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
extending of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
produce meaningful output. 

The DUMMY parameter is a positional parameter. 
must be coded first in the operand field. 

wish, you can omit all other parameters 
set except DCB. (If you were not 

ou do not have to write it.) 

When you are ready to perform I/O 
omit the DUMMY para 
extend the data set. 

set. simply 
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DYNAM: In TSO LOGON procedures, the DYNAM parameter allows you to 
extend a cataloged data set on a direct access device at some time after 
you have started your terminal session. With the DYNAM parameter, data 
sets are allocated when they are needed and not necessarily at the 
beginning of the job step. 

In the background, the DYNAM parameter has the same meaning as DUMMY. 

I Like DUMMY, DYNAM is a positional parameter. However, no other 
parameters may be coded with the DYNAM parameter .• 

KEPT DATA SET 

A kept data set is a nontemporary data set defined with the DISP=(,KEEP) 
parameter. The parameters shown in Table 23 are used to retrieve or 
extend a kept data set. Remember that you can extend any sequential 
data set, but you can only add members to a partitioned data 'set. 

This section is summarized in Table 75 of Appendix D. 

Data Set Information 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. 

DSNAME: The format of the DSNAME parameter is: 

r-----------------------------·-----------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME={dsname } I 
I dsname(membername) , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

If you are adding a member to a partitioned data set, you must code 
the new membername in parentheses after the data set name. The member 
name consists of one to eight alphameric or national (0),$1#) characters. 
The first character must be a letter or national character. 
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DISP: The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r--------------[~;;~~--J--[~;;;;---]---------------------------------------1 
I DISP= (MOD ,CATLG ,CATLG ) I 
I ,DELETE ,DELETE I 
I , I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You must code MOD. Specifying MOD as the first subparameter tells 
the system that when the data set is opened for output, the read/write 
mechanism is to be positioned after the last record in the data set. In 
order to extend a data set, you must have exclusive control and you gain 
exclusive control by specifying MOD. 

The second positional subparameter tells the system what is to be 
done with the data set at the end of the job step. If you omit this 
subparameter the data set remains kept. If you code CATLG the data set 
will be cataloged. If you code DELETE the data set is deleted. 

The third positional subparameter tells the system what is to be done ( Extendlng 
with the data set if-the step ABENDs. Xf you omit this subparameter the 
data set remains kept. You can specify instead CATLG or DELETE. 

Kept 
Note: When you are adding members to a partitioned data set, the Data Set 
disposition (KEEP, CATLG, or DELETE) you specify applies to the entire 
data set.. If you want to delete a particular member, you must use the 
IEHPROGM utility program. 

Location of the Data Set 

The UNIT and VOLUME parameters are required. The LABEL parameter is 
required only if the data set does not have standard labels or if it is 
not the first data set on a tape volume. 

UNIT: You can use the UNIT parameter to directly specify units for your 
data set or to request the same units used for an earlier data set in 
the job step (unit affinity). 

Requesting Units: The format of the UNIT parameter for directly 
specifying units for your data set is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I jUnit addreSS! [, uni t count] I I UNIT=( device type,p [.DEFER]) I 
I group name , I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

The first positional subparameter identifies the tape drive or direct 
access device you want to use for your data set by its address, or unit 
name, or group name. 
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unit 
machine address of the direct access device. 

You should not specify' the address unless you are sure you want it. 
Do not specify an address if you are going to need more than one 
unit for the data set. (Multiple units are requested with the 
second subparameter of the UNIT parameter.) 

device type 
Corresponds to the type of device. Coding a device type 
you with a certain degree of device independence in that 
set may be ced in number of devices of the same 

Device Type 
2301 

2302 

2303 

2305-1 

2305-2 

2311 

2314 

2319:1. 

2321 

2400 

2400-1 

2400-2 

2400-3 

2400-4 

3330 

Description 
2301 Drum storage Unit 

2302 Disk storage Drive 

2303 Drum storage Unit 

2305 Fixed Head Storage Facility Model 1 

2305 Fixed Head Storage Facility Model 2 

Any 2311 Disk Storage Drive 

2314 storage Facility 

2319 Disk Storage Facility 

Any bin mounted on a 2321 data cell device 

2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive that can 
be allocated to a data set written or to be written 
in 800 bpi density when the dual density feature is 
not installed on the drive, or in 1600 bpi when the 
dual-density feature is installed in the drive. 

2400 series Magnetic Tape Drive with Seven-Track 
Compatibility and without Data Conversion. 

2400 series Magnetic Tape Drive with Seven-Track 
Compatibility and Data Conversion. 

2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive that can 
be allocated to a data set written or to be written 
in 1600 bpi density. 

2400 series Nine-Track Magnetic Tape Drive having an 
800 and 1600 bpi capability. 

3330 Disk Storage Drive 

:1.TG indicate the 2319 in the UNIT parameter, specify UNIT=2314. 
However, to designate the 2319 as the particular device for your 
data set, specify UNIT=unit address. 
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groupname 
is the name of a collection of devices, 
installation during. system generation. FQr\.~ 
installation might select the name Tl:\.PEfor·~a 
configuration. If you do not care which tape 
your data set, you would then code 

UNIT=TAPE 

your manager or supervisor should tell you which group names were 
generated for your installation. 

The second positional subparameter is used only if your data set 
occupies more than one volume ~ if you want more than one of these 
volumes to be mounted at the same time. This subparameter indicates how 
many drives are to be used for mounting your data set's volumes. 

unit count 

p 

indicates how many units you want assigned to the dataset. You 
can specify a maximum of 59 units per DD statement. Make sure that 
your system has at least the number of units you specify. 
otherwise an error will result. If you specify fewer units than 
there are volumes in your data set, only the same number of volumes 
as there are units can be mounted at the same time. <If you 
request fewer units than volumes code the PRIVATE subparameter in 
the VOLUME parameter.) If you specify the same number of units as 
there are volumes, all volumes can be mounted at the same time. 
(If you are extending your data set and you think your data set may 
use more volumes than you expect, you should indicate the maximum 
number of volumes that can be used with the volume count 
subparameter of the VOLUME parameter. Do not request 

than maximum number of volumes you specify.) 
~artl'Qa 

specifies parallel mounting. When you request parallel mounting 
the system counts the number of serial numbers specified with the 
VOLUME parameter, you also indicate a maximum number of volumes 
that can be used by the data set, the number of units assigned is 
the number of serial volumes you specify and not the larger maximum 
number of volumes that can be used. 

DEFER is the third positional subparameter. DEFER requests the 
system to assign the required tape drives or direct access devices to 
the data set and to defer the mounting of the volume or volumes until 

I 

the processing program attempts to open the data set. Operating 
efficiency may decrease if you specify DEFER for a tape data set.. If 
DEFER. is coded for a tape data set, the system issues a mount message to 
the operator when the processing program attempts to use the data set 
and then waits until the volume is mounted. If you do not code DEFER, 
the mount message is issued when the device is assigned and there is no 
waiting for the operator. By the time your program tries to use the 
data set, it is very likely that the operator has already mounted the 
volume and that the .system will not have to wait for him. DEFER has a 
special use if you think you may need additional volumes to extend your 
data set. If you specify DEFER the system will give you a new volume 
each time you need it. If you code DEFER, code the PRIVATE subparameter 
in the VOLUME parameter. If you do not code DEFER, you should code the 
VOLUME parameter to indicate the total number of volumes you need to 
extend the data set. 
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Unit Affinity: To conserve the number of units used in a job step, you 
can request that the kept data set be assigned to the same device or 
devices as assigned to an earlier data set in the same step. This 
technique, known as unit affinity, indicates that you want the volumes 
on which the kept data set resides and the volumes used by the earlier 
data set to be mounted on the same devices in sequential order. Unit 
affinity implies deferred mounting for one of the volumes since both 
volumes cannot be mounted at the same time. Before you request unit 
affinity, make sure that both data sets use the same type of removable 
volumes; for example, both data sets could be on 2314 volumes, or bo~h 
on 2400 volumes. It does not make sense to request unit affinity where 
both data sets are on different types of volumes. 

The format of the UNIT parameter for requesting unit affinity is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I UNIT=AFF=ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "ddname" with the name of an earlier DD statement in 
the job step. Whenever it is required, the volume -:of the earlier data 
set will be mounted and the cataloged data set will be mounted on the 
same unit. If the ddname refers to a DD statement that defines a dummy 
data set, the data set defined on the DD statement requesting unit 
affinity is assigned a dummy status. 

When unit affinity is requested for two data sets that reside on 
different 2321 volumes, the data sets are assigned the same device but 
can be assigned different bins. If the data sets are assigned different 
bins, the implied deferred mounting is ignored. 

VOLUME: The format of the VOLUME parameter for kept data sets is: 

r-------------------------------------~--------------------------------, 
I VOLtw'£= ( [PRIVATE] [,RETAIN]. [" volcount,] SER= (serial, ••• » I 
I, I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The PRIVATE subparameter means that you want the volume(s) on which the 
kept data set resides to be private. (A private volume is one that 
cannot be allocated to a new temporary data set that makes a nonspecific 
request for a public volume.) The RETAIN subparameter means that the 
volume will not de demounted at the end of the step. PRIVATE must be 
coded when you code RETAIN. (RETAIN has the same effect on volume 
mounting as coding PASS in the DISP parameter.) Private volumes are 
demounted at the end of the step unless it is an unrecoverable volume, 
such as a 2301, or unless it has been designated by your installation to 
be a permanently resident volume, for example, the system residence 
volume. It is recommended that you use the RETAIN subparameter whenever 
you want the volume to remain mounted at the end of the step. If there 
are more volumes than devices, only the last volumes mounted 
simultaneously are retained. 
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The volume count subparameter is used only when you want to request 
additional volumes for the data set. (You cannot request additional 
volumes for a partitioned data set.) Replace the term "volcount" with 
the maximum number of volumes the data set can use. You should only use 
this subpararneter if you think your data set may use more volumes than 
those named in the SER subparameter. Note that "volcount" is the 
maximum number of volumes that can be used and not additional volumes. 
For example, if you name three volumes in the SER subparameter, but you 
think you may need two more volumes, replace ,"volcount" with 5. Ask the 
operator for the serial numbers of the volumes assigned, because you 
will have to know them the next time you retrieve or extend your data 
set. 

The SER subparameter identifies the serial numbers of the volumes on 
which your data set resides. Replace the term "serial" with the l-to-6 
character serial number associated with the volume. The volume serial 
number can contain any alphameric and national characters and the 
hyphen. If it is necessary to include special characters, 
h hen",. in the volume serial n~er, enclose it in 

.0~·:Y/>~~;0<'~>~Y~~;'~~'>~~0~, 
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In the case of multivolume data sets, give only the serial numbers of 
the volumes you want to process in the order you want to process them. 

LABEL: The LABEL parameter is used only if the kept data set does not 
have standard labels, or if the data set is not the first data set on a 
tape volume. 

The format o£ the LABEL parameter for kept data sets is: 

r---------------------[~~~~-]---------------------------~----------------l 
I LABEL: ([sequence#] .'NL ) I 
I ,NSL I 
I,BLP I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The £irst positional subparameter indicates the order of your data set 
on the tape volume. You only have to specify a sequence number if your 
data set is not the £irst data set on the volume. If you do not specify 
a sequence number and there are other data sets on the volume, your data 
set cannot be ret~ieved and the step will abnormally terminate • oRe 
the term "se uence#" with the se uence number of our data set. :1£ 

Note: If you request the system to bypass label processing (specify BLP 
in the second positional subparameter of the LABEL parameter), the 
system treats anything within tape marks as a data set. Therefore,if 
you want your data set to be written in the proper sequence., you must 
include all header and trailer labels and data sets that precede your 
data set in the sequence number subparameter. 
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The second positional subparameter indicates the label type of your 
data set. 

Code: 

SUL 
if the data set has standard and user labels. 

NL 
is the data set has no labels. 

NSL 
if the data set has nonstandard labels. 

BLP 
to bypass label processing. 

Size of the Data Set 

You can use the SPACE parameter to override any secondary quantity 
specified when you created the data set. This new secondary quantity is 
in effect only for the duration of the job step. Note that if you did 
not specify a secondary quantity when you created the data set you 

I cannot do so now. You can al so use the SPACE parameter to request that 
the data set's unused space be released. 

SPACE: The format of the SPACE parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
J lTRK I I I I SPACE=( CYL , (1, secondary quantity),RLSE) I 
I block length I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional parameter indicates whether you are requesting 
space in tracks (TRK), cylinders (CYL). or blocks. If you are using 
blocks, replace "blocklength" with the average block length of your 
data. You do not have to use the same type of unit of space you used 
when you created the data set. 
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Any primary quantity you code is ignored. However, for reasons of 
syntax you must code some nQ,mber, such as 1, as the second positional 
parameter. 

Replace the term "secondary quantity" with the amount of space you 
desire in the units specified. 

Code RLSE if you want the system to delete the data set's unused 
space when the data set is closed. If you requested space in units of 
tracks, any unused tracks are released. If you requested space in units 
of cylinders, any unused cylinders are released. If you requested space 
in units of blocks, any unused tracks or cylinders, whichever the system 
allocated to the data set, are released. If you do not wish to override 
any secondary quantity specified when you created the data set, but do 
want to code RLSE, you must still specify a unit of measurement and a 
primary quantity for reasons of syntax. However, you need not enclose 
the primary quantity in parentheses if you do not code a secondary 
quantity. 

Data Attributes 

The DCB parameter is needed only if the kept set is on magnetic tape and 
has no labels or nonstandard labels. Follow the instructions given for 
"Magnetic Tape" in the section "Creating a New Data Set." If the data 
set has standard labels, you can specify the subparameters shown in 
Tables 19, 20, and 22 for "Cataloged Data Sets" in the section on 
"Retrieving an Existing Data Set." 

special Processing Options 

There are three special processing options for kept data sets: 

1. You can request channel separation from other data sets on the same 
job step using either the SEP or AFF parameter. 

2. You can suppress I/O operations on a sequential data set (magnetic 
tape or direct access) using the DUMMY parameter. 

3. For systems with MVT and TSO, you can defer definition of a data 
set until you need it using the DYNAM parameter. 

SEP: When two or more data sets are to be used in a job step, 
processing time may be shortened by requesting that the system transmit 
data sets over separate channels. For example, it would be faster to 
have your input data set on separate channels than to have them on the 
same· channel. 
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You can request channel separation for the data sets of each job step 
using the SEP parameter. If possible, the system will honor this 
request. It may not always be possible to honor the request for 
separation because given devices may not be available for allocation 
when the job step is executed or because there may not be enough devices 
of a given type on different channels for all the data sets that request 
separation. If channel separation is not requested, the system will 
assign any available channel that has the device specified with the UNIT 
parameter .• 

The format of the SEP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I SEP=(ddname, ••• ) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the terms "ddname" with the names of up to eight earlier DD 
statements in the same job step. The earlier DD statements can define 
any type of data set: new or existing, on magnetic tape or direct 
access, temporary or nontemporary, etc. 

Remember that the request for channel separation made with the SEP 
parameter is only a suggestion for more efficient operation, and not a 
requirement,. If your data set must be on separate channels specify unit 
addresses with the UNIT parameter. You can obtain a configuration chart 
with all the unit addresses from your manager or supervisor. 
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AFF: The AFF parameter provides a shortcut method of requesting channel 
separation. When two or more data sets in the same job step have the 
same channel separation requirements" you can code the SEP parameter for 
the first data set, and then request the same separation using the AFF 
parameter in the later data sets. The AFF parameter tells the system 
that you want the data set defined on this DD statement to have the same 
channel separation as the data set defined in the named DD statement. 

The format of the AFF parameter is: 

r-------------------~--------------------------------------------------, I AFF=ddname ' I l ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace "ddname" with the name of the earlier DD statement that requests 
the desired channel separation. This data set and the earlier data set 
mayor may not be on the same channel. 

The requests for channel separation and affinity are only suggestions to 
the system. They will be honored if the appropriate devices are 
available. 

DUMMY: The DUMMY parameter allows you to bypass I/O operations and data 
set disposition,. When your processing programs asks to extend the dummy 
data set, the write request is recognized, but no.data is transmitted. 
This facility is particularly useful when you are debugging your program 
because it saves you processing time. For example, you can suppress the 
extending of a data set until you are sure your program is going to 
produce meaningful output. 

The DUMMY parameter is a positional parameter. 
must be coded in the operand field. 
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If you wish, you can omit all other parameters required to define your 
da ta set except DCB. (If you were not to write the DCB parameter 
you do not have to write it .• ) 

When you are ready to perform I/O operations on your data set, simply 
omit the DUMMY parameter and code all parameters required to retrieve or 
extend the data set.!t'~o:t:(~exalnp].:ei'); ;, .. ~ '~':':.~;~:':\~.~';',.~~'~',:;~~. /~:-: ~".'(~~. >; /" , .. " ~,: '> ~'~~: ·h.:" 

q~':~'i'til~~~OP:,til~J.IT==,~40Q, " 
" '\/' ~;ji'~;'2~I,;~B~==.( I,NpLl.iP9l;i:=DEN':;Z 

,".,,/,{.;" ""/,,:"., ••• ,' 

,·.~~~:~~~~~~2~'~?~~f~e~·3~~'.V?LtJME=stR?A2'7~.4i> 

DYNAM: In TSO LOGON procedures, the DYNAM parameter allows you to 
extend a kept data set on a direct access device at some time after you 
have started your terminal session. With the DYNAM parameter, data sets 
are allocated when they are needed and not necessarily at the beginning 
of the job step. 

In the background, the DYNAM parameter has the same meaning as DUMMY. 

I Like DUMMY, ,DYNAM is a positional, parameter. However, no other 
parameters may be coded with the DYNAM parameter. 
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Special DD Statements 

You can use the DD statement facilities to define three types of special 
data sets. They are: 

1. Private libraries 

• JOBLIB DD statement 
• STEPLIB DD statement 

2. Data sets for abnormal termination dumps 

• SYSABEND DD Statement 
• SYSUDUMP DD Statement 

3. Checkpoint data set 

• SYSCHK DD statement 

PRIVATE LIBRARIES 

The most frequently used processing programs reside in the system 
library SYS1.LINKLIB. However, you may want to place a program in a 
private library for one of several reasons: 

• It is used infrequently. 
• It is not completely checked out. 
• It is used only by a limited number of people. 
• You wish to transport it from one location to another. 

To retrieve a program from a private library, the library must be 
made available. You do this by defining a private library for the 
entire job or for a particular job step" using one of two special DD 
statements. The JOBLIB DD statement is used to define a private library 
for the entire job and the STEPLIB DD statement is used to define a 
library for a job step. When the operating system encounters one of 
these statements, it effectively concatenates the private library with 
the system library for the duration of the job or job step. When a 
request is made for a program the system searches for the program, first 
in the private library, and then in the system library. 

Note: Private libraries are partitioned data sets. Each member of the 
library is a program. (See the description of the PGM parameter in the 
section "The EXEC Statement.") 

JOBLIB DD Statement 

The JOBLIB DD statement defines a private library for the duration of a 
job. The parameters you code on the DD statement depend on whether the 
library exists or whether you are creating it in the same job. In 
either case you must follow these rules: 

1. The ddname must be JOBLIB. Never use the ddname JOBLIB except when 
you are defining a private library. 

2. The JOBLIB DD statement must appear immediately after the JOB 
statement to which it pertains. 

3. A JOBLIB DD statement cannot appear in a cataloged procedure .• 
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The Library Exists: The private library can exist as a cataloged data 
set or as a kept data set. If it is a cataloged data set you must use 
the DSNAME and DISP parameters in the JOBLIB DD statement. If it is a 
kept data set, you must use the DSNAME, DISP~ UNIT. and VOLUME 
parameters. The DSNAME, .UNIT, and VOLUME parameters are coded as 
described for nCataloged Data Setsn and "Kept Data sets" in the section 
nRetrieving an Existing Data Set.n The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP= ({OLD}' PASS) I 
I SHR I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You must code either OLD or SHR. OLD means that the library already 
exists and that you are requesting exclusive control of it for the 
duration of your job. In order to modify the library, you must have 
exclusive control. SHR means that the library already exists and that 
it may be used by other jobs that are executing concurrently. PASS 
means that the library is kept at the end of the job. You can omit PASS 
if you wish. No other subparameters are allowed. 

If you wish to refer to the private library in a later DD statement, 
you can code 

DSNAME=*.JOBLIB 

and the DISP parameter, 

[
, PASS J 

DISP=({OLD} ,KEEP ) 
SHR .CATLG 

(Do not assign a disposition of DELETE, because the library would then 
be deleted at the end of the job step and be unavailable for use during 
the remainder of the job.) If a later DD statement defines a data set 
that is to be placed-on the same volume· as the private library, you can 
code 

VOLUME=REF=*.JOBLIB 

to obtain volume and unit information. 
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In the following example, the private library defined in the JOBLIB 
DD statement is not cataloged. The UPDT DD statement refers to the 
private library and catalogs it. This means that the next time you use 
the private library in another job you only have to use the DSNAME and 
DISP parameters in its JOBLIB DD statement. 

You can concatenate other libraries to the one defined in the JOBLIB DD 
statement. That is, you can arrange a sequence of 00 statements that 
define different libraries. The libraries are searched in the order in 
which the DO statements appear. If the system library is not defined on 
one of these DD statements, it is searched last. 

To concatenate libraries, omit the ddname from all the DD statements 
defining the libraries except the first DD statement. The first DD 
statement must specify a ddname of JOBLIB, and the entire group must 
appear immediately after the JOB statement. 

Creating the JOBLIB: You can create a private library and use it in the 
same job. Code the JOBLIB DD statement to create the library and add 
members to the library by coding DD statements in the job steps. You 
must be sure that all programs you want to execute exist in your private 
library or in SYS1.LINKLIB before you try to execute them. 
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The UNIT, SPACE, and DISP parameters are required on the JOBLIB DD 
statement. The UNIT parameter specifies the device to be allocated to 
the library. The SPACE parameter specifies how much space you want 
allocated for the data set on that device. The format of the DISP 
parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP=( NEW r, PASS ] ) I 
I l'CATLG I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

specifying NEW indicates that you are creating the library and 
requesting exclusive control of it for the duration of the job. PASS 
indicates that the library is to be deleted at the end of the job; CATLG 
indicates that the library is to be cataloged. If you specify a 
disposition of CATLG, the DSNAME is also required. The DSNAME parameter 
specifies the name of the private library. In addition, you can code 
other parameters used to create a partitioned data set. (See the 
section on "Direct Access Devices" under "Creating a Data Set.") 

On a DD statement that adds a member to the library, you must code 
the DISP parameter and specify a status of OLD. You also code the other 
parameters required to add a member to a partitioned data set. (See the 
section on "Extending an Existing Data Set. 'f) 

STEPLIB DD Statement 

The STEPLIB DD statement defines a private library to be used in a job 
step. If you in~lude a STEPLIB DD statement in a job step, the system 
first looks in the private library for the program the job step uses; if 
the program is not there, the system looks in SYS1.LINKLIB. 
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If both JOBLIB and STEPLIB DD statements appear in a job, the STEPLIB 
definition has precedence, i.e., the private library defined by the 
JOBLIB DD statement is not searched for the step that contains the 
STEPLIB definition. If you want the JOBLIB definition ignored but the 
step does not require use of another private library, define the system 
library on the STEP LIB DO statement: 

//STEPLIB DO DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,DISP=OLD 

The private library must exist before the step is executed. The 
parameters you use in the STEPLIB DD statement depend on whether the 
library is cataloged, kept, or passed from a previous job step. In any 
case, you must follow these rules: 

1. The ddname must be STEPLIB. Never use the ddname STEPLIB except 
when you are defining a private library. 

2. A STEPLIB DD statement can appear in any position among the DD 
statements for the step. 

3. The library defined on a STEPLIB DD statement can be ref,erred to by 
or passed to later job steps in the same job. 

4. A STEPLIB DD statement can appear in a cataloged procedure. 

5. You may concatenate private libraries. 

The Library is Cataloged: If the private library is cataloged you must 
code the DSNAME and nISP parameters as described for "Cataloged Data 
Sets" in the section "Retrieving An Existing. Data Set. WI 

• The DSNAME parameter specifies the name of the private library • 

• The DISP parameter specifies the library's status, either OLD or 
SHR, qnd its disposition. The disposition would be KEEP, UNCATLG, 
DELETE, or PASS, depending on how you want the library treated after 
its use in the job step. 
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The Library is Kept: If the private library is kept, you must use the 
DSNAME, DISP, UNIT, and VOLUME parameter as described in "Kept Data 
Sets" in the section "Retrieving An Existing Data Set". 

• The DSNAME parameter specifies the name of the private library. 

• The DISP parameter specifies the library's status, either OLD or 
SHR, and its disposition. The disposition would be KEEP, CATLG, 
DELETE, or PASS depending on how you want the library treated after 
its use in the job step. 

• The VOLUME parameter identifies the volume serial number. 

• The UNIT parameter specifies the device to be allocated to the 
library. 
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The Library is Passed: A library can be passed in two ways: 

1. You create the library with the DISP=(NEW,PASS) parameter in one 
job step and you then retrieve it in the STEPLIB DD statement of a 
later job step, or 

2. You retrieve a cataloged or 
statement of a job step and 
DISP=(SHR,PASS) parameter. 
library then retrieve it as 
cataloged or kept data set~ 
first time you retrieve the 
library is not demounted at 

kept private library in the STEPLIB DD 
use a DISP=(OLD,PASS) or 
Any other steps that use that private 
a passed data set and not as a 

(If you use the PASS subparameter the 
library, the volume that contains the 
the end of the step. 

If the private library is passed you must use the DSNAME and DISP 
parameters as described for "Passed Data Sets" in the section 
"R~trieving an Existing Data Set." 

• The DSNAME parameter specifies either the name of the private 
library or a backward reference of the form *.stepname.ddname. If 
the DD statement that assigned a disposition of PASS occurs in a 
cataloged procedure, the backward reference must include the 
procedure step name, i.e., 

*.stepname.procstepname.ddname 

• The DISP parameter specifies a status of OLD or SHR and a 
disposition. The disposition would be KEEP, CATLG, UNCATLG, DELETE, 
or PASS depending on how you want the library treated after its use 
in the job step. 
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DATA SETS FOR ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUMPS 

Job steps subject to abnormal termination can take advantage of the 
operating system abnormal termination dumping facilities. To avail a 
job step of these facilities, you must include a special DD statement 
defining a data set on which the dump can be written. This DD statement 
must be identified by one of the special ddnames SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP 
and must include appropriate parameters for a new data set on a unit 
record device (printer), a system output device, magnetic tape or a 
sequential data set on a direct access device as described in the 
section "Creating a New Data Set." The processing program must not make 
a reference to such a data set. If more than one SYSABEND or SYSUDU~~ 
DD statement is included in a job step, all but the first SYSABEND or 
SYSUDUMP DD statement are ignored. 

The dump provided when the SYSABEND DD statement is used includes the 
system nucleus, the problem program storage area, and a trace table, if 
the trace table option was requested at system generation (PCP and MFT 
only). The SYSUDUMP DO statement provides only a dump of the problem 
program storage area. 

If you define a data set on printer or a system output'device, the 
dump data set is produced immediately. If you define a data set on 
magnetic tape or direct access, you are actually storing the dump so you 
can write it at a later time. When you store the dump you must give a 
conditional disposition of KEEP or CATLG in the DISP parameter. This is 
because the conditional disposition is used only when the job abnormally 
terminates and the dump is produced only when the job abnormally 
terminates. 

'j";' 

s:tat~mlen1t:. .. $,pecifies>\t~a'C,: \:;:' 
dump is to be . 

omit the UNIT 
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Note: For further information on abnormal termination dumps, refer to 
the publication, IBM system/360 Operating System: Programmer's Guide to 
Debugging, GC28-6670. 

CHECKPOINT DATA SET 

If CHKPT macro instructions were executed during the original execution 
of your processing program, checkpoint entries were written on a 
checkpoint data set. If you resubmit your job for restart, and 
execution is to be restarted at a particular checkpoint, you must 
include a DD statement named SYSCHK. The SYSCHK DD statement defines 
the data set on which the checkpoint entry was written. The parameters 
you code on the SYSCHK DD statement depend on whether the data set was 
cataloged or kept. In either case, you must follow these rules: 

1. The ddname must be SYSCHK. SYSCHK can be used as the ddname of DD 
statements in jobs. 

2. The SYSCHK DD statement must immediately precede the first EXEC 
statement of the resubmitted job when restart is to begin at a 
checkpoint. 

(Do not use the SYSCHK DD statement when restart is to begin at a 
step. ) 

3. The SYSCHK DD statement must follow a DD statement named JOBLIB, if 
one is present. 

4. The RESTART parameter must be coded on the JOB statement; 
otherwise, the SYSCHK DD statement has no effect. 

5. The parameters you code on the SYSCHK DD statement are determined 
by whether the checkpoint data set is cataloged. 

The Checkpoint Data Set is Cataloged 

If the checkpoint data set is cataloged, you must always code the DSNAME 
and DISP parameters. 

• The DSNAME parameter specifies the name of the checkpoint data set. 
If the checkpoint data set is partitioned, do not include a member 
name in the DSNA¥~ parameter. 

• The DISP parameter must specify or imply a status OLD and 
disposition of KEEP. 
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Other parameters you might code are VOLUME. UNIT, LABEL, and DCB. 

• If the checkpoint entry exists on a tape volume other than the first 
volume of the checkpoint data set, you must indicate this by coding 
the volume serial number or volume sequence number in the VOLUME 
parameter (the serial number of the volume on which a checkpoint 
entry was written>. If you code the volume serial number., you must 
also code the UNIT parameter, since the system will not look in the 
catalog for unit information. 

• Code the LABEL parameter if the checkpoint data set does not have 
standard labels. 

• Code DCB=TRTCH=C if the checkpoint data set is on 7-track magnetic 
tape with nonstandard labels or no labels. 

The Checkpoint Data Set is Kept 

• The DSNAME parameter specifies the name of the checkpoint data set .• 
If the checkpoint data. set is partitioned, do not include a member 
name in the DSNAME parameter. 

• The DISP parameter must specify or imply a status of OLD and 
disposition of KEEP. 

• The VOLUME parameter specifies the volume serial number of the 
volume on which the checkpoint entry resides. (The serial number of 
the volume on which a checkpoint entry was written is contained in 
the console message printed after the checkpoint entry is written.) 

• The UNIT parameter specifies the device to be allocated to the data 
set. 

Other parameters you might code are LABEL and DCB .• 

• Code the LABEL parameter if the checkpoint data set does not have 
standard labels .• 

• Code DCB=TRTCH=C if the checkpoint data set is on 7-track magnetic 
tape with nonstandard or no labels. 
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Specifying the Time Sharing Option (TSO) 

The TERM parameter which is coded on a DD statement indicates to the 
system that the input or output data being defined is coming from or 
going to a time sharing terminal. The TERM parameter is ignored under 
batch processing and under any system configuration other than MVT with 
the Time Sharing Option (TSO). 

The format of the TERM parameter is 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I TERM=TS I L __________________________________ ~------------------_________________ J 

TS is the only value that can be specified for TERM. If any other value 
is specified, a JCL error message is produced. 

I Except for the DCB parameter, all other parameters (including DUMMY 
and DYNAM) coded on a DD statement with TERM are ignored. For example, 
the following three DD statements are equivalent in effect: 

//DD1 
//DD2 
//DD3 

DD 
DD 
DD 

TERM=TS 
UNIT=2400,DISP=(MOD,PASS>,TERM=TS,LABEL=(,NL) 
DUMMY, T ERM=TS 

A DD statement with T~TS can only be concatenated if it is the 
last DD statement. You can refer to the Job Control Language Reference, 
GC28-6704, for information on .concatenating data sets. 

Postponing Definition of a Data Set 

The DDNAME parameter allows you to postpone defining a data set until 
later in the same job step. In the case of cataloged procedures" this 
parameter allows you to postpone defining a data set in the procedure 
until the procedure is called by a job step. 

The DDNAME parameter is most often used in cataloged procedures and 
in job steps that call procedures. It is used in cataloged procedures 
to postpone defining data in- the input stream until a job step calls the 
procedure~ (Procedures cannot contain DD statements that define data in 
the input stream, i.e., DD * or DD DATA statements.) It is used in job 
steps that call procedures to postpone defining. data in the input stream 
on an overriding DD statement until the last overriding DD statement for 

laprocedure step. (Overriding Dp statements must appear in the same 
order as the corresponding DD statements in the procedure.) 
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The format of the DDNAME parameter is 

r-----------------------~---------------------------------------~------, 
I DDNAME=ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "ddname" with the name of a following DD statement in 
the same job step that defines this data set. 

1. 

The following rules apply to the DDNAME parameter: 

If you want to make a backward reference (i.e.~ *.ddname). you must 
refer to the statement that contains the DDNAM~ parameter, not to 
the statement that has the matching ddname. If the backward 
reference occurs before a statement with the matching ddname is 

encountered, it refers to a dummy data set. 

2. If you want to concatenate data sets. the unnamed DD statements 
must follow the statement that contains the DDNAME parameter; they 
must not follow the statement that has the matching ddname. 

3. You can use the DDNAME parameter up to five times in a job step and 
up to five times in a cataloged procedure step; however, each use 
must refer to a different ddname. 

4. You cannot use the DDNAME parameter in a JOBLIB DD statement. 

5. You cannot use the DDNAME parameter to refer to a DD statement that 
has the DYNAM parameter coded on it. 

6. A DD statement to which a DDNAME parameter refers cannot contain 
any reference to a DD statement that follows the one with the 
DDNAME parameter. 

TWo DeB subparameters can be coded with the DDNAME parameter -
BLKSIZE and BUFNO. (You cannot use a backward reference to a 
previously-defined DD statement to obtain these DeB subparameters; they 
must be coded explicitly on the DD statement that contains the DDNAME 
parameter.) This allows you to assign these DeB characteristics to the 
data set defined in the referenced DD statement. When the DeB 
subparameters BLKSIZE and BUFNO are coded both on the DD statement that 
contains the DDNAME parameter and on the referenced DD statement, the 
subparameters coded on the former are ignored. 

BLKSIZE and BUFNO would most often be coded with the DDNAME parameter 
when the referenced DD statement defines data in the input stream. Data 
in the input stream for MFT and MVT is written onto a direct access 
device. and the records are blocked as they are written. The input 
reader procedure normally assigns a block size and number of buffers for 
blocking. Coding the BLKSIZE subparameter allows you to specify that 
you want shorter blocks. Coding the BUFNO subparameter allows you to 
specify that you want fewer buffers. You cannot specify that you want 
larger blocks or more buffers than would be assigned by the input reader 
procedure. {When a job is submitted via remote job entry and the BUFNO 
subparameter is coded, the BUFNO subparameter is ignored.) 
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The Delimiter Statement 

When you submit data through an input stream, you must indicate to the 
system the beginning of the data and the end of the data. The beginning 

1

0f the data is indicated by a DD * or DD DATA statement. The end of the 
data set is indicated by a delimiter statement. The delimiter 
statement, however, is not required if the data is preceded by a DD * 
statement. For further information on the use of the delimiter. 
statement refer to "Input stream" in the section "Retrieving an Existing 
Data Set." 

The delimiter statement consists of the characters /* in columns 1 
and 2 and the comments field. 

The format of the delimiter statement is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I /* comments I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The comments cannot be continued onto another statement. 
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The Null Statement 

The null statement can be placed at the end of a job's JCL statements 
and data or at the end of all the statements in an input stream. The 
null statement tells the system that the job just read should be placed 
on the queue of jobs ready for processing. If there are any JCL 
statements or data between a null statement and the next JOB statement, 
these are flushed by the system. 

If you do not follow your job's JCL statements and data with a null 
statement, the system places your job on the queue when it encounters 
another JOB statement in the input stream. If your job is the last job 
in the input stream and a null statement does not follow it, the system 
recognizes that this is the last job in the input stream and it places 
your job on the queue .• 

Although it is not technically necessary to use a null statement at 
the end of your job it is good practice to do so because it ensures 
against other people's mistakes. For example, if the programmer who 
wrote the job that is to run after yours forgot to include his JOB 
statement, all of his JCL statements are considered to be part of your 
job. If you include the null statement at the end of your job, your job 
will end where it is supposed to and you will not have to pay for the 
other programmer's mistake. 

I If a null statement follows a control statement that is being 
continued, the system treats the null statement as a blank comment field 
and assumes that the control statement contains no other operands. 

The null statement consists only of the characters // in columns 1 
and 2. The remainder of the statement must be blank. 

The format of the null statement is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I // I l ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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The Comment Statement 

The comment statement can be used to contain information that may be 
helpful to yourself or another person that may be running your job or 
reviewing your output listing. 

The comment statement may appear anywhere except before the JOB 
statement. A comment statement cannot be continued, but if you have 
many comments to write you can use several comment statements. 

The comment statement consists of the characters //* in columns 1, 2. 
and 3, and the comments field. 

The format of the comment statement is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I //* comments I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

In the MSGLEVEL parameter, you can request an output listing of all 
the JCL statements processed in your job. If you do, you can identify 
comment statements by the appearance of *** in columns 1, 2, and 3. 
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The PROC Statement 

The PRoe statement is the first control statement in an in-stream 
procedure. Optionally, the PRoe statement can also be the first control 
statement in a cataloged procedure. If a PRoe statement is included in 
a cataloged procedure, it is used to assign default values for symbolic 
parameters in the procedure. In an in-stream procedure., the PRoe 
statement is used to mark the beginning of the procedure and can be used 
to assign default values to symbolic parameters in the procedure. A 
default value appearing on a PROC statement can be overridden by 
assigning a value to the same symbolic parameter on the EXEe statement 
that calls the procedure. 

The name field of the PRoe statement is optional for cataloged 
procedures only. The PRoe statement must contain the term PRoe in its 
operation field. For cataloged procedures. the operand field must 
contain symbolic parameters and their default values. For in-stream 
procedures, the operand field is optional. 

The PRoe statement and symbolic parameters are explained in detail in 
Part IV of this publication. 

Naming the PROe Statement 

The name field is optional for cataloged procedures only. The name 
field is required for in-stream procedures. When a name is coded. it 
must be from one to eight characters in length and can contain any 
alphameric or national ( •• $, #,) character. However, the first 
character of the name must be a letter or national character and must 
begin in column 3. 

The name that appears on the PRoe statement of an in-stream procedure 
is the name of the procedure. It is this name that is used on an EXEe 
statement to call the procedure. For cataloged procedures, the name of 
the PRoe statement does not have to be the name of the cataloged 
procedure although the same name may be used. The name of the cataloged 
procedure is the name of the member of SYS1.PROeLIB that contains the 
cataloged procedure. 

Symbolic Parameters 

To assign a value on a PRoe statement to a symbolic parameter, code: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I symbolic parameter=value I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Omit the ampersand that precedes the symbolic parameter in the 
procedure. 
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You can also nullify a symbolic parameter on the PROC statement. 
Code: 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I symbolic parameter: I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Omit the ampersand that precedes the symbolic parameter and do not 
follow the equal sign with a value. 

There are some rules you should keep in mind as you assign values to 
symbolic parameters: 

1. The value you assign can be any length, but it cannot be continued 
onto another statement. 

2. If the value contains special character, enclose the value in 
apostrophes (the enclosing apostrophes are not considered part of 
the value). If the special characters include apostrophes, each 
must be shown as two consecutive apostrophes. 

3. If you assign more than one value to a symbolic parameter on the 
PRoe statement, the first value encountered is assigned. 

4. If the symbolic parameter is concatenated with some other 
information (e.g., tJOBNO.321), this information and the value you 
assign to the symbolic parameter cannot exceed a combined total of 
120 characters. 
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The PEND Statement 

A PEND (procedure end) statement is required for every in-stream 
procedure you include in the input stream. It is used to mark the end 
of the procedure. The name of the PEND statement is optional. 

The PEND statement consists of the characters // in columns 1 and 2, 
and three fields -- the name field, the operation (PEND) field, and the 
comments field. If comments are coded, one or more blanks must separate 
the operation field from the comment field. The PEND statement cannot 
be continued. 

The format of the PEND statement is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
1 //name PEND comments I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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The Command Statement 

Commands are issued to communicate with and control the system. All 
commands may be issued to the system via the operator's console: some 
commands may be also issued via a command statement in the input stream. 
In most cases, the operator issues the command. If you include a 
command statement as part of your JCL statements, the command is usually 
executed as soon as it is read. since this is so, in MFT and MVT it is 
not likely that the command will be synchronized with the execution of 
the job step to which it pertains. Therefore., you should tell the 
operator which commands you want issued and when they should be issued, 
and let him issue them. 

A command statement may appear immediately before a JOB statement" an 
EXEC statement, a null statement, another command statement, or between 
DD statements. 

The command statement consists of characters // in columns 1 and 2, 
and three fields -- the operation (command), operand, and comments 
field. The format of the command statement is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I // command operand comments I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The commands that can be entered through the input stream MFT or MVT 
are listed below, with a brief explanation of what each command requests 
the system to do. Most command statements consist of an operation 
(command) field and an operand field, which includes options associated 
with the command. The operand field is not described here: a complete 
discussion of the commands and operands is presented in the publication 
IBM System/360 operating System: operator's Guide. 

MFT 

In MFT, the following commands can be entered through the input stream.. 

CANCEL: The CANCEL command tells the system to immediately terminate 
the scheduling or execution of a job, to cancel a job on the queue, or 
to stop the writing of an output data set currently being processed by 
an output writer. 

DISPLAY: The DISPLAY command causes a console display of certain system 
status information.. 

HOLD: The HOLD command causes the system to temporarily prevent one job 
or all jobs from being selected for processing. 

LOG: The LOG command is used to enter information into the system log. 

MODIFY: The MODIFY command tells the system to change the 
characteristics of a functioning output writer. 

MOUNT: The MOUNT command tells the system to assign a device so a 
particular volume can be mounted on it. This device can then be 
assigned by the system to any job step that requires that volume. 
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RELEASE: The RELEASE command tells the system to resume job selection. 
which had been suspended by the HOLD command or TYPRUN=HOLD on the JOB 
statement. 

REPLY: The REPLY command is used to reply to messages from the system 
or from a processing program that requests information. 

RESET: The RESET command tells the system to change the class or 
priority, or both, of a job in an input, hold, or system output queue. 

SET: The SET command is used to establish the values of certain 
variables, such as the time of day and the date. 

START: The START command tells the system to start a particular system 
process, e.g., an input reader, graphic job processor, initiator, etc. 

STOP: The STOP command tell s the system to stop a system process that 
has been previously started by a START command, or to stop the console 
display affected by the DISPLAY command. 

UNLOAD: The UNLOAD command tells the system to remove the volume 
previously mounted in response to a MOUNT command. 

VARY: The VARY command tells the system to place an I/O device or path 
into an online or offline status. 

WRITELOG: The WRITELOG command tells the system to have the system 
output writer write out the contents of the system log. 
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In MVT, the following commands can be entered through the input stream. 

CANCEL: The CANCEL command tells the system to immediately termipate 
the scheduling or execution of a job, to cancela job on the queue, or 
to stop the writing of an output data set currently being processed by 
an output writer. 

DISPLAY: The DISPLAY command causes a console display of certain system 
status information. 

HOLD: The HOLD command causes the system to temporarily prevent one job 
or all jobs from being selected for processing. 

LOG: The LOG command is used to enter information into the system log. 

MODIFY: The MODIFY command tells the system to change the 
characteristics of a functioning initiator or output writer. 

MOUNT: The MOUNT command tells the system to assign a device so a 
particular volume can be mounted on it. This device can then be 
assigned by the system to any job step that requires that volume. 

RELEASE: The RELEASE command tells the system to resume job selection, 
which had been suspended by the HOLD command or TYPRUN=HOLD on the JOB 
statement. 

REPLY: The REPLY command is used to reply to messages from the system 
or from a processing program that requests information. 

RESET: The RESET command tells the system to change the class, or 
priority, or both, of a job in an input, hold, or system output queue. 

SET: The SET command is used to establish the values of certain 
variables, such as the time of day and the date. 

START: The START command tells the system to start a particular system 
process, e.g, an input reader, graphic job processor, initiatOr, etc. 

STOP: The STOP command tells the system to stop a system process that 
had been previously started by a START command or to stop the console 
display effected by the DISPLAY command. 

UNLOAD: The UNLOAD command tells the system to remove the volume 
previously mounted in response to a MOUNT command. 

VARY: The VARY command tells the system to place an I/O device or path 
into an online or offline status. In a system with Model 65 
Multiprocessing (M65MP), this command is used to place I/O devices, CPU, 
channel, and storage units in online or offline status. 

WRITELOG: The WRITELOG command tells the system to have the system 
output writer write out the contents of the system log. 
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Part III: JCL for Compilers, Linkage Editors, 
and Loader 

Part III shows the JCL statements needed to compile and link edit or 
load your source program using the following IBM processing programs: 

• ALGOL (Tables 24, 25 and 26) 

• Assembler E (Tables 27, 28, and 29) 

• Assembler F (Tables 30, 31, and 32) 

• COBOL E (Tables 33, 34, and 35) 

• COBOL F (Tables 36, 37, and 38) 

• American National Standard COBOL (Tables 39, 40, and 41) 

• FORTRAN E (Tables 42, 43, and 44) 

• FORTRAN G (Tables 45, 46, and 47) 

• FORTRAN H (Tables 48, 49, and 50) 

• PL/I F (Tables 51, 52, and 53) 

• Linkage editor (Tables 54, 55, and 56) 

• Loader (Tables 57, 58, and 59) 

There are three tables for each processing program. The first table 
shows the input deck. The second table shows the values that can be 
given to the PARM field of the EXEC statement. The third table shows 
how to code each DD statement in the input deck. 

These tables are a summary of the information in the programmer's 
Guide associated with each of the listed programs. They are presented 
here for your convenience in preparing a few sample decks while learning 
JCL.. For further details and up-to-date information you should refer to 
the appropriate publication. 

The JCL statements required to execute your program can only be 
determined by you. You should code them following the instructions in 
Part II of this publication. 

A section with examples follows the tables. 
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ALGOL 

Table 24. ALGOL - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I ALGOL I 
t---------------------------------------------------------------------~~ 
I //jobname JOB parameters I 
I //[name] EXEC PGM=ALGOL[,PARM=parameters] Required I 
I //SYSUT1 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSUT2 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSUT3 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSABEND DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSPRINT DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSLIN DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Table 25. ALGOL - PARM Field of EXEC statement 
r-----------T----------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM I Meaning I 
t-----------t----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'{PROGRAM }I The source program is an ALGOL program. I 
I PROCEDURE I The source program is an ALGOL procedure. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {SHORT} I Internal representation of real values is in fullwords. I 
I LONG I Internal representation of real values is in I 
I I doublewords. I 
t-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'1DECK I I The object module is placed on the device specified in I 
I I the SYSPUNCH DD statement. I 
I NODECK I The object module is not placed in the device specified I 
I I by the SYSPUNCH DD statement. I 
t-----------t----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I LOAD I I The object module is placed on the device specified by I 
I I the SYSLIN DD statement. I 
I NOLOAD I The object module is not placed on the device specified I 
I I by the SYSLIN DD statement. I 
t-----------t---------------------------------------------------------~ 
'ISOURCE I I A source program and identifier table listing is I 
I I produced. I 
I NOSOURCE I The listing is not produced. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I 1 EBCDIC I I The source program is keypunched in the EBCDIC character I 
I I set. I 
I ISO I The source program is keypunched in the standard I 
I I character set defined by the International Standards I 
II Organization (ISO). I 
t-----------t---------------------------------------------------.------~ 
I{TEST} I The object module is to contain testing information. I 
I NOTEST I The object module will not contain testing information. I 
t-----------t----------------------------------------------------------~ 
ISIZE=numberl Specifies the size of main storage, in bytes, that is I 
I I available to the compiler. I 
t-----------~----------------------------------------------------------4 
I Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L ________________________________________________ ~ ____________________ J 
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Table 26. ALGOL - DD Statements 
r--------T-----------------~------------------T--------T----------T---------------T---------------~-_, 
I 1 1 I Size I I Special I ·1 
I ddname 1 Data Set 1 Location of the 1 of the 1 Data 1 Processing I comments I 
I I Information I Data Set IData SetlAttributesl Options I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t---~----+----------t---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I omit.. IYou can request I Work data sets. I 
ISYSUT2 lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I I separation I I 
I I DISP. I UNIT is required. I direct I I (SEP) I I 
I I IYou can omit laccess. I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+-----------------~ 
ISYSUT3 I Temporary. You canlDirect access. I Requiredl0rnit. IOmit. IWork data sets. I 
I lomit DSNAME and I UNIT is required. I I I I I 
I I DISP • I You can omit I I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------t-----------------~ 
I SYSABEND I I sy stem output de- I I I I Optional. Abnormal I 
I I Ivice" printer or I I I Itermination dump I 
I I I intermediate stor-I I I I is produced on I 
I I lage. SYSOUT=A is I I I Ithis data set. I 
I I I usually specified. I I I I Code as described I 
I I I I I I I for "Abnormal Ter-I 
I I I I I I I mination Dump" in I 
I I I I I I I the section I 

1--------1------------------i------------------1--------t----------t---------------l~~~~~~;~~~~~-----_l ISYSPRINTI ISystem output de- I IYou can I IListings are pro- I 
I I Ivice, printer or I I specify I Iduced on this datal 

I I 
'

intermediate stor-f ,BLKSIZE. I Iset. I 
age. SYSOUT=A ~s 

I I I usually specified. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t---~----+----------t---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSPUNCHI Isystem output de- I IYou can IYou can use IObject module is I 
I I Ivice, card punch, I I specify IDUMMY while Iproduced on this I 
I I lor intermediate I IBLKSIZE. Itesting the Idata set. (Copied I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=B I I I program. I from SYSLIN.) I 
I I lis usually speci- I I \ I I 
I I I fied. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
\SYSLIN IIf object module \Magnetic tape or \RequiredlYou can IYou can use \Object module is I 

lis to be link I direct access. lif on I specify IDUMMY while Iproduced on this I 
\edited or loaded IUNIT is required. Idirect BLKSIZE. \testing the data set. I 
lin a subsequent IYou can omit laccess. I program. I 
I step of the same I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I 
I job use I I I I 
IDSNAME=&&dsnarne \ I I I 
I and DISP= ( , PASS). I I I I 
I If it is to be \ I I I 
Ilink edited or I I I I 
Iloaded in another I \ I 
I job, define a cat-I I I 
I aloged or kept I I I 

I Idata set. I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------t-----------------~ 
ISYSIN I IUsually in the I IYou can I \ Input to the ALGOL I 
I I linput stream; use \ I specify I Icompiler (source I 
I I I * . I I BLKSI ZE. I I statements) • I L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~_~ ________ ~ _______________ ~ __________________ J 
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Assembler E 

Table 27. Assembler E - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I Assembler E I 
t-------------------------------------------~--------------------------~ 
I //jobname JOB parameters I 
I //[name] EXEC PGM=IETASM[,PARM=parameters] Required I 
I / /SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB" DISP=SHR Optional I 
I //SYSUT1 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSUT2 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSUT3 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPRINT DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD parameters Optional I 
I / /SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Table 28. Assembler E - PARM Field of EXEC Statement 
r----------T-----------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~----------t-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I IDECK I I The object module is placed on the device specified by I 
I I the SYSPUNCH DD sta temen t. I 
I NODECK I An object module is not produced. I 
r----------+-----------------------------------------------------------4 
I LOAD I I The object module is placed on the device specified in I 
I I the SYSPUNCH DD statement. . I 
I NOLOAD I An object module is not produced. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
J{LIST } I An assembler listing is produced. I 
I NOLIST I An assembler listing is not produced. I 
~----~-----+-----~-----------------------------------------------------~ 
11TEST I I The object module (if produced) contains the source sym- I 
I I hoI table required by TESTRAN. I 
I NOTEST I The object module does not contain the table required by I 
I I TESTRAN.· I 
t----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I{XREF } I A cross-reference tabl.e of symbols is listed. I 
I NOXREF I A cross-reference table is not produced. I 
~--~-------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I LINECNT=nnl Specifies as a number from 01 to 99, the number of lines I 
I I to be printed between headings in the listing. I 
~----------~-----------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 29. Assembler E - DD Statements 
r--------T------------------T------------------T--------T----------T---------------T------------------, 
" , , size I ,special I I 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data Set ,Data setlAttributes, Options 1 I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+------~-+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
lSYSLIB ICode I 'I I 1 I 
I I DSNAME=SYS1. MACLIB I Omit. I Omit. I omit. I omit. I Optional. Existingl 
I land DISP=SHR or I' I I I Ipartitioned data I 
I I DSNAME=userlibraryl I I I Iset. I 
I I Al ternati vely, the I I I I I I 
I luser library may I I I I I I 
I Ibe concatenated tol 'I I I I 
, I SYS1.MACLIB. I I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I Omit. IYou can requestlWork data sets. I 
ISYSUT2 lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I I separation I I 
I SYSUT3 IDISP. IUNIT is required. I direct I I (SEP). I I 
I I IYou can omit laccess. I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSPRINTI I System output de- I I I I Optional. Listings, 
I I Ivice, printer, or I I I lare produced on I 
I I I intermediate stor-I I I Ithis data set. I 
I I lage. SYSOUT=A is I I I I I 
I I I usually specified. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+------~-+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
SYSPUNCHIIf object module Isystem output de- IRequired IYou can use IOptional. Object I 

,is to be link I vice, card punch, I if on I DUMMY while I module is produced 
ledited or loaded Imagnetic tape or Idirect Itesting the on this data set. 
lin a subsequent I direct access. laccess. I program. 
I step of the same I SY SOUT=B can be I I 
Ijob; use DSNAME= lused. If you do I I 
I&&dsname and DISP=lnot use SYSOUT, I I 
I (,PASS). If it is Icode UNIT; you canl 1 
Ito be link edited lomit VOLUME and I I 
I or loaded in I LABEL. 1 1 
lanother job, de- III 
Ifine a cataloged I I I 
lor kept data set. I I I 
I Omit DSNAME and I 1 I 
IDISP to produce a I , I 
'punched deck. I I I I 

~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
ISYSIN I I Usually in the' I I I Input to the I 
I I linput stream; use I I I lassembler (source I 
I I I * . 1 I I I statements) • I L ________ ~___ _ ____________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ __________________ J 
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Assembler F 

Table 30.. Assembler F - Input deck 
r-----------------------~----------------------------------------------, 
I Assembler F I 
t-------------------------------------------~----------------------~---~ 
I //jobname JOB parameters I 
I //[name] EXEC PGM=IEUASM[,PARM=parameters] Required I 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR Optional I 
I //SYSUT1 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSUT2 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSUT3 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPRINT DDparameters Optional I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSGO DD p~rameters Optional I 
I //SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Table 31. Assembler F - PARM Field of EXEC Statement 
r---------T-----------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
r----------+-----------------------------------------------------------1 
'IDECK I I The object module is placed on the device specified by I 
I I the SYSPUNCH DD statement. . I 
I NODECK I The object module is not placed on the device specified I 
I I by the SYSPUNCH DD statement. I 
r----------+----------------------------~------------------------------1 
I LOAD I The object module is placed on the device specified by I 
I I the SYSGO DD st atement. I 
I NOLOAD I The object is not placed on the device specified by the I 
I I SYSGO DD statement. I 
~----------+------------------------~----------------------------------i 
I{LIST } I An assembler listing is produced. I 
I NOLIST I An assembler listing is not produced. I 
r----------+-----------------------------------------------------------i 
IITEST I I The object module contains the source symbol table I 
I I required by TESTRAN. I 
I NOTEST I The object module does not contain the table required by I 
I I TESTRAN. I 
~----------+-------------------------~---------------------------------~ 
I{XREF } I A cross-reference table of symbols is listed. I 
I NOXREF I A cross-reference table is not produced. I 
t----------+-----------------------------------------------------------1 
'IRENT I I The source program is checked for coding violations of I 
I I program reenterability. I 
I NORENT I The source program is not checked. I 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ I LI NECNT=nn I Specifies, as a number from 01 to 99, the number of lines I 
I I to be printed between headings in the listing. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I{ALGN } I The alignment error diagnostic message is not suppressed. I 
I NOALGN I The alignment error diagnostic message is suppressed. I 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'Ios I The assembler will have complete Operating System I 
I I Ass.embler F capability. I 
I DOS I The assembler will behave like Disk Operating System I 
I I (DOS) Assembler F. - The DOS option is incompatible with I 
I I the LOAD, TEST, RENT, or NOALGN options. I 
r----------~-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L _____________________________________________________ - ________________ J 
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Table 32,. Assembler F - DD Statements 
r--------T-----------------~------------------T--------T----------T---------------T------------------, 
I I I I Size I I Special 1 1 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data set I Data Set I Attributes I Options I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------_i 
ISYSLIB I Code I I I I I I 
I I DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIBI omit. I Omit. I Omit. I omit. IOptional. Existing I 
I I and DISP=SHR or , I' I ,partitioned data I 
I I use I I I I , set. I 
I I DSNAME=userlibrary I I" , , 
, IAlternatively, the I I I , I I 
I luser library may I '" , , 
, ,be concatenated tol '" 1 , 
I I SYS1.MACLIB., I I I I , 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+--------~------+------------------i 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I Omit. IYou can requestlWork data sets. I 
ISYSUT2 lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I I separation I I 
I SYSUT3 IDISP. ,UNIT is required. I direct I I (SEP) I I 
I I IYou can omit laccess. I I I I 
I' ,VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------_i 
I SYSPRINT I I system output de- I I I IOptional. Listings I 
I I Ivice, printer, or I I I lare produced on I 
'I I intermediate stor-I , , Ithis data set. I 
I I ,age. SYSOUT=A is I I , I I 
I' ,usually specified. I , , I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
I SYSPUNCHI Isystem output de- I I I You can use IOptional. Object I 
I I I vice, card punch I I I DUMMY while I module is produced I 
I I lor intermediate I I Itesting the Ion this data set. I 
I I ,storage. SYSOUT=B I I I program. I , 
I' I usually specified., , I I I 
~---~----+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------_i 
SYSGO If object module lMagnetic tape or Required, IYou can use loptional. Same as 

is to be link Idirect access. if on IDUMMY while ISYSPUNCH but can 
edited or loaded ,UNIT is required. direct Itesting the ,be used as immedi-
in a subsequent ,You can omit access. I program. late input to the 
step of the same IVOLUME and LABEL. I Ilinkage editor or 
job, use DSNAME= I I I loader • You can 
&&dsname and DISP=I I I define a punched 
(,PASS). If it is I I ,deck as in 
to be link edited I I I SYSPUNCH. 
or loaded in I I I 
another job, de- I I I 
fine a cataloged I I' 
or kept data set. , I I 

~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------~----~+-----------------_i 
I SYSIN I ,Usually in the, .1 I I Input to the I 
1 I ,input stream; use 1 , I lassembler (source , 
I' I * . I' I I statements) • I L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ __________________ J 
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COBOL E 
Table 33.. COBOL E - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
, COBOL E I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

//name I 
//jobname JOB parameters , 
//[name] EXEC PGM=IEPCBLOO[,PARM=parameters] Required I 
//SYSLIB DD parameters Optional I 
//SYSUT1 DD parameters Required I 
//SYSUT2 DD parameters Required I 
//SYSUT3 DD parameters Required I 
//SYSUT4 DD parameters Optional I 
//SYSPRINT DD parameters Required I 
//SYSPUNCH DD parameters Required I 
//SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I ________________________________________ ~ _____________________________ J 

Table 34.. COBOL E - PARM Field of EXEC statement 
r----------T-----------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I BUFSIZE= I Indicates the size of each of the work buffers used dur- , 
I I ing a COBOL compilation. I 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I DECK j I The object module is written on the device specified in I 
II the SYSPUNCH DD statement. I 
I NODECK I An object module is not produced. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------i 
I {FLAGE} I The compiler suppresses warning diagnostic messages. I 
'FLAGW I The compiler will produce error and warning diagnostic I 
, , messages. , 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'{LIST } 'A source listing is produced. I 
'NOLIST I A source listing is not produced. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
,{DMAP } 'A data-name listing is produced. I 
I NODMAP I A data-name listing is not produced. I 
t,---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
IlpMAP l I A listing of object code for each statement in the Proce- , 
I I dure Division is produced. I 
'NOPMAP 'A listing of object code is not produced. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------~-----------------~ 
I{MAPS } 'Equivalent to specifying both DMAP and PMAP. I 
I NOMAPS 'Equivalent to specifying both NODMAP and NOPMAP. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I IDISPCK I I The compiler generates object code that tests whether a I 
I I field to be displayed exceeds the record length of the I 
I I device on which it is to be written. I 
I NODISPCK I The test code will not be generated. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
IIREGEDl I Specifies that the character "." represents a decimal I 
II point and the character"," represents an insertion I 
I I character. I 
I INVED I The comma represents a decimal point and the period an I 
I I insertion character. I 
~---------+--------------------------------------------------------~--~ 
I LI NECNT=nn I specifies, as a number from 10 to 99, the number of lines I 
I I to be printed on each page of the compilation output I 
, , listing. I 
~---~----~-~----------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
, during system.. generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 35. COBOL E - DD statements 
r--------T------------------T------------------T--------T----------T---------------T------------------, 
I I I I Size I I Special I I 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data Set IData Set I Attributes I Options I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSLIB I Code IRequired if data I Omit. I I I Optional. User I 
I I DSNAME=userlibraryl set was kept. I I I Isource program I 
I I and DISP=OLD or I I I I I library. I 
I I DISP=SHR. I I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. you canlMagnetic tape or I Required I Omit. I omit. IWork data sets. I 
ISYSUT2 lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I I I I 
ISYSUT3 IDISP. IUNIT is required. ldirect I I I I 
I I I You can omit laccess. I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
l--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------~ 
ISYSUT4 I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I Omit. IOmit. I Optional. Work I 
I lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I I Idata set needed I 
I IDISP. IUNIT is required. Idirect I I Iwhen using debug I 
I I I You can omit I access. I I I packets. I 
I I IVOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+--------------~---~ 
ISYSPRINTI ISystem output de- I I I IListings are pro- I 
I I Ivice, printer, or I I I Iduced on this datal 
I I I intermediate stor-I I I I set. I 
I I lage. SYSOUT=A is I I I I I 
I I lusually specified I I I I I 
l--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+-------~-------+-----------------~ 
SYSPUNCHIIf object module I system output de- Required I IYou can use IObject module is 

I is to be link I vice, card punch, if on I I DUMMY while I produced on this 
I edited or loaded Imagnetic tape or direct I Itesting this Idata set. 
lin a subsequent Idirect access. access. program. I 
Istep of the same ISYSOUT=B can be I 
Ijob, use DSNAME= lused. If you do I 
I &&dsname and DISP=I not use SYSOUT, I 
I (, PASS) .• If it is I code UNIT; you I 
Ito be link edited I can omit VOLUME I 
I or loaded in I and LABEL. I 
lanother job, de- I I 
I fine a cataloged I I 
lor kept data set. I I 
IOmit DSNAME and I I 
IDISP to produce I I 
Ipunched deck. I I I 

~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSIN I IUsually in the I I I IInput to the I 
I I I input stream; use I I I I COBOL E compiler I 
I I I *. I I I I (source state- I 
I I I I I I I ments) • I L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ _________________ J 
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COBOL F 

Table 36. COBOL F - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I COBOL F I 
~-----.-----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
J //jobname JOB parameters 
J //[name] EXEC PGM=IEQCBLOO[,PARM=parameters] Required 
J //SYSLIB DD parameters Optional 
J //SYSUTl DD parameters Required 
J //SYSUT2 DD parameters Required 
I //SYSUT3 DD parameters Required 
I //SYSUT4 DD parameters Required 
I //SYSPRINT DD parameters Required 
I //SYSPUNCH DD parameters Optional 
I //SYSLIN DD parameters Optional 
I //SYSIN DD * or parameters Required L _____________________________________________________________________ _ 

Table 37. COBOL F - PARM Field of EXEC statement (Part 1 of 2) 
r-----------T------------------------~---------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------i 
ISIZE=numberl Indicates the amount of main storage, in bytes, avail- I 
I I able for compilation. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------i 
'BUF=nurnber , Indicates the amount of main storage, in bytes, to be I 
I , allocated to buffers. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------~-----~ 
'{SOURCE }, A listing of the source module is produced. I 
I NOSOURCE I A listing of the source module is not produced. I 
t-----------+---------------------------~-----------------------------~ 
J{CLIST } I A condensed listing is to be produced. I 
I NOCLIST I A condensed listing is not to be produced. I 
t-----------t----------------------------------------------------------i 
I MAP I I A listing of a glossary, global tables, object code I 
I I listing" and assembler language expansion of the source I 
1 1 module is to be produced. I 
I NOMAP I The listing is not to be produced. I 
t-----------t----------------------------------------------------------~ 
1 {DMAP} 1 A listing' of a glossary is to be produced. I 
I NODMAP 1 A listing of a glossary is not to be produced. I 
t-----------t---------------------------------------------------------~ 
I jPMAP I I A listing of global tables and assembler language ~xpan- I 
1 I sion is to be produced. I 
I NOPMAP 1 The listing is not to be produced. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------i 
1 I LOAD ·1 The object module is to be link edited or loaded. (Spe- I 
1 1 cify the SYSLIN DD statement.). 1 
I NOLOAD I The object module is not to be link edited or loaded. I 
t-----------t----------------------------------------------------------i 
1 I DECK 1 J The object module is to be punched. (Specify the SYS- I 
I I PUNCH DD st atement. ) I 
'NODECK I The object module is not to be punched. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------i 
I SEQ I· I The compiler is to check the sequence of the source I 
J I statements. I 
I NOSEQ I The compiler is not to check the sequence. I 
t-----------+----------------------------------------------------------i 
1 {'FLAGW} I All warning and diagnostic messages are to be listed. I 
I FLAGE I Only diagnostic messages are to be listed. I L-__________ ~ __________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 37.. COBOL F - PARM Field of EXEC statement (Part 2 of 2) 
r-----------T----------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~-----------t-------------------------------~--------------------------~ 
IISUPMAP II The object code listing .• object module and output deck I 
I I are to be suppressed if an E or D level message is t 
I I generated by the compiler. I 
I NOSUPMAP I Those items are not to be suppressed. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {BASIS } I A BASIS card may be in the source module. I 
I NOBASIS I A BASIS card is not in the source module. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {COpy} I A COpy or INCLUDE statement may be in the source module. I 
I NOCOPY I A COpy or INCLUDE statement is not in the source module. I 
tLiNECNT;nn-t-speCrfies;-as-a-number-from-oi-tO-99~-the-number-~f------1 
I I lines to be printed on each page of the compilation out- I 
I I put listing. I 
~-----------t------------------------------------------------------~---~ 
I SPACEll. I The listing of the source module has single spacing. I 
I SPACE2 I Double spacing. I 
I SPACE3 I Triple spacing. I 
~----------~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 38.. COBOL F - DD statements 

r--------T------------------r------------------r----~---T----------T---------------~-------------~---, 
I I I I si1ze I I special I I 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data set I Data Set I Attributes I Options I I 
.--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
ISYSLIB ICode IRequired if data I Omit. I I l0ptional. User I 
I IDSNAME=userlibrarylset was kept. I I I Isource program I 
I I and DISP=OLD or I I I I I library • I 
I IDISP=SHR.' I I I I I 
.--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. You canlDirect access. I Required I Omit. I Omit. IWork data sets. I 
I lomit DSNAME and IUNIT is required. I I I I I 
I I DISP. IYou can omit I I , I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
.--------+------------------+~-----------------+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------_i 
ISYSUT2 I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I Omit. I Omit. IWork data sets. I 
ISYSUT3 lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I I I I 
I SYSUT4 I DISP·. I UNIT is required. I direct I I I I 
I I I You can omit I access. I I I I 
I J ,VOLUME and LABEL. J I I I , 
~--------+-------~----------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
'SYSPRINTI Isystem output, I You can I IListings are pro- I 
I I ,device, printer orl I specify I Iduced on this datal 
I I I intermediate I I BLKSIZE I I set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I land LRECL·. I I I 
I I lusual~y specifed. , I , I I 
.--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+------~--------+-----------------_i 
I SYSPUNCHI I System output, I You can I You can use IOptional. Obj ect , 
I I Idevice., card punch, I specify I DUMMY while ,IOOdule is produced I 
I I lor intermediate I IBLKSIZE orltesting this Ion this data set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=B I ILRECL. I program. I I 
I I lusually specified., I ,. , I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
SYSLIN IIf the object mod-IMagentic tape or IRequiredlYou can IYou can use ,Optional. Same as 

I ule is to be link I direct access. 'if on I·specify I DUMMY while 'SYSPUNCH but can 
edited or loaded IUNIT is required. Idirect IBLKSIZE or testing this Ibe used as inter-
in a subsequent ,YOU can omit laccess. land LRECL. program. Imediate input to 
step of the same I VOLUME and LABEL. I I Ilinkage editor or 
job, use I I I I loader. 
DSNAME=~~dsname I I I I 
and DISP=(, PASS). , I I I 
If it is to be I I I I 
link edited or I I I I 
loaded in another I I I J 
job, define a cat-I I I I 
aloged or kept J I I I 
da ta set. I I I I 

.--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
I SYSIN I I Usually in the I I You can J I Input to the COBOL I 
I I I input stream~ use I I specify I IF compiler (source I 
I I I * . I I BLKSI ZE I I statements) • I L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ _________________ _J 
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American National Standard COBOL 

Table 39.. American National Standard COBOL - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 

//jobname JOB parameters I 
//[name] EXEC PGM=IKFCBLOO[,PARM=parameters] Required I 
//SYSLIB DD parameters Optional I 
//SYSUTl DD parameters Required I 
//SYSUT2 DD parameters Required I 
//SYSUT3 DD parameters Required I 
//SYSUT4 DD parameters Required I 
//SYSPRINT DD parameters Required I 
//SYSPUNCH DD parameters Optional I 
//SYSLIN DD parameters Optional I 
//SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I _____ ~ ________________________________________________________________ J 

Table 40. American National Standard COBOL - PARM Field of EXEC Stateme 
(Part 1 of 2) 

r-----------T-------------~--------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
ISIZE=nunberl Indicates the amount of main storage, in bytes, avail- I 
I I able for compilation. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
IBUF=number I Indicates the amount of main storage, in bytes, to be I 
I I allocated to buffers. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {SOURCE } I A listing of the source module is produced. I 
I NOSOURCE I A listing of the souroe module is not produced. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I !CLIST I I A condensed listing is to be produced. CLIST and PMAP I 
I I are mutually exclusive. I 
I NOCLIST I A condensed listing is not to be produced. I 
~-----------+-------------------------------------------~--------------~ 
I{XREF} I A cross-reference listing is to be produced. I 
I NOXREF I A cross-reference listing is not to be produced. I 
~-----------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {DMAP '} I A listing of a glossary is to be produced. I 
I NODMAP I A listing of a glossary is not to be produced. I 
~-----------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
I PMAP I I A listing of global tables and as,sembler language expan- I 
I I sion is to be produced. PMAP and CLIST are mutually I 
I I exclusive. I 
I NOPMAP I The listing is ,not to be produced. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I LOAD I I The object module is to be link edited or loaded. (Spe- I 
I I cify the SYSLIN DD statement.) I 
I NOLOAD I The object module is not to be link edited or loaded. 1 
~----------+-----------------------~----------------------------------~ 
I DECK I I The object module is to be punched. (Specify the SYS- I 
I I PUNCH DD statement.) I 
I NODECK I The object module is not to be punched. I 

Part 111 

~-----------+------------------------~--------------------------------~ 
I SEQ I I The compiler is to check the sequence of the source I 
I I statements • I 
I NOSEQ I The compiler is not to check the sequence. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {FLAGW} I All warning and diagnostic messages are to be listed.. I 
I FLAGE I Only diagnostic messages are to be list~d. I L ___________ ~ __________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 40. American National Standard COBOL - PARM Field of EXEC 
Statement (Part 2 of 2) 

r-----------T----------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
II SUPMAP' II The object code listing, object module and output deck I 
I I are to be suppressed if an E level message is generated I 
I I by the compiler. I 
I NOSUPMAP I Those items are not to be suppressed. I 
~-----------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
I I QUOTE I I The double quote (") is used to delineate literals and I 
I I in the generation of figurative constants,. I 
I APOST I The apostrophe (I) is used to delineate literals in the I 
I I generation of figurative constants. I 
~-----------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
IITRUNC I A COMPUTATIONAL arithmetic item is truncated to the I 
I I nunber of digits specified in the PICTURE clause when I 
I I moved. I 
I NOTRUNC I The movement of the item depends on the size of the I 
I I field (halfword or fullword). I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
ILINECNT=nn I Specifies, as a nunber from 01 to 99" the number of I 
I I lines to be printed on each page of the compilation out- I 
I I put listing. I 
~-----------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
IlsPACE1j I The listing of the source module has single spacing. I 
I SPACE2 Double spacing. I 
I SPACE3 I Triple spacing. I 
~----------~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 41. American National Standard COBOL - DD Statements 

r--------T------------------T-----------------~--------T----------T---------------T------------------, 
I I I I Size I I special I I 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data set I Data Set I Attributes I Options I I 

~--------+------------------+------------------t-------~+----------+---------------+-----------------~ 
ISYSLIB I Code IRequired if data I omit. I I IOptional. User I 
I IDSNAME=userlibrarylset was kept. I I I Isource program I 
I I and DISP=OLD or I I I I I library • I 
I I DISP=SHR I I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------t---------------t-----------------~ 
ISYSUTl ITemporary. You canlDirect access. I Required I Omit. IOmit. IWork data sets. I 
I lomit DSNAME and IUNIT is required. I I I I I 
I IDISP. IYou can omit I I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------t-----------------~ 
ISYSUT2 I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I omit. I Omit IWork data sets. I 
I SYSUT3 I omi t DSNAME and I direct access. I if on I I I I 
ISYSUT4 IDISP. IUNIT is required. Idirect I I I I 
I I I You can omit I access. I I I I 
I I IVOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------t------------------t--------+----------t---------------t------------------~ 
I SYSPRINT I I system output I I You can I I Listings are pro- I 
I I I device, printer orl I specify I I duced on this datal 
I I I intermediate I IBLKSIZE I Iset. I 
I I· I storage. SYSOUT=A I land LRECL. I I I 
I I lusually specified. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------t-----------------~ 
ISYSPUNCHI I system output I IYou can IYou can use l0ptional. Object I 
I I Idevice, card punch I I specify IDUMMY while lmodule is produced I 
I I lor intermediate I IBLKSIZE orltesting this Ion this data set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=B I I LRECL. I program. I I 
I I I usually specified. I .1 I I I 
~--------+-----------------_+------------------t--------+----------t---------------t------------------~ 
ISYSLIN IIf the object mod-IMagnetic tape or IRequiredlYou can IYou can use I Optional. Same as 
I lule is to be link Idirect access. IIf on I specify IDUMMY while ISYSPUNCH but can 
I ledited or loaded IUNIT is required. Idirect IBLKSIZE or testing this Ibe used as inter-
I I in . a subsequent I You can omit I access. I and LRECL. program I mediate input to 
I I step of the same I VOLUME and LABEL. I I Ilinkage editor or 
I Ijob, use I I 1 I loader. 
I I DSNAME= & &dsname I I I I 
I land DISP=("PASS). I I I I 
I I If it is to be I I I I 
I Ilink edited or I I I I 
I Iloaded in another I I I I 
I I job" define a cat-I I I I 
I I aloged or kept I I I I 
I Ida ta set. I I I I 
.--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------t-----------------~ 
I SYSIN I I Usually in the I I You can I I Input to the I 
I I linput stream; use I I specify I IAmerican National I 
I I I * . I I BLKSI ZE I I Standard COBOL I 
I I I I I I Icompiler (source I 
I I I I I I I statements) • I L-_______ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ __________________ J 
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FORTRAN E 
Table 42. FORTRAN E - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I FORTRAN E I 
~--------------------------------------------------------~-------------~ I //jobnarne JOB parameters I 
I //[name] EXEC PGM= I EJFAAAO [,PARM=parameters] Required I 
I //SYSUT1 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSUT2 DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPRINT DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSLIN DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 43. FORTRAN E - PARM Field of EXEC statement 
r--------------T-------------------------------------------------------, 
1 PARM= I Meaning 1 
~--------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
ISIZE={nnnnnnn}I Specifies the maximum number of bytes available to 1 
I nnnnK I the compiler. You can specify a number from 15360 to 1 
I I 999999. or 15K to 9999K. (K=1024 bytes.) I 
.--------------t-------------------------------------------------------i 
ILINELNG=nnn I Specifies, as a number from 001 to 999, the maximum I 
I I length of a record written under control of a FORMAT I 
I I statement. I 
~--------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
INAME=narne I Specifies the name assigned to the compiled module. I 
I I The name can have up to six alphameric characters, I 
I I the first of which must be a 1 etter. I 
~--------------+-------------------------------------------------------i 
I {BCD} I The source program is written in BCD. I 
I EBCDIC I The source program is written in EBCDIC. I 
.--------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
I !SOURCE I The source program is listed on the data set speci- I 
I I fied by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOSOURCE I The source program is not listed. I 
r7-------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
I !DECK I The object module is written on the device specified I 
I I by the SYSPUNCH DD statement. ' I 
I NODECK I ,The object module is not written. 1 
.--------------+-------------------------------------------------------i 
IlMAP I A storage map is produce, d on the device specified by I 
1 I the SYSPRINT DD statement.1 
I NOMAP I A storage map is not produced. 1 
~---~----------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
I lLOAD I I The object module ~,·s written on the data set speci- I 
I I fied by the SYSLIN DD statement. I 
1 NOLOAD I The object module is not written. I 
~--------------+---------~---------------------------------------~-----i 
I SPACE I J Specifies that 15360 bytes of main storage are used I 
I I for compilations and the remainder of the space spe- 1 
I I cified with SIZE is used for the dictionary, overflow I 
1 I table, and I/O buffers. 1 
I PRFRM I Specifies that the first 19456 bytes specified in I 
1 I SIZE are used for compilations, and the rest is used I 
I J for dictionary, overflow table and I/O buffers. I 
~--------------+-------~-----------------------------------------------~ 
1 ADJUST I The source program is to be scanned for meaningful 1 
I I blanks. embedded blanks and keywords used as variable I 
I I names and put into a form acceptable to the compiler. I 
I NOADJUST I The source program is not to be scanned. I 
~-~-----------~-------------------------------------------------------~ 
1 Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 44. FORTRAN E - DD Statements 
r--------T------------------T------------------r--------T----------T---------------T-----------------~, 
I I I I Size I I special I I 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data Set I Data SetlAttributesl Options I I 
.--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------t------------------i 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I omit. I Omit. IWork data sets. I 
I lomit DSNAME and I direct access. I if on I I I I 
I I DISP. I UNIT is required. I direct I I I I 
I I IYou can omit I access. I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------t---------------+------------------~ 
I SYSPRINT I I System output I I You can I I Listings are pro- I 
I I Idevice, printer orl I specify I Iduced on this datal 
I I I intermediate I I BLKSIZE if I I set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I I you use I I I 
I I lis usually speci- I I thePRFRM I I I 
I I Ified. I I option. I I I 
~-------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSPUNCHI ISystem output I IYou can IYou can use IOptional. Object I 
I I Idevice, card punch I I specify IDUMMY while Imodule is produced I 
I I lor intermediate I I BLKSIZE if I testing the Ion this data set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=B I I you use I program. I I 
I I I usually specified. I I the PRFRM I I I 
I I I I I opti on. I I I 
~--------+------------------+-----------------_+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
SYSLIN IIf the object mod-IMagnetic tape or IRequiredlYou can IYou can use I Optional. Same as 

lule is to be link I direct access. lif on I specify IDUMMY while ISYSPUNCH but can 
ledited or loaded IUNIT is required. Idirect IBLKSIZE ifltesting the Ibe used as inter-
lin a subsequent IYou can omit I access. IYoU use I program. Imediate input to 
,step of the same ,VOLUME and LABEL. , Ithe PRFRM I Ilinkage editor or 
Ijob, use' I I option. , I loader. 
I DSNAME= & &dsname , 'I I I 
I and DISP= ( , PASS). I I" I 
I If it is to be I I I I I 
Ilink edited or I I I , I 
I loaded in another I I I I I 
I job, define a cat-I I I I I 

J laloged or kept I I I I J 
I I data set. I I I I I 
.--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
I SYSIN I I Usually in the I I You can I I Input to the I 
I I linput stream; I I specify I IFORTRAN E compiler I 
I I I use *. I I BLKSIZE if I '(source state- I 
I I I I I you use I ,ments) • J 
I I I I I the PRFRM I I I 
I I I I !.option. I I I L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ _________ ~ _______________ ~ __________________ J 
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FORTRAN G 

Table 45. FORTRAN G - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I FORTRAN G I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ I //jobname JOB parameters I 
'//[name] EXEC PGM=IEYFORT[,PARM=parameters] Required I 
I //SYSPRINT DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSLIN DD parameters Optional I 
'//SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Table 46. FORTRAN G - PARM Field of EXEC statement 
r----------r-----------------------------------------------------------, 
, PARM= , Meaning I 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------1 
INAME=name I specifies the name assigned to the compiled module. The I 
I , name can have up to six alphameric characters, the first I 
I I of which must be a letter. I 
t----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {BCD } I The source program is written in BCD. I 
I EBCDIC I The source program is written in EBCDIC. I 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I \ SOURCE I The source program is listed on the data set specified by I 
, I the SYSPRINT DD sta temen t. I 
I NOSOURCE I The source program is not listed. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'IDECK j I The object module is written on the device specified by I-
I I the SYSPUNCH DD statement. I 
I NO DECK I The object module is not written. I 
rr---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I \ MAP I I A table of names is written. on the data set specified by I 
I ,I the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 

t-~~~:----t-~-~~~::-~:-~~~:-~:-~~~-~:~~~:~~--------------------------~ 
'LOAD I The object module is written on the data set specified by I 
I I the SYSLIN DD statement. I 
I NOLOAD I The object moduYe is not written. I 
r,---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I lLIST I The object module is listed on the device specified by I 
I I the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOLIST I The object module is not listed. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------~------------------~ 
ILINECNT=nn' specifies, as a number from 01 to 99, the number of lines I 
I I to be printed on each page of the source listing. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'lID j I Internal statement numbers are to be generated for state- , 
I I ments that call a subroutine or contain external function I 
, I references. , 
I NOID I Internal statement numbers are not to be generated. I 
~----------~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
, during system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 47. FORTRAN G -DD Statements 
r--------T------------------T-----------------~--------T----------T-----~---------T------------------, 
" I , Size , ,Special I , 
, ddname , Data Set ILocation of the I of the' Data I Processing I Comments I 
, I Information I Data Set IData SetlAttributesl Options I I 
.--------+------------------+------------------t--------t----------t---------------t------------~----_i 
I SYSPRINT' I System output, I omit. I I Listings are pro- I 
" ,device, printer I I , Iduced on this datal 
I I 'or intermediate I I I I set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I I , I I 
I' ,is usually speci- I , I I I 
I I Ified. I I I I I 
.--------t------------------t------------------t--------t----------+---------------t-----------------_i 
ISYSPUNCHI ISystem output I I omit. IYou can use I Optional. Objeqt I 
I I Idevice, card punchl I IDUMMY while lmodule is produced I 
I I lor intermediate I I Itesting the Ion this data set. I 
I I 'storage. SYSOUT=B I I I program. I I 
j I I usually specified. I I I I I 
~--------t------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSLIN IIf the object mod-IMagnetic tape or IRequired Omit~ IYou can use I Optional. Same as I 
I luse is to be link Idirect access. lif on IDUMMY while 'SYSPUNCH, but can J 
I edited or loaded ,UNIT is required. Idirect testing this Ibe used as inter- I 
I in a subsequent IYou can omit access. program. I mediate 'input to I 
I step of the same IVOLUME and LABEL. Ilinkage editor or , 
I job, use I I loader • You can I 
I DSANME=&&dsname, Jdefine a punched I 
I and DISP= (, PASS). I I deck as in I 
, If it is to be J I SYSPUNCH. I 
I link edited or I I I 
I loaded in another I I I 
I job, define a cat-I I I 
I aloged or kept I " 
, da ta set.. , " 
.--------+------------------+------------------t--------t----------t---------------t-----------------_i I SYSIN I ,Usually in the, I Omi t., J Input to the I 
I I 'input stream; I I , I FORTRAN G compi ler I 
" luse *. , , , '(source state- , 
I • I , I" ,ments) • , L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ _________________ -J 
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FORTRAN H 

Table 48. FORTRAN H - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I FORTRAN H I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I //jobname JOB parameters I 
I //[name] EXEC PGM=IEKAAOO[,PARM=parameters] Required I 
I //SYSUTl DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSUT2 DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSABEND DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPRINT DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSLIN DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSIN DD * or parameters Required I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

-
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Table 49. FORTRAN H - PARM Field of EXEC Statement 
r----------T-----------------------------------------------------------, I PARM= j Meani ng I 
~----------t-----------------------------------------------------------~ I NAME=name I specifies the name assigned to the compiled module,. The I 
I I name can have up to six alphameric characters the first I 
I I of which must be a letter. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------i 
I {BCD } j The source program is written in BCD. I 
I EBCDIC I The source program is written in EBCDIC. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------i 
I SOURCE liThe source program is listed on the data set specified by I 
I I the SYSPRINT DD statement. , I 
I NOSOURCE 1 The source program is not listed. 1 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
1 DECK liThe object module is written on the device specified by 1 
1 I the SYSPUNCH DD statement.. I 
I NODECK I The object module is not written. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------i 
I MAP I 1 A table of names is written on the data set specified by 1 
I I the SYSPUNCH DD statement,. I 
I NOMAP I A table of names is not written. I 
~----------+-------------------------~---------------------------------~ 
'lLOAD liThe object module is written on the data set specified by I 
I I the SYSLIN DD statement. I 
I NOLOAD I The object module is not written. I 
~----------t-----------------------------------------------------------i 
'lLIST I I The object module is listed .on the device specified by I 
I I the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOLIST 1 The object module is not listed. I 

~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
1 LINECNT=nnl Specifies as a number from 01 to 99" the number of lines I 
I I to be printed on each page of the source listing. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
'lID I I Internal statem.ent numbers are to be generated for state- I 
I· 1 ments that call a subroutine or contain external function I 
1 I references. I 
I NOID 1 Internal statement numbers are not to be generated. I 
~---------+-----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I OPT=o I The object module is not to be optimized. I 
I OPT=1 I The object module receives full register assignment and I 
I I basic otimization. I 
I OPT=2 I The object module receives full register assignment and I 
I I complete optimization. I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------i 
I lEDIT I I A structured source listing is wri tte.n on the data set I 
I I specified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. (OPT=2 and a I 
I I SYSUTI DD statement are required.) I 
I NOEDIT I A structured source listing is not written. \ I 
~----------+-----------------------------------------------------------i 
I lXREF I I A cross-reference listing is written on the data set spe- I 
I I cified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. (A SYSUT2 DD state- I 
1 1 ment is required.) I 
I NOXREF I A cross-reference listing is not written. I 
~----------L--_--------------------------------------------------------i 
1 Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 50. FORTRAN H - DD Statements 
r--------T------------------T-----------------~--------T--------~-T---------------T------------------, 
" , I size I I special I I 
I ddname I Data set ILocation of the I of the I Data I Processing I comments I 
I I Information I Data Set I Data SetlAttributesl Options I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or IRequiredlYou can I Omit. IRequired only if I 
I lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I specify I IYoU use EDIT I 
I IDISP. IUNIT is required. Idirect IBLKSIZE. I I option. I 
I I I You can omit I access. I I I I 
I I IVOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------t---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSUT2 I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I You can I Omit. IRequired only if I 
I lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I specify I IYoU use XREF I 
I IDISP. IUNIT is required. Idirect IBLKSIZE. I I option. I 
I I IYou can omit laccess. I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I , , I , 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------t------------------i 
'SYSABENDI I System output I I I IOptional. Abnormal I 
I or I I device, printer I I I I termination dump I 
I SYSUDUMP I lor intermediate I I I I is usually pro- I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I I I I duced on this data I 
I I lis usually speci- I I I Iset. Code as de- I 
I I I fied. I I I I scribed for "Ab- I 
I I I I I I I normal Terminat ion I 
I I I I I I IDump" in the I 
I I I I I I I section "special I 
I I I I I I IDD Statements." I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------t------------------i 
I SYSPRINT I I system output I I You can I I Listings are pro- I 
I I I device, printer I I specify I I duced on this data, 
I I lor intermediate I I BLKSIZE. I I set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I I I , I 
I I lis usually speci- I I I I I 
I I I fied. I' I , , 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------t------------------i 
ISYSPUNCHI ,system output I IYou can IYou can use IOptional. Object I 
I I Idevice" card punch I 'specify IDUMMY while Imodule is produced I 
I I lor intermediate I IBLKSIZE. Itesting the Ion this data set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=B I I Iprogra~. I I 
I I I usually specified. I I I I I 
~-------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------t------------------~ 
SYSLIN IIf object module 'Magnetic tape or IRequired You can IYOU can use I Optional. Same as I 

lis to be link I direct access. lif on specify IDUMMY while ISYSPUNCH, but can I 
ledited or loaded IUNIT is required. ldirect BLKSIZE. Itesting this Ibe used as inter- I 
lin a subsequent IYou can omit laccess. I program. Imediate input to I 
Istep of the same IVOLUME and LABEL. I I Idefine a punched I 
Ijob, use I I I Ideck as in I 
I DSNAME=&&dsname I I I I SYSPUNCH. I 

I and DISP= ( • PASS). I I I I I 
If it is to be I I I I 

Ilink edited or I I I I I 
I loaded in another I I I I • 
Ijob, define a cat-I I I I 
I aloged or kept I I I I • • 
Idata set. I I I I 

~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
I SYSIN I I Usually in the I I You can I I Input to the I 
I' linput stream; I I·specify I IFORTRAN H compiler I 
I I luse *. I IBLKSIZE. I '(source state- I 
I I , I I I lments). I l ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ ________________ _J 
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PL/I F 

Table 51. PL/I F - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I PL/I F I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ I //jobname JOB parameters I 
I //[name] EXEC PGM=IEMAA[,PARM=parameter] Required I 
I / /SYSLIB DD parameters Optional I 
I / /SYSUTl DD parameters Optional I 
I / /SYSUT3 DD parameters Optional I 
I / /SYSPRINT DD parameters Required I 
I / /SYSPUNCH DD parameters opt~onal I 
I / /SYSLIN DD parameters Optl.c:'nal I 
I / /SYSIN DD * or parameters Requl.red i J~ _____________________________________________________________________ J 

Table 52. PL/I F - PARM Field of EXEC statement (Part 1 of 3) 
r--~----------T--------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
r-------------+-------------------------------------------------~------i 
ISIZE={nnnnnn}I specifies the maximum number of bytes available to the I 
I nnnK I compiler. You can specify a number from 45056 to I 
I I 999999 or 44K to 999K. (K=1024 bytes.) I 
r-------~-----+--------------------------------------------------------i 
ILINECNT=nn I specifies" as a number from 10 to 99, the number of I 
I I lines to be printed on each page of the output I 
I I listing • I 
~-------------+------------------------~-------------------------------~ 
I ISOURCE I I The source program is to be listed on the devicespe- I 
I I cified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOSOURCE I The source program is not to be listed. I 
r-------------+--------------------------------------------------------i 
I lLIST I I The object module is to be listed on the device speci- I 
I I fied by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOLIST I The object module is not to be listed. I 
~-------------+--------------------------------------------------------~ 
I IOPLIST I The list of compiler options is to be listed on the I 
J I device specified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOOPLIST I The list of compiler options is not to be listed. I 
r-------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
I EXTREF I I The external symbol dictionary is listed on the device I 
I I specified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
J NOEXTREF I The external symbol dictionary is not listed. I 
~-------------+--------------------------------------------------------~ I ATR I The attribute table is to be listed on the device spe- I 
I I cified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOATR I The attribute table is not to be listed. I 
t-liREF---I-----t-~c~O~~:;~f~~~~c;-tibl~-i;-t~b;-li~ted-o~-th;-d;vice-_1 
I I specified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I NOXREF I A cross-reference table is not to be listed. I 

~-------------+--------------------------------------------------------~ 
I lDECK I I The object module is writt,en on the device specified I 
I I by the SYSPUNCH DD statement. I 
I NODECK I The object module is not written. I 
r-------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
I lLOAD I I The object module is written on the data set specified I 
I I by the SYSLIN DD statement. I 
I NOLOAD I The object module is not written. I 
~-------------+--------------------------------------------------------~ I OBJNM= na me I specifies the name assigned to the object module. I L _____________ ~ ______ ~ _________________________________________________ J 
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Table 52. PL/I F - PARM Field of EXEC statement (Part 2 of 3) 
r-------------T-------------------------~------------------------------, I PARM= I -.' Meaning I 
~-------------+------------------------~-------------------------------~ 
I OPT=OO IThe object module' is to be optimized unless it I 
I lincreases object time storage requirements. I 
I OPT=Ol IThe object module is to be optimized even if it I 
I lincreases object time storage requirements. I 
I OPT=02 IThe object module is to be optimized even if it I 
I lincreases object time storage requirements. In addi- I 
I Ition, machine instructions generated for certain types I 
I lof DO-loops and expressions in subscript lists are to I 
I I be optimized. . I 
~-------------+--------------------------------------------------------~ I {BCD } IThe source program is written in DCB. I 
I ECBDIC IThe source program is written in EBCDIC. I 
~-------------+------------------------~------------------------------~ 
ISORMGIN= ISpecifies the margin for scanning source statements. I 
I (m,n,[,c]) IThe following conditions must be met: I 
I I 2:S~n:Sl 0 0 I 
1 I c=bIOI-I+ll 1 
~-------------+--------------------------------------------------------~ 
'ICHAR601 IThe Cha, racter set used to write the source program has I 
I 160 characters. 1 
I CHAR48 IThe character set used to write the source program has I 
I 148 characters. I 
~-------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
IIS™T I IDiagnostic messages produced during execution of object I 
1 Iprogram are to contain source program statement I 
I I numbers. I 
I NOSTMT IDiagnostic messages are not to contain source program I 
I I statement numbers. 1 
~-------------+-------~-----~-----------------------------------------~~ 
I FLAGW IWorking messages, error messages and severe error mes- I 
I I sages are to be printed. I 
I FLAGE 10nly error messages and severe error messages are to be I 
I I printed. I 
I FLAGS 10nly severe error messages are to be printed. I 
~-------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
I {MACRO } ICompile time processing is required. I 
1 NOMACRO Icompile time processing is not required. I 
~-------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
IISOURCE2 liThe input to the compile-time processor is to be listed I 
1 . Ion the device specified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
1 NOSOURCE2 IThe input to the compile-time processor is not to be I 
I 1 listed. I 
l-------------+--------------------------------------...;.-----------------~ 
IICOMP I ICompilation is to proceed after comPile,-time processing I 
I lends. I 
I NOCOMP ICompilation is not to proceed after compile-time I 
I I processing. I 
l-------------+-----------------------------~------------------------~ 
I{EXTDIC} IA large dictionary is to be used. I 
I NOEXTDIC IA normal dictionary is to be used. , 
t-------------+-------------------------------------------------------~ 
IINEST liThe depth of nesting is indicated in the source I 
I I listing. I 
I NONEST I The depth of nesting is not indicated. I 
~------------+--------------------------------------------------------~ 
llMACDCK liThe output of the compile-time processor is written on 1 
I Ithe device specified by the SYSPUNCH DD statement. I 
I NOMACDCK IThe output of the compile-time processor is not to be I 
I I written. I L _____________ J. ________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 52. PL/I F - PARM Field of EXEC statement (Part 3 of 3) 
r-------------T----------------------------------------------------~---, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~-------------t--------------------------------------------------------~ 
I{M91} IThe object program is to be executed on a Model 91. I 
I NOM91 IThe object program is not to be executed on a Model 91. I 
~-------------+--------------------------------------------------------f 
I SYNCHKE ICompilation is terminated if errors of severity ERROR I 
I lor above are found during the syntax check. I 
I SYNCHKS I Compilation is terminated if errors of severity SEVERE I 
I lor above are found during the syntax check. I 
I SYNCHKT ICompilation is terminated immediately if an error of I 
I I severity TERMINATION is encountered during the syntax I 
I Icheck. I 
t-------------L--------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: Underscore the default values selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 53. PL/I F - DD statements 
r--------T------------------T------------------T--------T----------T---------------T------------------, 
I I I I Size I I Special I I 
I ddname I Data set ILocation of the I of the I Data I Processing I comments I 
I I Information I Data Set I Data Set I Attributes I Options I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
ISYSUTl I Temporary. You canlDirect access. I Required I You can I Omit. IRequired if SIZE I 
I lomit DSNAME and I UNIT is required. I I specify I lis less than 52K, I 
I I DISP. I You can omit I IOPTCD=W. I lor if source pro- I 
I I IVOLUME and LABEL. I I I Igram does not fit I 
I I I I I I lin main storage. I 
I I I I I I I It is recommended I 
I I I I I I Ithat you always I 
I I I I I I luse this data set. I 
~--------+------------------t--------------~---+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------~i 
ISYSUT3 I Temporary. You canlMagnetic tape or I Required I You can I Omit. IRequired for I 
I lomit DSNAME and Idirect access. lif on I specify I Icompile-time pro- I 
I IDISP. IUNIT is required. I direct I BLKSIZE. 'I Icessing and for I 
I I I You can omit I access. I I I programs that use I 
I I IVOLUME and LABEL. I I I Ithe 48-character I 
I I I I I I I set. I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
ISYSLIB I Code I omit. I omit. I omit. I Omit. IRequired for com- I 
I I DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIBI I I I I pile-time process-I 
I I and DISP=SHR. You I I I I ling. I 
I I can als 0 us e us er I II I I I 
I Ilibraries with a I I I I I I 
I I different ddname. I I I I . I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
I SYSPRINT I I system output I I You can I I Listings are pro- I 
I I Idevice, printer I I specify I Iduced on this datal 
I I lor intermediate I I BLKSIZE. I I set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I I I I I 
I I lusually specified. I I I I I 
f--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
ISYSPUNCHI Isystem output I IYou can IYou can use l0ptional. Object I 
I I I device, card punch I I specify IDUMMY while Imodule is produced I 
I I lor intermediate I IBLKSIZE. Itesting the Ion this data set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=B I I I program. I I 
I I I usually specif ied. I I I I I 
~-------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
SYSLIN IIf object module IMangetic tape or IRequ1redlYou can IYou can use I Optional. Same as I 

lis to be link Idirect access. lif on I specify IDUMMY while ISYSPUNCH but can I 
ledited or loaded IUNIT is required. ldirect BLKSIZE. Itesting the Ibe used as I 
I in a subsequent I You can omit I access. I program. I immediate input to I 
Istep of the same IVOLUME and LABEL. I I Ilinkage editor or I 
I job, use I I I I loader. I 
I DSNAME= & &dsname I I I I I 
I and DISP= (,. PASS). I I I I I 
i If it is to be I I I I I 
Ilink edited or I I I I I 
I loaded in another I I I I _ 
Ijob, define a cat-I I I I 
I aloged or kept I I I I • . 
I da ta set. I I I I 

~--------+------------------+------------------t--------+----------+---------------+------------------i I SYSIN I I Usually in the I I You can I I Input to the PL/I I 
I I I input stream; I I specify I I F compiler (source I 
I I I use *. I I BLKSIZE. I ' I statements) • I L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ __________________ J 
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Linkage Editor 

The linkage editor processes the compiled source program (object module) 
and prepares it for execution. After the object module is link edited 
it is called a load module; that is the load module is your program in 
executable form. Execution of the load module is performed in a subse
quent job step (called a go step). The linkage editor can be used for 
compile-link edit-go, compile-link edit, link edit, and link edit-go 
jobs. 

Table 54. Linkage Editor - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I LINKAGE EDITOR , 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------_1 
I //[name] EXEC PGM=(see note) [,PARM=parameters] Required, 
I //SYSLIB DD parameters Optional , 
I //SYSUT1 DD parameters Required , 
, //SYSPRINT DD parameters Required , 
, //SYSLMOD DD parameters Required I 
I //SYSLIN DD * or parameters Required I 
~------~---------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: specify the name of the linkage editor you want to use in the 
, PGM parameter: 
I 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 

IEWLE150 
IEWLE180 
IEWLF440 
IEWLF880 
IEWLF128 

I IEWL} 
I LINKEDIT 

Linkage Editor 

15K-design level E 
18K-design level E 
44K-design level F 
88K-design level F 
128K-design level F 
Largest design level available in your system 

L-_____________________________________________________________________ J 

Table 55. Linkage Editor - PARM Field of EXEC statement (Part 1 of 2) 
r--------------------T-------------------------------~--------------~--, 
I PARM= I Meaning , 
t--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
'LIST I All linkage editor control statements included , 
I I in the step are listed on the device specified , 
I I by the SYSPRINT DD statement. , 
t--------------------+--------------------------------------~---------_1 
I {MAP } I A load module map is produced on the device I 
I , specified by the SYSPRINT DD statement. I 
I XREF j A cross-reference table of the load module is I 
, I produced on the device specified by the SYS- I 
, I PRINT DD statement. (XREF includes MAP.) , 
t--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
,LET I The load module is marked executable even , 
, I though a severity 2 error condition was found , 
, , during process ing • I 
~--------------------+------------------------------------------------_1 
I X CAL , The load module is marked executable even I 
, I though valid exclusive references between seg- , 
I , ments have been made. I 
t--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
,NCAL I Library members are not called to resolve , 
I I external references wi thin the linkage editor , 
I , input. The load module is marked executable , 
I I even though unresolved external references have , 
, I been recognized. I L ____________________ ~ _________________________________________________ J 
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Table 55. Linkage Editor - PARM Field of EXEC Statement (Part 2 of 2) 
r--------------------T-------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 
~--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
ISIZE=(value~lvalue2) I Value~ specifies the maximum number of bytes of I 
I I main storage to be used by the level F linkage I 
I I editor. Value2 specifies the maximum portion I 
I I of value to be used as the load module buffer. I 
~--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
I DCBS I Means that the SYSLMOD DD statement specifies I 
I I the BLKSIZE subparameter in its DCB parameter. I 
I I For level F only. I 
~--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
I OVLY I The load module is to be in an overlay struc- I 
I I ture suitable only for block loading. I 
I SCTR I The load module is to be in a format suitable I 
I I for block or scatter loading. I 
I HIAR I Control sections within the load module are I 
I I marked for loading (block or scatter) into the I 
I I hierarchies specified with the HIARCHY control I 
I I statement. I 
~--------------------+------------------------------------------------~ 
IREFR I The load module is marked refreshable. I 
~--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
I {RENT} I The load module is marked reenterable. I 
I REUS I The load module is marked serially reusable. I 
~--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~ 
INE I The load module has no external symbol dic- I 
I I tionary (ESD) and it cannot be reprocessed by I 
I I the linkage editor. I 
~--------------------+------------------------------------------------~ 
IOL I The load module can be brought into main I 
I I storage only by the LOAD macro instruction. I 
I I (Only loadable.) I 
~--------------------+------------~-------------------------------~----~ 
IDC I Load modules processed by the level F linkage I 
I I editors can be reprocessed by level E linkage I 
I I editors. (Downward compatible.) I 
~--------------------+------------------------------------------------~ 
I TEST I TESTRAN symbol tables within the input modules I 
I I are placed in the load module. (Do not specify I 
I I RENT or REUS when you specify TEST.) I L ____________________ ~ _________________________________________________ J 
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Table 56. Linkage Editor - DD Statements.(Part 1 of 2) 
r--------T-----------------~-----------------~--------T----------T~--------------T-----------------_, 
I I I I si ze I I Special I I C 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I i' 
I I Information I Data Set IData Set I Attributes I Options I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+-------------~----~ 
ISYSLIB I Code IUNIT and VOLUME I Omit. omit. I Omit.. ICal1 library. 
I I DSNAME=dsname and I are required if I I Partitioned data 
I IDISP=SHR. Usually Ilibrary is kept. I Iset. 
I I the language li- I I I 
I I brary for your I I I 
I I compiler, that is I I I 
I I SYS1.ALGLIB, I I I 
I I SYS1.COBLIB, I I I 
I SY S1. FORTLIB, or I I I 
I I SYS1. PL1LIB. Any I I I 
I I user library can I I I 
I Ibe defined. Alter-I I I 
I I natively the user I I I 
I Ilibrary can be I I I 
I I concatenated. I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
ISYSUT1 I Temporary. You canlDirect access. I Required I Omit. I Omit. IWork data set. I 
I I omit DSNAME and I UNIT is required. I I I I I 
I IDISP. IYou c~n omit I I I I I 
I I I VOLUME and LABEL. I I I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
I SYSPRINTI ISystem output I I You can I IListings are pro- I 
I I I device, printer I I specify I I duced on this datal 
I I lor intermediate I IBLKSIZE if I I set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I IYoU are I I I 
I I lusually specified. I I using I I I 
I I I I Ilevel F. I I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------~ 
SYSLMOD IThe partitioned Direct access·. I Required I I Load .module (s) is 

Idata set can be - If you are cre- lif you I Iproduced on this 
I temporary or non- ating the data lare I partitioned data 
I temporary. If you set, code UNIT. I creating I set. 
Ido not include a You can omit the datal 
INAME control VOLUME and set. I 
I statement specify LABEL. 
IDSNAME=dsname(mem- - If data set is 
Iber) or DSNAME= cataloged, you 
l&&dsname(member). can omit UNIT, 
IIf you are creat- VOLUME and 
ling the data set, LABEL. 
Icode (or omit) NEWI- If data set is 
lin DISP parameter. I kept, code UNIT 
IIf the data set I and VOLUME. You 
lexists, code MOD I can omit LABEL. 
lin DISP parameter. I 
IIf "go" step is inl 
Ithe same job, codel 
IDISP=(,PASS> or I 
IDISP=(MOD,PASS). I 
IIf "go" step is I 
I not in the same I 
Ijob, keep or cata-I 
I log the data set. I I I L ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~________ _ _________ ~ _______________ ~ ________________ _ 
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Table 56. Linkage Editor - DD statements (Part 2 of 2) 
r-------~------------------T------------------T--------T----------T---------------T------------------, 
I I I I Size I I special I I 
I ddname I Data Set I Location of the I of the I Da ta I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data Set I Data Set I Attributes I Options I I 
.--------t------------------t------------------t--------t----------+---------------+------------------i 
SYSLIN IIf object module IIf object module I omit. IIf object omit. Input to the 

Iwas created in a Iwas created in a I Imodule is linkage editor 
Iprevious step of Iprevious step, you I Ion unlab- (object module). 
I the same job, make I can omit UNIT" I Iled tape, 
la backward refer- IVOLUME and LABEL. I I specify 
lence, i.e., IIf object module I RECFM, 
IDSNAME=*.stepname.lis kept, code UNITI BLKSIZE, 
Iddname and land VOLUME. You I DEN, and 
IDISP=OLD. If I can omit LABEL. I TRTCH. 
lobject module was IIf object module I 
Icreated in anotherlis card deck use *1 
I job, ,code 1 I 
1 DSNAME=dsname and I 1 
IDISP=OLD. If I 1 
lobject module is 1 1 
la card deck, omit 1 I 
IDSNAME and DISP. 1 1 
IYou can concate- I I 
I na te input data 1 1 
Isets as long as I 1 
1 they have the same. I I 
IRECFM, BLKSIZE, I I 
IDEN, and TRTCH. I I ________ ~ __________________ ~ __________________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _______________ ~ _________________ _J 
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Loader 

The loader processes the compiled source program (object module) for 
execution and passes control to it directly. Loader processing is per
formed in a load step" which is equivalent to the link edit-go steps. 
The loader can be used for compile-load, and load jobs. 

Table 57. Loader - Input Deck 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I Loader I 
~-------------~--------------------------------------------------------i 
I / / (name] EXEC PGM=LOADER [ , PARM=' loaderparm/programparm' ] Required I 
I //SYSLIB DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSLOUT DD parameters Optional I 
I //SYSLIN DD * or parameters Required I 
I DD statements and data required for loaded program I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: The ddnames required by the loader can be changed during I 
I system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

'Table 58. Loader - PARM Field of EXEC Statement (Part 1 of 2) 
r-----------T----------------------------------------------------------, 
I PARM= I Meaning I 

t1MAP-------t-A-;~P-of-the-io~ded-p;o9;;;-i~-p;Odu~ed-O~-the-devi~e----1 
I I specified by the SYSOUT DD statement. I 

I NOMAP I A map is not produced. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I IRES I An automatic search of the link pack area is made. If I 
I I you specify RES, CALL is assumed. I 
I NORES I The link pack area is not to be searched. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------i 
I ICALL I An automatic search of the data set defined by the SYS- I 
I I LIB DD statement is to be made. I 
I NOCALL I The SYSLIB data set is not be searched. NOCALL can also I 
I I be coded as NCAL. If you code NOCALL or NCAL, NORES is I 
I I assumed. I 
~----------+----------------------------------------------------------f 
I LET I The loader tries to execute the loaded program even I 
I I though a severity 2 error condition is found. I 
I NOLET I The loader does not try to execute the loaded program if I 
I I a severity 2 error is found. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------f 
ISIZE=size I Specifies the amount of main storage, in bytes, that can I 
I I be used by the loader. I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------f 
I EP=name I Specifies the external name to be assigned as the entry I 
I I point of the loaded program. For FORTRAN, ALGOL, and I 
I I PL/I, you must specify ~AIN, IHIFSAIN, and IHENTRY, I 
1 I respecti vel y • I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------f 
I PRINT I I Diagnos.tic messages are pro. duced on the device specified I 
I I by the SYSOUT DD statement. I 
I NOPRINT I Diagnostic messages are not produced. I L ___________ L __________________________________________________________ J 
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'l'able 58. Loader - PARM Field of EXEC Statement (Part 2 of 2) 
r-----------T----------------------------------------------------------, I PARM= I Meaning I 
~-----------+----------------------------------------------------------i I program I You may code PARM subparameters required by your program I 
I parm I after any loader subparameters you use. The loaded pro- I 
I I gram subparameters, if any, must be separated from the I 
I I loader subparameters by a slash (/). If there are no I 
I I loader options, the program subparameters must begin I 
I I with a slash. I 
~-----------L----------------------------------------------------------i 
I Note: Underscore the default options selected by your installation I 
I during system generation. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

P art III 
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Table 59. Loader - DD statements 
r--------r------------------r------------------T--si;;--7----------T----s~;~i;i----7------------------1 

I ddname I Data Set ILocation of the I of the I Data I Processing I Comments I 
I I Information I Data Set I Data set I Attributes I Options I I 
~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------_i 
ISYSLIB ICode DSNAME=dsnameIUNIT and VOLUME omit. omit. I omit. ICall library. I 
I land DISP=SHR or lare required if l Partitioned data I 

IDISP=OLD. Usually Ilibrary is kept. I set. I 
Ithe language lib- I I 
Irary for your I I 
Icompiler; that is I I 
ISYS1.ALGLIB, I I 
I SYS1. COBLIB, I I 
I SYS1.FORTLIB, or I I 
ISYS1.PL1LIB. Any I I 
luser library can I I 
Ibe defined. Alter-I I 
I natively, the user I I 
Ilibraries can be I I 
I concatenated. I I 

~--------+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+------------------i 
I SYSLOUT I Isystem output I I I IListings are pro- I 
I I I device, pr inter I I I I duced on this data I 
I I lor intermediate I I I I set. I 
I I I storage. SYSOUT=A I I I I I 
I I I usually specified. I I I I I 
.------~-+------------------+------------------+--------+----------+---------------+-----------------_i 
SYSLIN IIf object module IIf object module I omit. IOmit. I Input to the 

Iwas created in a Iwas created in a I I Iloader (object 
Iprevious step of Iprevious step, you I Imodules and load 
Ithe same joh, makelcan omit UNIT, I modules). 
I a backward refer- I VOLUME and LABEL. I 
lence, i.e., IIf input is kept, I 
IDSNAME=*.stepname Icode UNIT. and I 
I ddname and I VOLUME. You can I 
I DISP=OLD. If lomit LABEL. If I 
lobject module was lobject module is I 
Icreated in anotherlcard deck, use *. I 
I job code DSNAME= I I 
I ds name and DISP= I I 
I OLD. If object I I 
Imodule is a card I I 
Ideck, omit DSNAME I I 
land DISP. You can I I 
Iconcatenate input I I 

I I data sets. I I 
.--------~--------~---------~------------------~--------~----------~---------------~-----------------_i 
IInclude any DD statements required to execute your program. I l _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ J 
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Examples 

Examples are shown in this section for different types of job. 

1. Compile (COBOL E) 

In the following example, a COBOL E source program is compiled. 
The source program is in the input stream (SYSIN). The object 
module is placed on a cataloged data set named COMP.COBOL. This 
data set resides on tape. Debug packets are not used, so the 
SYSUT4 DD statement is not needed. The user source program library 
(SYSLIB) is required. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX1 JOB 79324,SMITH 
I //COMP EXEC PGM=IEPCBLOO,PARM=(DECK,MAPS,LIST) 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSUT1 DD UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(SO,10» 
I //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=2400 
I //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=2400 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
J //SYSPUNCH DO DSNAME=COMP.COBOL,OISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=2400 
I //SYSIN DD * 
I source statements 
I /* 
I // L ________________________________________________________________ -J 

2. Compile-link edit (Assembler F) 

In the following example a source program is assembled and link 
edited. The source program is in the input stream (SYSIN).. The 
object module is placed on temporary data set on direct access 
(SYSGO) and punched (SYSPUNCH). Channel separation is requested 
for the work data set. Output listings are requested. A cataloged 
user module library is required for the link edit step. The load 
module produced by the linkage editor is placed on a new 
partitioned data set named MODULE. The name of the load module is 
PROG1. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX2 JOB MSGLEVEL=(l,l) 
I //ASM EXEC PGM=IEUASM,PARM=(OECK,LOAD,LIST,XREF) 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSUT1 00 UNIT=2314,SPACE=(400" (400,50» 
I / /SYSUT2 DO UNIT=2314, SPACE=( 400, (400,50» 
I //SYSUT3 00 UNIT=2314,SPACE=(400, (400,50», 
I // SEP=(SYSUT1,SYSUT2) 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B 
I //SYSGO 00 DSNAME=&&TEMP,DISP=(PASS), 
I // UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(SO,20» 
I //SYSIN 00 * 
I source program 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

/* 
//LE EXEC 
//SYSLIB 00 
//SYSUT1 DD 
//SYSPRINT OD 
//SYSLMOD OD 
// 

PGM=IEWL,PARM=(LIST,XREF) 
DSN=PVTMOD,DISP=SHR 
UNIT=2311,SPACE=(1024,(SO,20» 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=MODULE(PROG1),DISP=(CATLG), 
UNIT=2301, SPACE= (TRK, (50,,1» 

I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=*.ASM.SYSGO,DISP=OLD 
L-_____ ~------------------------------------------------__________ J 
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3. Compile-link edit-go (FORTRAN G) 

In the following example a FORTRAN G source program is compiled, 
link edited, and executed. The source program is in the input 
stream (SYSIN). The,object module is placed on a temporary tape 
data set (SYSLIN). 

The FORTRAN library is required for the link edit step. The load 
module is placed on a temporary partitioned data set named &&PDS. 
The name of the load module is MAIN. 

The program needs three data sets for execution 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//EX3 JOB ,JONES 
//FG EXEC PGM=IEYFORT,PARM=(BCD,NODEC"LOAD) 
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&OBJ,DISP=(.PASS),UNIT=2400 
//SYSIN DO * 

source program 
/* 
/ /LE EXEC PGM=IEWLF440, PARM= (MAP, DCBS) , COND= (4. LT ,FG) 
//SYSLIB DO DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB.DISP=SHR 
//SYSUT1 DD DNIT=DISK,SPACE=(1024.(200,20» 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&&PDS(MAIN),DISP=(,PASS). 
// UNIT=(2311,SEP=SYSUT1), 
// SPACE=(TRK,(100.10,l),RLSE),DCB=BLKSIZE=3625 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=*.FG.SYSLIN,DISP=OLD 
//GO EXEC PGM=*.LE.SYSLMOD 1 
//FT10F001 DD DSNAME=DATA,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=FT9742I 
//FT11F001 DO UNIT=2311,SEP=FT10F001),SPACE=(500,(20,10» I 
//FT12F001 DD DSNAME=REPORT,DISP=(.KEEP)., UNIT=2400. I 
// LABEL=(,NSL) I ___________________________________________________ ~ ____________ -J 
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4. Link Edit-go 

In the following example, the COBOL program compiled in Example 1 
is link edited and executed. The object program was placed in a 
cataloged data set named COMP.COBOL (SYSLIN). The load module is 
placed on a temporary partitioned data set named &&LM. The name of 
the load module is TTW. The program needs four data sets for 
execution. The data set defined by the INPUT DD statement is three 
concatenated data sets. 

r-------------·----------------------------------------------------, 
IIEK4 JOB 7934,MSGLEVEL=(1,0) 
IILK EXEC PGM=LINKEDIT,PARM=(XREF,LIST,LET) 
IISYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR 
IISYSUTl DD UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=UTIL12,SPACE=(TRK,(10,lO» 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&&LM(TTW),DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2314, 
II SPACE=(TRK,(15,,1» 
IISYSLIN DD DSNAME=COMP. COBOL,DISP= (OLD, DELETE, KEEP) 
IIPROG EXEC PGM=*.LK.SYSLMOD 
IIMASTER DD DSNAME=TRANS.DAY,DISP=MOD 
IICOPY DD DSNAME=BACKUP,DISP=MOD,UNIT=(2311,P), 
II VQLUME=SER=(FILE11,FILE12,FILE13),SEP=MASTER 
IIPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IIINPUT DD DSNAME=LISTC,DISP=(OLD,OELETE),UNIT=2400, 
II VOLUME=SER=1234B2,LABEL=(,SUL),SEP=(MASTER,COPY)I 
II DO DSNAME=FILE#2,DISP=OLD,AFF=INPUT I 
II DD * I 

input data I 
1* I 
II I _________________________________________________________________ J 

5. Go 

In the following example, the program compiled and link edited in 
Example 2 is executed. The program resides on a private library 
named MODULE (JOBLIB). The name of the program is PROG1. PROG1 
needs five data sets for execution. Note that PROG1 can accept 
PARM information because it was written in assembler language. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I IIEX5 JOB 
I .IIJOBLIB DD 
I IIGOGO EXEC 
I IINEWDS1 DD 
I II 
I II 
I IINEWDS2 DO 
I II 
I IIWORK1 DD 
I IIWORK2 DD 
I /IOLDDS DO 
I II DD 
I II DD 

DSNAME=MODULE,DISP=OLD 
PGM=PROG1, PARM= (SUMUP,FORMAT) 
DSNAME=GEORGE, DISP=( ,KEEP)., UNIT=( 2314,3), 
VOLUME= (PRIVATE" .5) ,SPACE= (CYL, (150,100», 
DCB=(LRECL=600,BLKSIZE=6000) 
DSNAME=BRIEF.GEORGE,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=2301, 
VOLUME=SER=230101" SPACE= (TRK, (20,5» 
UNIT=(2311,2),VOLUME=(",2),SPACE=(TRK,(100,100» 
UNIT=2400,LABEL=(,NL) 
DDNAME=INPUT 
DSNAME=FILE,DISP=OLO 
DSNAME=LIST,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2400,VOLUME=SER=12345 
* I IIINPUT DD 

I input 
I 1* 

data 

I II L ________________________________________________________________ _ 
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6. compile-load (ALGOL) 

In the following example, an ALGOL source program is compiled and 
loaded. The source program is in the input stream (SYSIN). The 
object module is placed on a temporary data set on direct access 
(SYSLIN). operations are suspended on the SYSPUNCH data set. 
SYS1.ALGLIB is needed for the load step. Three data sets required 
to execute your program are included in the load step. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I //EX6 JOB ,MARIA 
//A EXEC PGM=ALGOL,PARM=(LOAD,ISO) 
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=2400 
//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=2400,SEP=SYSUT1 
//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=2311,SPACE=(2000,(20,S» 
//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY 
//SYSLIN DO DSNAME=&&TEMP,OISP=(,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(10,S» 
//SYSIN DD * 

source program 
/* 
//LINK EXEC 
//SYSLIB DD 
//SYSLOUT DD 
//SYSLIN DD 
//SYSIN DO 
//SYSPRINT DO 
/ /ALGLD004 00 
// 
// 

PGM=LOADER,PARM='MAP.EP=IHIFSAIN' 
DSNAME=SYS1.ALGLIB,DISP=SHR 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=*.A.SYSLIN.DISP=OLD 
DSNAME=SERIES,DISP=OLD 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=GRID,DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2314, 
VOLUME=PRlVATE,SPACE= (TRK, (200.20 ),RLSE,ALX) 

_________________________________________________________________ J 

7. Compile-compile-Ioad (PL/I F) 

In the following example, two PL/I source programs are compiled and 
then combined and executed by the loader. The first source program 
resides in member SP10 of a partitioned data set named source. The 
second program resides in member SP11 of the same data set. The 
object modules are placed on separate temporary data sets. 
SYS1.PL1LIB is needed for all compile and load steps. The two data 
sets that contain the object modules are concatenated in the SYSLIN 
DD statement. Four data sets required to execute your program are 
included in the load step. 
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r---------------------------------------~-------------------------, 
/ /EX7 JOB, JONES 
//PL1#l EXEC PGM=IEMAA,PARM=(CHAR48,LOAD,NODECK) 
//SYSLIB DO 
//SYSUT1 OD 
//SYSUT3 DD 
//SYSPRINT DD 
//SYSLIN DD 
//SYSIN DD 
// 
//PL1#2 EXEC 
//SYSLIB DO 
//SYSUT1 DD 
//SYSPRINT DO 
//SYSLIN DD 
//SYSIN DD 
// 

DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB,OISP=SHR 
UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(1024,(100,100» 
UNIT=(DISK,SEP=SYSUT1),SPACE=(1024,(100,100» 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=&&OBJMOD,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2400 
DSNAME=SOURCE(SP10),DISP=OLD,UNIT=2314, 
VOLUME=SER=SORVOL 
PGM=IEMAA,PARM=(LOAD,NOOECK) 
SYS1.PL1LIB,DISP=SHR 
DNIT=DISK,SPACE=(1024,(lOO,100» 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=&&OBJ,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2400 
DSNAME=SOURCE(SP11),DISP=OLD, 
VOLUME=REF=*.PL1#1.SYSIN 

//LOAD EXEC PGM=LOADER,PARM='MAP,EP=IHENTRY' 
//SYSLIB DO DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLOUT 00 SYSOUT=A 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=*.PL1#1.SYSLIN,DISP=OLO 
// DO DSNAME=*.PL1#2.SYSLIN,DISP=OLD 
//OUTPUT DO UNIT=1403,UCS=QN,DCB=(PRTSP=2,RECFM=F) 
//TABLE DD DSNAME=TABLE.PARMS,DISP=OLD 
//FILE DD DSNAME=MASTER,DISP=MOD 
//INPUT DD * 

/* 
// 

input data 

L ________________________________________________________________ _ 

8. Load 

In the following example, the COBOL program compiled in Example 1 
is loaded. The object program was placed in a cataloged data set 
named COMP.COBOL. The program needs four data sets for execution. 

Compare this example to Example 4. In both examples, the same 
program is prepared for execution and executed. These functions 
are performed in a load step in this example, and in link edit-go 
steps in Example 4. Note how the data sets defined with the four 
DD statements required for execution are different from those 
defined in Example 4. However, the four ddnames must be the same 
each time the program is executed. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//EX8 JOB 2476,MSGLEVEL=(1,1) I 
//LOAD EXEC PGM=LOADER,PARM=(MAP,LET,CALL) I 
//SYSLIB DO DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB.,DISP=SHR I 
//SYSLOUT DD SYSOUT=A I 
//SYSLIN DO OSNAME=COMP.COBOL,OISP=OLD I 
//MASTER DO DSNAME=ORDERS.WEEK,DISP=MOD I 
//COPY DO DSNAME=ARCHlVE,DISP=MOO,SEP=MASTER I 
//PRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
//INPUT DO * I 

input data I 
/* I 
// I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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9. The following example shows the JCL statements required for the 
execution of a four-step job. This job accounts for received 
inventory items and outstanding purchase orders. 

The first step receives daily purchase receipts and purchase orders 
in card form (CARDIN) and transfers them to a passed temporary data 
set on tape (TRANS). This step also checks the input cards for 
errors. If an error is found in a card, that card is punched out 
(ERROR). Only the cards without errors are copied to tape (TRANS). 
The contents of the tape are listed (PRINT). 

The second step uses the IBM sort/merge program to sort the input 
transactions according to inventory part number. The input 
transactions are in temporary tape data set passed from STEPl 
(SORTIN) the sorted transactions are produced on another temporary 
tape data set (SORTOUT). 

The third step updates the product inventory. The new transactions 
are in the temporary data set passed from STEP2 (INPUT). They are 
compared against the latest inventory (OLDMASTR) and a new 
inventory is produced (NEWMASTR). The inventories are generations 
of a generation data group. Two addiiional data sets are produced. 
The first one is a report of all erroneous purchases and purchase 
orders (ERRFILE). The second one is a management report of the new 
inventory (REPORT). 

The fourth step prints the error report and the management report 
produced in STEP3. 
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r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I //OAILY JOB 7591A2B,ACCTOEPT,MSGLEVEL=(1,1) 
I //JOBLIB DD DSNAME=ACCTNG.INVTRY,OISP=SHR 
I //STEP1 EXEC PGM=CRDTP 
I //TRANS DO DSNAME=&&SORTIN,OISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2400-3 
I //ERROR DD SYSOUT=B 
I //PRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
I //CARDIN DD * 
I input cards 
I 
I 
I 

/* 
//STEP2 
//SYSOUT 
//SORTLIB 
//SORTWK01 
//SORTWK02 
//S ORTWKO 3 
// 

EXEC 
DD 
DO 
DD 
DD 
DD 

//SORTWK04 DD 
// 
//SORTWKOS DD 
// 
//SORTWK06 DD 
// 
// 
//SORTIN 
// 
//SORTOUT 
// 

DD 

DD 

PGM=SORT,REGION=26K 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB,OISP=SHR 
UNIT=2314,SPACE=(CYL,S"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=SORTWK01),SPACE=(CYL,5"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02», 
SPACE=(CYL,5"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03», 
SPACE=(CYL,S"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03, 
SORTWK04»,SPACE=(CYL,S"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03, 
SORTWK04,SORTWKOS», 
SPACE=(CYL,S"CONTIG) 
DSNAME=&SORTIN,DISP=(OLD,DELETE), 
DCB= (RECFM=FB, LRECL=74,BLKSIZE=18S0) 
DSNAME=&SORTOUT,UNIT=2400-3,DISP=(NEW,PASS), 
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=74,BLKSIZE=18S0) 

//SYSIN DD * 
sort 

/* 
//STEP3 
//INPUT 
//OLDMASTR 
//NEWMASTR 
// 
//ERRFILE 
// 
//REPORT 
// 
//STEP4 
//ERR 
//REP 
//PRINT 

control statements 

EXEC 
DD 
DD 
DD 

DD 

DD 

EXEC 
DD 
DD 
DD 

PGM=UPDT 
DSNAME=*.STEP2.S0RTOUT,DISP=OLD 
DSNAME=INVEN.PARTS(O),DISP=OLD 
DSNAME=INVEN.PARTS(+1),DISP(,CATLG),UNIT=2400-3, 
VOLUME=SER=ACCT2S 
DSNAME=&&ERRORS,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2311, 
SPACE=(CYL,(S,l» 
DSNAME=&&MGT" DISP= (, PASS), UNIT=2311, 
SPACE= (CYL, (10,5) ) 
PGM=PRINT 
DsNAME=*.STEP3.ERRFILE,DISP=OLD 
DSNAME=*.STEP3.REPORT,DISP=OLD 
SYSOUT=D ______________________________________________ ~ __________________ J 
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10. The following example shows how orders are processed in a book 
club. The book club maintains its inventory of books on an indexed 
sequential data set named CLUB. CATALOG. The list of club members 
is maintained on another indexed sequential data set named 
CLUB.MEMBERS. Both data sets are kept in unlbaded form on tape. 
The member's orders are on punched cards. Each card has the 
member's account number and the catalog number of the book 
selected. The purpose of the job is to: 

• Produce an order form for the stock room requesting the necessary 
number of books of each kind to be mailed out. 

• Print order forms for depleted books. 
• Update CLUB. CATALOG. 
• Punch a card that is both a mailing label and invoice for each 

club member who ordered a book. 
• Update CLUB. MEMBERS. 

The first step uses the IEBISAM utility program to load the 
CLUB.CATALOG data set from tape (SYSUT1) to 2314 volumes (SYSUT2). 
In its unloaded form, CLUB. CATALOG resides in the latest member of 
a generation data group. 

The second step performs the same function for CLUB.MEMBERS. 

The third step transfers the customer orders from card (INPUT) to a 
passed temporary data set on tape (TAPE). The cards are also 
listed (PRINT). 

The fourth step uses the IBM sort/merge program to sort the input 
orders by catalog number of the book requested. The input orders 
are in the temporary tape data set passed from STEP3 (SORTIN). The 
sorted orders are produced on another temporary tape data set 
(SORTOUT) • 

The fifth step compares the orderd (INBOOKS) to the CLUB. CATALOG 
data set (MASTER). A listing is produced stating the number of 
books of each class needed and their location in the stockroom 
(SOLD) • If any books are depleted, or if there are less than 20 
books left, an order form is printed for that book (ORDERS). One 
work data set is needed (WORK). The CLUB.CATALOG data set is 
updated in place. 

The sixth step uses the IBM sort/merge program to sort the input 
orders by account number. The input orders are in the temporary 
data set passed from STEP3 (SORTIN). The sorted orders are 
produced on another temporary data set (SORTOUT). 

The seventh step compares the orders (INACCT) to the CLUB. MEMBERS 
data set (MASTER), A card is punched for each order that is both a 
mailing label and an invoice (LABELS). The cards also state the 
name of the book ordered so the stock clerks can attach them to the 
proper package. A management report of account activity is 
prepared (REPORT). This management report is stored on an existing 
partitioned data set and is listed at a later time when all monthly 
reports are ready. The CLUB. MEMBERS data set is updated in place. 
Two work data sets are needed (WORKl and WORK2). 

The eighth step uses the IEBISAM utility program to unload the 
CLUB. CATALOG data set from 2314 volumes (SYSUT1) to a tape volume 
(SYSUT2). The unloaded data set becomes a member of a generation 
data group. 
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The ninth step performs the same function for CLUB.MEMBERS. 

Note: Indexed sequential data sets are described in Appendix A. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//ORDERS JOB DECEMBER69,'SIMPLE BOOK CLUB',MSGLEVEL=(l,l) 
//JOBLIB DD DSNAME=CLUB.PROGLIB,DISP=SHR 
//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEBISAM,PARM=LOAD 
//SYSUTl DD DSNAME=CLUB.CATALOG(O),DISP=OLD 
//SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=CLUB.CATALOG(INDEX)" DISP= (,KEEP), 
// UNIT=2314,VOLUME=SER=222222,SPACE=(CYL,1), 
// DCB=(DSORG=IS,OPTCD=IR,KEYLEN=16,RKP=1) 
// DD DSNAME=CLUB.CATALOG(PRIME),DISP=(,KEEP), 
// UNIT=2314" 2) VOLUME=SER= (111111,231403), 

SPACE=(CYL,75),DCB=*.SYSUT2 
// DD DSNAME=CLUB.CATALOG (OVFLOW) ,DISP= (,KEEP), 
// UNIT=2314,VOLUME=SER=222222,SPACE=(CYL,5), 
// DCB=*.SYSUT2 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEBlSAM,PARM=LOAD 
//SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=CLUB.MEMBERS(O),DISP=OLD 
//SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=CLUB.MEMBERS (INDEX) .,DISP= (,KEEP) , 
// UNIT=2314,VOLUME=SER=111111,SPACE=(CYL,1), 
// DCB=(DSORG=lS,OPTCD=YI,KEYLEN=4,RKP=4) 
// DD DSNAME=CLUB.MEMBERS(PRIME),DISP=(,KEEP), 
// UNIT=2314,VOLUME=SER=222222,SPACE=(CYL,(15», 
// DCB=*.SYSUT2 
// DD DSNAME=CLUB.MEMBERS(OVFLOW) ,DISP=(,KEEP), 
// UNIT=2314,VOLUME=SER=111111,SPACE=(CYL,(1», 
// DCB=*.SYSUT2 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//STEP3 EXEC PGMFCTOT 
//TAPE DD DSNAME=&&SORTIN,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2400 
//PRINT DD UNIT=1443 
//INPUT DD * 

input cards 
/* 
//STEP4 EXEC PGM=SORT 
//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SORTLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB,DISP=SHR 
/ /S ORTWKO 1 DD UNIT=2314, SPACE=(CYL, 20,., CONTIG) 
//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=(2314,SEP=SORTWK01), 

//SORTWK03 DD 
// 
//SORTWK04 DD 
// 
//SORTWK05 DD 
// 
//SORTWK06 DD 
// 
// 
//SORTIN 
// 
//SORTOUT 
// 
// 

DD 

DD 

SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02», 
SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03», 
SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03, 
SORTWK04»,SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03, 
SORTWK04, SORTWK05) ) , 
SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
DSNAME=&&SORTIN,UNIT=2400-3,DISP=(OLD,PASS), 
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=114,BLKSIZE=114», 
DS NAME = & &BOOKS, UNIT=2314 , DISP= ( , PASS, DELETE) , 
SPACE=(CYL,3),RLSE),VOLUME=SER=111111, 
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=114,BLKSIZE=114) 

//SYSIN DD * 
sort control statements 

/* _________________________________________________________________ J 
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r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//STEPS EXEC PGM=STOCK 
/ /tJI..ASTER DD DSNAME=CLUB. CATALOG ,DISP=OLD, UNIT= (2314,3) , 
/ / VOLUME=SER=( 222222,111111,,231403), 
// DCB=DSORG=IS 
//INBOOKS DD DSNAME=*.STEP4.S0RTOUT,DISP=OLD 
//SOLD DD UNIT=1443 
//ORDERS DD UNIT=1403,UCS=(PCAN"VERIFY) 
//WORK DD UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(20,S» 
//STEP6 EXEC PGM=SORT 
//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SORTLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=2314,SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
//SORTWK02 DD UNIT= (2314,SEP=SORTWK01)" 
// SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
/ /SORTWK03 DD UNIT= (2314, SEP=SORTWK01, SORTWK02) ), 
// SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
//SORTWK04 DD UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03», 
/ / SPACE= (CYL, 20, , CONTIG) 
//SORTWKOS DD UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03, 
// SORTWK04»,SPACE=(CYL,(20"CONTIG) 
//SORTWK06 DD UNIT=(2314,SEP=(SORTWK01,SORTWK02,SORTWK03, 
// SORTWK04,SORTWKOS» 
// SPACE=(CYL,20"CONTIG) 
//SORTIN DD DSNAME=&&SORTIN,UNIT=2400-3,DISP=(OLD,DELETE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=114,BLKSIZE=114» 
//SORTOUT DD DSNAME=&&ACCTS,UNIT=2314,DISP=(,PASS,DELETE), 
// SPACE=(CYL,(3,1),RLSE),VOLUME=SER=111111, 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=114,BLKSIZE=1140) 
//SYSIN DD * 

sort control statements 
/* 
//STEP7 
//MASTER 
// 
//LABELS 
//REPORT 
//WORK1 
//WORK2 
//STEP8 
//SYSPRINT 
//SYSUT1 

I // 
I // 
I //SYSUT2 
I // 
I //STEP9 
I //SYSPRINT 
I //SYSUTl 
I // 
I // 
I //SYSUT2 
I // 
I // 

EXEC PGM=BILLS 
DD DSNAME=CLUB.MEMBERS,DISP=OLD,UNIT=(2314,2) 

DD 
DD 
DD 
DD 
EXEC 
DD 
DD 

DD 

VOLUME=SER=(111111,222222),DCB=DSORG=IS 
SYSOUT=B 
DSNAME=REPORT.DEC69 (ORDERS),DISP=MOD 
UNIT=2311,SPACE=(CYL,(10,1» 
UNIT= (2311, SEP=WORK1), SPACE=(CYL, (10,2» 
PGM=IEBISAM,PARMFUNLOAD 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=CLUB.CATALOG,DISP=(OLD,DELETE,KEEP), 
UNIT=(2314,3),VOLUME=SER=(222222,111111, 
231403),DCB=DSORG=IS 
DSNAME=CLUB.CATALOG(+1),DISP=(,CATLG), 
UNIT=2400,VOLUME=SER=T79321 

EXEC PGM=IEBISAM,PARMFUNLOAD 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD DSNAME=CLUB. MEMBERS,DISP= (OLD, DELETE,KEEP), 

DD 

UNIT=(2314,2),VOLUME=SER=(111111,222222), 
DCB=DSORG=IS 
DSNAME=CLUB.MEMBERS(+1),DISP=(,CATLG), 
UNIT=2400,VOLUME=SER=T8942S 

L-_______________________________________________________________ _ 
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Part IV: Cataloged and In-stream Procedures 

A cataloged procedure is a set of job control statements that has been 
assigned a name and placed in a partitioned data set known as the 
procedure library. (The IBM-supplied procedure library is named 
SYS1.PROCLIBi at your installation, there may be additional procedure 
libraries which would have different names.) An in-stream procedure is 
a set of job control statements in the form of cards that have been 
placed in the input stream of a card reader. An in-stream procedure can 
be executed any number of times during the job in which it appears. 
Both cataloged and in-stream procedures statements that has been placed 
in the procedure library can consist of one or more steps; each step is 
called a procedure step. Each procedure step consists of an EXEC 
statement and DO statements. The EXEC statement identifies to the 
system what program is to be executed. The DO statements define the 
data sets to be used by the program. 

You can use a cataloged procedure by coding the procedure name on an 
EXEC statement. You can use an in-stream procedure by coding the 
procedure name that is on the PROC statement on an EXEC statement. With 
both cataloged and in-stream procedures, you can follow this EXEC 
statement with DO statements that modify the procedure for the duration 
of the job step. 

Part IV consists of two chapters. The first chapter, "Using 
Cataloged and In-stream Procedures" describes how to call a procedure, 
how to assign values to symbolic parameters, how to override parameters 
on the EXEC and OD statement, and how to add DO statements to a 
procedure. The second chapter, "Writing Procedures: Cataloged and 
In-stream" the makeup of a procedure, how to use symbolic parameters, 
how to place a set of job control statements in the procedure library, 
and how to modify a procedure. 

Note: This section is essentially the same as Appendix A of the 
publication IBM System/360 Operating System: Job Control Language 
Reference. It is presented in both publications for the sake of 
completeness. 
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Using Cataloged and In-stream Procedures 

How to Call a Cataloged Procedure 

To use a cataloged procedure, submit a JOB statement followed by an EXEC 
statement. On the EXEC statement you identify the cataloged procedure 
in one of two ways: 

1. Code, as the first operand, the name assigned to the procedure; or 
2. Code PROC= followed by the name assigned to the procedure as the 

first operand. 

When you call a procedure, the system finds the control statements in 
the prodecure library and then executes the programs identified on the 
EXEC statements in the procedure. 

Besides identifying the procedure on the EXEC statement, you can 
assign values to symbolic parameters and override parameters that are 
coded on the EXEC statements contained in the procedure. You follow the 
EXEC statement with DD statements when you want to override DD 
statements in the procedure or add DD statements to the procedure. 

When a cataloged procedure is written as part of the system output 
listing (i.e., MSGLEVEL=(l,O), MSGLEVEL=(l,l), or MSGLEVEL=l is coded on 
the JOB statement), the procedure statements can be easily identified. 
An XX appears in columns 1 and 2 of a procedure statement that you did 
not override; X/ appears in in columns 1 and 2 of a procedure statement 
that you did override; Xx* appears in columns 1 through 3 of a procedure 
statement, other than a comment statement, that the system considered to 
contain only comments; and *** appears in columns 1 through 3 of a 
comment statement. In addition, if the procedure contains symbolic 
parameters, the output listing will show the symbolic parameters and the 
values assigned to them. 

How to Call an In-stream Procedure 

To use an in-stream procedure, submit a JOB statement followed by the 
in-stream procedure to be used. The in-stream procedure can appear 
immediately following the JOB statement, the JOBLIB DD"statement, or the 
SYSCHK DD statement. The in-stream procedure cannot appear before the 
JOB statement or after the "EXEC statement that calls it. An in-stream 
procedure can appear after a SYSIN DD * statement; however, this is not 
advisable because of the allocation of a data set when SYSIN DD * is 
specified. 

To call the procedure, you identify the in-stream procedure on an 
EXEC statement in one of two ways: 

1. Code, as the first operand, the name on the PROC statement of the 
procedure; or 

2. Code PROC= followed by the name on the PROC statement of the 
procedure. 

When you call an in-stream procedure, the system finds the control 
statements that have been written on a direct access device and then 
executes the programs identified on the EXEC statements of the 
procedure. 
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Besides identifying the procedure on the EXEC statement, you can 
assign values to symbolic parameters and override parameters that are 
coded on the EXEC statements contained in the procedure. You follow the 
EXEC statement with DD statements when you want to override DD 
statements in the procedure or add DD statements to the procedure. 

When an in-stream procedure is written as part of the system output 
listing (i.e., MSGLEVEL=(l,O), MSGLEVEL(l,l), MSGLEVEL=l or MSGLEVEL=2 
is coded on the JOB statement), the procedure statements can be easily 
identified. An ++ appears in columns 1 and 2 of a procedure statement 
that you did not override; +// appears in columns 1 through 3 of a 
procedure statement that you did override; ++* appears in columns 1 
through 3 of a procedure statement, other than a comment statement, that 
the system considered to contain only comments; and *** appears in 
columns 1 through 3 of a comment statement. In addition, if the 
procedure contains symbolic parameters and you assign values to these on 
the EXEC statement that calls the procedure, the output listing will 
show the symbolic parameters and the values assigned to them. 

Assigning Values to Symbolic Parameters 

The cataloged procedure you call may contain symbolic parameters. A 
symbolic parameter is characterized by a name preceded by an ampersand 
(&) and appears in the oper.and field of a cataloged procedure statement 
or a DD statement used to override a DD statement in the procedure. A 
symbolic parameter stands as a "symbol for a parameter, a subparameter, 
or a value. Symbolic parameters are used so that the procedure can be 
modified easily when it is called by a job step. 

The following are examples of symbolic parameters: 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COB,PARM='Pl" &P2,P3' 
//DD1 DD DSNAME=FIX,UNIT=&DEVICE,SPACE=(CYL,(&SPACE,10» 
//DD2 DD DSNAME=CHAG,UNIT=2400,DCB=BLKSIZE=&LENGTH 

Symbolic parameters must either be assigned values or nullified 
before the procedure is executed. There are two ways that, a symbolic 
parameter can be assigned a value: 

1. You assign a value to the symbolic parameter on the EXEC statement 
that calls the procedure. 

2. The PROC statement, which can appear as the first statement in a 
cataloged procedure and must appear as the first statement in an 
in-stream procedure" assigns a default value to the symbolic 
parameter. 

Any default value assigned to a symbolic parameter on the PROC statement 
is overridden when you assign a value to the same symbolic parameter on 
the EXEC statement that calls the procedure. 

If the cataloged procedures contain symbolic parameters, the 
installation should provide you with a list of the symbolic parameters 
used, what meaning is associated with each symbolic parameter, and what 
default value has been assigned to each of the symbolic parameters on 
the PROC statement. (The PROC statement is optional for cataloged 
procedures; therefore, there may be no default values assigned to the 
symbolic parameters used in a cataloged procedure.) You need this 
informatio~ to determine what the symbolic parameter represents and to 
decide whether to use the default value or to assign a value to the 
symbolic parameter on the EXEC statement that calls the procedure. 
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To assign a value to a symbolic parameter, you code on the EXEC 
statement that calls the procedure: 

symbolic parameter=value 

Omit the ampersand that precedes the symbolic parameter. For example, 
if the symb011C parameter &NUMBER appears on a DD statement in the 
procedure, code 

NUMBER=value 

on the EXEC statement that calls the procedure. Any value you assign to 
a symbolic parameter is in effect only during the current execution of 
the procedure. 

There are some rules you should keep in mind as you assign values to 
symbolic parameters: 

1. The value you assign can be any length, but it cannot be continued 
onto another statement. 

2. If the value contains special characters, enclose the value in 
apostrophes (the enclosing apostrophes are not considered part of 
the value). If the special characters include apostrophes, each 
must be shown as two consercutive apostrophes. 

3. If, on the EXEC statement, you assign more than one value to a 
symbolic parameter, the first value encountered is used. 

4. If the symbolic parameter is concatenated with some other 
information (e.g., &JOBNO.321) , this information and the value you 
assign to the symbolic parameter cannot exceed a combined total of 
120 characters. 

5. If the symbolic parameter is a positional parameter followed by 
other parameters in the statement, it should be delimited in the 
procedure by a period instead of a comma. Then, if the parameter 
is nullified on the PROC statement or on an EXEC statement calling 
the procedure, the statement containing the symbolic parameter will 
not begin with a comma. The system recognizes the period as a 
delimiter; the period does. not appear in the statement. when you 
nullify or assign a value to the symbolic parameter. When you do 
assign a value to a symbolic parameter that is a positional 
parameter, you should follow the value with a comma; the value must 
then be enclosed in apostrophes since a comma is a special 
character. 

For example, in the following DD statement contained in a cataloged 
procedure named EXAMPLE, &POSPARM represents a positional 
parameter. 

//DEFINE DD &POSPARM.DSN=ATLAS,DISP=OLD 

To replace the symbolic parameter &POSPARM with the parameter 
DUMMY, you would code on the EXEC statement calling the procedure: 

//DOTHIS EXEC EXAMPLE.POSPARM='DUMMY, , 

When the cataloged procedure named EXAMPLE is executed. the DD 
statement named DEFINE appears as: 

//DEFINE DD DUMMY.DSN=ATLAS,DISP=OLD 
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I Note: Do not confuse positional parameters with positional 
subpararneters. For a list of the positional parameters you can 
code on the DD statement, see "positional and Keyword Parameters" 
in the section on the DD statement. 

NULLIFYING A SYMBOLIC PARAMETER 

Besides assigning values to symbolic parameters, you can nullify a 
symbolic parameter, i.e., tell the system to ignore the symbolic 
parameter. 

To nullify a symbplic parameter, code on the EXEC statement that 
calls the procedure: 

symbolic parameter= 

Omit the ampersand that precedes the symbolic parameter and do not 
follow the equal sign with a value. 

For example, if a DD statement in a procedure named TIMES is 

//DD8 DD UNIT=1403.UCS=&UCSINFO 

and you want to nullify the symbolic parameter &UCSINFO, you would code 

//CALL EXEC TIMES,UCSINFO= 
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Example of Assigning Values to Symbolic Parameters 

1. The following are the first four statements of a cataloged 
procedure named ASSEMBLE that contains symbolic parameters. The 
PROC statement assigns a default to the symbolic parameter &OBJECT 
and nullifies the symbolic parameter &LlST. Notice that the 
symbolic parameter &DEPT is not assigned a value on the PROC 
statement; therefore, the job step that calls this procedure must 
assign a value to &DEPT. 

//DEF PROC OBJECT=NODECK,LlST= 
//ASN EXEC PGM=lEUASM,PARM=(LlNECNT=50,&LIST.LIST,&OBJECT) 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=OLD 
// DD DSNAME=LIBRARY.&DEPT.MACS,DISP=OLD 

When you call this procedure, you can assign values to the symbolic 
parameters by coding: 

//STEP3 EXEC ASSEMBLE,DEPT=D82,OBJECT=DECK 

The value assigned to &OBJECT in this EXEC statement overrides the value 
assigned to &OBJECT in the PROC statement. Since no value is assigned 
to &LIST in this EXEC statement, LIST is nullified -- because that is 
the default specified in the PROC statement. 

While the procedure is being executed, the first four statements of 
this procedUre would appear as shown belOw. 

//DEF PROC OBJECT=NODECK,LIST= 
//ASM EXEC PGM=IEUASM,PARM=(LINECNT=50,LIST,DECK) 
//SYSLIBDD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=OLD 
// DD DSNAME=LIBRARY.D82MACS,DISP=OLD 

The above example applies to in-stream procedures as well as cataloged 
procedures. However, you must refer to the name on the PROC statement 
of the in-stream procedure when calling the procedure. 

2. The following is an in-stream procedure that contains symbolic 
parameters.. The PROC statement marks the beginning of the 
in-stream procedure and in this example assigns defaults to 
symbolic parameters &D,&U,&V, and is. The procedure is named 
INSTREAM. 

//INSTREAM 
//IN1 
//SYSPRINT 
//SYSUT1 
//SYSLIN 
//SYSLMOD 
// 

PROC 
EXEC 
DD 
DO 
DO 
DD 
PEND 

D='(NEW,CATLG)',U=2311,V='SER=66655' ,5=' (TRK,(1,1,1» 
PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,NCAL' 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=UTC,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=66651 
DSNAME=UTE,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=66652 
DSNAME=&&LOAO,DlSP=&D,UNIT=&U,VOLU~&V,SPACE=&S 

When you call this procedure, you must code the name on the PROC 
statement on the EXEC statement. You can assign values to the symbolic 
parameters by coding: 

//CALL EXEC INSTREAM,D=' (NEW,PASS)',V='SER=66653' 

The values assigned to &D and &V in this EXEC statement override the 
values assigned to these symbolic parameters in the PROC statement. 

since nb value is assigned to &U or is, the defaults specified on the 
PROC statement are used when the procedure is executed. 
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While the procedure is being executed, it would appear as shown 
below. 

//INSTREAM 
//INl 
//SYSPRINT 
//SYSUTl 
//SYSLIN 
//SYSLMOD 
// 

PROC 
EXEC 
DD 
DD 
DD 
DD 

D=' (NEW,CATLG)' ,U=2311,V='SER=66655" ,s=' (TRK, (1,1,1» 
PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,NCAL' 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=UTC,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=66651 
DSNAME=UTE,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=66652 
DSNAME=&&LOAD,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=2311, 
VOLUME=SER=66653,SPACE=(TRK,(1,l,l» 

The PEND statement is printed but is not executed. 

3. The following are the first four statements of a cataloged 
procedure named TEST that contains symbolic parameters. The PROC 
statement nullifies the symbolic parameter &DUMl and assigns a 
default value to the symbolic parameter &DUM2. 

//TEST 
//STEPl 
//DDl 
//DD2 

PROC DUM1=,DUM2='DUMMY,' 
EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 
DD &DUM1.DSN=ABLE,DISP=OLD 
DD &DUM2.DSN=BAKER,DISP=OLD 

&DUMl and &DUM2 are positional parameters. They are delimited by a 
period so that, if they are nullified, the DD statement does not begin 
with a comma. The system recognizes the period as a delimiter; th.e 
period does not appear in the statement when you nullify or assign a 
value to the symbolic parameter. The value assigned to DUM2 in the PRoe 
statement is followed by a comma so that a comma will delimit the value 
when it appears in the statement in the procedure. The value must be 
enclosed in apostrophes because the comma is a special character. 

When you call this procedure, you can reverse the default values on the 
PROC statement so that the DD statement named DDl defines a dummy data 
set and the DD statement named DD2 defines an existing data set: 

//STEPUP EXEC TEST,DUM1='DUMMY, ',DUM2= 

The value assigned to &DUMl on the EXEC statement overrides the 
nullification of &DUMl on the PROC statement. &DUM2 is nullified on 
this EXEC statement, so the value assigned to &DUM2 on the PRoe 
statement is ignored. 

While this procedure is being executed, the first four statements will 
appear as shown below: 

//TEST 
//STEPl 
//DDl 
//DD2 

PROC DUM1=,DUM2='DUMMY,' 
EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 
DD DUMMY, DSN=ABLE,DISP=OLD 
DD DSN=BAKER,DISP=OLD 
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Overriding, Adding, and Nullifying Parameters on an 
EXEC Statement 

You can override, add, or nullify parameters coded on EXEC statements 
contained in a cataloged procedure. You make these changes on the EXEC 

I statement that calls the procedure. You should ove.rride parameters only 
when you want to change their values. Do not override parameters to 
correct syntactical errors in the procedure. You cannot change the PGM 
parameter. The changes you make are in effect during the current 
execution of the procedure. 

OVERRIDING EXEC STATEMENT PARAMETERS 

To override an EXEC statement parameter in a procedure, identifying on 
the EXEC statement that calls the procedure the parameter you are 
overriding, the name of the EXEC statement on which the parameter 
appears, and the change to be made. The format required to override a 
parameter is: 

parameter.procstepname=change 

For· example, if one of the EXEC statements in the procedure named FILL 
is: 

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=DEF,REGION=100K 

and you want to change REGION=100K to REGION=80K, you would code: 

//CALL EXEC FILL,REGION.STEP3=80K 

You can change more than one EXEC statement parameter in the 
procedure. For example l if one of the EXEC statements in the procedure 
name JKW is: 

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=OUT,TIME=(2,30),REGION=120K 

and you want to change TIME=(2,30) to TIME=4 and REGION=120K to 
REGION=200K, you would code: 

//STEP3 EXEC JKW,TIME.STEP2=4,REGION.STEP2=200K 

If you want to change different parameters that appear on different 
EXEC statements in the procedure, you must code all overriding 
parameters for one procedure step before those for the next step. For 
example, if the first three EXEC statements in a procedure named DART 
are: 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=JCTSB,PARM=' *14863' "REGION=100K 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=JCTRC,REGION=80K 
//STEP3 EXEC PGM=JCTQD,COND=(8,LT),TIME=3 

and you want to override the PARM and REGION parameters on the first 
EXEC statement, the REGION parameter on the second EXEC statement, and 
the TIME parameter on the third EXEC statement, the EXEC statement that 
calls the procedure would appear as: 

//STEPC EXEC DART,PARM.STEP1='*86348', 
// REGION.STEP1=120K,REGION.STEP2=100K, 
// TIME.STEP3=(4,30) 
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You can code an EXEC statement parameter and omit the term 
"procstepname." When you do this, the procedure is modified as follows: 

• If the P~l parameter. is coded, it applies only to the first 
procedure step. If a PARM parameter appears in a later EXEC 
statement" it is nullified. 

• If the TIME parameter is coded, it applies to the total procedure. 
If the TIME parameter appears on any of the EXEC statements in the 
procedure, it is nullified. 

• If any other parameter is coded, it applies to every step in the 
procedure. If the parameter appears on an EXEC statement, it is 
nullified; if the parameter does not appear on an EXEC statement, it 
is added. 

For example, assume the EXEC statements in a procedure named RYIN are: 

//STEPl EXEC PGM=SECT,PARM=140947,REGION=lOOK 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=PARA,PARM=105600,COND=EVEN 
//STEP3 EXEC PGM=SENT,PARM=L1644,REGION=80K 

If you want to override the PARM parameter in the first procedure step, 
nullify all other PARM parameters in the procedure, and have all 
procedure steps assigned the same region size, the EXEC statement that 
calls the procedure would appear as: 

//SPAA EXEC RYINPARM=L1644,REGION=136K 

While the procedure named RYIN is being executed, these three EXEC 
statements would appear as: 

//STEPl EXEC PGM=SECT,PARM=L1644,REGION=136K 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=PARA,COND=EVEN,REGION=136K 
//STEP3 EXEC PGM=SENT,REGION=136K 

ADDING EXEC STATEMENT PARAMETERS 

To add a parameter to an EXEC statement in the procedure, identify on 
the EXEC statement that calls the procedure the parameter you are 
adding, the name of the EXEC statement to which you want to add the 
parameter, and the value you are assigning to the parameter. The format 
required to add a parameter is: 

parameter.procstepname=value 

Parameters you are adding and overriding for a step must be coded before 
those parameters you are adding and overriding for the next step. 

For example, if the first two EXEC statements of a procedure named 
GLEAN are: 

//STEPl EXEC PGM=FAC,COND=(8,LT) 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=UP,PARM=377685 

and you want to override the COND parameter and add the ROLL parameter 
to the first EXEC statement, and add the REGION parameter to the second 
EXEC statement, the EXEC statement that calls the procedure would appear 
as: 

//STPA EXEC GLEAN,COND.STEP1=(12,LT), 
// ROLL.STEP1=(NO,NO),REGION.STEP2=88K 
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NULLIFYING EXEC STATEMENT PARAMETERS 

To nullify a parameter on an EXEC statement in the procedure, identify, 
on the EXEC statement that calls the procedure, the parameter you want 
to nullify and the name of the EXEC statement on which the parameter 
appears. The format required to nulify a parameter is: 

parameter.procstepname= 

Parameters that you are nullifying., overriding, and adding to a step 
must be coded before those for the next step. 

For example, if the first two EXEC statements of a procedure named 
GINN are: 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=INV,PARM='146,S99'~RD=R 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=DET,PARM=XYA34,COND=(SO,GT) 

and you want to nullify the PARM parameter and add the COND parameter to 
the first EXEC statement, and override the COND parameter on the second 
EXEC statement, the EXEC statement that calls the procedure would appear 
as: 

//STEPY EXEC GINN,PARM.STEP1=., COND.STEP1=(25,EQ), 
// COND.STEP2=(SO,GE) 

Example of Overriding, Adding, and Nullifying Parameters on an 
EXEC ·-Statement 

1. You want to call the following cataloged procedure named ESEAP: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //STEPA EXEC PGM=FLIER,PARM=7121190,ACCT=(4S05,UNASGN) I 
I //DDA DD DSNAME=LIBRARY.GROUP67,DISP=OLD I 
I //DDB DD DSNAME=STAND.FIVE,DISP=OLD I 
I //STEPB EXEC PGM=VERSE,DPRTY=(11,13),PARM=7S06S4,RD=R I 
I //DDC DD UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(10,2» I 
I //DDD DD DSNAME=COL,DISP=OLD I 
I //DDE DD DDNAME=IN I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You want to make the following modifications to the procedure: 

• Add the REGION parameter to both EXEC statements. 
• Add the DPRTY parameter to the first EXEC statement. 
• Override the ACCT parameter on the first EXEC statement. 
• Nullify the RD parameter on the second EXEC statement. 
• Add the COND parameter to the second EXEC statement. 

The EXEC statement that calls the procedure would appear as: 

//MINC EXEC ESEAP,REGION=S6K,DPRTY.STEPA=(11,13), 
// ACCT.STEPA=(4S05,7554),RD.STEPB=,COND.STEPB=(60,LE) 

The two EXEC statements in the procedure would appear as shown below 
while the procedure is being executed. These modifications do not 
appear on an output listing. 

//STEPA EXEC PGM=FLIER,PARM=7121190,ACCT=(4S05,7554), 
// REGION=S6K,DPRTY=(11,13) 
//STEPB EXEC PGM=VERSE,DPRTY=(11,13),REGION=S6K,COND=(60,LE) 
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2. You want to call the following in-stream procedure named INLINE: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I IIINLINE PROC I 
I IISTEPl EXEC PGM=COMP,ACCT=(7037,236l),REGION=86K I 
I IIDDl DD DSNAME=INFORM,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VLOLUME=SER=75250 I 
I IIDD2 OD OSNAME=LCJWC,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=76250 I 
I IISTEP2 EXEC PGM=CHECKS, PARM=212334., COND= (50, LE) , ACCT= (2001,0539) I 
I IIDD3 OD DSNAME=PAY,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=MEMORY I 
I IIDD4 DD DSNAME=INCREAS,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=33333 I 
I II PEND I L ________________________________ ~ _____________________________________ J 

You want to make the following modifications to the procedure: 

• Add OPRTY parameter to both EXEC statements. 

• Nullify the REGION parameter on the first EXEC statement. 

• Override the ACCT parameter on the second EXEC statement. 

The EXEC statement that calls the procedure would appear as: 

r-----~----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I IICALLER EXEC INLINE,DPRTY=(11,13),REGION.STEP1=,ACCT.STEP2=(4710, I 
I II 5390) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The two EXEC statements in the procedure would appear as shown below 
while the procedure is being executed. These modifications do not 
appear on an output listing. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
J IISTEPl EXEC PGM=COMP,ACCT=(7037,2361), DPRTY=(11,13) I 
I IISTEP2 EXEC PGM=CHECKS,PARM=212334,COND=(50,LE),DPRTY=(11,13), I 
I II ACCT=(4710,5390) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Overriding, Adding, and Nullifying Parameters on a DD Statement 

You can override, add, or nullify parameters coded on a DD statement 
contained in a cataloged procedure. You make these changes at the time 
the procedure is called; these changes are in effect during the current 
execution of the procedure. Use one DD statement to override, add, and 
nullify parameters on the same DD statement in the procedure. 

OVERRIDING DD STATEMENT PARAMETERS 

To override a parameter on a DD statement in the procedure, you must 
include a DD statement following the EXEC statement that calls the 
procedure. The ddname of this DD statement must identify the DD 
statement that contains the parameter you are overriding and the 
procedure step in which the DD statement appears. Code, in the operand 
field of this OD statement, the parameter you are overriding and the 
change; or code a mutually exclusive parameter that is to take the place 
of a parameter. The format required for a DO statement following the 
EXEC statement is: 

Ilprocstepname.ddname DD parameter=change 
or 

Ilprocstepname.ddname DD mutually exclusive parameter=value 
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For example, if one of the DD statements in a procedure step named 
STEP4 is: 

//DD2 DD DSNAME=ABIN,OISP=OLO,VOLUME=SER=S4896,UNIT=2400 

and you want to change UNIT=2400 to UNIT=180, you would code: 

//STEP4.DD2 DD UNIT=180 

When you code a mutually exclusive parameter on an overriding OD 
statement, the system replaces the parameter on the specified DD 
statement with the mutually exclusive parameter. For example, the 
parameters SYSOUT and OISP are mutually exclusive parameters. If one of 
the DD statements in a procedure step named PRINT is: 

//DD8 DD SYSOUT=C 

and you do not want the data set printed, you would code: 

//PRINT.D08 DD OUMMY,OISP=(NEW,OELETE) 

You have replaced the SYSOUT parameter with the DISP parameter, and 
added the DUMMY parameter. (The DUMMY parameter causes this DD 
statement to define a dummy data set.) 

You can change more than one parameter that appears on a DD statement 
in the procedure. For example, if one of the DO statements in a 
procedure step named STEPS is: 

//DDX DO OSNAME=FIES,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2400-2,VOLUME=REF=*.STEP2.DOC 

and you want this DO statement to define a new data set, you would code: 

//STEPS.DOX DD DSNAME=RVA1,OISP=(NEW,KEEP) 

If you want to change parameters that appear on different DO 
statements in the same procedure step, the overriding OD statements must 
be in the same order in the input stream as the corresponding DD 
statements in the procedure step. For example, if the first step of a 
procedure named AJG is: 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=MGR,REGION=80K 
//DD1 DO DSNAME=LONE,OISP=(NEW,OELETE),UNIT=2400,VOLUME=SER=S68998 
//002 DD UNIT=TAPE 
//003 00 UNIT=2311,OISP=(,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(20,2» 

and you want to change the UNIT and VOLUME parameters on the first DO 
statement and the SPACE parameter on the third DD statement, you would 
code: 

/ /CATP EXEC AJG 
//STEP1.0D1 DO UNIT=2400-3,VOLUME=SER=WORK18 
/ /STEP1.0D3 DO SPACE: (CYL, (4,1» 

If you want to change parameters that appear in different procedure 
steps in the cataloged procedure you are calling, the overriding DD 
statements must be in the same order as are the procedure steps. 
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The DCB Parameter: If you want to change some of the subparameters in 
the DCB parameter, you need not recode the entire DCB parameter. 
Instead, code only those subparameters that you are changing and any 
mutually exclusive subparameters that are to replace particular 
subparameters. For example, if one of the DD statements in a procedure 
step named NED is: 

IIDD3 DD DSNAME=PER,DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(88,S», 
II DCB=(BUFNO=1,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=F,BUFL=80) 

and you want to change BLKSIZE=80 to BLKSIZE=320 and BUFL=80 to 
BUFL=320, you would code: 

IINED.DD3 DD DCB=(BLKSIZE=320,BUFL=320) 

The DCB subparameters BUFNO and RECFM remain unchanged. 

When you are overriding a procedure DD statement that contains a DCB 
parameter and the overriding DD statement uses a backward reference to 
copy the DCB information on an earlier DD statement, the DCB information 
on the procedure DD statement overrides any of the corresponding 
subparameters that are copied. For example, if one of the DD statements 
in a step named NED of a procedure named CATROC is: 

IIDDS DD DSNAME=PER,UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(88,S», 
II DCB=(BLKSIZE=640,RECFM=FB) 

and you have in your input stream: 

IISTPl EXEC PGM=A 
IIDDl DD DSN=AIR,UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK, (10,1», 
II DCB=(BLKSIZE=320,RECFM=FBA,BUFL=320) 
IISTP2 EXEC CATROC 
IINED.DDS DD DCB=*.STP1.DDl 

The DD statement DDS in cataloged procedure would appear as shown below 
while the procedure is being executed. This modification does not 
appear on output listing. 

IIDDS DD DSNAME=PER,UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(88,S», 
II DCB=(BLKSIZE=640,RECFM=FB,BUFL=320) 

If you want to override a DD statement that contains a dsname 
positional subparameter in the DCB parameter, you must recode the dsname 
subparameter, even though you do not want to change it. For example, if 
one of the DD statements in a procedure step named BANK is: 

IIDDS DD DSNAME=SAVE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=2311, 

II SPACE=(CYL,(12,2»,DCB=(ACCNT,BUFNO=S,KEYLEN=2) 

and you want to change BUFNO=S to BUFN0=3, you would code: 

IIBANK.DDS DD DCB=(ACCNT,BUFNO=3) 

Both the dsname ACCNT and KEYLEN subparameters remain unchanged.. You 
must code ACCNT on the overriding DD statement. 
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ADDING DD STATEMENT PARAMh~ERS 

To add a parameter to a DD statement in the procedure, you must include 
a DD statement following the EXEC statement that calls the procedure. 
The ddname of this DD statement must identify the DD statement to which 
you are adding a parameter and the procedure step in which the DD 
statement appears. Code, in the operand field of this DD statement, the 
parameter you are adding. The format required for a DD statement 
following the EXEC statement is: 

//procstepname.ddname DD parameter=value 

For example, if one of the DD statements in a procedure step named 
STPTWO is: 

//DDM DD DSNAME=TYPE,DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2400 

and you want to add the VOLUME parameter, you would code: 

//STPTWO.DDM DD VOLUME=SER=569433 

If you want to add parameters or change parameters that appear on 
different DD statements, the overriding DD statements must be in the 
same order in the input stream as the corresponding DD statemetns in the 
procedure. 

NULLIFYING DD STATEMENT PARAMETERS 

There may be parameters on a DD statement that you do not want to 
override, but you want the system to ignore. Also, when you modify a DD 
statement in a procedure by overriding certain parameters or adding 
parameters, there may be some parameters remaining that no longer have 
meaning for your data set definition but would effect processing of the 
data set. To temporarily remove these parameters, you can nullify them. 
(If you are replacing a parameter with a mutually exclusive parameter, 
do not nullify the parameter that is being replaced.) 

To nullify a parameter on a DD statement in the procedure, you must 
include a DD statement following the EXEC statement that calls the 
procedure. The ddname of this DD statement must identify the DD 
statement that contains the parameter you are nullifying and the 
procedure step in which the DD statement appears. Code in the operand 
field of this DD statement the parameter you are nullifying followed by 
an equal sign; do not follow the equal sign with a value. The format 
required for a DD statement following the EXEC statement is: 

//procstepname.ddname DD parameter= 

For example, if one of the DD statements in a procedure named SALLS 
is: 

//DDP DD DSNAME=STEP,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2314,VOLUME=SER=556978 

and you are overriding the DSNAME, DISP, and UNIT parameters, adding the 
DCB parameter, and want the VOLUME parameter ignored, you would code: 

//SALLS.DDP DD DSNAME=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2400-2, 
// DCB=(DEN=2,TRTCH=ET},VOLUME= 
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To nullify the DCB parameter, each DCB subparameter must be nullified 
individually. For example, if a DD statement contains 

DCB=(RECFM=FBA,BLKSIZE=160,LRECL=80) 
then 

DCB= (RECFM=. BLKSIZE=" LRECL=) 

must be coded on the overriding DD statement in order to nullify the DCB 
parameter. 

To nullify a DUMMY parameter, code the DSNAME parameter on the 
overriding DD statement, but do not use the data set name NULLFILE. 
(Coding DSNAME=NULLFILE has the same effect as coding the DUMMY 
parameter. ) 

To nullify a DYN~l parameter, code the SYSOUT or DSNAME parameter on 
the overriding DD statement, but do not use the data set name NULLFILE. 

CAUTION: When you are overriding a procedure DD statement that contains 
the SPACE parameter and the overriding DD statement defines an existing 
data set, be sure to nullify the SPACE parameter. When a secondary 
quantity is coded on the procedure DD statement, the system uses this 
value to assign additional space to the data set instead of the 
secondary quantity you may have specified when the data set was created. 
Also, the RLSE subparameter, when specified on the procedure statement, 
causes the system to release any of the existing data set I, s unused 
space. 

If you want to nullify, add, or override parameters that appear on 
different DD statements, the overriding DD statements must be in the 
same order in the input stream as the corresponding DD statements in the 
procedure. 
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Example of Overriding, Adding, and Nullifying Parameters on a DD 
Statement 

1. You want to call the following procedure named SALL: 

r------------------------------------------------~---------------------, I //STP1 EXEC PGM=GLF14 I 
I //DD11 DD DSNAME=XTRA.LEVEL,DISP=OLD I 
I //DD12 DD DSNAME=CONDS,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2400 I 
I //DD13 DD DUMMY,DSNAME=LAST,VOLUME=REF=*.DD11,DISP=(,CATLG) I 
I / /STP 2 EXEC PGM=FAIR I 
I //DD21 DD DSNAME=*.STP1.DD12,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) I 
I //DD22 DD DSNAME=JETZ,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), I 
1// UNIT=2311,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1),RLSE) I 
I //DD23 DD SYSOUT=G I L ___________________________________ ~ __________________________________ J 

You· want to modify the procedure as follows: 

• Change the data set name on the DD12 statement from CONDS to C8495, 
and add the VOLUME parameter. 

• Add the VOLUME parameter to the statement named DD12. 

• Nullify the DUMMY parameter on the DD13 statement. 

• Change the disposition on the DD21 statement from DELETE to KEEP. 

• Define an existing data set on the DD22 statement. 

• Add the parameters UNIT and SPACE on the DD23 statement. 

The EXEC statement that calls the procedure and the overriding DD 
statements that follow it would appear as: 

r--------------------------------------------------------~-------------, 
I / /CALL EXEC SALL I 
I //STP1.DD12 DD DSNAME=C8495,VOLUME=SER=979354 I 
I //STP1.DD13 DD DSNAME=LAST I 
I //STP2.DD21 DD DISP=(OLD,KEEP) I 
I //STP2.DD22 DD SPACE=,DSNAME=GR1833,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(,NL), I 
I // VOLUME=SER=577632 I 
I //STP2.DD23 DD UNIT=2314,SPACE=(CYL,(150,15» I L _____________________________________________________________________ -l 

The cataloged procedure would appear as shown below while the 
procedure is being executed. These modifications do not appear on an 
output listing. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I //STP1 EXEC PGM=GLF14 I 
I //DD11 DO DSNAME=XTRA.LEVEL,OISP=OLD I 
I / /OD12 OD OSNAME=C8495, OISP= (,PASS) , UNIT=2400, VOLUME=SER=979354 I 
I //D013 DD DSNAME=LAST,VOLUME=REF=*.OD11,OISP=(,CATLG) I 
I //STP2 EXEC PGM=FAIR· I 
I //DD21 DO DSNAME=*.STP1.D012,OISP=(OLO,KEEP) I 
I //0022 DD DSNAME=GR1833,OISP=OLO,UNIT=2311,LABEL=(,NL), I 
I // VOLUME=SER=577632 I 
I //0023 DD SYSOUT=G,UNIT=2314, SPACE= (CYL, (150,15» I L _________________________________________ -------------_______________ -l 
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2. You want to call the following in-stream procedure named CARDS: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
1 //CARDS PROC I 
j //STEPA EXEC PGM=FIGURE I 
1 //DDA1 DO DSNAME~NUMBERS,DISP=OLD I 
I //ODA2 DO DSNAME=PROCESS,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2311, I 
1// SPACE=(TRK,(l,l,l» I 
I //STEPB EXEC PGM=RESULT I 
1 //DDB1 DO DSNAME=VSC,DISP=OLD I 
I //DOB2 DO DSNAME=*.STEPA.DDA2,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) I 
I //DDB3 DD SYSOUT=C 1 
I // PEND I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

You want to modify the procedure as follows: 

• Change the data set name on the DDA1 statement from NUMBERS to 
NAMES. 

• Add the VOLUME parameter to the ODA2 statement. 

• Add the parameters UNIT and SPACE on the DOB3 statement. 

The EXEC statement that calls the procedure and the overriding DO 
statements that follow it would appear as: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //CALL EXEC CARDS 1 
1 //STEPA.ODAl DO DS NAME= NAMES I 
I / /STEPA. DDA2 DO VOLUME=SER=585'8 I 
I //STEPB.ODB3 DD UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK, (150,15» I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The in-stream procedure would appear as shown below while the 
procedure is being executed. These modifications do not appear on an 
output listing. .The PROC statement is processed only when it contains 
symbolic parameters. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------., 
I //STEPA EXEC PGM=FIGURE I 
1 / /DDA1 DO DSNAME=NAMES ,OISP=OLD -I 
I //DDA2 DO DSNAME=PROCESS,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=2311, I 
I // SPACE=(TRK, (1,1,1»,VOLUME=SER=5858 I 
1 //STEPB EXEC PGM=RESULT I 
I //DDB1 DD OSNAME=VSC,OISP=OLD 1 
1 //DDB2 DO DSNAME=*.STEPA.DDA2,DISP=(OLO,KEEP) I 
1 //DDB3 DD SYSOUT=C,UNIT=2311,SPACE=(TRK,(150,15» 1 L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

OVERRIDING DO STATEMENTS THAT DEFINE CONCATENATED DATA SETS 

When a concatenation of data sets is defined in a cataloged procedure 
and you attempt to override the concatenation with one DD statement, 
only the first (named) DO statement is overridden. To override others, 
you must include an overriding DO statement for each DD statement; the 
DO statements in the input stream must be in the same order as the DD 
statements in the procedure. The second and subsequent overriding 
statements must not be named. If you do not wish to change one of the 
concatenated DD statements, leave the operand field blank on the 
corresponding DD statement in the input stream. (This is the only case 
where a blank operand field for a DD statement is valid.) 
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For example, suppose you are calling a procedure that includes the 
following sequence of DD statements in STEPC: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //DD4 DD DSN~lE=A.B.C,DISP=OLD I 
I // DD DSNAME=STRP,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=5ER=X12182 I 
I // DD DSNAME=TYPE3,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=BL142 I 
I // DD DSNAME=A.B.D,DISP=OLD I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

If you want to override the DD statements that define the data sets 
named STRP and A.B.D, the sequence of 00 statements in the input stream 
would appear as: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //STEPC.OD4 OD I 
I // DD DSNAME=INV.CLS,DISP=OLO I 
IV 00 I 
I // DD DSNAME=PAL8,DISP=QLD,UNIT=2311,VOL=SER=125688 I L-_____________________________________________________________________ J 

Adding DD Statements to a Procedure 

You can add DD statements to a procedure when you call the procedure,. 
These additional OD statements are in effect only while the procedure is 
being executed. 

To add a DD statement to a procedure step, follow the EXEC statement 
that calls the procedure and any overriding DO statements for that step 
with the additional DD statement. The ddname of this OD statement must 
identify the procedure step to which this statement is to be added and 
must be assigned a name that is different from all the ddnames in the 

, procedure step. The format required for a DO statement following the 
EXEC statement is: 

is: 

//procstepname.ddname DO parameters 

For example, if the first step of a cataloged procedure named MART . 

//STEPl EXEC PGM=OATE 
//DDM DD DSNAME=BPS(MEMG),DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=554982 
//OON OD UNIT=SYSQE 

And you want to change the UNIT parameter on the DD statement named DDN 
and add a DO statement, you would code: 

//PROC EXEC MART 
//STEP1.DDN DD UNIT=180 
//STEP1.DDO DO UNIT=181 
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Examples of Adding DD Statements to a Procedure 

1. You want to call the following procedure named D995A: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //SA EXEC PGM=ANALY I 
I //DDA1 DD DSNAME=PROJ.C843,DISP=OLD I 
I //DDA2 DD DDNAME=SYSIN I 
I //DDA3 DD SYSOUT=B I 
I //SB EXEC PGM=MANM03 I 
I //DDB1 DD UNIT=2400 I 
I //DDB2 DD UNIT=2400 I 
I //DDB3 DD DSNAME=X54,VOLUME=SER=(36544,36545),UNIT=(2400,2), I 
I // DISP=(OLD,KEEP) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You want to modify the procedure as follows: 

1. Supply the data set definition for the DDA2 statement by adding a 
DD statement. 

2. Change the SYSOUT parameter on the DDA3 statement to UNIT=1403. 

3. Add a DD statement to the step named SB. 

The EXEC statement that calls the procedure and the overriding and 
additional DD statements that follow it would appear as: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//PROCED EXEC D995A 
//SA.DDA3 DD UNIT=1403 
//SA.SYSIN DD * 

data 

/* 
//SB.DDB4 DD UNIT=(2400,SEP=(DDB1,DDB2» 

The cataloged procedure would appear as shown below while the 
procedure is being executed. These modifications do not appear on 
output listing. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //SA EXEC PGM=ANALY I 
I //DDAl DD DSNAME=PROJ.C843,DISP=OLD I 
I //DDA2 DD * I 
I //DDA3 DD UNIT=1403 I 
I //SB EXEC PGM=MANM03 I 
I //DDB1 DD UNIT=2400 I 
I //DDB2 DD UNIT=2400 I 
I //DDB3 DD DSNAME=X54,VOLUME=SER=(36544,36545),UNIT=(2400,2), I 
I // DISP=(OLD,KEEP) I 
I //DDB4 DD UNIT=(2400,SEP=(DDB1,DDB2» I L ________________________________ -------_______________________________ J 
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2. You want to call the following in-stream procedure named WORK: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //WORK PROC I 
I //STP1 EXEC PGM=PROD I 
I //DD1 DD DSNAME~PROJECT,DISP=OLD I 
I //DD2 DD DDNA~m=SYSIN I 
I // PEND I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You want to modify the procedure by supplying the data set definition 
for the DD2 statement by adding a DD statement. 

The EXEC statement that calls the procedure and the additional DD 
statement that follows it would appear as 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
J //ADD EXEC WORK 
I //STP1.SYSIN DD * 
I . 
I . 
I . 
I data 
I · 
I · 
I · 
I . 
I /* L _____________________________________________________________________ _ 

The in-stream proc~dure would appear as shown below while the 
procedure is being executed. These modifications do not appear on the 
output listing. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //STP EXEC PGM=PROD I 
I //DD1 DD DSNAME=PROJECT,DISP=OLD I 
I //DD2 DD * I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 
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Writing Procedures: Cataloged and In-stream 

Why Catalog tIeL Statements 

Applications performed at your installation on a regular basis and 
applications that require many control statements can be simplified when 
the control statements for these applications are cataloged. Once the 
job control statements for an application are cataloged on the procedure 
library, any programmer who wants to perform the application need only 
submit a JOB and EXEC, statement. On the EXEC statement, he refers the 
system to the control statements required to perform the application. 
If there are modifications the programmer wants to make for the duration 
of the job step, he assigns values to symbolic parameters on the EXEC 
statement and follows the EXEC statement with overriding DD statements. 

Why Use In-stream Procedures 

While in-stream procedures do not have to be added to the procedure 
library, they eliminate the necessity of repeating the same set of 
control statements in ajob. An in-stream procedure can be executed any 
number of times during a job in which it appears and fifteen uniquely 
named in-stream procedures can appear in one job. In-stream procedures 
can be modified just as cataloged procedures. They also provide you 
with a means of testing procedures before adding them to the procedure 
library as cataloged procedures. Because an in-stream procedure exists 
in the form of cards, it can be considered a "portable procedure" in 
that it can easily be moved from one input stream to another. 

THE CONTENTS OF CATALOGED AND IN-STREAM PROCEDURES 

Cataloged and in-stream procedures contain one or more EXEC statements, 
each followed by associated DD statements. Each EXEC statement 
identifies the program to be executed, and the DD statements that follow 
define the input, output, and work data sets to be used by the program. 
Each EXEC statement and its associated DD statements are called a 
procedure step. 

Cataloged and in-stream procedures cannot contain: 

1. EXEC statements that refer to other cataloged procedures. 
2. JOB, delimiter, or null statements. 
3. DD statements with the ddname JOBLIB. 
4. DD statements with * or DATA coded in the operand field. 

A cataloged or in-stream procedure can contain a DD statement with 
the ddname STEPLIB. If a procedure step requires use of a program in a 
private library other than SYS1.LINKLIB, you define that library on this 
DD statement. If the DD statement is not overridden when the procedure 
is called, it makes the private library available to the step. (For 
information on the STEPLIB DD statement" see "Special DD Statements" in 
the section "The DD statement.") 

For ease in modifying a cataloged procedure, you can include symbolic 
parameters in the procedure. How to use symbolic parameters is 
described next. 
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USING SYMBOLIC PARAMETERS IN A PROCEDURE 

When you prepare the control statements that you plan to catalog, you 
can include symbolic parameters. A symbolic parameter is characterized 
by a name preceded by an ampersand (&) and appears in the operand field 
of a cataloged procedure statement. A symbolic parameter stands for a 
parameter, a subparameter, or a value. 

Symbolic parameters allow a programmer who calls the procedure to 
easily modify the procedure for the duration of the job step. When the 
programmer calls the procedure, he assigns values to the symbolic 
parameters on the EXEC statement. When you prepare control statements 
that you plan to catalog, you can include a PROC statement and assign 
default values to any of the symbolic parameters that are included. 

When you prepare control statements to be used as an in-stream 
procedure, you must include a PROC statement which can be used to assign 
default values to any of the symbolic parameters that are included. 

A symbolic parameter is one to seven alphameric and national (#,@,$) 
characters preceded by a single ampersand. The first character must be 
alphabetic or national. Since a single ampersand defines a symbolic 
parameter, you code double ampersands when you are not defining a 
symbolic parameter. For example, if you want to pass S43&LEV to a 
processing program by means of the PARM parameter on an EXEC statement, 
you must code 

PARM='S43&&LEV' 

The system treats the double ampersands as if a single ampersand has 
been coded, and only one ampersand appears in the results. 

The following are examples of symbolic parameters: 

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=COB,PARM='P1,&P2,P3' 
//DD1 DD DSNAME=&&FIX,UNIT=&DEVICE,SPACE=(CYL,(&SPACE,10» 
//DD2 DD DSNAME=&&CHAG,UNIT=2400,DCB=BLKSIZE=&LENGTH 

Keyword parameters that can be coded on an EXEC statement cannot be 
used to define symbolic parameters. For example, &PGM and &REGION 
cannot be used as' symbolic parameters. 

Any parameter, subparameter, or value in the procedure that may vary 
each time the procedure is called is a good candidate for definition as 
a symbolic parameter. For example, if different values can be passed to 
a processing program by means of the PARM parameter on one of the EXEC 
statements, you might define the PARM parameter field as one or more 
symbolic parameters, 

PARM=&ALLVALS 
or 

PARM=&DECK&CODE 

If symbolic parameters are defined in the cataloged procedures used 
at your installation, the definitions should be consistent. For 
example, every time the programmer is to assign his department number to 
a symbolic parameter, no matter which procedure he is calling, the 
symbolic parameter could be defined as &DEPT. In different procedures 
you could code 

ACCT=(43877,&DEPT) 
and 

DSNAME=LIBRARY.&DEPT.MACS 
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The programmer would assign his department number on the EXEC statement 
that calls the procedure whenever &DEPT appears in a procedure. Of 
course, in order for the programmer to know that he is to assign his 
department number to the symbolic parameter &DEPT, the installation must 
make this information available to all the programmers that may be using 
the cataloged procedures. 

You can define two or more symbolic parameters in succession without 
including a comma to delimit the symbolic parameters, for example, 
&P1&P2. You can also define a potion of a parameter, subparameter, or 
value as a symbolic parameter. You do this by placing the symbolic 
parameter before, after, or in between the information that is not 
variable. 

If you place a symbolic parameter after some information that does 
not vary, it is not necessary to code a delimiter. The system 
recognizes a symbolic parameter when it encounters the single ampersand. 

If you place a symbolic parameter before some information that does 
not vary, a period may be required following the symbolic parameter to 
distinguish the end of the symbolic parameter and the beginning of the 
information that does not vary. A period is required following the 
symbolic parameter when: 

1. The character following the symbolic parameter is an alphabetic or 
numeric character. . 

2. The character following the symbolic parameter is a left 
parenthesis or a period. 

In these cases, the system recognizes the period as a delimiter, and the 
period does not appear after a value is assigned to the symbolic 
parameter. (A period will appear after a value is assigned to the 
symbolic parameter when two consecutive periods are coded.) 

The following examples are valid ways of combining symbolic 
parameters and information that does not vary. 

Placing a symbolic parameter after information that does not vary; 

1. LIBRARY (&MEMBER) 

2. USERLIB.&LEVEL 

Placing a symbolic parameter before information that does not vary; 

1. '&OPTION+1S' 

2. & PASS • A43B8 

The period is required because an alphabetic character follows the 
symbolic parameter. 

3. &URNO.S4328 

The period is required because a numeric character follows the 
symbolic parameter. 

4. & LIBRARY. (MEMG) 

The period is required because a left parenthesis follows the 
symbolic parameter. 
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5. &FILL •• GROUP5 

A period is to appear in the results; therefore, two consecutive 
periods are coded. 

When a value is assigned to the symbolic parameter, this value and 
the parameter, subparameter, or va~ue that this is a portion of cannot 
exceed 120 characters. 

The programmer who calls a procedure assigns values to the symbolic 
parameters contained in the procedure. He can a~so nullify symbo~ic 
parameters. A delimiter, such as a leading comma or a trailing comma, 
next to a symbolic parameter is not automatically removed when the 
symbolic parameter is nullified. For example, if the operand fie~d 
contains 

VOLUME=SER=(llllll,&KEY) 

the comma preceding &KEY is not removed when &KEY is nullified. If the 
symbolic parameter that is nullified is a positional parameter, a comma 
must remain to indicate its absence. In other cases, a delimiter that 
is not removed when the symbolic parameter is nullified may 'cause a 
syntax error. To help the programmer who nullifies a symbolic parameter 
avoid this error condition, define those symbolic parameters that may be 
nullified without the delimiter. For example, you could code 

VOLUME=SER=(111111&KEY) 

The delimiter is included when a value is assigned to the symbolic 
parameter. For example, the programmer would code 

KEY=',222222' 

A cataloged procedure statement may utilize DDNAME and DeB parameters 
to define data in the input stream. Such a statement should not .contain 
symbolic parameters when the automatic SYSIN batching reader is used. 
(Information on the cataloged procedure for the automatic SYSIN batching 
reader is contained in the publication IBM System/360 Operating system: 
system Programmer's Guide.) 

The PROe statement: When establishing cataloged or in-stream procedures 
that contain symbolic parameters it is generally good practice to assign 
default values to the symbolic parameters. These default val ues are 
used if the programmer who calls the procedure does not assign values to 
one or more of the symbolic parameters. 

You assign default values on a PRoe statement. The PRoe statement is 
optional for cataloged procedures; if it is used, the PROC statement 
must be the first statement in the procedure. The PROC statement is 
described in the section "The PROC statement." 

The PEND statement which is used to mark the end of an in-stream 
procedure is described in Section IX. 
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ADDING AND MODIFYING CATALOGED PROCEDURES 

You add procedures to the procedure library by using the IEBUPDTE 
utility program. You also use this utility program to permanently 
modify existing procedures. How to use this utility program for adding 
and modifying cataloged procedures is described in the chapter "The 
IEBUPDTE Program" in the publication IBM System/360 Operating system: 
Utilities. 

When you add a cataloged procedure to the procedure library, that 
procedure cannot be executed before the job that adds it to the 
procedure library terminates. When you modify an existing cataloged 
procedure, the operator must be notified. What the operator must do 
before he allows the job to be executed is described in the chapter "How 
to Run Jobs That Update System Data sets" in the publication IBM 
system/360 Operating system: Operator's Guide ---
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Part V: Examples of Cataloged Procedures for 
Compilation, Link Edits, and Executions 

Part V shows examples of the cataloged procedures provided by IBM for 
various compilers. They are: 

• ALGOL 
ALGOFC (Compile) Figure 
ALGOFCL (Compile-Link Edit) Figure 
ALG OF CLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) Figure 
ALGOFCG (Compile-Load) Figure 

• Assembler E 
ASMEC (Compile) Figure 
ASMECL (Compile-Link Edit) Figure 
ASMECLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) Figure 
ASMECG (Compile-Load) Figure 

• Assembler F 
ASMFC (Compile) Figure 
ASMFCL (Compile-Link Edit) Figure 
ASMFCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) Figure 
ASMFCG (Compile-Load Figure 

• COBOL E 
COBEC (Compile) Figure 
COBELG (Link Edit-Go) Figure 
COBECLG (Compile-~ink Edit-Go) Figure 

• COBOL F 
COBFC (Compile) Figure 
COBFLG (Link Edit-Go) Figure 
COBFCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) Figure 

• American National standard OOBOL 
COBUC (Compile) Figure 
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.PL/I F 
PLlDFC 
PL1LFC 
PLlLFCL 
PL1LFLG 
PLlLFCLG 
PL1LFCG 
PLlLFG 

(Compile with deck output) 
(Compile with load module output) 
(Compile-Link Edit) 
(Link Edit-Go) 
(Compile-Link Edit-GO) 
(Compile-Load) 
(Load) 

Figure 45 
Figure 46 
Figure 47 
Figure 48 
Figure 49 
Figure 50 
FigUre 51 

These cataloged procedures are presented here for your convenience 
while learning JCL. For further details and up-to-date information you 
should refer to the Programmer's Guide associated with each compiler. 

A section with examples of how to call and modify the procedures 
follows the Figures. 

ALGOL 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I //ALGOL EXEC PGM=ALGOL,REGION=48K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
1 //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
I //SYSLIN DD DSN=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH, I 
I // SPACE=(3600, (10,4»,DISP=(MOD!,PASS) I 
I / /SYSUTl DD DSN=&SYSUT1, UNIT=SYSSQ"SEP=SYSPRINT, I 
1 //SPACE=(1024,(50,10» I 
I //SYSUT2 DD DSN=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSUT1" I 
I' // SPACE=(1024,(SO,10» I 
1 //SYSUT3 DD DSN=&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSDA,,,SPACE= (1024, (40,10» I 
r--------------------------------------------------------~-------------i 1 Note: you must provide an ALGOL.SYSIN DO statement when you call I 
I the procedure. I L-________ ~ ___________________________________________________________ -J 

Figure 11. ALGOFC( Compile) 

r------------------------------------------------------------------, I //ALGOL EXEC PGM=ALGOL~REGION=48K 
I //SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSPUNCH DO SYSOUT=B 
1 //SYSLIN DD DSN=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH, 
1 // SPACE= (3600; (10,4» ,DISP= (MOD"PASS) , 
1 / /SYSUTl OD OSN=&SYSUT1, UNIT=SYSSQ"SEP=SYSPRINT" 
I // SPACE=(1024,(50,10» 
I //SYSUT2 DD DSN=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSSQ.,SEP=SYSUT1, 
1 // SPACE=(1024,(50,10» 
I //SYSUT3 DO DSN=&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSDA .. S~ACE=(1024,(40,10» 
, //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,LET',COND=(S,LT,ALGOL), 

REGION=96K 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSLIN DD DSN=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS1.ALGLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLMOD DD DSN=&OOSET (00), UNIT=SYSDA, DISP=(MOD"PASS) " 
// SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1» 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIB~SYSLMOD), 

I // SPACE=(1024,(50,20» 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------f 
l ~: ~ou must. provide an ALGOL.SYSIN OD statement when you call I 

the procedure. I L-____________________________________________________________________ -J 

Figure 12. ALGOFCL (Compile-Link Edit) 
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r------~---------------------------------------------------------------, I IIALGOL EXEC PGM=ALGOL,REGION=48K 
, IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
, I/SYSPUNCH DO SYSOUT=B 
I IISYSLIN DO OSN=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH, 
, II SPACE=(3600,(10,4»,OISP=(MOO~PASS) 
I IISYSUTl DO OSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPRINT, 
, II SPACE=(1024,(SO,10» 
I IISYSUT2 DO OSN=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSUT1, 
I II SPACE=(1024,(SO,10» 
I IISYSUT3 DO OSN=&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(1024,(40;10» 

I ILKED EXEC PGM= IEWL, P ARM= • XREF, LIST, LET' .I CONO= ( S,. LT .• ALGOL) :, 
II REGION=96K 
/ISYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSLIN DO OSN=&LOADSET,OISP=(OLD.OELE'l'E) 
II DO ODNAME=SYSIN 
IISYSLIB OD OSN=SYS1.ALGLIB,OISP=SHR 
IISYSLMOD OD DSN=&GOSET (GO), UNIT=SYSDA,OISP=(MOO!,PASS)-, 
II SPACE=(1024 , (SO,20,1» 
I ISYSUTl DD DSN=&SYSUT1, UNIT=SYSDA., SEP= (SYSLIB, SYSLMOO) , 
II SPACE=(1024,(SO,20» 
llGO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=( (S/LT,ALGOL)" (S.,LT,LKED» 
IIALGLDD01 OD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSUT,1 DO DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ~SPACE=(1024, (20,,10» 

r-N~~;~-~y~~-~;~~;~;id;-;~-AiG~i:~y~iN-DD-;t~t~;~~;h;~-;~~-~;ii---~ 
, the procedure. I L _________________ ---__________________________________________________ J 

Figure 13. ALGOFCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 

r------------------------------------------------------------------.--, 
IIALGOL EXEC PGM=ALGOL,REGION=48K 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B 
IISYSLIN DO DSN=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH., 
II SPACE=(3600,(10,4», 
II DISP= (MODi' PASS) 
IISYSUTl DD OSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPRINT, 
II SPACE=(1024,(SO,10» 
I ISYSUT2 DO OSN=&SYSUT2, UNIT=SYSSQ.,SEP=SYSUT1 .. 
II SPACE=(1024,(SO,10» 
I ISYSUT3 DO OSN=&SYSUT3, UNIT=SYSOA"SPACE= (1024., (40,10» 
IIGO EXEC PGM=LOADER,PARM=(MAP,LET,PRINT),CONO=(S,LT,ALGOL) 
IISYSLIN DD OSN=&LOADSET,OISP=(OLD,OELETE) 
IISYSLIB DO DSN=SYS1.ALGLIB,DISP=SHR 
llLOADPRNT DO SYSOUT=A 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IIALGLDD01 DO SYSOUT=A 

I IISYSUT1 DO DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ.,SPACE=(1024, (20,10» 

t----------------------------------------------------------------------i I Note: You must provide an ALGOL.SYSIN DO statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I _ 
~i9~;;-14~--~~FC~-(~~~~ile:~~d)-------------------__________________ J -. 
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Assembler E 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I //ASM EXEC PGM=IETASM I 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=OLD I 
1//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSSQ, SPACE= (400, (400,SO» I 
J //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(400,(400,SO» I 
I //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=(SYSSQ,SEP=(SYSUT2,SYSUT1,SYSLIB», I 
1// SPACE=(400;(400,SO» I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD UN IT=SYSCP I 
~---------~-----------------------~------------------------------------1 I Note: You must provide an ASM,. SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure,. I L __________ ~ ___________________________________________________________ J 

Figure lS. ASMEC (Compile) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//ASM EXEC PGM=IETASM 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=OLD 
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(400" (400,SO» 
//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(400.(400;SO» 
//SYSUT3 DD UNIT.=(SYSSQ,SEP=(SYSUT2 ,SYSUT1,SYSLIB», 
// SPACE=(400,(400,SO» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO" (200 i SO», 
// DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LIST,NCAL) 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
/ /SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET (GO)UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE= (1024, (SO" 20,1» 
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», 
// SPACE=(1024,(SO,20» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------1 I Note: You must provide an ASM.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 16,. ASMECL (Compile-Link Edit) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //ASM EXEC PGM=IETASM I 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=OLD I 
1//SYSUTl DD UNIT=SYSSQ, SPACE= (400, (400,50» 
1//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(400,(400,SO» 
I //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=(SYSSQ,SEP=(SYSUT2,SYSUT1,SYSLIB», 

// SPACE=(400,(400,50» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(80,(200,SO», 
// DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF"LET,LIST"NCAL) 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET(GO),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1», 
// DISP=(MOD~PASS) 
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», 
// SPACE=(1024,(SO,20» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD 

t----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide an ASM.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 17. ASMECLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//ASM EXEC PGM=I~~ASM,PARM=·LOAD· 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=OLD 
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE(400,(400,SO» 
//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(400,(400,50» 
//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=(SYSSQ,SEP=(SYSUT2,SYSUT1,SYSLIB», 
// SPACE=(400,(400,50» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ, 
// SPACE=(80, (200,50»,DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
//GO EXEC PGM=LOADER,PARM='MAP,PRINT,NOCALL,LET' 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//SYSLOUT DD SYSOUT=A 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide an ASM.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. , L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

Figure 18. ASMECG (Compile-Load) 
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Assembler F 

~/ASM------EXEC-PGM;iEUASM~REGiON;50K--------------------------------1 

I //SYSLIB DO OSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR I 
1//SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=C1700,C400,50», I 
I // SEP=SYSLIB I 
I //SYSUT2 OD DSNAME=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=C1700,(400,50» 1 
I //SYSUT3 OD OSNAME=&SYSUT3, UNIT= (SYSSQ,SEP= (SYSUT2,.sYSUT1, I 
I // SYSLIB»,SPACE=(17001 (400,50» 1 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 1 
I //SYSPUNCH OD SYSOUT=B 1 
t---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
1 Note: You must provide an ASM.SYSIN OD statement when you call the 1 
I procedure. 1 L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 19. ASMFC (Compile) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
j //ASM EXEC PGM=IEUASM,PARM=LOAD,REGION=50K I 

//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR 1 
//SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=C1700,(400,50», I 
// SEP=SYSLIB I 
//SYSUT2 DD OSNAME=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(1700, (400,50» I 
//SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT3,UNIT=CSYSSQ,SEP={SYSUT2,SYSUT1, I 
// SYSLIB»,SPACE=(1700,(400,50» I 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
//SYSGO DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(80,(lOO,50», . 
// DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
//LKEO EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LIST,NCAL),REGION=96K, 
// COND=(8,LT,ASM) 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOAOSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLMOD DD OSNAME=&GOSET(GO),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1», 
// DISP= (MOD, PASS) 
//SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», 
// SPACE=(l024,(50,20» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 

1-----------------------------------------_:-_--------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide an ASM.SYSIN DD statement when you call the 1 
I procedure. 1 L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 20. ASMFCL (Compile-Link Edit) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//ASM EXEC PGM=IEUASM,PARM=LOAD,REGION=50K 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(1700,(400,50», 
// SEP=SYSLIB 
//SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(1700,(400,50» 
//SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT3,UNIT=(SYSSQ,SEP=(SYSUT2,SYSUT1, 
// SYSLIB»,SPACE=(1700,(400,50» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B 
//SYSGO DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO,(100,50», 
// DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL),REGION=96K, 
// COND=(S,LT,ASM) 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET(GO),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1», 
// DISP= (MOD, PASS) 
//SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», 
// SPACE=(1024,(50,20» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=«S,LT,ASM),(4,LT,LKED» 

~------------------------------------~----------------~----------------~ 
I Note: You must provide an ASM.SYSIN DD statement when you call. I 
L _________________________________ ~~-------------------________________ J 

Figure 21. ASMFCLG (compile-Link Edit-Go) 

r--------------------------------------------------------~-------------, 
//ASM EXEC PGM=IEUASM,PARM='LOAD',REGION=50K I 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR I 
//SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(1700, (400,50», I 
// SEP=(SYSLIB) I 
//SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT2, UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE= (1700, (400,50» I 
//SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT3,SPACE=(1700,(400,50», I 
// UNIT=(SYSSQ,SEP=(SYSUT2,SYSUT1,SYSLIB» I 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
//SYSGO DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO,(200,50», I 

DISP=(MOD,PASS) I 
//GO EXEC PGM=LOADER,PARM='MAP,PRINT,NOCALL,LEr' I 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET, DISP=(OLD, DELETE) I 
//SYSLOUT DD SYSOUT=A I 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide an ASM.SYSIN DD statement when you call the 1 
I procedure. I 
L ____ ~------------------------------------------------_________________ J 

Figure 22. ASMFCG (Compile-Load) 
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COBOL E 

r------~---------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //COB EXEC PGM=IEPCBLOO,REGION=24K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD UNIT=SYSCP I 
I //SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPLIT=(2,CYL,(40,10» I 
I //SYSUT2 DO UNIT=SYSOA,SPLIT=4 I 
I //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPLIT=4 I 
I //SYSIN 00 ODNAME=SYSIN,DCB=BLKSIZE=80 I 
~------------------------~----------------------------.;..----------------~ I Note: You must provide a COB.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 23. COBEC (Compile) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=96K,PARM=(XREF,LIST,LET) I 
I //SYSLIB DO OSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=(SHR,KEEP) I 
I //SYSLMOD OD DSNAME=&GODATA(RUN),OISP=(NEW,PASS), I 
I // UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE= (1024, (50,20,1» I 
I //SYSUT1 DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», I 
I // SPACE=(1024,(SO,20» I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSLIN DO DDNAME=SYSIN I 
I //GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=(s,LT,LKED) I 
I //SYSABEND DO SYSOUT=A I 
I // DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(BLKSIZE=120,LRECL=120) I 
.----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I Note: You must provide a LKED.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 24. COBELG (Link Edit-Go) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, I //COB EXEC PGM=IEPCBLOO,REGION=24K 
I //SYSPRINT SS- SYSOUT=A 
1//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPLIT=(2,CYL,(40,lO» 
I //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPLIT=4 
I //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPLIT=4 
I //SYSPUNCH DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(MOD,PASS), 
1// UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(sO,lO» 
I //SYSIN DD DDNAME=SYSIN,DCB=BLKSIZE=80 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LIST,LET),COND=(9,LT,COB), 

// REGION=96K 
//SYSLIN DO OSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GODATA(RUN),DISP=(NEW,PASS), 
/ / UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE= (1024, (50,20.,1» 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=(SHR,KEEP) 
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», 
// SPACE=(1024,(sO,20» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
/ /00 EXEC PGM=*. LKED. SYSLMOD, COND= ( (9 ,LT , COB) , (s,LT ,LKED) ) 
//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(,BLKSIZE=120,LRECL=120) 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a COB.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 25. COBCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 
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COBOL F 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //COB EXEC PGM=IEQCBLOO,PARM="DECK,NOLOAD' ,REGION=86K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
I //SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460" (700,100» I 
I //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460., (700,100» I 
I //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» I 
I //SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460~(700,100» I 
r---------------------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: You must provide a COB.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
l procedure. I __________________________ ~ ___________________________________________ 1 

Figure 26. COBFC (Compile) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET'.REGION=96K I 
I //SYSLIN DD DDNAME=SYSIN I 
I //SYSLMOD DD OSNAME=&GOOATA(RUN),DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, I 
1// SPACE=(1024,(SO,20,1» I 
I //SYSLIB DO DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR I 
I //SYSUT1 DO UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD), I 
I // SPACE=(1024, (50,20» I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I / /GO EXEC PGM=*. LKED. SYSLMOD, COND= ( 5, LT" LKED) I 
I //SYSABEND DO SYSOUT=A I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a LKED.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 27. COBFLG (Link Edit-Go) 

r---------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //COB EXEC PGM=IEQCBLOO,REGION=86K 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» 
I //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» 
I //SYSUT3 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» 
I //SYSUT4 DD UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE= (460, (700,100}) 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
I // SPACE=(80, (SOO,100}) 
I / /LKED EXEC PGM= IEWL, P ARM= , LIST, XREF, LET' ., COND= ( 5, LT, COB) , 
I // REGION=96K 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
I // DD ODNAME=SYSIN 
I //SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GODATA(RUN).DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
I // SPACE=(1024,(SO,20,1}) 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSUT1 DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOO», 
I // SPACE=(1024,(SOi 20)} 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=«S,LT,COB),(S,LT,LKEO» 
I //SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=A 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a COB.SYSIN DD sta.tement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 28. COBFCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 
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American National Standard COBOL 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //COB EXEC PGM=IKFCBLOO,PARM='DECK,NOLOAD,SUPMAP'REGION=S6K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I / /SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
I //SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460, (700.100» I 
I / /SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT2, UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=( 460, (700,100» I 
I //SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(460, (700,100» I 
I //SYSUT4 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT4.UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460.(700,100» I 
t----------------------------------------------------------------------4 I Note: You must provide a COB.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 29. COBUC (Compile) 

r--------------------------------------------~-------------------------, 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET' "REGION=96K ' I 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET I 
I //SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&&GOSET(RUN),DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, I 
I // SPACE=(1024,(SO,20,1» I 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR I 
I //SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», I 
I // SPACE=(1024,(SO,20» I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=(S,LT,LKED) I 
t----------------------------------------------------------------------4 
I Note: You must provide a LKED.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L _____________________________ ~ ________________________________________ J 

Figure 30. COBULG (Link Edit-Go) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//CO~ EXEC PGM=IKFCBLOO,PARM=SUPMAP,REGION=S6K 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» 
//SYSUT2 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSDA"SPACE=(460, (700,100» 
//SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» 
(/SYSUT4 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT4, UNIT=SYSDA"SPACE= (460, (700,100» 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET,DISP=(MOD.PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
// SPACE=(SO,(SOO,100» 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET'.COND=(S,LT,COB), 
// REGION=96K 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&&GOSET(RUN) , DISP= (NEW, PASS) " UNIT=SYSDA, 
// SPACE=(1024,(SO,20,1» 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLIN,SYSLMOD», 
// SPACE=(1024,(SO,20» 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=«S,LT,COB),(S,LT,LKED» 

t---------------------------------------------------------------'------~ 
I Note: You must provide a COB.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 31. COBUCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I/COB EXEC PGM=IKFCBLOO,PARM='LOAD',REGION=S6K I 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
IISYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460, (700,1.00» I 
/ISYSUT2 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» I 
I ISYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT3, UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=( 460" (700,100» I 
IISYSUT4 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT4,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(460,(700,100» I 
I/SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET,DISP=(MOD,PASS), I 
II UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(SO, (500,100» I 
IIGO EXEC PGM=LOADER, PARM=' MAP, LET' " COND= ( 5, LT, COB) , REG I ON=l 06 K I 
I/SYSLIN DD DSNAME=*.COB.SYSLIN,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) I 
IISYSLOUT DD SYSOUT=A I 
/ISYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR I 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: You must provide a COB.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

Figure 32. COBUCG (Compile-Load) 
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FORTRAN E 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //FORT EXEC PGM=IEJFAAAO,REGION=42K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=121 I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=S0 I 
I //SYSUTl DD DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH, I 
I / / SPACE= (904, (30,,20) ) I 
I / /SYSUT2 DD DSN=&SYSUT2, UNIT=SYSSQ ,SEP=SYSUT1., I 
I // SPACE=(904, (30,20» I 
I //SYSLIN DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH,DSNAME=&LOADSET, I 

~-::--------------~~~::~~~~~:~::~~::~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ___________________________________________________________ ~ __________ J 

Figure 33. FORTEC (Compile) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //FORT EXEC PGM=IEJFAAAO,REGION=42K 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=121 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B,DCB=BLKSIZE=S0 
I //SYSUTl DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH"SPACE=(904" (30,20» 
I //SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSUT1,SPACE=(904, (30,20» 
I //SYSLIN DD UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH,DSNAME=&LOADSET, 
1// DISP=(MOD,PASS),SPACE=(SO,(200,200),RLSE) 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL),COND=(4,LT,FORT), 
I // REGION=96K 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=121 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DCB=BLKSIZE=SO 
I // DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
I //SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=OLD 
I //SYSUTl DD DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SEP=SYSLMOD, 
I // SPACE=(1024,(30,20» 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 34. FORTECL (Compile-Link Edit) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF"LET,LIST),REGION=96K 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=121 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSLIN DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
I //SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET(MAIN),DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
j // SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1),RLSE) 
I //SYSUTl DD DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLMOD,SYSLIB), 
J // SPACE=(1024,(30,20) 
I //GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=(4,LT,LKED) 
I //FT01FOOl DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
I //FT02FOOl DD SYSOUT=B 
I //FT03FOOl DD SYSOUT=A 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a LKED.SYSLIN DD statement when you call thel 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ j 

Figure 35. FORTELG (Link Edit-Go) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//FORT DD PGM=IEJFAAAO,REGION=42K 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,OCB=BLKSIZE=121 
//SYSPUNCH DO SYSOUT=B,OCB=BLKSIZE=SO 
//SYSUTl DO OSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSPUNCH, 
// SPACE=(904,(30,20» 
//SYSUT2 OD DSN=&SYSUT2,UNIT=SYSSQ,SEP=SYSUT1,SPACE=(904,(30,20» 
//SYSLIN 00 UNIT=SYSSQ.SEP=SYSPUNCH,OSNAME=&LOAOSET, 
// DISP=(MOO,PASS),SPACE=(SO,(200,200),RLSE) 
/ /LKED EXEC PGM=IE.WL,PARM=(XREF,LET"LIST), CONO=( 4,LT,FORT), 
// REGION=96K 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=121 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,OELETE),OCB=BLKSIZE=SO 
// DO ODNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLMOO 00 DSNAME=&GOSET(MAIN),DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
// SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1),RLSE) 
//SYSUTl 00 DSN=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSOA,SEP=(SYSLMOD,SYSLIB), 
// SPACE=(1024,(30,20» 
//GO EXEC PG~=*.LKED.SYSLMOO,COND=«4,LT,FORT),(4,LT,LKED» 
//FT01FOOl 00 DDNAME=SYSIN 
//FT02FOOl 00 SYSOUT=B 
//FT03FOOl OD SYSOUT=A 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure,. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 36. FORTECLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //FORT EXEC PGM=IEYFORT,REGION=100K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(MOP,PASS),UNIT=SYSSQ, I 
I / / SPACE= (80" (200,100) .RLSE) , DCB=BLKSIZE=80 I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------i I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I 
L ____________________ ~--------------------------------________________ -J 

Figure 37. FORTGC (Compile) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//FORT EXEC PGM=IEYFORT,REGION=100K 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,OISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSSQ, 
// SPACE=(80.C200.100),RLSE).DCB=BLKSIZE=80 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=96K.PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST), 
// COND=(4,LT,FORT) 
//SYSLIB DO OSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET(MAIN),DISP=(NEW,PASS>.UN1T=SYSDA, 
// SPACE=(1024,(20,10,1),RLSE),DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(20,lO).RLSE). 
// DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 
//SYSLIN OD DSNAME=&LOADSET,OISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 

.------------------------------------~---------------------------------i I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

Figure ~8. FORTGCL (Compile-Link Edit) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=96K,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST) 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET(MAIN>,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
// SPACE=(1024,(20,10,1),RLSE),DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(20.10),RLSE), 
// DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 
//SYSLIN DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=(4,LT,LKED) 
//FT05FOOl DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//FT06FOOl DD SYSOUT=A 
//FT07FOOl DD SYSOUT=B 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------1 I Note: You must provide a LKED.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 39. FORTGLG (Link Edit-Go) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//FORT EXEC PGM=IEYFORT,REGION=100K 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSSQ, 
// SPACE=(SO, (200,100) ,RLSE) "DCB=BLKSIZE=SO 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=96K,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST), 
// COND= (4,LT, FORT) 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET(MAIN),DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
// SPACE=(1024,(20,10,1),RLSE),DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(20,10),RLSE), 
// DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 
//SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN 

1 //GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=«4,LT,FORT) (4,LT,LKED» 
1 //FTOSFOOl DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
1 //FT06FOOl DD SYSOUT=A 
1 //FT07FOOl DD SYSOUT=B 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 40. FORTGCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I//FORT EXEC PGM=IEKAAOO,REGION=228K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=tLOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,DISP=(MOD,PASS), I 
1// SPACE=(400,(200,50),RLSE) I 
~-------------------------------------------------------------~--------~ 
I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 41. FORTHC (Compile) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //FORT EXEC PGM=IEKAAOO,REGION=228K . 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=tLOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,DISP=(MOD,PASS), 
I // SPACE=(400, (200,50),RLSE) 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=54K,PARM=(MAP,LET,LIST), 
I // COND=(4,LT,FORT) 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=tGOSET(MAIN),UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS), 
I / / SPACE= (3072) (30,10,1) " RLSE) 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=tLOADSET,DISP= (OLD, DELETE) 
I // DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
I //SYSUTl DD DSNAME=tSYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(200,20», 
I // SEP=SYSLMOD 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I l _________ ~:~:~~~~~ __________________________________ ~ _______________ J 
Figure 42. FORTHCL (Compile-Link Edit) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IE.'WL,REGION=54K,PARM=(MAP,LET,LIST) 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSLIN DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
I //SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&GOSET(MAIN),UNIT=STSDA,DISP=(,PASS), 
I // SPACE=(3072,(30,10,1),RLSE) 
I / /SYSUTl DD DSNAz.r.IE=&SYSUT1, UNIT=SYSDA" SPACE= (1024, (200,20», 
I // SEP=SYSLMOD 
I //GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=(4,LT,LKED) 
I //FT05FOOl DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
I //FT06FOOl DD SYSOUT=A 
I //FT07FOOl DD SYSOUT=B 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I Note: You must provide a LKED.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 43. FORTHLG (Link Edit-Go) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
//FORT EXEC PGM=IEKAAOO,REGION=228K 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSPUNCH DO SYSOUT=a 
//SYSLIN DO DSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,DISP=(MOD,PASS), 
// SPACE=(400, (200,50),RLSE) 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=54K,PARM=(MAP,LET,LIST), 
/ / COND= (4" LT, FORT) 
//SYSLIB DO DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSLMOD DO DSNAME=&GOSET(MAIN),UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS), 
// SPACE=(3072 , (30,lO.,l),RLSE) 
//SYSUTl DO DSNAME=&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(200,20», 
// SEP=SYSLMOD 
//SYSLIN DO DSNAME=&LOADSET(MAIN),DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
// DO DONAME=SYSIN 
//GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOO,COND=«4,LT,FORT),(4,LT,LKED» 
//FT05FOOl DO DDNAME=SYSIN 
//FT06FOOl DO SYSOUT=A 
//FT07FOOl DO SYSOUT=B 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: You must provide a FORT.SYSIN DO statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 44. FORTHCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
1//PL1D EXEC PGM=IEMAA,PARM='DECK,NOLOAD',REGION=52K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B I 
I //SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO, (250,250», I 
I // SEP=SYSPRINT I 
I //SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(60,60), I 
I // CONTIG),SEP=(SYSUT3,SYSPRINT,SYSPUNCH) I 
f------------------------------------------------------------------~---~ 
I Note: You must provide a PL1D.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L _____________________________________________________________________ -J 

Figure 45. PL1DFC (Compile With Deck Output) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //PL1L EXEC PGM=IEMAA,PARM='LOAD,NODECK',REGION=52K I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET, DISP= (MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSSQ, I 
1// SPACE=(SO,(250,lOO» I 
I //SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT3, UNIT=SYSSQ"SPACE= (SO, (250,250», 
I / / SEP=SYSPRINT I 
I //SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(60,60), I 
I // CONTIG),SEP=(SYSUT3,SYSPRINT,SYSLIN) I 
~-------------------------------------------------_:_--------~------------i 
I Note: You must provide a PL1L.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L _______ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 46. FL1LFC (Compile With Object Module Output 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
1//PL1L EXEC PGM=IEMAA,PARM='LOAD,NODECK',REGION=52K 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSSQ, 
1// SPACE=(SO,(250,100» 
I //SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO,(2S0,2SO», 
I // SEP=SYSPRINT 
I //SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(l024,(60,60}" 
I // CONTIG),SEP=(SYSUT3,SYSPRINT,SYSLIN) 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST',COND=(9,LT,PL1L), 
I // REGION=96K 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSLMOD DD DSNAME=&&GOSET(GO),DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA, 
I // SPACE=(1024,(SO,20,l),RLSE) 
I //SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLMOD,SYSLIB), 
I // SPACE=(1024,(200,20» 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
I // DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a PL1L.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure' 47. PL1LFCL (Compile-Link Edit) 
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
l//LKEO EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST',REGION=96K I 
I //SYSLIB DO OSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB,OISP=SHR I 
I.//SYSLMOO DO OSNAME=&&GOSET(GO),DISP=(MOD,PASS>, I 
I // UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(SO,20,1),RLSE) I 
I //SYSUT1 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLMOD,SYSLIB), I 
I // SPACE=(1024,(200,20» I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSLIN OD ODNAME=SYSIN I 
I //GO EXEC PGM=*.LKED.SYSLMOD,COND=(9,LT,LKED) I 
I //SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a LKED.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 4S. PL1LFLG (Link Edit-Go) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //PL1L EXEC PGM=IEMAA,PARM='LOAD,NODECK',REGION=S2K 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME=&&LOADSET,DISP=(MOD,PASS), 
I // UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO,(2S0,100» 
I //SYSUT3 DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO,(2S0,2S0», 
I / / SEP=SYSPRINT , , 
I //SYSUT1 DO DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(60,60)" 
I // CONTIG),SEP=(SYSUT3,SYSPRINT,SYSLIN) 
I //LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST'" 
I // COND=(9,LT,PL1L),REGION=96K 
I //SYSLIB DO DSNAME=SYSU.PL1LIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSLMOO DO DSNAME=&&GOSET(GO),DI 
I // SP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(SO,20,1),RLSE) 
I //SYSUTl DD DSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLMOD,SYSLIB), 
I // SPACE=(1024,(200,20» 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSLIN DO DSNAME=&&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
I // DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
I / /GO EXEC PGM=*. LKED. SYSLMOD"COND= «9 ,LT ,LKED) , (9 ,LT,PL1L» 
I //SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
t---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: You must provide a PL1L.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 49. PL1LFCLG (Compile-Link Edit-Go) 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //PL1L EXEC PGM=IEMAA,PARM='LOAD,NOOECK',REGION=S2K 
I //SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
I //SYSLIN DD DSNAME= & &LOAOSET, OISP=(MOO, PASS),UNIT=SYSSQ, 
I // SPACE=(SO, (250,100» 
I //SYSUT3 DO DSNAME=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(SO,(2S0,2S0», 
I // SEP=SYSPRINT 
I //SYSUT1 DO OSNAME=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(60,60»" 
I // CONTIG),SEP=(SYSUT3,SYSPRINT,SYSLIN) 
I //GO EXEC PGM=LOADER,PARM='MAP,PRINT',REGION=96K, 
I // COND=(9,LT,PL1L) 
I //SYSLIB DO OSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB,DISP=SHR 
I //SYSLIN OD DSNAME=&&LOADSET, OISP= (OLD,OELBTE) 
I //SYSLOUT DD SYSOU'I=A 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: You must provide a PL1L.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 50. PL1LFCG (Compile-Load) 
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r--------------------------------------------~-------------------------, 
I /!GO EXEC PGM=LOADER,PARM='MAP,PRINT',REGION=96K I 
I //SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB,DISP=SHR I 
J //SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A I 
I //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A I 
~---------------------------------------------------------------~------4 
I Note: You must provide a GO.SYSIN DD statement when you call the I 
I procedure. I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 51. PL1LFG (Load) 

Examples 

1. The following example shows how to call the ALGOFCLG cataloged 
procedure. The source program is in the input stream. No changes 
are made to the procedure. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX1 JOB I 
I //STEP EXEC ALGOFCLG I 
I //ALGOL.SYSIN DD * f 
I source program I 
I /* I L ________________________________________________________________ -J 

2. The following example shows how to call the ASMEC cataloged 
procedure. You want to change the SYSPUNCH DD statement to define 
a kept data set on tape named OBJMOD. The source program is in the 
input stream. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX2 JOB I 
I // EXEC PROC=ASMEC I 
I //ASM.SYSPUNCH DD UNIT=2400,DSNAME=OBJMOD.DISP=(,KEEP) I 
I //ASM.SYSIN DD * I 
I source program I 
I /* I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

3. The following example shows how to call the ASMFCL cataloged 
procedure. You want to change the SYSLMOD DD statement to define 
member #3 of a cataloged data set named SYST.LIB. The source 
program is in the input stream. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX3 JOB I 
I // EXEC ASMFCL I 
I //ASM.SYSIN DD * I 
I source program I 
I /* I 
I //LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSNA¥~=SYST.LIB(#3),DISP=(,CATLG) I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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4. The following example shows how to call the COBELG cataloged 
procedure. You want to change the REGION parameter of the LKED 
EXEC statement to REGION=120K, and to change the PARM parameter to 
show MAP rather than XREF. You also want to add a TIME=5 parameter 
to the GO EXEC statement. The object progr~m is on a 2501 card 
reader. You are adding two 00 statements to the GO step. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX4 JOB I 
I //CALL EXEC COBELG,REGION.LKED=120K,PARM.LKED=(MAP, I 
I // LIST,LET),TIME.GO=5 I 
I //LKED.SYSIN DO UNIT=2501 I 
I //GO.UTIL DD UNIT=2314,SPACE=(CYL,(20,5» I 

\ 
//GO.INPUT DD * I 

input data I 
I /* I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

5. The following example shows two steps of a job. The first step 
calls the FORTGCL cataloged procedure. A value of OBJECT is 
assigned &LOADSET symbolic parameter and the DISP parameter is 
changed to DISP=(OLD,KEEP) in the SYSLIN DO statement of the LKEO 
step. The second step of the job executes the program produced by 
the linkage editor in the data set defined by the SYSLMOD DO 
statement. 

Note: IBM-supplied cataloged procedures do not use symbolic 
parameters,. However, in this case, you can take advantage of the 
fact that &LOADSET is in symbolic parameter form to assign it a 
different value with the EXEC statement. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX5 JOB I 
I //STEPl EXEC FORTGCL,LOADSET=OBJECT I 
I //FORT.SYSIN DO * I 
I source program I 
I /* I 
I //LKED.SYSLIN OD DISP= (OLD, KEEP) I 
I //STEP2 EXEC PGM=*.STEP1.LKEO.SYSLMOD I 
I · I 
I .. I 
I · I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

6. The following example shows how to call the PL1LFCLG cataloged 
procedure.. You want the object module to be on a 24.00 unit. 
Therefore you must change the UNIT parameter of the SYSLIN DD 
statement and nullify the SPACE parameter. You also want to 
nullify the COND parameter of the GO step. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX6 JOB I 
I // EXEC PROC=PL1LFCLG,COND.GO= I 
I //PL1L.SYSLIN DD UNIT=2400,SPACE= I 
I //PL1L.SYSIN DO * I 
I source program I 
I /* I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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7. The following example shows how to call the COBUCG cataloged 
procedure. The source program is in the input stream. You are 
adding two DD statements to the GO step that are required by your 
loaded program for execution. 

r----------------~------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX7 JOB I 
I // EXEC COBUCG I 
I //COB.SYSIN DD * I 
I source program I 
I /* I 
I //GO.DATA DD DSNAME=RECORDS,DISP=OLD I 
I //GO.OUTPUT DD SYSOUT=F I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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Appendix A: Indexed Sequential Data Sets 

Indexed sequential (ISAM) data sets are created, retrieved, and 
overwritten using special subsets of DD statement parameters and 
subparameters. Each data set can occupy up to three different areas of 
space: 

1. Prime area -- This area contains data and related track indexes. 
It exists for all indexed sequential data sets. 

2. Overflow area This area contains overflow from the prime area 
when new data is added. It is optional. 

3. Index area -- This area contains master and cylinder indexes 
associated with the data set. It exists for any indexed sequential 
data set that has a prime area occupying more than one cylinder. 
Indexed sequential data sets must reside on direct access volumes. 

The data set can reside on more than one volume and the device types of 
the volumes may in some cases differ. 

Creating an Indexed Sequential Data Set 

One to three DD statements can be used to define a new indexed 
sequential data set. There are four types of indexed sequential data 
sets: 

• separate index, prime and overflow areas -- The DD statements that 
define each area must be coded in the following order: 

1. Index area 
2. Prime area 
3. Overflow area 

• separate index and prime areaS -- No overflow area. The DD 
statements that define each area must be coded in the following 
order: 

1. Index area 
2. Prime area 

• separate prime and overflow areas -- The index area is part of the 
prime area. The DD statements that define each area must be coded 
in the following order: 

1. Pr ime area 
2. Overflow area 

• Prime Area Only -- The index area is part of the prime area. Only 
the DD statement that defines the prime area must be coded. 

When more than one DD statement is used to define the data set, 
assign a ddname only to the' first DD statement; the name field of the 
other statements must be blank. In other words, concatenate the DD 
statements. 

Table 60 shows the parameters required to define each area. The 
parameters for the three areas are discussed together in the following 
paragraphs. For further information on the parameters refer to "Direct 
Access Devices" in the section "Creating a New Data Set." 
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Table 60. Parameters for Creating an Indexed Sequential Data Set (Part 
1 of 2) 

r--------T-------------------------T---------r-------------------------, 
I Area I Parameter type I Parameter I comments I 
~--------+-------------------------+---------+-------------------------i 
IIndex IData set information I DSNAME I Required. You must I 
I I I I code I 
I I I I DSNAME=dsname(INDEX) or I 

I I I DSNAME=&dsname (INDEX) I 
I ~--------+-------------------------i 
I I DISP I Required. You must I 
I I I code the same value as I 
I I I in the DD statement for I 
I I I the prime area. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------i 
Location of the data set I UNIT I Required unless you I 

I I request (with the I 
I I VOLUME parameter) the I 
I I same volume used for an I 
I I earlier data set. Only I 
, lone unit can be I 
, , requested. I 
~---------+------------------------~f 
'VOLUME I Required if you want a I 
, I specific volume. I 
~---------+-------------------------f 
,LABEL I Optional. I 

~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------i 
I Size of the Data Set 'SPACE I Required. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------f 
,Data Attributes , DCB I Required. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------i 
,Special Processing Option' SEP I Either parameter can be I 

I I ~---------t used. I 
I I , AFF I I 
~--------+-------------------------+---------+-------------------------i 
I Prime I Data Set information ,DSNAME, Required. You must I 

I I I code: I 
, I I DSNAME=dsname (PRIME), I 
I I I DSNAME=&dsname(PRlME) I 
, " DSNAME=dsname, or , 
, "DSNAME=&dsname I 
, r---------+------------------------_i 
I I DISP I Required. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------f 
'Location of the data set, UNIT 'Required unless you I 
, I I request (with the I 
I I I VOLUME parameter) the I 
I I I same volurre used for an I 
I I I earlier data set. I 
I ~---------+------------------------_i 
I I VOLUME I Required if you want a I 
I I I specific volume or , 
, " multiple volumes. I 
, ~---------+-------------------------f 
t ,LABEL ,Opt ional • I ________ ~ _________________________ ~ _________ ~ _________________________ J 
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Table 60. Parameters for Creating an Indexed sequential Data Set (Part 
2 of 2) 

~~~~====r=====~~~~~~~~=~~~~======l~~~~~~~~~l========~~~~~~~=========l Prime ISize of the data set I SPACE I Required. If you do not I 
(Cont.) I I I include a DD statement I 

I I I for the index area you I 
I I I can either specify an 
I I I "index quantity" or let 
I I I the system assign the I 
I I I index area. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------t 
I Data Attributes I DCB I Required. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------+ 
ISpecial Processing Option I SEP I Either parameter can be I 
I ~---------~ used. I 
I I AFF I I 

~--------t-------------------------+---------+-------------------------~ 
I Overflow I Data set Information I DSNAME I Required. You must I 
I I I I code DSNAME=dsname I 
I I I I (OVFLOW) or I 
I I I I DSNAME=&dsname (OVFLOW). I 

I ~---------+-------------------------~ 
I I DISP I Required. You must I 
I I I code the same value as I 
I I I in the DD statement for I 
I I I the prime area. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------~ 
I Location of the data set I UNIT I Required unless you I 
I I I request (with the I 
I I I VOLUME parameter) the I 
I I I same volume used for an I 
I I I earlier data set. I 
I ~--------+-------------------------1 
I I VOLUME I Required if you want a I 
I I I specific volume. I 
I ~---------+-------------------------1 
I I LABEL I Optional. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------~ 
I Size of the data set I SPACE I Required. I 
~-------------------------+---------+-------------------------1 
I Data Attributes I DCB I Required. I 
~----------~--------------+---------+-------------------------~ 
ISpecial Processing Optionl SEP I Either parameter can be I 
I ~---------~ used. I 

I I I AFF I I L ________ ~ _________________________ ~ _________ ~ _________________________ J 
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DATA SE."T INFORMATION 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required on any DD statement used 
to define an indexed sequential data set. 

DSNAME Parameter 

The DSNAME parameter is required on the DD statement that defines each 
of the areas. The general format is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DSNAME={dsname(area)} I 
I &dsname(area) I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Replace the term "dsname" with the fully qualified, unqualified, or 
temporary name of the data set. Whichever name you use, you must use 
the same name of the DD statement for each area. The term "area" 
indicates which area you are defining as decribed below. 

Index area: The format of the DSNAME parameter for the index area is: 

DSNAME={dsname(INDEX) } 
&dsname(INDEX) 

For example, 

DSNAME=SET. TWO (INDEX) 
DSNAME=AREA(INDEX) 
DSNAME=&TEMP(INDEX) 

Prime area: The format of the DSNAME parameter for the prime area is: 

DSNAME={dsname(PRIME) } 
&dsname(PRIME) 

For exampl e, 

DSNAME=SET.TWO(PRIME) 
DSNAME=AREA(PRIME) 
DSNAME=&TEMP(PRIME) 

If you are using only one DD statement to define the data set, you may 
omit the term (PRIME). For example: 

DSNAME=SET.TWO 
DSNAME=AREA 
DSNAME=&TEMP 

Overflow area: The format of the DSNAME parameter for the overflow 
area is: 

DSNAME={dsname(OVFLOW) } 
&dsname(OVFLOW) 

For example, 

DSNAME=SET.TWO(OVFLOW) 
DSNAME=AREA(OVFLOW) 
DSNAME=&TEMP(OVFLOW) 
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DISP Parameter 

The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP=(NEW [,DELETE]> I 
I L,KEEP I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You may omit the DISP parameter if you are creating and deleting the 
data set in the same job step. 

Index area: You must specify the same value you specify for prime 
area. 

Prime area: If you have separate DD statements for an index or 
overflow area, or both, you can only specify 

DISP= (,KEEP> 

If you are defining the data set with only one DD statement area you 
can specify 

DISP=(,CATLG> or DISP=(,PASS> 

If the data set was defined on more than one DD statement and the 
volumes on which the data set resides corresponds to the same device 
type, you can use the IEHPROGM utility program to catalog the data 
set. Refer to "The IEHPROGM program" in the publication IBM 
System/360 Operating System: Utilities for details. 

Overflow area: You must specify the same value you specify for the 
prime area. 

LOCATION OF THE DATA SET 

The location of each area of the data set is given by the UNIT and 
VOLUME parameter. The LABEL parameter is optional. 

UNIT Parameter 

The UNIT parameter indicates which kind of direct access device you 
want. The format of the UNIT parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I {Unit addreSS} I 
I UNIT=( device type funitcount] > I 
I groupname,P I L ___________________________________________________ - __________________ J 

The first positional parameter identifies the direct access device you 
want to use for the area. 

unit address 
is the actual machine address of the device. For example 
UNIT=190 

device type 

I 
is the type of device. You can specify a 2301, 2302, 2303, 
2305-1, 2305-2, 2311, 2314, 2321, 3330. To indicate "the 2319, 
specify UNIT=2314. However, to designate the 2319 as the 
particular device for your data set, specify UNIT=unit address. 
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groupname 
is the name of a collection of devices. For example, UNIT=DISK 

The second positional parameter can be used only for the prime area 
when more than one volume are requested in the VOLUME parameter. You 
can either request a number of devices or parallel mounting. 

Index area: You can request only one device. It does not have to be 
the same kind of device as the one used for the prime area. For 
example, the index area could be on a 2301 and the prime area on a 
2314. 

Prime area: If there are separate DD statements defining the prime 
and index areas, you must request the same number of direct access 
devices for the prime area as there are volumes specified in the 
VOLUME parameter. 

Overflow area: You can request only one device. It does not have to 
be the same kind of device as the one used for the prime area. For 
example, the prime area could be o~ a 2314 and the overflow on a 2311. 

VOLUME Parameter 

The VOLUME parameter for each of the areas is used in the same manner 
as for other data sets on direct access devices. The format of the 
VOLUME parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME=([PRIVATE] [,RETAIN] [."volcount~rSER=(Serial, ••• )]) I 
I "J LREF=reference I l ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The volcount parameter and multiple serial numbers can only be used 
for the prime area. 

Index area: You can make a specific or nonspecific request for any 
public or private volume. You can request only one volume. It can be 
one of the volumes used for the prime area, or the volume used for the 
overflow area. 

Prime area: You can request multiple volumes even though a secondary 
quantity is not allowed in the SPACE parameter for an indexed 
sequential data set. 

You can only request one volume if the prime and index areas are 
defined in the same DD statement. You define the index area in the 
same DD statement by specifying an "index quantity" in the SPACE 
parameter of the DD statement that defines the prime area and by 
omitting the DD statement for the index area. 

Overflow area: You can make a specific or nonspecific request for any 
p·ublic or private volume. You can request only one volume. It can be 
one of the volumes used for the prime are,a, or the volume used for the 
index area. 

Note: If you request nonspecific volumes and use more than one DD 
statement to define the data set, you will not be able to retrieve the 
data set in another step of the same job. (See the description of the 
VOLUME parameter in "Retrieving or Extending an Indexed Sequential 
Data Set.") 
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LABEL Parameter 

The LABEL parameter need only be coded to specify password protection 
(PASSWORD) or a retention period (EXPDT or RETPD). You must specify 
the same parameter for each area defined. 

SIZE OF THE DATA SET 

You must use the SPACE parameter to indicate the size of each area of 
the data set. The SPACE parameter lets you request space for your 
data set in one of two ways: 

1. You can request a number of cylinders and let the system assign 
them specific tracks, or 

2. You can request specific tracks. 

If more than one DD statement is used to define the data set, all 
must request space using the same technique. 

SPACE Parameter-The System Assigns Tracks 

The format of the SPACE parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I I 
I SPACE: (CYL, (primary quantity [, , index] )] , , CONTIG]) I L ______________________________________________________ ~---------------J 

The space must be requested in units of cylinders. Replace 
"primary quantity" with the number of cylinders you want. The "index" 
can only be specified for the prime area as described below. You may 
request contiguous space with the CONTIG parameter. 

Index area: If you code CONTIG for the index area, you must also code 
it for the other areas. 

Prime area: If you code CONTIG for the prime area, you must also code 
it for the other areas. 

If you request more than one volume with the VOLUME parameter, each 
volume is assigned the number of cylinder~ requested in the primary 
quantity. (A secondary quantity is not allowed for indexed sequential 
data sets.) 

If you do not define an index area with a separate DD statement, 
you can choose to have an index area embedded in the prime a~~_or 
placed at the end of the prime area. 

• Embedded in the prime area -- You must specify the number of 
cylinders required for the index area with the "index" 
subparameter. For example, if you want a primary allocation of 10 
cylinders and an index area of two cylinders code 
SPACE=(CYL,(10,,2». If you use an index quantity the prime area 
must reside on only .one volume. 

• End of the Prime Area -- You must increase the primary quantity by 
the number of cylinders required for the index area. For example, 
if you want a primary allocation of five cylinders and an index 
area of one cylinder, code 

SPACE=(CYL,6) 
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OVerflow area: If you code CONTIG for the overflow area, you must 
also code it for the other areas. 

SPACE Parameter-Requesting Specific Tracks 

The format of the SPACE parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
t I 
I SPACE=(ABSTR,(primary quantity,address,index » I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The number of tracks you request must be equal to one or more whole 
cylinders. The address of the be9innin9 track must correspond with 
the first track of a cylinder (other·than the first cylinder on the 
volume). The ftindex ft can only be specified for the prime area as 
specified below. 

Prime Area: If you request more than one volume with the VOLUME 
parameter I space is allocated for the prime area be9inning at the 
specified address and continuing through the volume and onto the next 
volume until the request is satisfied. This can only be done if the 
volume table of contents (VTOC) of the second and all succeedin9 
volumes is contained within the first cylinder of each volume. 

If you do not define an index area with a separate DD statement, 
you can choose to have an index area embedded in the prime area or 
placed at the end of the prime area • 

• Embedded· in the prime area -- You must specify the number of 
tracks required for the index area with the ftindex" subparameter. 
The number of tracks must be equal to one or more cylinders. If 
you use an index quantity, the prime area must reside on only one 
volume • 

• End of the prime area -- You must increase the primary quantity by 
the number of tracks required for the index area. The total 
number must be equal to one or more cylinders. 

DATA ATTRIBUTES 

The DCB parameter must be coded on every DO statement that defines an 
indexed sequential data set. You must code DSORG=IS or DSORG=ISU. 
Other DCB subparameters can be coded as required by the lan9uage you 
are using. Indexed sequential data sets can only be used with the 
assembler, COBOL and PL/1. Table 61 shows the DCB subparameters used 
for each language. Underscored items are those default values 
selected if you omit the subparameter. Default values are not shown 
where the attribute can be ·specified either in your program or in the 
DD statement. If values for a 9iven parameter are not shown, it is 
either specified in your source program or given a fixed value by the 
compiler~ A glossary of DCB subparameter is given in Appendix B. 
Code only those parameters that apply to your compiler as shown in 
Table 61. 

When more than one DD statement is used to define the data set, 
code all the DCB subparameters on the first DD statement. Code 
DCB=*.ddname on the remaining statement or statements; ddname is the 
name 9iven to the first DD statement. (You can repeat the complete 
DCB parameter in each of the remainin9 DD statements, but the backward 
reference saves you time and eliminates the possibility of error.) 
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Table 61. DCB Subparameters for Creating an Indexed sequential Data Set 

DCB 
Assembler COBOL E COBOL F ANS COBOL ~ PL/I F 

S u bparame ter 

~ 
BFALN= For D 

BLKSIZE= number of bytes 
~ 

number of bytes 
~ 

number of bytes number of bytes 
~ 

BUFNO= number of buffers 
~ ~ ~ ~ L:.. 

number of buffers number of buffers number of buffers number of buffers 

CYLOFL= number of tracks 
LL 

number of tracks
LL 

number of tracks number of tracks 

DSORG= IS or ISU IS IS IS IS 

~ 
HIARCHY= o or 1 

KEYLEN= number of bytes 
~ 

number of bytes 

LRECL= number of bytes 
~ ~ 

number of bytes 

~ 
NTM= number- of tracks number of tracks number of tracks number of tracks 

OPTCD= [WJ [M] [Y] [I] [L] [R] ~ [w] [M] [V] [IJ [L][R] [W] [M] [Y] [I] [LJ [R] [W] [MJ [Y] [I] [LJ I 

RECFM= V[B] or F[B] 
~ v[B] or F[B] l2. 

RKP= byte number 
~ 

byte number 

1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement_ 

2 American National Standard COBOL_ 

-- -- --- - -- - -- -- --- -- --------



Retrieving or Extending an Indexed Sequential Data Set 

A maximum of three DD statements are needed to retrieve or extend an 
indexed sequential (ISAM) data set. The DD statements are coded in 
the following order: 

1. First DD statement - defines the indexed area 
2. Second DD statement - defines the prime area 
3. Third DD statement - defines the overflow area 

Only the second DD statement is required. The first DD statement is 
not needed if either the index area resides on a volume of the same 
type as the prime area or if the index area is part of the prime area. 
The third DD statement is not needed if either the overflow area 
resides on a volume of the same type as the prime area or if there is 
no overflow area. When the first or third DD statements, or both, are 
not needed the definition of the index or overflow areas are included 
in the DD statement for the prime area. 

Table 62 shows the parameters required for each DD statement.. The 
parameters for all three DD statements are discribed together in the 
following paragraphs. 

Table 62. Parameters for Retrieving or Extending an Indexed 
Sequential Data Set (Part 1 of 2) 

r-----------------T--------------T---------T---------------------------, 
I Area IParameter Type I Parameter I Comments I 
r-----------------+--------------+---------+---------------------------i 

Index (used only I Data set J DSNAME I Required. You must code I 
if index area I Information I I the same value as in I 
not on same I I I second DD statement. I 
device type as I r---------+---------------------------~ 
prime area) I I DISP . I Required. You must code I 

I I I the same value as in I 
I " second DD statement. I 

(First DD r--------------+---------+---------------------------i 
statement) I Location of I UNIT I Required. I 

, the data set t---------+---------------------------~ 
I 'VOLUME ,Required. I 
r--------------+---------+---------------------------i 
, Data I I I 
I Attributes I DCB I Required • I 

r-----------------+--------------+---------+---------------------------i 
Prime and Over- I Data set I DSNAME ,Required. , 
flow; or Index, 'Information t---------+---------------------------~ 
Prime, and I I DISP I Required. Specifies I 
Overflow; or I I I whether you are I 
Indexed and I I' retrieving the data set. I 
Prime (required) I I I I 

t--------------+---------+---------------------------~ 
I Location of I UNIT I Required. Unless it is I 
I the data set I I a passed data set with I 

(Second DD I I I all three area on one I 
statement) I I I volume. I 

I t---------+---------------------------~ 
I I VOLUME I Same requirement as UNIT. I 
I I I If used, code volumes in I 
I I I order they were defined. I 
r--------------+---------+---------------------------i 
I Data I I I 
I Attributes I DCB I Required. I L _________________ ~ ______________ ~ _________ ~ ___________________________ J 
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Table 62.. Parameters for Retrieving or Extending an Indexed Sequential 
Data set (Part 2 of 2) 

r-----------------T--------------T---------T---------------------------, 
I Area IParameter Type I Parameter I Comments I 
~-----------------+--------------+---------+--------------------------_i 

Overflow (used I Data set I DSNAME I Required. You must code I 
only if overflow I Information I I the same value as in I 
area not on same I I 1 second DD statement I 
device type as I I I I 
prime area) I ~--------+--------------------------_i 

I I DISP I Required. You must code I 
I I I the same value as in the I 

(Third DD I I I second DD statement I 
statement) .--------------+---------+---------------------------~ 

I Location of I UNIT I Required. I 
I the data set ~--------+--------------------------_i 
I I VOLUME I Required. I 
.--------------+---------+---------------------------~ 
I Data I DCB I Required • I 
I Attributes I I I _________________ ~ ______________ ~ ________ ~ ___________________________ J 

DATA SET INFORMATION 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. 

DSNAME Parameter 

The format of the DSNAME parameter is: 

r----------ld;~~~~-------------------------I-----------------------------1 

I DSNAME= &dsname I 
I *.stepname.ddname I 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Identify the data set by its name, but do not include the term INDEX, 
PRIME or OVFLOW. If the data set was passed from a previous step, you 
can identify it by a backward reference as long as it was dh only one DD 
sta tement .• 

First DD statement: You must code the DSNAME parameter·exactly as you 
code it in the second DD statement. You must not code the term INDEX. 

Second DD statement: You must not code the term PRIME or OVFLOW. 

Third DD Statement: You must not code the term OVFLOW. 

DISP Parameter 

The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r---------{~~;-}-[~~~;---]------------------------------------------------1 
I DISP=( OLD ,DELETE ) I 
I MOD ,KEEP I 
I ,~T~ I 
I ,UNCATLG I L-_____________________________________________________________________ J 
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You must code either SHR, OLD or MOD. SHR specifies that you are 
retrieving the data set and that it can be shared with other jobs. OLD 
specifies that you are retrieving the data set. MOD specifies that you 
are extending the data set. You can, optionally, assign a disposition 
as the second subparameter. The same restrictions for PASS and CATLG 
apply as when you created the data set. 

First DD Statement: You must code the DISP parameter exactly as you 
code it in the second DD statement. This first DD statement is used 
when the index area resides on a different device type from the prime 
area. 

Third DD statement: You must code the DISP parameter exactly as you 
coded it in the second DD statement. This third DD statement is used 
when the overflow area resides on a volume of a different device type 
from the prime area. 

LOCATION OF THE DATA SET 

You must u~e the UNIT and VOLUME parameter unless the data set was 
passed and had all three areas on the same volume, or unless the data 
set was cataloged. 

UNIT Parameter 

The format of the UNIT parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I {Unit addreSS} I 
I UNIT= ( device type [,unit count]) I 
I groupname.l P I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

The first positional parameter identifies the direct access device 
you want to use for the data set. The second positional parameter 
cannot be used in the first DD statement. 

First DD statement: The device you specify must not be of the same type 
as the one specified in the second DD statement. (If they are of the 
same type, you do not need the first DD statement.) You can only 
request one device because the index area can only reside on one volume. 

Second DD Statement: You must request the same number of devices as 
there are volumes specified in the VOLUME parameter. If you request 
parallel mounting you do not have to count the volumes. 

Third DD Statement: The device you specify must not be of the same type 
as the one specified in the second DD statement. (If the device type 
for the prime area is the same as that for the overflow area, you do not 
need a third DD statement.) 
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VOLUME Parameter 

The VOLUME parameter identifies the volumes on which your data set 
resides. The format of the VOLUME parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I VOLUME={ SER= (seria 1'1 ••• )} I 
I REF=reference I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

You can only specify one serial number in the first or third DO 
statement. You can only use the REF subparameter if the-aata set was 
defined with only one DO statement or if the data set was cataloged. If 
the data set was defined with more than one DO statement, making a 
backward reference would only get you the volumes assigned to the first 
DO statement. 

First DD statement: Specify the serial number of the volume that has 
the index area. This first DD statement is used when the index area 
resides on a volume of a different device type from the prime area. 

Second DO statement: Code the serial numbers in the same order as they 
were coded on the DO statements used to create the data set. (See 
"Examples" .) 

Third DO Statement: Specify the serial number of the volume that has 
the overflow area. This third DD statement is used when the overflow 
area resides on a volume of -a different device type from the prime area. 

DATA ATTRIBUTES 

You can omit the DCB parameter if the data set was passed from a 
previous step. If the data set was kept or cataloged you must code 
DSORG=IS. Other parameters you may code are shown in Table 63. 
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Table 63. DeB Subparameters for Retrieving an Indexed Sequential Data 
Set . 

DCB 
Assembler COBOL E COBOL F ANS COBOL ~ PL/I F 

Subparameter 

L2-
BFAlN= For D 

BUFNO= number of buffers 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

.. ~ number of buffers number of buffers number of buffers number of buffers 
(QISAM only) (QISAM only) (Q ISAM only) (Q ISAM only) 

DSORG= IS IS IS IS IS 

HIARCHY= o or 1 
E 

NCP= number of channel ~ ~ 
programs number of channel 

(BISAM only) programs 
(BISAM only) 

. 
1 This function can be specified in your program rather than in the DD statement, 

2This parameter is used only if you are retrieving or updating the data set sequentially, 

3 This parameter is used only if you are retrieving or updating the data set directly, 

4 
American National Standard COBOL, 

--- --- -_ .. ------



Overwriting an Indexed Sequential Data Set 

You can reuse the space previously allocated to an indexed sequential 
(ISAM) data set and overlay it with a new ISAM data set. The new data 
set will keep the name (dsname) of the overwritten data set. 

In order to overwrite an ISAM data set, you must know the DD 
statement, or statements that were used to create it. You indicate that 
you overwriting the data set by making some changes to the original 
parameters, and recording the remaining parameters without change. 

DATA SET INFORMATION 

The DSNAME and DISP parameters are required. 

DSNAME Parameter 

The DSNAME parameters must be coded just as you coded them in the 
original DD statements. 

DISP Parameter 

The format of the DISP parameter is: 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
I DISP= (OLD [. KEEP J) I 
I L,DELETE I L ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Indexed area: You must specify the same value you specify for the prime 
area. 

Prime area: If there was only one original DD statement that specified 
a cataloged data set, you can specify 

DISP=(OLD,UNCATLG) or DISP=(OLD.PASS) 

If you do not wish to uncatalog or pass the data set or if there were 
more than one original DD statements specify the DISP parameter as shown 
in the format above. 

Overflow Area: 
prime area. 

You must specify the same value you specify for the 

LOCATION OF THE DATA SET 

The UNIT and VOLUME parameter are required unless the original data set 
was cataloged. 

UNIT Parameter 

The UNIT parameters must be coded just as you coded them in the original 
DD statements. 

I 
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VOLUME Parameter 

If you made a specific volume request when you created the data set, the 
VOLUME parameters must be coded just as you coded them in the original 
DD statements. 

If you requested nonspecific volumes when you created the data set, 
you must find out the serial numbers and specify them using 
VOLUME=SER= (serial, ••• ). If the data set was cataloged you can use 
VOLUME=REF=dsname. If the data set was defined with only one DD 
statement in a previous step of the same job, you can make a backward 
reference using VOLUME=REF. 

LABEL Parameter 

~he LABEL parameter is not needed. Any password protection or retention 
period specified for the original data set will apply to the new data 
set. 

SIZE OF THE DATA SET 

The space allocation specified for the original data set is retained for 
the new data set. If the SPACE parameter is coded, it is ignored. 

DATA ATTRIBUTES 

I The DCB parameter must be coded on every DD statement. The DSORG 
subparameter is required; you must specify DSORG=IS or DSORG=ISU. All 
other subparameters you specified for the original data set will be 
carried over for the new data set and you do not have to recode them. 
However, if you want to change the values of one or more of those 
subparameters, you can code the new subparameter in the DCB parameter. 
(You can change all the subparmeters shown in Table 61 except BUFNO.) 

When-more than one DD statement is used to define the data set, code 
all the DCB subparameters on the first DD statement. Code DCB=*.ddname 
on the remaining statement or statements; ddname is the name given to 
the first DD statemnt. 
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Examples 

1. The following example shows a job with two steps. In the first 
step you create an indexed sequential data set with three separate 
areas. All areas reside on the same volume. In the second step 
you retrieve and delete the data set. Note that you cannot make a 
backward reference with the DSNAME parameter because the data set 
was defined with more than one DD statement. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//SAMP1 JOB 
//ONE EXEC 
//IS DD 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 

DD 

DD 

PGM=A 
DSNAME=&TOM (INDEX) .DISP= (, KEEP). UNIT=2311, 
VOLUME=(PRIVATE.SER=ABCD),SPACE=(CYL,2), 
DCB=(DSORG=IS,RECFM=F) 
DSNAME=&TOM(PRIME),DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2311, 
VOLUME= (PRIVATE, SER=ABCD) " SPACE=(CYL, 20). DCB=*. IS 
DSNAME=&TOM(OVFLOW),DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2311, 
VOLUME= (PRIVATE, SER=ABCD) " SPACE= (CYL, S) " DCB=*. IS 

/ /TWO EXEC PGM=B 
/ /IN DD DSNAME=&TOM,DIS'P= (OLD ,DELETE) , DCB=DSORG=IS, 
// UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=ABCD _________________________________________________________________ J 

2. The following example shows how to create an indexed sequential 
data set with three separate areas. Each area is on separate 
volumes. The prime area uses two volumes. Note that you must 
request the same number of devices as there are volumes for the 
prime area to use the index area is defined by a separate DD 
statement. The data set is kept. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I //OATA DO DSNAME=JANE(INDEX),DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2314, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=AB0001,SPACE=(CYL,S),DCB=DSORG=ISU I 
I // OD OSNAME=JANE(PRIME),OISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=(2413,2), I 
I // VOLUME=SER=(AB0002,AB0003),SPACE=(CYL,SO), I 
I // DCB=DSORG=ISU I 
I // DO DSNAME=JANE(OVFLOW),DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2314, 1 
I // VOLUME=SER=AB0004,SPACE=<CYL,10),DCB=DSORG=ISU I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

The following DD statement is used to retrieve the data set. Note 
that the volumes are requested in the same order they were 
specified. Also, the same number of units as there are volumes are 
requested through parallel mounting. DSORG=IS must be coded when 
retrieving the data set. (ISU can only be coded when creating the 
data set.) 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //D04 OD DSNAME=JANE,DISP=QLO,UNIT=(2314,P) I 
I // VOLUME=SER=(AB0001,AB0002,AB0003,AB0004),DCB=DSORG=IS I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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The following DD statements must be coded to overwrite the data 
set. Note that the DISP and DCB parameters were changed and that 
the SPACE parameter was omitted. The data set is kept. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //NEWDS 00 DSNAME=JANE(INDEX),DISP=OLD,UNIT=2314, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=AB0001I DCB=DSORG=ISU I 
I // DD DSNAME=JANE(PRIMEl,DISP=OLD,UNIT=(2314,2), I 
I // VOLU~SER=(AB0002,AB0003),DCB=*.NEWDS I 
I // DD DSNAME=JANE(OVFLOW),DISP=OLD,UNIT=2314, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=AB0004,DCB=*.NEWDS I L ________________________________________________________________ -J 

3. In the following example, an indexed sequential data set without an 
overflow area is defined. The volumes for the index and prime 
areas use different types of devices. 

Nonspecific requests for private volumes are made. The prime area 
requests two volumes. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //DSET1 DO DSNAME=RAY(INDEX).DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2301, I 
I // VOLUME=PRIVATE,SPACE=(CYL,2), I 
I / / DCB= (DSORG= IS, OPrCD=M" NTM=50) I 
I // DD DSNAME=RAY(PRIME),DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=(2311,2), I 
I // VOLUME=(PRIVATE",2>,SPACE=(CYL,15), I 
I // DCB=*.DSETI I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Two DD statements must be used to retrieve the data set because the 
index and prime areas use different types of device. Assume that 
the system assigned volume RFS100 to the index area and RFS101 and 
RFS102 to the prime area. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I //INPUT DD DSNAME=RAY,DISP=OLD,UNIT=2301, I 
I // VOLUME=(PRIVATE,SER=RFS100),DCB=DSORG=IS I 
I // DD DSNAME=RAY,DISP=OLD,UNIT=(2311.2), I 
I // VOLUME=(PRIVATE,SER=(RFS101 I RFS102», I 
I // DCB=DSORG=IS I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

4. The following example defines an indexed sequential data set with 
an overflow area and an index area embedded in the prime area. The 
overflow and prime areas reside on the same nonspecific volume. 
Note that the VOLUME parameter is not needed in the first DD 
statement because you are requesting a public volume, but it must 
be used in the second DD statement to make sure that both areas are 
assigned to the same volume. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //EX JOB I 
I //STEPl EXEC PGM=X I 
I //DD1 DO DSNAME=TEMP(PRIME>,DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2311, I 
I // 'SPACE=(CYL,(10 •• 2»,DCB=(DSORG=IS,BUFNO=2) I 
I // DO DSNAME=TEMP(OVFLOW),DISP=(.KEEP), I 
I // VOLUME=REF=*.DD1,SPACE=(CYL I 3),DCB=*.DDl I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

This data set cannot be retrieved in the same job because it is 
defined with more than one DD statement and a nonspecific volume 
request is made. 
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5. The following example defines an indexed sequential data set with 
an overflow area and an index area placed at the end of the prime 
area. The prime area resides on three volumes. Only one device is 
used for the three volumes. You can request fewer devices than 
volumes because there is no separate DD statement for the index 
area and you are not requesting an embedded index area. The data 
set will be cataloged by the IEHPROGM program at a later time. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I / /J74 DO DSNAME=AB.AC (PRIME), DISP= (,KEEP), UNIT=2314, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=(78910,78911,78912,),SPACE=(CYL,20), I 
I // DCB=(DSORG=IS,RECFM=VB) I 
I // OD DSNAME=AB.AC(OVFLOW),OISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2314, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=78913,SPACE=(CYL,5)"OCB=*.J74 I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

The following OD statement is used to retrieve and uncatalog the 
data set. Note that the same number of units and volumes is 
requested and that the volumes are requested in the same order they 
were specified. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //M32 00 DSNAME=AB.AC,DISP=(OLO,UNCATLG),UNIT=(2314,4) I 
I // VOLUME=SER=(78910,78911,78912,78913), I 
I // DCB=DSORG=IS I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

6. The following example defines an indexed sequential, data set with 
no overflow area and an embedded index area. The data set resides 
on a nonspecific public volume. The data set can be cataloged 
because it is defined only on one OD statement. 

r-~---------------------------------------------------------------, 
I //ISAM OD DSNAME=MCR,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=2302" I 
I // SPACE=(CYL,(25,,5» I 
I // DCB= (DSORG=IS, KEYLEN=10) I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

The following DD statement is used to retrieve the data set. The 
UNIT and VOLUME parameters are not needed because the data set is 
cataloged. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I //JAC DD OSNAME=MCR.DISP=OLD,DCB=DSORG=IS I L ________________________________________________________________ -J 

The following DD statement must be coded to overwrite the data set. 
The DISP and DCB parameters were changed. The SPACE parameter was' 
omitted. The UNIT and VOLUME parameters are not needed because the 
data set is cataloged. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I //OVER DO DSNAME=MCR,DISP=OLD,DCB=DSORG=IS I L _________________________________________________________________ J 
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7. The following example defines an indexed sequential data set with 
an overflow area and an embedded index area. The volumes for the 
prime and overflow areas use different types of devices. 

r--------------------------------------------------i--------------, 
I //ABD DD DSNAME=JOHN(PRlME).DISP=(,KEEPl,UNIT=2314 I 
I // VOLUME=SER=ABD1. SPACE= (CYL, (50",10», I 
I // DCB=(DSORG=IS,KEYLEN=5) I 
I // DD DSNAME=JOHN(OVFLOW),DISP=(,KEEP),UNIT=2311, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=7982,SPACE=(CYL,10), I 
I // DCB=*.ABD I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Two DD statements must be used to retrieve the data set because the 
prime and overflow areas use different types of device. 

r----------~------------------------------------------------------, 
I //IN DD DSNAME=JOHN.DISP=OLD.UNIT=(2314.2), I 
I // VOLUME=SER=ABD1,DCB=DSORG=IS I 
I // DD DSNAME=JOHN,DISP=OLD.UNIT=2311, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=7982,DCB=DSORG=IS I L ________________________________________________________________ -J 

The following DD statements must be coded to overwrit.e the data 
set. Note that the DISP and DCB parameters were changed and that 
the SPACE parameter was omitted. The data set is kept. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, I //NEWABD DD DSNAME=JOHN(PRIME),DISP=OLD,UNIT=(2314,2), I 
I // VOLUME=SER=ABD1,DCB=(DSORG=IS, I 
I // KEYLEN=8) I 
I // DD DSNAME=JOHN(OVFLOW),DISP=OLD,UNIT=2311, I 
I // VOLUME=SER=7982,DCB=*.NEWABD I L _________________________________________________________________ J 

Note: .Refer to Example 10 in Part III for additional examples of 
indexed sequential data sets. 
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Appendix B: Glossary of DeB Subparameters 

This glossary lists the keyword subparameters that you can code in the 
DCB parameter on a DD statement, their definitions, and the values that 
can be assigned to them. This glossary must be used with Tables 8" 9, 
10, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 61 and 63. These tables show 
which subparameters can be used for your data set. Do not use any 
subparameters or values that do not apply to your data set as shown in 
the Tables. 

There are other DCB subparameters and values of subparameters not 
shown in this glossary. They apply to devices, such as graphics and 
telecommunications, and to access techniques, such as "execute channel 
program" (EXCP), not described in this manual. The complete list of DCE 
subparameters is shown in IBM System/360 Operating System: Job Control 
Language Reference. 

BFALN= 
specifies the boundary alignment of each buffer as follows: 

F 

D 

each buffer starts on a fullword boundary that is not also a 
doubleword boundary. 

each buffer starts on a doubleword boundary. 

If not specified" doubleword boundary alignment (D) is assumed. 

BFTEK= 
specifies the type of buffering to be used by the control program 
as follows: 

s 

E 

A 

R 

simple buffering. 

exchange buffering (track overflow cannot be specified in the 
RECFM subparameter). Exchange buffering cannot be used with 
variable -- length blocked or spanned records. 

record area buffering. In the locate mode with 
variable-length spanned records, the control program reads and 
writes entire logical records rather than segments. 

record buffering. For writing records in the create EDAM 
mode, this specification allows a logical record to span one 
or more tracks. For reading a data set, segments without keys 
are offset in the buffer by the key length. This means that 
the actual data starts in the same place in the buffer each 
read. 

If the type of buffering is not specified by any source, simple 
buffering (S) is assumed. 
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BLKSIZE= 
specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of a block. The maximum 
length that can be specified is 32,760. For blocks of ASCII 
records on magnetic tape, the maximum length is 2048 and the 
minimum length is 18. 

• If RECFM=F, then BLKSIZE must be ~ logical record length. 

• If RECFM=FB, then BLKSIZE must be an integral multiple of the 
logical record length. 

• If RECFM=V, then BLKSIZE must be ~ (maximum block size *4). 

• If RECFM=VB, then BLKSIZE must be n times (logical record length 
+4); where n is the number of logical records in the block. 

• If RECFM=D or DB, then BLKSIZE must be ~ (maximum record length + 
block prefix length). 

Note for Indexed Sequential Data Sets (QISAM): The block size that is 
specified must be at least 10 bytes less than the number of data bytes 
available on one track of the allocated direct access device. Block 
size information is required only when creating a data set containing 
blocked records. 

Note for SYSOUT data sets with RECFM=FB: If the BLKSIZE subparameter on 
a DD statement for a SYSOUT data set (an output data set being routed 
through the output stream) is not an integral multiple of and larger 
than the logical record length (LRECL), the block size will be adjusted 
to the nearest lower multiple of the logical record length (LRECL). 

BUFL= 
specifies the length, in bytes, of each buffer in the buffer pool. 
The maximum length is 32,760 bytes. Requirements for supplying 800 
buffer length information vary with the different data 
organizations and access methods as follows: 

• Direct data sets 
Required only if dynamic buffering is specified in the MACRF 
subparameter of the DCB macro instruction (assembler). 

• Partitioned and sequential data sets 
If omitted and the control program acquires buffers 
automatically, the block size and key length information is 
used to establish buffer length. If card image is specified 
(MODE=C), BUFL=160 must be specified. 

• Indexed sequential data sets 
Not required if the control program acquires buffers 
automatically or if dynamic buffering is specified. (For 
BISAM, dynamic buffering is specified in the MACRF 
subparameter of the DCB macro instruction.) 

BUFNO= 
specifies the number of buffers to be assigned to the data control 
block; the maximum number is 255, but the actual number allowed may 
be less than 255 because of limits established when the system was 
generated. 

BUFOFF= 
specifies the buffer offset. The buffer offset is the length of an 
optional block prefix that may precede a block of one or more ASCII 
records on magnetic tape. 
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CODE= 

n -- the length of the block prefix. For input, n may be any 
unsigned decimal number from 0 through 99. For output, n can 
only be O. 

L -- the block prefix field is four bytes long and contains the 
block length. L may be specified only when the record format 
(RECFM) is D. 

specifies the paper tape code in which the data set is punched. 

A ASCII (8 track). 
B Burroughs (7 track). 
C National Cash Register (8 track). 
F Friden (8 track). 
I IBM BCD perforated tape and transmission code (8 track) .• 
N No conversion required. 
T Teletype (5 track). 

If not specified by any source, I is assumed. 

CYLOFL= 

DEN= 

specifies the number of tracks on each cylinder to hold the records 
that overflow from other tracks on that cylinder. The maximum 
number is 99. 

specifies the magnetic tape density in number of bits-per-inch used 
to wri~e a data set, as follows: 

r----------------------T--------------------T----~----------------, 
I DEN= I 7 track I 9 track 1 
~----------------------+--------------------+---------------------~ 
I· 0 I 200 I I 
I 1 I 556 I I 
I 2 I 800 I 800 I 
I 3 I 1 1600 1 L ______________________ ~ ____________________ ~ _____________________ J 

If not specified by any source, 800 bits-per-inch is assumed for 
7-track tape, 800 bits-per-inch for 9-track tape without dual 
density, and 1600 bits-per-inch for 9-track with dual density. 

For 7-track tape, all information on the reel must be written in 
the same density (i.e. of labels, data, tapemarks). Do not specify 
DEN for a SYSOUT data set. 

DSORG= 
specifies the organization of the data set and whether the data set 
contains any location-dependent information that would make the 
data set unmovable (U). The values that can be used are as 
follows: 

DA 
Direct access 

DAU 
Direct access unmovable 

IS 
Indexed sequential 

ISU 
Indexed sequential unmovable 

PO 
Partitioned organization 

POU 
Partitioned organization unmovable 
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PS 
Physical sequential 

rou 
Physical sequential unmovable 

EROPT= 
specifies the option to be executed if an error occurs in writing 
or reading a record, as follows: 

ACC 
accept the block causing the error. 

SKP 
skip the block causing the error (implies RELSE). 

ABE 
cause abnormal end of task. 

If the subparameter is not specified by any source, ABE is assumed. 

HIARCHY= 
specifies the storage hierarchy in which the buffer pool is to be 
formed as follows: 

o 
1 

UM~= 

forms the pool from available space in processor storage. 

forms the pool from available space in IBM 2361 Core Storage. 

If the HIARCHY subparameter is not specified by any source. 
and if a hierarchy designation is not supplied by the GETPOOL 
macro instruction, hierarchy 0 is assumed. 

The buffer pool is formed in the user partition or region 
within the indicated hierarchy. If space is unavailable 
within the hierarchy specified, the task is abnormally 
terminated. 

specifies the number of blocks, if relative block addressing is 
used" or the number of tracks, if relative track addressing is 
used, that are to be searched for a block or available space when 
the extended search option (OPTCD=E) is specified. The number may 
equal or exceed the number qf blocks or tracks in the data set, in 
which case the entire data set is searched. 

If the extended search option is not specified, the LIMCT 
subpararneter is ignored. 

Note for direct data sets: If standard labels are used, the key 
length information can be supplied from the data set label for an 

existing data set. If a key length is not supplied by any source, 
no input or output requests that require a key may be issued. 

Note for partitioned "and seguential data sets: If standard labels 
are used, the key length information can be supplied from the data 
set label for an existing data set. If a key length is not 
supplied by any source before the OPEN macro inst+uction is issued. 
a length of zero (no keys) is assumed. 

Note for indexed sequential data sets: For an existing data set 
with standard labels, the key length can only be supplied from the 
data set label. 
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LRECL= 
specifies the actual or maximum length, in bytes., of a logical 
record. The record length is required for fixed-length and 
variable length records; for variable-length records, the maximum 
record length should be specified. The length cannot exceed the 
blocksize (BLKSIZE) value except for variable-length spanned 
records. 

• If RECFM=V or VB, then LRECL must be equal to the maximum record 
length +4. 

• If RECFM=F or FB, then LRECL must be equal to the logical record 
length. 

• If RECFM=U, then LRECL should be omitted. 

• If RECFM=D or DB, then LRECL must be equal to the maximum record 
length +4. 

Note for partitioned data sets: The record length is required for 
fixed-length records only. 

Note for sequential data sets: The record length can be omitted 
from all sources, in which case the block size specification 
(BLKSIZE) is used. For variQ-ble-length spanned records (VS or VBS) 
processed under QSAM (locate mode) BSAM, if logical record exceeds 
32,756, specify LRECL=X. 

Note for indexed sequential data sets: For unblocked records, with 
a relative key position (RKP) of zero, the record length includes 
only the data portion of the record. The record length can be 
specified only when creating the data set. 

Note for data sets in ASCII: For blocks of ASCII records on 
magnetic tape, the maximum record length is 2048 bytes; the minimum 
record length is 18 bytes. 

MODE= 

NCP= 

NTM= 

specifies the mode of operation to be used with a card reader, a 
card punch, or a card-read punch, as follows: 
C 

E 
the card image (column binary) mode. 

the EBCDIC mode. 

If this information is not supplied by any source, E is 
assumed. 

specifies the ma~imum number of READ or WRITE macro instructions 
issued befor.e a CHECK macro instruction is issued. The maximum 
number allowed is 99, based on limits established when the system 
was generated. If chained scheduling is used, NCP must be 
specified as more than 1. 

If not specified by any source. 1 is assumed. 

specifies the number of tracks to be used for a cylinder index. 
When the specified number of tracks has been filled, a master index 
is created. This information is required only when the master 
index option (OPTCD=M) is selected. 

If not specified by any pource and OPTCD=M·is specified, the master 
index option is ignored. I 
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OPTCD= 
specifies the optional services to be performed by the control 
program. All optional services must be requested by the same 
source. The characters may be coded in any order and, when used in 
combination, no commas are permitted between characters. 

A 

B 

C 

E 

F 

I 

L 

M 

Q 

R 

T 

U 

W 

y 

actual device address are to be presented ("block address" 
operand) in READ and WRITE macro instructions. For BDAM, P 
requests the same option as A, and either can be coded. 

requests that end-of-file recognition be disregarded for 
tapes. 

requests that chained scheduling is used. 

an extended search (more than one track) is to be performed 
for a block or available space. (The LIMCT subparameter must 
also be specified; otherwise, this option is ignored.) 

feedback may be requested in READ and WRITE macro instructions 
and the device address returned is to be of the form presented 
to the control program. ' 

requests that the control program use the independent overflow 
areas for overflow records. 

requests that the control program delete records that have a 
first byte of all ones; records so marked may be deleted when 
space is required for new records. Do not specify this option 
for blocked records if RKP=O. 

requests that master indexes be created as required according 
to the information in the NTM subparameter. His option is 
ignored if the subparameter NTM=number if not specified. 

specifies that translation from ASCII input to EBCDIC is 
required or that translation from EBCDIC to ASCII output is 
required. 

for direct data sets actual device addresses are to be 
presented ("block address" operand) in READ and WRITE macro 
instructions. For indexed sequential data sets, requests the 
control program to place reorganization criteria information 
in the RORG1, RORG2, and RORG3 fields of the data control 
block. This option is provided whenever the OPTCD 
subparameter is omitted from all sources. 

requests user totaling facility. 

only for 1403 printers with the Universal Character Set 
feature: Unblocks data checks and allows analysis by an 
appropriate error analysis (SYNAn) routine. If U is omitted, 
data checks are blocked (not recognized as errors). In the 
case of ISAM, U specifies the full track index write feature. 

requests a validity check for write operations on direct 
access devices. If the device is a 2321 data cell, validity 
checking is always performed, whether requested or not. 

requests that the control program use the cylinder overflow 
areas for overflow records. 
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I 

z 

PRTSP= 

Only for input on magnetic tape: Requests the control program 
to shorten its normal error recovery procedure. When Z is 
specified, a data check is considered permanent after five 
unsuccessful attempts to read a record. This option is 
available only if selected at system generation. It should be 
used only when a tape is know to be faulty and there is no 
need to process every record. The error analysis (SYNAD) 
routine should keep a count of the number of permanent errors, 
and should terminate processing if the number becomes 
excessive. 

for input from a direct access storage device (DASD): 
Specifies search direct (SD) for sequential data set. 

specifies the line 
between printout. 
characters are not 
subparameter). If 

spacing on a printer as 0, 1, 2, or 3 lines 
This subparameter is valid only if control 
present (A or M is not specified in the RECFM 
not supplied by any source, 1 is assumed. 

RECFM= 
specifies the format and characteristics of the records in the data 
set. The format and characteristics must be completely described 
by one source. 

If this subparameter is omitted, an undefined-length record is 
assumed with no optional features provided, except for indexed 
sequential data sets where variable-length records are assumed. 
Both the record format and characteristics are sp~cified using the 
characters defined below. The allowable combinations of characters 
are indicated for the associated access methods; the characters 
must be coded in the order shown. 

Character 
A 

B 

D 

F 

M 

S 

Definitions 
The record contains ASA control characters. 

The records are blocked. 

The ASCII records are of variable length. 

The records are of fixed length. 

The records contain machine code control characters. 

For fixed-length records, the records are written as 
standard blocks, i.e., no truncated blocks or unfilled 
tracks within the data set, with the exception of the 
last block or track. 

For variable-length records, a record may space more 
than one block. Exchange buffering (BFTEK=E) cannot be 
specified. 

T The records may be written onto overflow tracks if 
required. Exchange buffering (BFTEK=E) or chained 
scheduling (OPTCD=C) cannot be used. 

U The records are of undefined length. 

V The records are of variable length. (V-format records 
cannot be in ASCII.) 
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RKP= 
specifies the position of the first byte of the record key, 
relative to the beginning of each record. (The beginning byte of a 
record is addressed as 0.) If RKP=O is specified for blocked 
fixed-length records, the key begins in the first byte of each 
record, and the delete option (OPTCD=L) must not be specified. If 
RKP=O is specified for unblocked fixed-length records, the key is 
not written in the data field; the delete option can be specified. 

For variable-length records, the relative key position must be 4 or 
greater, when the delete option (OPTCD=L) is not specified. The 
relative key position must be 5 or greater if the delete option is 
specified. If this information is not specified by any source, a 
relative key position of zero is assumed. 

STACK= 
specifies the stacker bin to receive the card, and is either 1 of 
2. If not specified by any source, 1 is assumed. 

TRTCH= 
specifies the recording technique for seven-track tape. 

C 

E 

T 

ET 

Data conversion feature is to be used, with odd parity and no 
translation. 

Even parity, with no translation and no conversion. 

Odd parity and no conversion, and BCD to EBCDIC to BCD 
translation when writing. 

Even parity and no conversion, and BCD to EBCDIC translation 
is required when reading; EBCDIC to BCD translation when 
writing. If this subparameter is not specified by any source, 
odd parity and no translation or data conversion is assumed. 
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Appendix C: Using the Restart Facilities 

When a job step abnormally terminates, you may have to resubmit the job 
for execution. This means lost computer time and a delay in obtaining 
the desired results. To reduce these effects, you can use the restart 
facilit ies • 

If a job step abnormally terminates or if a system failure occurs the 
restart facilities allow you to request that the job step be restarted 
either at the beginning of the step (step restart) or within the step 
(checkpoint restart). Furthermore, restart can occur automatically 
after abnormal termination, or it can be deferred until the job is 
resubmitted. 

Note: This appendix is essentially the same as Appendix B of the 
publication IBM System/360 Operating System: Job Control Language 
Reference. It is presented in both publications for the sake of 
completeness. 

Restarts 

For automatic step restart to occur" the RD parameter must request it on 
the JOB statement or on the EXEC statement associated with the step that 
abnormally terminates. (The RD parameter is described in the sections, 
"The Job Statement" and "The EXEC Statement". Automatic checkpoint 
restart can occur only if a CHKPT macro instruction is executed in the 
processing program prior to abnormal termination. If restart is 
deferred until the job is resubmitted, the RESTART parameter must be 
coded on the JOB statement of the resubmitted job. (The RESTART 
parameter is described in the section "The JOB Statement".) The RESTART 
parameter identifies the step or the step the checkpoint at which 
execution is to be resumed. A deferred restart may be initiated 
regardless of how the resubmitted job was previously terminated 
(normally or abnormally> and regardless of whether an automatic restart 
occurred during the original execution. 

Automatic Step Restart: If an abnormally terminated step is to be 
automatically restarted, theRD parameter must be coded as RD=R or 
RD=RNC. Execution resumes at the beginning of the abnormally terminated 
step. 

Automatic Checkpoint Restart: After an automatic checkpoint restart, 
execution resumes at the instruction immediately following the last 
CHKPT macro instruction that was successfully executed in the abnormally 
terminated step. An automatic checkpoint restart cannot occur if you 
suppress the action of the CHKPT macro instruction; you do this by 
coding RD=NC or RD=RNC. Also, an automatic checkpoint restart cannot 
occur if you code RD=NR; however, RD=NR allows the CHKPT macro 
instruction to establish a checkpoint. 

Deferred step Restart: 1'0 perform a deferred step restart, the RESTART 
parameter must identify the step at which execution is to be resumed. 
steps preceding the restart step are interpreted but not initiated. 
since disposition processing occurred during the original execution of 
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the job, you may have to modify control statements associated with the 
restart step before you resubmit the job. Modifications may be required 
in two cases: 

1. A data set was defined as NEW during the original execution. If it 
was created during the original execution~ you must change the data 
set's status to OLD, define a new data set, or delete the data set 
before resubmitting the job. . 

2. A data set was passed and was to be received by the restart step or 
a step following the restart step. If the passed data set is not 
cataloged, you must supply, in the receiving step, volume serial 
numbers, device type, data set sequence number., and label type. 
(Label type cannot be retrieved from the catalog.) 

To limit the number of modifications required before you resubmit the 
job, you can assign conditional dispositions during the original 
execution. (Data sets assigned a temporary name or no name can only be 
assigned a conditional disposit~on of DELETE.) If deferred step restart 
will be performed, conditional dispositions should be used: 

• To delete all new data sets created by the restart step. 

• To keep all old data sets used by the restart step, other than those 
passed to the step. (If a nontemporary data set is defined as 
DISP=(OLD,DELETE), it is very important that you assign a 
conditional disposition of KEEP.) 

• To catalog all data sets passed from steps preceding the restart 
step to the restart step or to steps following the restart step. 

Additional changes can be made to your control statements before 
resubmitting the job. For example, you can vary device and volume 
configurations and request step restart on an alternate system with the 
same configuration as used originally. You can also make changes to 
your data. 

Deferred Checkpoint Restart: To perform a deferred checkpoint restart, 
the RESTART parameter must identify the step and the checkpoint at which 
execution is to be resumed. The SYSCHK DD statement. which defines the 
checkpoint data set, must also be included. (The SYSCHK DD statement is 
described in "Special DD statements" in the section "The DD Statement." 

An internal representation of your statements is kept as control 
information within the system. Some of the control information for the 
restart step or steps following the restart step may have to be modified 
before execution can be resumed at a checkpoint.- The following 
modifications for the restart step are automatically made by the system, 
using information contained in the checkpoint entry: 

• The status of data sets used by the step is changed from NEW to OLD. 
(If a new data set was assigned a nonspecific volume and had not 
been opened before the checkpoint was established, this change is 
not made.) 

• If nonspecific volumes were requested for a data set used in the 
restart step, the assigned device type and volume serial numbers are 
made part of the control information. 

• For a multivolume data set, the volume being processed when the 
checkpoint was established is mounted. 
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The only modification that you must make to a control statement is to 
supply certain information about a data set that was being passed by a 
step preceding the restart step to a step, following a restart step. 
You must supply, in the receiving step, volume serial numbers, device 
type, data set sequence number, and label type. You will not have to 
make these modifications if., during the original execution, you assigned 
a conditional dispostion of CATLG to such data sets. If the data is 
cataloged, the system can retrieve this information from the catalog. 
(Label type cannot be retrieved from the catalog.) You should also use 
conditional dispositions to keep all data sets used by the restart step. 
Data sets assigned a temporary name or no name can only be assigned a 
conditional disposition of DELETE. 

Therefore, if you plan a deferred checkpoint restart, you should not 
define your data sets as temporary. (For any nontemporary data set that 
may be deleted, it is very important that you assign a conditional 
disposition of KEEP.) 

Before resubmitting the job for checkpoint restart, you can make 
other modifications to control statements associated with the restart 
step or steps following the restart step. The following items apply to 
the step in which restart is to occur. 

• The DD statements in the restart step can be altered, but the 
statements must have the same names as used originally. You can 
also include additional DD statements. 

• If a data set was open at the time a checkpoint was established and 
restart is to begin at that checkpoint, DD statements in the restart 
step can define the same data set. If there is no need to process a 
data set after restart, you can define the data set·by coding the 
DUMMY parameter or DSNAME=NULLFILE on a DD statement provided that: 
(1) the basic sequential access method (BSAM) or the queued 
sequential access method (QSAM) was being used to process the data 
set when the checkpoint was established, (2) the data set is not the 
checkpoint data set that is being used to restart the job step, and 
(3) the job step is not restarted from a checkpoint that is within 
an end-of-volume exit routine for the data set. The name of the DD 
statement must be the same as the one used for the data set during 
the original execution of your program. 

• If DUMMY is not specified the DD statements must define the same 
data sets. Also, the data sets must not have been moved on the 
volume or onto another volume. 

• If a data set was not open when the checkpoint was established and 
is not needed during restart, you can replace the parmaeters used. to 
define the data set with the DUMMY parameter. 

• You can alter the dat~ in the restart step. If you omit the data, a 
delimiter statement (/*) is not required, unless the data was 
preceded by a DD DATA statement. 

Modifications you might want to make to control statements following 
the restart step are: varying device and volume configurations, 
altering data, and possibly. requesting checkpoint restart on an 
alternate system with the same configuration as used originally. If the 
parameters PGM, COND, SUBALLOC and VOLUME=REF refer to steps preceding 
the restart step, you must resolve these references before resubmitting 
the job. (A backward reference of VOLUME=SER=(serial number).) 
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Examples of Using the Restart Facilities 

1. The following control statements illustrate the preparations that 
would be made for either an automatic step or checkpoint restart 
before the job is submitted for the first time. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//STMRG3 JOB 54321"A.USER,MSGLEVEL=(1"0),,RD=R 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=SIMPSORT 
//INPUT DD DSN=SORTIN,VOL=SER=100468,UNIT=2400, 

//OUTPUT 
// 
//wORKl 
//WORK2 
//CHKPT 
//STEP2 
//MERG1 
//MERG2 
// 

DD 
DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DSN=INV(+1),UNIT=2311,VOL=SER=555334, 
SPACE=(3200,(200,,100»,DISP=(NEW,CATLG) 

DD UNIT=2400,DISP=(NEW,DELETE) 
DD UNIT=2400, DISP= (NEW, DELETE) 
DD UNIT=2400,DISP=(NEW,DELETE) 
EXEC PGM=MYMERGE 
DD DSN=INV(+l),DISP=OLD 
DD DSN=M5"VOL=SER=(092501,092502,092503), 

//RESULTS DD 
// 

UNIT=(2400,3),DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
DSN=M6,UNIT=2400,VOL=SER=(100101,100l02, 
100103),DISP=(NEW,KEEP,DELETE) 

Here " the RD parameter requests step restart for any abnormally 
terminated job step. In STEP1, the DD statement CHKPT defines a 
checkpoint data set. For this step, once a CHKPT macro instruction 
is executed, only automatic checkpoint restart is performed. An 
automatic checkpoint restart cannot occur in STEP2 since a 
checkpoint data set is not defined. 

2. The following control statements illustrate the preparations that 
would be made for either an automatic or deferred step restart 
before the job is submitted for the first time. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//STMRG3 JOB 54321,A.USER,MSGLEVEL=(1,0),RD=R 
//STEP1 EXEC PGM=SIMPSORT 
//INPUT DD DSN=SORTIN"VOL=SER=100468,UNIT=2400, 
// DISP=(OLD,DELETE"KEEP) 
//OUTPUT DD DSN=INV(+1),UNIT=2311,VOL=SER=555334, 
/ / SPACE= (3200, (200,,, 100) ) ,DISP= (NEW, CATLG, DELETE) 
//WORKl DD U~IT=2400,DISP=(NEW,DELETE) 
//WORK2 DD UNIT=2400,DISP=(NEW,DELETE) 
/ /STEP2 EXEC PGM=MYMERGE 
//MERGl DD DSN=INV(+l),DISP=OLD 
//MERG2 DD DSN=M5,VOL=SER=(092501,092502,092503), 
// UNIT=(2400,,3),DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
//RESULTS DD DSN=M6,UNIT=2400"VOL=SER=(10010l, 100102, 
// 100103),DISP=(NEW,KEEP,DELETE) L _____________________________________________________ - __________ _ 

If you are resubmitting this resubmitting this job for step 
restart, you must code the RESTART parameter on the JOB statement 
and identify the step at which execution is to be resumed. If 
execution is to be resumed with STEP2, the MERGl DD statement must 
be changed to refer to the generation data set by means of its 
present relative generation number, i.e., 

DSN=INV(O) 
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3. The following control statements illustate the preparations that 
would be made for an automatic step or checkpoint restart or a 
deferred checkpoint restart before the job is submitted for the 
first time. 

r-----------------------------------------------------------------, 
//STMRG3 JOB 54321.,A.USER,MSGLEVEL= (1,0) ,RD=R 
//STEPl EXEC PGM=SIMPSORT 
//INPUT DD DSN=SORTIN,VOL=SER=100468,UNIT=2400, 
// DISP=(OLD,DELETE,KEEP) 
//OUTPUT DD DSN=INV(+1),UNIT=2311,VOL=SER=555334, 
/ / SPACE= (3200, (200,100», DISP= (NEW. CATLG,KEEP) 
//wORKl DD DSN=A,UNIT=2400,DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG) 
//WORK2 DD DSN=B,UNIT=2400,DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG) 
//CHKPT DD DSN=C,UNIT=2400,DISP=(NEW,DELETE,CATLG) 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=MYMERGE 
//MERGl DD DSN=INV(+l),DISP=OLD 
/ /MERG2 DD DSN=M5, VOL=SER= (092501 ,092502, 092503)., 
/ / UNIT= (2400,3).f DISP= (OLD, KEEP) 
//RESULTS DD DSN=M6,UNIT=2400,VOL=SER=(100101,100102, 
// 100103),DISP=(NEW,KEEP) L ________________________________ ~ ________________________________ J 

Either an automatic automatic checkpoint restart or a deferred 
checkpoint restart can occur in STEPl if the step abnormally 
terminates. To perform a deferred checkpoint restart, the RESTART 
parameter must be coded on the JOB statement and a SYSCHK DD 
statement must be included before resubmitting the job. Only 
automatic step restart can occur in STEP2. The data sets that 
would normally be defined as temporary data sets so conditional 
dispositions can be assigned to them. 
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Appendix D: Summary of the DD Statement 

This appendix summarizes the 00 statement parameters required to perform 
the following functions: 

• Create a data set on an unit record device 
(card punch or printer» 

• Create a data set on a system output device 
• Create a data set on magnetic tape 
• Create a data set on a direct access device 

• Retrieve a data set from an unit record device 
(card reader or paper tape reader) 

• Retrieve a data set from the input stream 
• Retrieve a passed data set (magnetic tape or direct access) 
• Retrieve a cataloged data set 

(magnetic tape or direct access) 
• Retrieve a kept data set (magnetic tape or direct access) 

• Extend a passed data set (magnetic tape or direct access) 
• Extend a cataloged data set 

(magnetic tape or direct access) 
• Extend a kept data set (magnetic tape or direct access) 

• Postpone definition'of a data set 

Table 64 
Table 65 
Table 66 
Table 67 

Table 68 
Table 69 
Table 70 

Table 71 
Table 72 

Table 73 

Table 74 
Table 75 

Table 76 

For further convenience in using the above Tables, you should also 
use the fold-out Tables in the section "The 00 Statement n., Table 6 
should be used with Tables 64-67; Table 16, with Tables 68-72; and Table 
23, with Tables 73-75. 

The ddname is not shown in the Tables of this Appendix. You should 
write the ddname as explained in nNaming the DD statement" in the 
section "The OD Statementn • 

Indexed sequential data sets are described in Appendix A. 
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Table 64. Creating a Data Set on an Unit Record Device (Card Punch or Printer) 
r-------------T----------T--------------------------------------------------------------, I Parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I I I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------~-----------------------------------------------i 
I Location of I UNIT I unit address I 
Ithe Data Set I I 1052 I 
I I I 1403 I 
I I I 1442 I 
I I IUNIT 1443 I 
I I I 2520 I 

'

I I I 2540-2 I 
I I I 3211 I 
I I I roup name I 
~-------------t---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Data I DCB I DCB=(list of attributes) I 
I Attributes I I I 
I I I I 
I I I {*.ddname } I 
I I I DCB=( *.stepname.ddname L,list of attributes]) I 
I I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname . I 
I I I I 
I I I Notes: See Tables 8 and 9 for attributes I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Special IUCS I [UCS=o(COde f,FOLD] [,VERIFY])] I 

I proc;:essing I I ~ , 
OptJ..ons 

I ~---------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
, I FCB , [FCB= (image-id [,ALIGN ])] . I 
I I "VERIFY I 
I ~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
, I DUMMY I [DUMMY] , 
I , , I 
, , ,Note: Positional parameter , L _____________ ~ _________ ~ _____ ~ ____________ ~----------_________________________________ J 
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Table 65. Creating a Data Set on a System Output Device 

rp;;;;;t~~----Tp;;;;;t;~-T-----------------F~;;;~---------------------~----------------1 
I Type I , , 

I
~------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
ILocation of ISYSOUT ISYSOUT=(classname r.program]£,fOrm number]) I 
,the Data Set "L' I 
I , I I 
, I 'Note: "Classname" is a letter (A-Z) or a number (0-9) I 
, r----------+-------------------------------------------~------------------~ 
I I UNIT Isee Table 67. I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I siz e of the I SPACE I See Table 67. I 
IData Set I I , 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Data IDCB Isee Tables 8, 9, and 13. I 
I Attributes I I I 
~-------------+---------_+-------------------------------------------------~-~----------i 
I special I OUTLIM IOUTLIM=number I 
I Processing I I I 
I Option I I Note: For systems with MFT or MVT that have the System I 
I I IManagement Facilities option. I L _____________ ~ _________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 66. Creating a Data set on a Magnetic Tape (Part 1 of 2) 
r-------------T----------T--------------------------------------------------------------, I Parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I I I 
~------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
Data set IDSNAME Temporary - for the duration of the job: 
Information land 

IDISP 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

DSNAME={&&narne},DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE) 
&name 

Temporary - for duration of the job step: 

DSNAME={&&name} ,DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE) 
&narne 

Nontemporary - cataloged: 

DSNAME=dsname,DISP=(NEW,CATLG[,CATLG J) 
,DELETE 
,KEEP 

INontemporary - kept: 
I 
IDSNAME=dsname,DISP=<NEW,KEEP[,KEEP J) 
I ,DELETE 
I ,~TW 

I 
I INontemporary - member generation data group 
I I 

J I I DSNAME=groupname (+number) ,DISP=(NEW,CATLG [,CATLG J) 
I I I . ~DELETE 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I I I unit address I 
I Location of J UNIT I 2400 I 
the Data Set I I 2400-1 [,UnitcountJ I 

I IUNIT=( 2400-2 "p [,DEFERl) I 
I I 2400-3 I 
J I 2400-4 I 
I I group name I 
r----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 

VOLUME I Nonspecific request - one scratch volume (temporary data set): 
I 
I Omit 
I 
INonspecific request - more than one scratch volumes 
I (temporary data set): 
I 
IVOLUME=(",volcount) 
I 
INonspecific request - private volume <temporary data set): 
I 
I VOLUME= (PRIVATE [", volcountl) 
I 
INonspecific request - private volume (nontemporary data set): 
I 
IVOLUME=([~RIVATE'RETAIN] I"volcount]) 

I 
ISpecific request - private volume (request by serial number): 
\ VOLUME= ( [~RIVATE, RETAIN] [; , volcount, ] SER= (seri al, ••.• ) ) 

_____________ ~ _________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 66. Creating a Data Set on a Magnetic Tape (Part 2 of 2) 
r-------------T---------~--------------------------------------------------------------, 
I Parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I I I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
Location of IVOLUME ISpecific request - private volumes used by other data set): I 
the Date set I (cant.) I I 
(cant.) I I I 

I I I I I VOLUME= ( [ ~RIVATE. RETAIN] [:. vol count j I 
1 I Idsname I I I I REF= *. ddname I 
I I *. stepname '. ddname I 
1 I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 

:UffiEL : [~j I 
1 I LABEL= ( [sequence] :r NSL' [. PASSWORD] [. IN ] [, ] [EXPDT=YYddd]) I 
1 1 • NL "OUT RETPD=nnnn I 
1 1 ,BLP I 
1 I " 1 

r-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
1 Data 1 DCB I [DCB=( list of attributes) ]1 
1 Attributes I I I 
1 I I {*.ddname } 1 1 1 1 DCB=( *.stepname.ddname [,list of attributes]) I 
I I 1 *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
I I I I 
I I 1 Note: See Table 10 for attributes I 
r-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Special ISEP or I [SEP=(ddname, ••• )] 1 
1 Processing I AFF I AFF=ddname I 
I Options ~---------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I I DUMMY I (DUMMY] I 
I 1 1 I 
I I I Note: Positional parameter I L _____________ ~ _________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 67. Creating a Data set on Direct Access Devices (Part 1 of 3) 
r-------------T----------T--------------------------------------------------------------, 
I Parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I I I 
t-------------t----------+~-------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Data Set I DSNAME I Temporary - for the duration of the job: 
IInformation I and I 
I IDISP I 
I I I &&name 

J 
I 
I 
I , 
I 

I I DSNAME= &name 
&&nameJmembername) 
&name(membername) 

,DI SP= (NEW, PASS" DELETE) ) 
I , 
I I 
I I 

Temporary - for the duration of the job step: 

&&name 
DSNAME= &name , DI SP = (NEW, DELETE, DELETE) 

&&name(membername) 
&name(membername) 

Nontemporary - cataloged: 

{
dSname J 

DSNAME= d~:mame (membername) ,DISP=(NEW,CATLG 
dsname(membername) 

[
,CATLG ]> 
,DELETE 
,KEEP 

Nontemporary - kept: 
\ 

DSNAME={dsname } ,DISP=(NEW,KEEP[,KEEP ]) 
dsname(membername) ,DELETE . 

:,CATLG 

I Nontemporary - member generation data group: 
I 
I DSNAME=grou pname ( + nUmb, er) " DIS P= (NEW, CATLG r, CATLG ]) 
I L,DELETE 
t-------------t----------t--------------------------------------------------------------i 
ILocation of 'UNIT unit address 
Ithe Data Set, 2301 
I I 2302 
I I 2302 
I I UNIT:::: ( 2303 

I 2305-1 [

" uni tcount] . 
;P [,SEP=(ddname, ••• )]) 

I 2305-2 
I 2311 
I 2314 
I 2319 
I 2321 
I 3330 
I group name 
I Note: To indicate the 2319, specify UNIT=2314. To designate 
I I the 2319 as the particular device for your data set, 
I I specify UNIT=unit address. 

t----------t--------------------------------------------------------------i 
VOLUME I Nonspecific reguest - one public volume: I 

I Omit I 
I I 
INonspecific reguest - more than one public volumes: I 
IVOLUME=(",volcount) I 
I I 
INonspecific reguest ~ private volume: I 
I VOLUME=(PRIVATE[,RETAIN] ["volcount]) I 
I " I 
I I 
ISpecific request - public volume (request by serial number): , 

I ,VOL,UME= ( [ , , ,vol count,] SER= (serial, ••• ) ) , L _____________ ~ _________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 67. Creating a Data Set on Direct Access Devices (Part 2 of 3) 

rp;;;;;t;;----Tp;;;;;t;;-r-----------------F~;;;t---------------------------------------1 

I Type I I I 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
ILocation of VOLUME ISpecific request - public volume (volumes used by other 
the Data set (cont.) Idata set): 
(cont.) I 

I 
I 
IVOLUME=([."volcount,]REF= 
I 
I 
I 

dsname 
*.ddname 
*.stepname.ddname 
*. stepname .• procstepname.ddname 

) 

ISpecific request - private volume (request by serial number): 
I I VOLUME= (PRIVATE~ RETAINJ" , vol count., 1 SER= (serial, •• • » 

I 
ISpecific request - private volume (volumes used by other 
Idata set): 
I I VOLUME= (PRIVATE [: RETAI N] L, , vol count , 1 

I 
I dsname 
I REF= *.ddname 

I I *.stepname.ddname 
I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname 

) 

~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 

I : lABEL : rLABEL= ([: ~tr.l [,PASSWORD] .[,IN .J [,] fEXPDT=yYdddl)] I 
I I I [ "J ' ,OUT LRETPD=nnnn J I 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
size of SPACE IThe system assigns tracks: 
the 'Data Set I 

I {TRK (choose one) ISPACE=( CYL 
}

, (primary quantity [,SeCOndary qUantity] 
I block 
I 
I 
I 
I 

length , [' CONT IG] 
[. directory] If,RLSE] ,MXIG [ , ROUND]) 

~ ,ALX 
, 

I 
IRequesting specific tracks: 
I 
I SPACE= (ABSTR, (primary quantity, address [,directory]» 

~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I SPLIT Units of cylinders: I 
I I 
I • First data set I 
I I 
I SPLIT=(n,CYL,(primary quantity [,secondary quantity]» I 
I I 
I • Subsequent data sets I 
I I 
I SPLIT=n I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Units of blocks: 

• First data set Appendix D 

SPLIT=(%.blocklength,(primary quantity[,secondary quantity]» 

• Subsequent data sets 

I I SPLIT=% I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 67. creating a Data Set on Direct Access Devices (Part 3 of 3) 

r-------------T---------l--------------------------------------------------------------, Parameter I Parameter Format I 
I Type I I I 
t-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
ISize of SUBALLOC Reserved area: 
Ithe Data Set {TRK} 
I choose one) SPACE=( CYL • (primary quantity) '0. CONTI G) 
I (cont.) blocklength 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Suballocaed data sets: 

SUBALLOC= ({~~ },(primary quantity r',secondary quantityl 
block length ~ J 

: [. directory] ){ , =~~;:me. ddname l) 
I stepname.procstepname.ddnameS 
r-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Data I DeB I [DCB=(list of attributes) ] I 
IAttributes I I I 
I I I dsname I 
I 1 I DCB=( *.ddname [,list of attributes]) I 
I I I *.stepname.ddname I 
I I I *stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
I I I I 
I I INote: See Tables 13. 14, and 15 for attributes I 
t-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Special 01 SEP or I [SEP= (ddname, • • • )] 1 
I Processing IAFF I AFF=ddname I 
I Options ~---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I 1 DUMMY 1 [DUMMY] I 
I I I I 
I I I Note: positional parameter I 
I t----------f--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I I DYNAM I [DYNAM] I 
I I I I 
I I INote: Positional parameter I L _____________ ~ _________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 68. Retrieving an Existing Data Set From an Unit Record Device <Card Reader or 
Paper Tape Reader) 

r-------------T---------~------------------------------------------------------------~-, I Parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I I I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
ILocation of IUNIT I unit address I 
I the Data Set I I 1442 I 
I I I UNIT= 2520 I 
I I I 2540 I 
I I I 2671 I 
I I I group name I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Data I DCB I [DCB=<list of attributes) ] I 
I Attributes I I I 
I I I I 
I I I {*.ddname } I 
I I I DCB=<,*.ddname.stepname [,list of attributes]) I 
I I I *.ddname.procstepname.ddname I 
I I I I 
I I I Note: See Tables 17 and 18 for attributes I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i I special I DUMMY I [DUMMY] I 
I Processing I I I 
I Option I I Note: positional parameter I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ _______________________________ --_____________________________ J 
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Table 69. Retrieving a Data Set From the Input Stream 

rp~~;;t;~----TP~;;;;t;;-r-----------------F~;;;t---------------------------------------1 

I Type I I I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
ILocation of I * or I {* } I 
I the Data Set I DATA I DATA I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i I Data IDCB I [DCB=( [BLKSIZE=number of bytes] [,] (BUFNO=number of buffers])] I 
I Attributes I I I L_~ ___________ ~ _________ ~ _______________________________ -------________________________ J 
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Table 70. Retrieving a Passed Data Set (Magnetic Tape or Direct Access) 

fP;;;;;t;;----Tp;;;;;t;~~-----------------F~;;;t---------------------------------------1 

I Type I I I 
r-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
IData Set IDSNAME IRetrieving by name: I 
I Information I I I 
I I I I 
I I I dsname I I I I I dsname(membername) I 
I I IDSNAME= &&name I 
I I I &&name(membername) I 
t I I &name I I , I &name(membername) \ 

I IMaking backward reference: I 
I I I 
I I {* .ddname } I 
I I DSNAME= *. stepname .• ddname I 
I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
t----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
DISP Passing the data set to a subsequent step: 

DISP=(OLDIPASS[,DELETE]) 
,CATLG . 
,KEEP 

Last time a passed temporary data set is used in job: 

DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE) 

Last time a passed nontemporary data set is used in job: 

! DISP=(OLIJ[:~~~~TEJ [::~TE1) 
I , CATLG , CATLG J 
I , 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
ILocation of IUNIT I [UNIT=(,unitcount)] I 
I the DataSet I I I 

I r:::::----~r-~:~~~I~-----------------------------------------------1 
~-------------+----------+----------------------------__________________________________ ~ 
I Data I DCB I [DCB=(list of attributes) 1 I 
I Attributes I I I 
I J I I 
I I I {*.ddname } I 
I I I DCB= *.stepname.ddname I 
I I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
I I I I 
I I I Note: See Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22 for attributes I 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------~-----------i 
I Special I DUMMY I [DUMMY] I 
I Processing I I I 
I Option I I Note: positional parameter I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ ___________________________ - _________________________ ~ ________ J 
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Table 71. Retrieving a Cataloged Data Set (Magnetic Tape or Direct Access) 
r-------------T-~--------T---------~----------------------------------------------------, 
I Parameter ,Parameter, Format , 
'Type I , I 
~------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
,Data Set IDSNAME I {dSname} I 
IInformation J IDSNAME= dsname(memhername) , 
I , , groupname(number) I 
I t----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
, ,DISP, DISP=({OLD}[, UNCATLG1 [.UNCATLG1) , 
I I I SHR ,DELETE ,DELETE J , 
, , I , I 
~------------t----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
Loca tion of I UNIT I Requesting units: , 
the Data set I I , 

II UNIT= (, runitcountJ [,DEFER]) , 
, I Lp I 
, I , 
I IUnit affinity: I 
, I I 
I I [UNIT=AFF=ddname] I 
t----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I VOLUME I VOLUME= ( [PRIVATE [. RETAIN 1 [ , sequence] ) I 

" • J I 

r~~-----rI~~~lI~~~~---------------------------------------------l 
tD~t~---------tDCB------_t-DCB;(li~t-~f-~tt;ib~t~~)-------------------------------------1 

t Attributes: : [ Idsname l J : 
I I I *.ddname , 
I I I DCB=( *.stepname,ddname [.list of attributes]) I 
I I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
, I , I 
I , ,Note: See Tables 19~ 20, 21, and 22 for attributes I 

Opt1ons t----------+--------------------------------------------------------------r~~~i~~;:~---t~-~~----tr~~~~a~~~;::~--------------------------------------------1 
f 1 DUMMY , [DUMMY] 

, I 'Note: PO'si tional parameter I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ _______________________ ~ ______________________________________ J 
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Table 72. Retrieving a Kept Data Set (Magnetic Tape or Direct Access) 
rP;;;;;t;;-~--Tp;;;;;ter-r-----------------F~;;;t---------------------------------------1 

I Type I I I 
~-----~-------+---~-----_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Data Set I DSNAME I DSNAME={ dsname} I 
I Information I I dsname(membername) I 
I ~---.... ---.... -_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I I DISP t [,KEEP ~ [,KEEP ] I I I IDISP=({OLD},. ,CATLG "CATLG) I 
I I I S1m i, DELETE ,DELETE I 
I I I , I 
~--------------t---------_+--------------:------------------------------.----------------~ 
Location of I UNIT '\ Requesting units: I 
the Data Set I I 

I I I 
I I {Unit addresS} [" unitcount] I 
I I UNIT=( device type,P [,DEFER]) I 
,I I group name , I 
I I . I 
I I Unit affinity: I 
I I I 
I IUNIT=AFF=ddname I 
~---------t--------------------------------------------------------------~ I VOLUME I VOLUME= ( [PRIVATE] r, RETAINl SER= (ser ial., ••• ) ) I 
I I L, J I 

r~iL-----1I::::::~::::::::~[~~~J~~---------------------------------1 
r-------------t----------t--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Data IDCB I [DCB=(list of attributes) 1 I 
IAttributes I I I 

I I I Idsname I I I I 1 DCB=( *.ddname [,list of attributes]) I 
I I I *.stepname.ddname I 
I I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
I I I I 
I I I Note: See Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22 for attributes I 
r-------------t----------t-----------~--------------------------------------------------f 
Isp.ecial ISEP or I [SEP:<dd.name, ., •• )]. I 
I processing I AFF I AFF=ddname I 
I Options ~--------_+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I I DUMMY I [DUMMY] I 
I l I I 
I I I~: positional parameter I L _______ .... ____ -~ __________ ~ ______________ ~ _______________________________________________ J 
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Table 73. Extending a Passed Data Set (Magnetic Tape or Direct Access) 
r-------------T---------~--------------------------------------------------------------, I Parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I I I 
~-------------+---------_+---------------~----------------------------------------------i 
IData Set DSNAME IRetrieving by name: 
I Information I 
I I 
I I dsname 
I I dsname(membername) 
I IDSNAME= &&name 
I I &&name(membername) 
I I &name 
I I &name(membername) 
I I 
I IMaking a backward reference: 
I I ,... 

:DSNAME={::~~~:me.ddname J 
I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname 

~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
DISP IPassing the data set to a subsequent step: 

I 
I DISP= (MOD" PASS [, , DELETE]) 
I,CATALG 
I ,KEEP 
I 
Ilast time a passed temporary data set is used in job: 
I 
IDISP=(MOD,DELETE,DELETE) 
I 
Ilast time a passed nontemporary data set is used in job: 

!DISP=(MOD[:~~~TEJ [:~~~iTE]) 1 
I ,CATLG ,CATLG I 
I , I 

~------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------f 
I Location of I UNIT , [UNIT= ( r,unitcountJ [,DEFER11 I 
Ithe Data Set I I L, J I 
1 ~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I IVOLUME 11 [VOLUME=(" ,volcount)] I 

I r~;~-----rI::::::~I~~:J-------------------------------------------__: 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Size of the I SPACE I ~ 1 TRK I . ~ I 
1 Data set I I SPACE= ( CYL (l , secondary quantity) ,RLSE) 1 
I 1 I block length I 
~------------t----------+------------------------------------------~-------------------i 
lData ,DeB , [DCB=(list of attributes) ] , 
I Attributes , I' I 
, , , I 
, I I l * • ddname I ' , , , DCB= *.stepname.ddname [,list of attributes] I 
I I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
I I , , 
I , I Note: See Tables 19, 20, and 22 for attributes I 
~------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------f I Special I DUMMY I [DUMMY] , I 
,Processing I I I 
I Option I INote: positional parameter I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ _________________________________________ ~ ____________________ J 
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Table 74. Extending a Cataloged Data set (Magnetic Tape or Direct Access) 

1P;;;;;t;;----Tp;;~;;t;;-T-----------------F~~;t-------------------------------------~-l 

I Type I I ·1 
r-------------+----------+-------~------------------------~-----------------------------i 
IData set IDSNAME I {dSnarne} I 
IInformation I IDSNAME=dsname(membername) 1 
I ~---------+---------~----------------------------------------------------i 
I IDISP I [, UNCATLG] [,UNCATLG] I 
I I I DISP=(MOD ,DELETE ,DELETE) 1 
I I I , CATLG ,CATLG I 
I I I , 1 
r-------------t---------_t-----------------~--------------------------------------------i 
Location of I UNIT I Requesting. units: I 
the Data set I I I 

I I 1 
\ \ rUN1T=(. [~nitcount] I.DEFER])l I 
I Il J I 
I IUnit affinity: I 
I I I 
I I [UNIT=AFF=ddnamel I 
~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I VOWME I VOLUME= ([PRIVATE[, RETAINl [, sequence#] [, volcountl) I 
'I , J ' 1 

[WEL ----n:::~;~fr---------------~---------------------l 

r-------------t---------_t--------------------------------------------------------------i 
,Size of the I SPACE I [ 1 TRK! ] I 
IData set I , SPACE=( CYL ,(l,secondary quantity),RLSE) I 
1 I I block length I 
~-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Data IDCB I DCB=(list of attributes) I 
'Attributes I I I 

I , I I I , , I ~~~ I 
I I I DCB=( *.ddname [,list of attributesl) I 
I I I *.stepname.ddnarne I 
I I ,*.stepname.procstepname.ddname I 
, I I I 
I I I Note: See Tables 19, 20, and 22 for attributes , 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Special ,SEP or I [SEP= (ddname, ••• )] I 
I Processing I AFF I AFF=ddname I 
I Options ~---------_t--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I , DUMMY I [DUMMY] I 
, I I I 
I I INote: Positional parameter I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 75. Extending a Kept Data set (Magnetic Tape or Direct Access) 
r-------------T---------~--------------------------------------------------------------, 
,parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I , I 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Data Set 1 DSNAME 1 DSNAME={dsname} 1 
1 Information I I dsname(membername) . I 
1 t---------_+--------------------------------------~--------------------i 
I I DISP, [,KEEP J [,KEEP ] ' 1 I IDISP=(MOD ,CATLG ,CATLG ) I 
1 , , ,DELETE ,DELETE I 
I I I , I 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Location of 'UNIT IRequesting units: I 
the Data Set , I , 

I , I 
I I lunit addreSS![,Unitcount] I 
I IUNIT=(device type,P [,DEFER]) I 
I I group name , I 
, , I 
I ,Unit affinity: I 
I I 1 
1 IUNIT=AFF=ddname I 
~----~-----+------~--------------~----------------------------------------~ 
IVOWME IVOLUME=(PRIVATE['RETAIN1~ ,volcount,]SER=(serial, ••• )} I 
I I ' J I 

I r~EL---ll=::~~:::::::~r~~~rr--------------------------1 
~------------t---------_+-------------------------------------------------------------i 
ISize of the I SPACE I ~ {TRK} ] 1 
I Data Set I 1 SPACE= ( CYL . (1, secondary quantity), RLSE) .1 
I I I block length 1 
~-------------+---------_+---------------------~----------------------------------------i 
I Data I DeB 1 DCB=(list of attributes) I 
I Attributes 1 I , 
, , I I 
I I I ~n~e I 
I 1 1 DCB=( *.ddname [.list of attributes]) I 
, 1 I *.stepname.ddn~e I 
I I I *.stepname.procstepname.ddname 1 
I I 1 I 
I 1 I Note: see Tables 19, 20, and 22 for attributes I 
t-------------+---------_+--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Special ISEP or I [SEP=(ddname, ••• )] I 
I Processing JAFF , AFF=ddname I 
,Options ~----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I I DUMMY I [DUMMY] I 
I I I I 
, 1 INote: Positional parameter I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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Table 76. Postponing Definition of a Data Set 
r-------------T---------~--------------------------------------------------------------, I Parameter I Parameter I Format I 
I Type I I I 
~-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------i 
I Special I DDNAME I DDNAME=ddname I 
I Processing I I I 
I Option I I I 
r-------------+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------~ I Data I DCB I [PCB= ([BLKSIZE=number of bytes] [.] [BUFNO=number of buffers>] I 
I Attributes I I I L _____________ ~ __________ ~ ______________________________________________________________ J 
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* parameter: This parameter is coded as 
the first parameter on a DD statement that 
precedes data in the input stream. 

ACCT parameter: This parameter is used to 
supply accounting information for a job 
step to an installation accounting-routine 
and is coded on an EXEC statement. 

AFF parameter: This parameter is used to 
request the same channel separation from 
certain data sets as was req'uested earlier 
in the job step. The AFF parameter is 
coded on a DD statement. 

alias: An alternate name that may be used 
to refer to a member of a partitioned data 
set. 

allocation: The process of assigning a 
resource to a job step. 

automatic restart: A restart of a job 
after a job step abnormally terminates. 
The restart takes place during the current 
run, that is, without resubmitting the job. 

automatic volume recognition (AVR): A 
feature that allows the operator to mount 
labeled volumes on available input/output 
devices before those volumes are required 
by a job step. 

auxiliary storage: Data storage other than 
main storage; secondary storage. 

background job: A job that is entered 
through a time sharing terminal by means of 
the TSO SUBMIT command or through the input 
stream (SYSIN). 

backward reference: A facility of the job 
control language that permits you to copy 
information or refer to DD statements that 
appear earlier in the job. 

block prefix: An optional field that may 
precede the first or only record in a 
block. For D-format records, the block 
prefix can contain the actual block length. 

catalog: 
1. The collection of all data set indexes 

maintained by data management. Each 
entry contains a data set name and 
volume and unit information about the 
data set. 

2. To place an entry for a data set in 
the catalog. To specify this on a 
control statement, code 

Glossary 

DISP=(status.,CATLG) on the nn 
statement that defines the data set 
you want cataloged. A cataloged data 
set is easy to retrieve. 

cataloged data set: A data set that is 
represented in an index or hierarchy of 
indexes in the system catalog, the indexes 
provide the means for locating the data 
set. 

cataloged procedure: A set of JCL 
statements that has been assigned a name 
and placed in a partitioned data set known 
as the procedure library. To use a 
cataloged procedure, code the procedure 
name on an EXEC statement. 

checkpoint/restart: A facility of the 
operating system that can minimize time 
lost in reprocessing a job step that 
abnormally terminated. The CHKPT macro 
instruction, the RESTART parameter on the 
JOB statement, and the RD parameter on the 
JOB or EXEC statement are associated with 
this facility. 

checkpoint restart: A restart within a job 
step. The restart may be automatic 
(depending on an eligible completion code 
and the operator's consent) or deferred, 
where deferred involves resubmitting the 
job and coding the RESTART parameter on the 
JOB statement of the resubmitted job. 

CLASS parameter: This parameter is used to 
assign a job class to your statement and is 
coded on a JOB statement. In 
multiprogramming systems, jobs within a job 
class are initiated according to their 
priority numbers. 

command statement: A JCL statement that is 
used to issue commands to the system 
through the input stream. 

comment statement: 
contain information 
yourself or another 
running your job or 
listing. 

A JCL statement used to 
that may be helpful to 
person that may be 
reviewing your output 

concatenated data sets: A group of input 
data sets that are treated as one data set 
for the duration of a job step. 

COND parameter: This parameter is used to 
test return codes issued by the processing 
programs; any test-that is satisfied causes 
the job to be terminated or a job step to 
be bypassed. The COND parameter is coded 
on a JOB or EXEC statement~ 
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control volume: A volume that contains one 
or more l.ndexes of the catalog. 

data control block (DCB): A control block 
used to contain certain attributes required 
by an access method to store or retrieve a 
data set. The DCB parameter is one means 
of supplying attributes. 

DATA parameter: This parameter is coded as 
the first parameter on a DD statement that 
precedes data in the input stream when the 
data contains job control statements. 

data set: An organized collection of 
related data in one of several prescribed 
arrangements. The information required to 
store and retrieve this data is defined on 
a DD statement. 

data set control block: A data set label 
for a data set on, a direct access volume. 

data set label: A collection of 
information that describes the attributes 
of a data set. The data set label for a 
data set is normally on the same volume as 
the data set it describes. 

DCB: See data control block. 

DD statement (data definition)-: A JCL 
statement that defines a data set that is 
being created or retrieved in ajob step .• 
DD statements follow an EXEC statement. 

ddname (data definition name): A name 
assigned to a DDstatement. This name 
corresponds to the ddname appearing in a 
data control block. 

DCB parameter: This parameter is used to 
supply attributes about the data set that 
are needed to complete the data control 
block. The DCB parameter is coded on a DD 
statement. 

DDNAME aprameter: This parameter is used 
to postpone the definition of a data set 
until later in the same job step and is 
coded on a DDstatement. 

deferred restart: A restart that is 
performed when a job is resubmitted and the 
RESTART parameter is coded on the JOB 
statement of the resubmitted job. 

delimiter statement: A JCL statement used 
to mark the end of data. The Characters /* 
appear in columns 1 and 2 of this JCL 
statement. 

device type: A number that corresponds to 
a type of input/output device. Coding the 
device type in the UNIT parameter of the DD 
statement is one~way of indicating what 
input/output device you want allocated to a 
job step-. 
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D fo:rmat: A data set format- in which ASCII 
records are variable lengths. 

direct access device: An auxiliary storage 
device in which the access time is 
effectively independent of the location of 
the data set. 

direct data set: A data set whose records 
are in random order on a direct access 
volume. Each record is stored or retrieved 
according to its actual address or its 
address relative to the beginning of the 
data set. 

directory: A series of 256-byte records at 
the beginning of a partitioned data set 
that contains an entry for each member in 
the data set. 

DISP parameter: This parameter is used to 
describe the status of the data set and 
indicates what should be done with the data 
set after termination of the job step that 
processes it, or at the end of the job. 
The DISP parameter is coded on a DD 
statement. 

dispatching priority: The number assigned 
toa task, .which in a multitask 
environment, determines the order in which 
the tasks may use main storage and CPU 
resources. 

DPRTY parameter: This parameter is used to 
assign a dispatching priority to a job step 
and is coded on an EXEC statement. 

DSN parameter: This parameter is used to 
assign a name toa new data set or to 
identify an existing data set and is coded 
on a DD statement. Coding DSN is the same 
as coding DSNAME. 

DSNAME parameter: This parameter is used 
to assign a name to a new data set or to 
identify an existing data set and is coded 
on a DD statement. Coding DSNAME is the 
same as coding DSN. 

DUMMY parameter: This parameter is used to 
tell the system that the processing program 
should be executed, but no input or output 
operations should be performed on a 
particular data set. The DUMMY parameter 
is coded as the first parameter on a DD 
statement. 

DYNAM parameter: For TSo', thi9 parameter 
is used to specify that dynamic allocation 
of data sets is to be used,. This allows 
you to defer definition of a data set until 
you require it. If DYNAM is used in the 
background (batch environment)., it means 
the sam~ as DUMMY. TheDYNAM parameter is 
coded on a DD statement. 



dynamic storage: That portion of main 
storage that is subdivided into partitions 
or regions for use by the programs 
associated with job steps and some system 
-t::asks. 

Exclusive control: This means that only 
one job at a time can process a data set. 
A request for an exclusively controlled 
data set will not be processed until the 
job with control terminates. Also a 
request for the data set name itself will 
not be processed -- even though the name 
may not refer to the same physical data 
set. 

EXEC (execute) statement: A JCL statement 
that marks the beginning of a job step and 
identifies the program to be executed or 
the cataloged procedure to be used. 

extent: A contiguous area of storage on a 
direct access volume in which a data set 
resides,. A data set may reside in more 
than one area of storage on one or more 
volumes. 

F format: A data set format in which the 
logical records are the same length. 

FCB parameter: This parameter is used to 
specify the forms control image you want to 
use to print an output data set on a 3211 
printer. The FCB parameter is coded on a 
DD statement. 

fixed-length record: A record having the 
same length as all other records with which 
it is logically or physically associated. 

foreground: The environment in which 
programs invoked by commands are performed. 
Programs are swapped in and out of main 
storage as necessary to efficiently utilize 
main storage. 

foreground job: Any job executing in a 
foreground region., such as a co~and 
processor or a terminal user's program.. 
Also called a "terminal job." 

generation data group: A collection of 
data sets that are kept in chronological 
order; each data set is called a 
generation. The DSNAME parameter is used 
to define the generation you are creating 
or retrieving_ 

generation data set: One generation of a 
generation data group.. 

group name: A 1- to 8-character name that 
identifies a device or a collection of 
devices. Coding a group name in the UNIT 
parameter is one ~ay of indicating what 
type of input/output device you want 
allocated to a job step~ 

index: 
-r:--A table in the catalog used to locate 

data sets. 
2. A table used t'o locate the records of 

an indexed sequential data set. 

indexed sequential data set: A data set on 
a direct access volume whose records 
contain a key portion and the location of 
each record depends on the contents of the 
key portion. The location of each record 
is computed through the use of an index. 

initiation: The process of selecting a job 
step for execution and allocating 
input/output devices for the job step. 

input job queue: A queue of summary 
information of JCL statements maintained by 
the job scheduler. from which it selects 
the jobs and job steps to be processed. 

input stream: The sequence of JCL 
statements and data submitted to the 
operating system on an input device 
especially activated for this purpose by 
the opera tor. 

in-stream procedure: A set of JCL 
statements in the form of cards that have 
been placed in the input stream of a card 
reader. An in-stream procedure can be 
executed any number of times during the job 
in which it appears. 

JCL: A high-level programming language 
used to code JCL statements which describes 
a job to the operating system and inform 
the system of how the job is to be 
processed. 

JCL Statement: Anyone of the control 
statements in the input stream that 
identifies a job or defines its 
requirements. 

job: A total processing application that 
consists of one Or more processing programs 
required to perform the application,. A job 
is identified by a JOB statement. 

JOB statement: A JCL statement that marks 
the beginning of a job,. and when jobs are 
stacked in the input stream. marks the end 
of the JCL statements for the preceding 
job. 

job class: An alphabetic character of A 
through 0 that characterizes the type of 
job you are submitting. Each job class is 
defined by the installation; you indicate 
the type of job you are submitting in the 
CLASS parameter on the JOB statement. In 
multiprogramming systems. jobs within a j 
class are initiated according to their 
priority numbers. 
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job control language: See JCL. 

job control statement: See JCL statement. 

job library: See private library .• 

job management: A general term that 
collectively describes the functions of the 
job scheduler and master scheduler. 

job processing: The reading of JCL 
statements and data from an input stream, 
the initiating of job steps defined in 
these statements" and the writing of system 
output messages. 

job scheduler: A control program function 
that controls input streams and system 
output, obtains input/output devices for 
jobs and job steps, and regulates the use 
of the computing system by jobs. Tne job 
scheduler is made up of the 
reader /interpreter I, ini tia tor/terminator" 
and output writer. 

job step: The unit of work associated with 
one processing program or one cataloged 
procedure" and related data.. A job 
consists of one or more job steps. 

JOBLIB: A special ddname that when 
specified on a DD statement indicates to 
the system that you are defining a private 
library. 

jobname: The name assigned to a JOB 
statement; it identifies the job to the 
system. 

!S,: 1024 bytes. 

keyword: A symbol that identifies a 
parameter or subparameter. 

keyword parameter: A parameter that 
consists of a keyword followed by an equal 
sign, followed by a single value or a list 
of subparameters. Keyword parameter s must 
follow positional parameters in the operand 
field of a JCL statement, but the keyword 
parameters may appear in any order. 

LABEL parameter: This parameter is used: 
(1) to describe the data set label 
associated with the data set; (2) to 
describe the sequence number of a data set 
that does not reside first on a reel; (3) 
to assign a retention period; (4) to assign 
password protection; and (5) to override 
the OPEN macro instruction (BSAM only). 
The LABEL parameter is coded a DD 
statement. 
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library: 
1. In general, a collection of 

information associated with a 
particular use, and the location of 
which is identified in a directory of 
some type,. In this context, see link 
library, private library" system 
library. 

2,. Any partitioned data set. 

limit priority: A priority associated with 
every task in an MVT system" representing 
the highest dispatching priority that the 
task may assign to itself or to any of its 
subtasks .• 

link library: A partitioned data set named 
SYS1. LINKLIB. Each member is a processing 
program and is called in the PGM parameter 
on the EXEC statement or in the ATTACH, 
LINK, LOAD, and XCTL macro instructions. 

logical record: A record that is defined 
in terms of the information it contains 
rather than its physical traits. You may 
have to specify the length of the logical 
record to complete the data control block; 
one way to spec ify this is in the LRECL 
subparameter of the DCB parameter. 

main storage: All addressable storage from 
which instructions can be executed or from 
which data can be loaded directly into 
registers. 

main storage hierarchy support: An option 
that divides main storage into two blocks 
known as hierarchies; hierarchy 0 is 
assigned to processor storage and hierarchy 
1 to the IBM 2361 Core storage unit. 

master scheduler: The part of the control 
program that responds to operator commands 
and returns required information. 

member: An independent, sequentially 
organized data set identified by a unique 
name in a data set directory. A collection 
of such members is called a partitioned 
data set. 

MFT (multiprogramming with a fixed number 
of tasks): A control program that provides 
priority scheduling of a fixed number of 
tasks. A priority scheduler is used in 
MFT. 

MSGLASS parameter: This parameter is us ed 
to assign an output class to the system 
messages for your job and is coded on a JOB 
statement. 

MSGLEVEL parameter: This parameter is used 
to indicate what JCL statements and 
allocatiOn/termination messages you want 
displayed as output from your job. This 
parameter is coded on a JOB statement. 



multiprogramming: Executing more than one 
job step concurrently. 

mutuallY exclusive: The term applied to 
two parameters that cannot be coded on the 
same JCL statement. 

MVT (multiprogramming with a variable 
number of tasks): A control program that 
provides priority scheduling of a variable 
number of tasks. A priority scheduler is 
used in MVT. 

MVT with Model 65 multiprocessing: An 
extension to MVT.. This control program is 
used with the Model 65 Multiprocessing 
System. 

M65MP: See MVT with Model 65 
multiprocessing. 

~: A 1- to a-character term" beginning 
with an alphabetic or national (t" Q, $) 
character, that identifies a data set, a 
JCL statement, a program, or a cataloged 
procedure .• 

nonspecific volume request: A request for 
volumes that allows the system to select 
suitable volumes.. This type of request can 
only be made when defining an output ~ata 
set. 

nontemporary data set: A new data set that 
exists after the job that created it 
terminates. 

NOTIFY parameter: This parameter indicates 
to the system that a message is to be sent 
to your time sharing terminal when your job 
completes. The NOTIFY parameter is coded 
on the JOB statement. 

null statement: A JCL statement used to 
mark the end of a job's control statements 
and data. 

OUTLIM parameter: This parameter is used 
to specify the maximum number of logical 
records you want included for the output 
data set being routed through the output 
stream. The OUTLIM parameter is coded on a 
DO statement that must also contain the 
SYSOUT parameter. 

output class: An alphabetic or numeric 
character that characterizes the type of 
output data to be written to a unit record 
device. Each output class is defined by 
the installation. For system messages, you 
indicate the type of output data in the 
MSGCLASS parameter on a JOB statement; for 
output data sets, you indicate the type of 
output data in the SYSOUT parameter on a DD 
statement. 

output listing: A form that is printed at 
the end of your job that may contain JCL 
statements used by your job, diagnostic 
messages about your joh, data sets created 
by your job, or a dump. 

output stream: Diagnostic messages and 
other output data issued by the operating 
system or the processing program on output 
devices especially activated for this 
purpose by the operator. 

output writer: A part of the job scheduler 
that writes output data sets onto a system 
output device, independently of the 
programs that produced the data sets. 

PARM parameter: This parameter is used to 
supply a processing program with 
information it requires at the time the 
program is executed and is coded on an EXEC 
statement. 

parameter: A variable that is given a 
constant value for a specific process or 
purpose. 

partition: In systems with MFT" a 
subdivision of the dynamic area of main 
storage set aside for a job step or a 
system task. 

partitioned data set: A collection of 
independent groups of sequential records on 
a direct access volume" each of which is 
called a member. Each member has unique 
name and is listed in a directory at the 
beginning of the data set. 

PEND statement: A JCL statement used to 
mark the end of an in-stream procedure. 

PGM parameter: This parameter appears as 
the first parameter on an EXEC statement 
when you want to execute a particular 
program. 

physical record: A record that is defined 
.in terms of physical qualities rather than 
by the information it contains (logical 
record) • 

positional parameter: A parameter that 
must precede all keyword parameters in the 
operand field of a JCL statement. 
Positional parameters must appear in a 
specified order. 

primary quantity: The initial amount of 
space on a direct access volume that you 
request in the SPACE, SPLIT, or SUBALLOC 
parameter. 

priority: A rank assigned to each job step 
that determines the order in which job 
steps are selected for execution and 
requests for resources are satisfied .• 
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J
' prior i ty, scheduler: ,A scheduler that 
processes complete jobs according to their 
initiation priority within job classes. 
Priority schedulers can accept input data 
from more than one input stream. 

private: The term applied to a mounted 
volume that the system cannot allocate to 
an output data set for which a nonspecific 
volume request is made. A private volume 
is demounted after its last use in a job 
step. 

private library: A partitioned data set 
whose members are not used often enough to 
warrant their inclusion in the link 
library. To execute a program that resides 
on a private library, you must define that 
library on a DD statement that has the 
ddname JOBLIB or STEPLIB. 

PROC ' parameter: This parameter appears as 
the first parameter on an EXEC statement 
when you want to call a particular 
cataloged or in-stream procedure. 

PROCstatement: A JCL statement used in 
cataloged or in-stream procedures,. It can 
be used to assign default values for 
symbolic parameters contained in a 
procedure. For in-stram procedures, it is 
used to mark the beginning of the 
procedure. 

procedure step: That unit of work 
associated with one processing program and 
related data within a cataloged procedure. 
A cataloged procedure consists of one or 
more procedure steps. 

processing program: Any program capable of 
operating in the problem program mode. 
This includes IBM-distributed language 
processors" application programs" service 
and utility programs, and user-written 
programs. 

PRTY parameter: This parameter is used to 
indicate the job's initiation priority 
within its job class and is coded on a JOB 
statement. 

public: The term applied to a mounted 
volume that the system can allocate to an 
output data set for which a nonspecific:;: 
volume request is made. A public volume 
remains mounted until the device on which 
it is mounted is required by another 
volume. 

qualified name: A data set name that is 
composed of multiple names separated by 
periods (e.q." A.B. c..). For a cataloged 
data set, each" name but the last 
corresponds to an index level in the 
catalog. 
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RD parameter: This parameter is used to 
define the type of restart that can occur 
and is coded on a JOB or EXEC statement. 

reader/interpreter: A job scheduler 
function that analyzes an input stream of 
JCL statements. 

record: A general term for any unit of 
data that is distinct from all others,. 

region: In systems with MVT, a subdivision 
of the dynamic area of main storage set 
aside for a job step or a system task. You 
can specify in the REGION parameter, of the 
JOB statement or EXEC statement, how large 
this area of main storage should be. 

REGION parameter: This parameter is used 
to specify how much contiguous main storage 
is required to execute a job step and can 
be coded on a JOB or EXEC statement. If 
main storage hierarchy support is included 
in the system, the REGION parameter is also 
used to identify the hierarchy or 
hierarchies in which the storage is to be 
allocated. 

resource: Any facility of the computing 
system or operating system required by a 
job or task and inlcudes main storage, 
input/output devices, the CPU, data sets, 
and control and processing programs. 

restart: The process of resuming a job 
after it abnormally terminates. When a 
restart is performed,. processing is 
continued either at the b~ginning of a job 
step that caused the abnormal termination 
or at a checkpoint within this job step. 

RESTART parameter: This parameter is used 
to identify the step. or the step and the 
checkpoint within the step at which 
execution of a job is to be ,resumed and is 
coded on the JOB statement of a resubmitted 
job that is to use the checkpoint/restart 
facili ties. 

ROLL parameter: This parameter is used to 
specify a job step's ability to be rolled 
out or to cause rollout of another job step 
and is coded on a JOB or EXEC statement. 

rollout/rollin: An optional MVT control 
program feature that allows the temporary 
assignment of additional main storage to a 
job step. 

scheduler: See job scheduler. 

secondary quantity: The additional amount 
of space on a direct access volume that you 
want allocated to a data set if the primary 
quant'ity requested in the SPACE, SPLIT, or 
SUBALLOC parameter is not sufficient. 



secondary storage: See auxiliary storage. 

SEP parameter: This parameter is used to 
request channel separation from specific 
data sets defined earlier in the job step 
and can be coded on a DO statement. 

Shared control: This means that jobs that 
are executing simultaneously with a job 
step that specifies SHR for a data set can 
use that data set,. 

sequential data set: A data set whose 
records are organized on the basis of their 
successive physical positions" such as they 
are on magnetic tape. 

SPACE parameter: This parameter is used to 
indicate how much spac~ should be allocated 
on a direct access volume for a new data 
set and is coded on a DO statement. 

specific volume request: A request for 
volumes that informs the system of the 
volume serial numbers. 

SPLIT parameter: This parameter is used to 
allocate space to two or more new data sets 
that are to share cylinders. The SPLIT 
parameter is coded on a DO statement. 

STEPLIB: A special ddname that when 
specified on a DO statement indicates to 
the system that you are defining a private 
library. 

,stepname: The name assigned to an EXEC 
statement; it identifies a job step within 
a job. 

step restart: A restart at the beginning 
of a job step that abnormally terminates. 
The restart may be automatic (depending on 
an eligible completion and the operator's 
consent) or deferred, where deferred 
involves resubmitt ing the job and coding 
the RESTART parameter on the JOB statement 
of the resubmitted job. 

SUBALLOCparameter: This parameter is used 
to place a series of a new data sets in one 
area of contiguous space on a direct access 
volume and in a certain sequence. The 
SUBALLOC parameter is coded on a DO 
statement. 

subpirameter: One of the items of variable 
information that follows a keyword 
parameter and can be either positional or 
keyword. 

storage volume: The main function of a 
storage volume is to contain nontemporary 
data sets for which a nonspecific volume 
request was made and PRIv.ATE was not coded 
in the VOLUME parameter. A direct access 
volume becomes a.storage volume when so 

indicated in a MOUNT command or in a member 
of SYS1.PARMLIB named PRESRES. 

symbol: In the IBM System/360 Operating 
System, any group of eight or less 
alphameric and national characters that 
begins with an alphabetic or national 
(#,i,$) character. 

symbolic parameter: A symbol preceded by 
an ampersand that appears in a cataloged 
procedure. Values are assigned to symbolic 
parameters when the procedure in which they 
appear is called. 

SYSABEND: A special ddname that when 
specified on a DO statement tells the 
system you are defining a data set on which 
a dump can be written if the step 
abnormally terminates. The dump provided 
includes the system nucleus" the processing 
program storage area, and a trace table. 

SYSCTLG: The name of a system data set 
that contains the name and location of 
cataloged data sets. 

SYSCHK: A special ddname that when 
specified on a DO statement that precedes 
the first EXEC statement in the job tells 
the system you are defining a data set that 
contains checkpoint entries. This DD 
statement is included in a job that is 
being resubmitted for execution and 
execution is to begin at a particular 
checkpoint. 

SYSIN: A name conventionally used as the 
data definition name of a data set in the 
input stream. 

SYSOUT parameter: This parameter is used 
to assign an output class to an output data 
set and can be coded on a DO statement. 

system data sets: The data sets that make 
up the IBM System/360 Operating System. 

system generation: The process of 
producing an operating system made up of 
standard and optional components. 

system input device. A device specified as 
a source of an input stream. 

system library: A partitioned data set 
which is one of the collection of system 
data sets at an installation .• 

system management f acili ti es: An optional_ 
control program feature that provides the • 
means of gather ing and recording . 
information that can be used to evaluate 
system usage. 
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system messages: Messages issued by the 
system that pertains to a problem program. 
These messages appear on an output listing 
and may include such messages as error 
messages., disposition messages" and 
allocatiOn/de-allocation messages. 

system output device: An output device, 
shared by all jobs, onto which specified 
output data is written. 

SYSUDUMP: A special ddname that when 
specified on a DD statement tells the 
system you are defining a data set on which 
a dump can be written if the step 
abnormally terminates. The dump provid~d 
is the processing program storage area. 

SYS1. LINKLIB: The name of a partitioned 
system data set that contains the 
IBM~supplied processing programs and part 
of the nonresident portion of the control 
program. It may also contain user-written 
programs. 

SYS1.PROCLIB: The name of a partitioned 
system data set that contains cataloged 
procedures. 

SYS1,. SYSJOBQE: A system data set that 
contains information about the input and 
output streams, and contains the input and 
output queues. 

task: The smallest unit of work that can 
be performed under the control program. 

temporary data set: A new data set that is 
created and deleted in the same job. 

TERM parameter: This parameter is used to 
indicate to the system that· the input or 
output data being defined is coming from or 
going to a time sharing terminal. 

termination: The process of ·performing 
disposition processing., as specified in the 
DISP parameter, de-allocating input/output 
devices, and supplying control information 
for writing job output on a system output 
unit. 

TIME parameter: This parameter is used to 
assign a time limit on how long the job or 
a particular job step can use the CPU and 
is coded on a JOB or EXEC statement, or 
both. 

Time Sharing Option (TSO): An optional 
configuration of the operating system 
providing conversational time sharing from 
remote terminals. 
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time sharing: A method of using a 
computing system that allows a number of 
users to execute programs concurrently and 
to interact with them during execution. 

time-slicing: The sharing or the CPU by 
certain tasks for an equal" predetermined 

-, length of time. 

TYPRUN parameter: This parameter is used 
to hold for execution until the operator 
issues a RELEASE command and is coded as 
TYPRUN=HOLD on a JOB statement. 

ucs parameter: This parameter is used to 
describe the character set you want to use 
for printing an output data set on a 1403 
printer. The UCS parameter is coded on a 
DD statement. 

unit address: A 3-byte number" made up of 
the channel'lF control. uni t

" 
and unit 

numbers, that identifies a particular 
device. Coding a. unit address in the UNIT 
parameter is one way of indicating what 
input/output device you want allocated to 
the job step. 

UNIT parameter: This parameter is used to 
describe what device and how many devices 
you want assigned to a data set.· The UNIT 
parameter can be coded on a DD statement. 

V format: A data set format in which 
logical records are of varying length and 
include a length indicator~ and in which V 
format logical records may be blocked, and 
each block containing a block length 
indicator. 

VOL parameter: This parameter is used to 
identify the volume(s) on which a data set 
resides or will reside and is coded on a DD 
statement. ~oding VOL is the same as 
coding VOLtKE. 

volume: That portion of an auxiliary 
storage device that is accessible to a 
single read/write mechanism .• 

VOLUME parameter: This parameter is us ed 
to identify the volume(s) on which a data 
set resides or will reside and is coded on 
a DD statement. Coding VOLUME is the same 
as coding VOL. 

volume table of contents (VTOC): A table 
in a direct access volume thatdescribes 
each data set on the volume. 



Indexes to systems reference library 
manuals are consolidated in the publication 
IBMSystem/360 operating system: Systems 
Reference Library Master Index~ Order No. 
GC28-6644. For additional information 
about any subject listed below" refer to 
other publications listed for the same 
subject in the Master Index. 

Where more than one page reference is 
given, the major reference is first. 

*parameter 183-184" 408 
/* statement 

(See delimiter statement) 
% subparameter of SPLIT parameter 
162-163,405 

ABEND dump, data set for 257-258 
abnormal termination dump 257-258 
ABSTR subparameter of SPACE parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 160-161,405 
indexed sequential data set 372 

account number 44-45 
accounting information 

EXEC statement 69-70 
JOB statement 44-45 

ACCT parameter 69-70 
address of direct access devices 139 
addr~ss subparameter of SPACE parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 160-161 
indexed sequential data set 372 

AFF parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 172~406 
magnetic tape 131,403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 236-237,,413 
kept data set 248,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 205,410 
kept data set 214-215,411 

AFF subparameter of UNIT parameter 
for extending existing data set 

cataloged data set 232,413 
kept data set 242,414 

for retrieving existing data Set 
cataloged data set 197,410 
kept data set 210-211,411 

AL subparameter in the LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 151-152 
magnetic tape 123-124 

for retrieving existing data set 
kept data set 212 
passed data set 190-191 

Index 

ALGOL 18 
input deck for 274 
PARM field for EXEC statement 274 
DD statements 275 
cataloged procedures for 344- 345 

ALIGN subparameter of FCB parameter 103,400 
alphameric characters 35 
ALX subparameter of SPACE parameter 

159-160,405 
American National Standard COBOL 

input deck for 285 
PARM field of EXEC statement 285-286 
DD statements 287 
cataloged procedures 352-353 

American National standard labels 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 151-152 
magnetic tape 109-110,124 

for retrieving existing data set 
kept data set 212 
passed data set 191 

ANSI printer control characters 391 
ANSI tape labels 

(See American National Standard labels) 
ASCII magnetic tape 

for creating data set 109-110,124 
DCB subparameters 386-387,389-391 

ass embler 18 
assembler E 

input deck for 276 
PARM field of EXEC statement 276 
DD statements 277 
cataloged procedures 346-347 

assembler F 
input deck for 278 
PARM field of EXEC statement 278 
DD statement 279 
cataloged procedures 348-349 

AUL subparameter in the LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 151-152 
magnetic tape 124 

for retrieving existing data set 
kept data set 212 
passed data set 191 

background job 417 
backward reference 36 
BFALN, DCB subparameter 385 
BFTEK, DCB subparameter 385 
BLKSIZE, DCB subparameter 386 
block allocation 

rules for 155 
block length subparameter of SPACE 

parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 158,406 
for extending existing data set 

cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 245,414 
passed data set 226,412 

for reserved area 163,406 II 
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block length.subparameter of SPLIT 
parameter 162 

block length subparameter of SUBALLOC 
parameter 164 

block size 155 
BLP subparameter of LABEL parameter 

for creating data set 
magnetic tape 125,,403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 245,414 
passed data set 225,,412 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 199,410 
kept data set 212,,411 
passed data set 191,409 

braces 
meaning 37' 

brackets 
meaning 37 

BUFL
" 

DCBsubparameter 386 
BUFNO, DCB subparameter 386 
BUFOFF" DCB subparameter 386-387 
bypass I/O operations for magnetic tape 

data sets 131-132 
bypass label parameter 

(See BLP subparameter of LABEL 
parameter) 

capabilities of Job Control Language 28-29 
cataloged and in-stream procedures 317-341 
cataloged data set 

extending 218.229-23.8 
retrieving 176,194~206 
(See also CATLG subparameter of DISP 
parameter) 

cataloged procedures 
adding 341 
assigning values to symbolic parameters 

319 
calling 318 
contents 337 
DD .statements 

overriding parameters on 327-329 
adding parameters to 330 
nullifying parameters on 330-331 
overriding concatenated data sets 

333-334 
adding DD'statements 334 

definition 22,27 
examples for compilations, link edits 

and executions 343-364 
EXEC statement 

overriding parameters 324-325 
adding parameters 325 
nullifying parameters 326 

listing 47 
modifying 341 
PROC statement 267-268 
using 318-336 
symbolic parameter 33 
writing 337-341 

CATLG subparameter of DISP parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 135-136,404 
indexed sequential data set 369 
magnetic tape 111-112,393 
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CATLG s~bparameter of DISP parameter 
(continued) 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged dataset· 230,4.13 
j,.ndexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 239.414 
passed data, set 221-222 

for retrieving existing dat.a .set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 207,411 
passed data set 188-189,409 

channel affinity 131 
channel separation 

(See SEP parameter) 
shortout method 
(see AFF parameter) 

character sets 
alphameric 35 
national 35 
special 35 

checkpoint data set., defining 258-260 
checkpoint/restart for a job 42,56-57 

RD parameter 57-58 
RESTART parameter 59 

checkpoint/restart for a job step 72,94-96 
RD parameter 95-96 

classifying jobs 28-29 
CLASS parameter 52 
classes, job 28-29,,52 
classnames 

for output classes 107 
COBOL 18 
COBOL E 

inpQt deck for 280 
PARM fi~d of EXEC statement 280 
DD statements 281 
catloged procedures 350 

COBOL F 
input deck fo·r 282, 
P~M field of EXEC statement 282-283 
DD stat.ements 284 
cataloged procedures 351 

CODE, DCB subparameter 387 
coding conventions 31-39 
coding f oim 39 
coding special characters 35 
command statement 270"-"272 

defin:ltion 23 
for MFT 270-271 
for MVT 272 

commands 23 
jobname restrictions 43-44 

comment statemept 266 
definition 23 

comments field 
how to continue 34 

comments, writing 266 
compilers 

ALGOL 
cataloged procedures 344-345 
JCLfor 274-275 

American National Standard COBOL 
cataloged procedures 3-52-353 
JCL for 285-287 

Assembler E 
cat~logedproceQqres 346-347 
JCL for 276-277 



compilers (continued) 
Assembler F 

cataloged procedures 348-349 
JCL for 278-279 

COBOL E 
cataloged procedures 350 
JCL for 282- 283 

COBOL F 
cataloged procedures 351 
JCL for 282-284 

FORTRAN E 
cataloged procedures 354-355 
JCL for 288- 290 

FORTRAN G 
cataloged procedures 356-357 
JCL for 291-292 

FORTRAN H 
cataloged procedures 358-359 
JCL for 293-295 

PL/I F 
cataloged procedures 360-362 
JCLfor 296-299 

concatenated data set 
glossary 417 
overriding 333 

COND parameter 
EXEC statement 70-76 
JOB statement 48-50 

conditions for job termination 48-49 
CONTIG subparameter of SPACE parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 159,,405 
indexed s.equential data set 371 

for reserved area 163,,406 
continuing JCL statements 34 
control program 

data management 19 
job management 19 
task management 19 

control program configurations 
MFT 20-21 
MVT 20-21 

CPU time used 
by job 51 
by job step 76-77 

creating a new data set 
direct access devices 132-178,404-406 
indexed sequential data set '365-373 
magnetic tape 109-132,,402-403 
parameters for 94 
unit record devices 95-103,400 
system output devices 106-109,,401 

CYL subparameter of SPACE parameter 
for creating ,data set 

direct access devices 158,405 
indexed sequential data set 371 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 245,414 
passed data set 226,412 

for reserved area 163,,406 
CYL subparameter of SPLIT parameter 

162,405 
CYL subparameter of SUBALLOC parameter 

164,406 
cylinder capacities 156 
CYLOFL. DCB subparameter 387 

data 
def ini tion 23 
in input stream 25 

data attributes 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 165-170,406 
indexed sequential data set 372-373 
magnetic tape 126-129,403 
unit record devices 96-100,400 
system output devices 108-109,401 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 235,413 
indexed sequential data set 377-378 
kept data set 246,414 
passed data set 227-228,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 380 

for postponing definition of data set 
260-261,415 

for retrieving existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 377-378 
input stream data set 185-186,408 
kept data set 213,411 
passed data set 191-193.,,409 
uni t record device data set 

178-182,407 
(Also see, DCB parameter) 

data definition statement 
(See DD statement) 

DATA parameter 
for retrieving data from input stream 

185,408 
data set 

postponing definition of 260-263,415 
data set disposition 

(See DISP parameter) 
data set information 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 133-139,404 
indexed sequential data set 368-369 
magnetic tape 110-114,402 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 229-230,413 
indexed sequential 
data set 375-376 

kept data set 238-239,414 
passed data set 220-223,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 194-195,410 
indexed sequential 
data set 375-376 

kept data set 206-207,411 
passed ,data set 186-189,409 
(Also see DISP parameter; DSNAME 
parameter) 

data set on direct access devices 
data set information 133-139 
types of data sets 133 

temporary 133-135 
nontemporary 135-139 

location of data set 139-153 
size of data set 153-165 
data attributes 165-170 
special processing options 171-173 
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data set on magnetic tape 109-132 
data set information 109-114 
types of data sets 110 

temporary 110-111 
non-temporary 111-114 

location of data set 114-126 
data attributes 126-129 
special processing options 129-132 

data set name (See DSNAME parameter) 
data set protection 

for direct access devices 152 
for magnetic tape 126 

DCB parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 165-170;6406 
indexed sequential data set 372-373 
magnetic tape 126-129,403 
unit record devices 96-100,400 
system output devices 108-109,401 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 235,413 
indexed sequential data set 377-378 
kept data set 246,414 
passed data set 227-228,,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 380 

for postponing definition of data set 
260- 261,415 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 199-203,410 
indexed sequential data set 377-378 
input stream data set 185,408 
kept data set 213,411 
passed data set 191-193,409 
unit record device data set 

178-182,407 
DCB subparameters 

for creating data set 
card punch 97 
direct data set 167 
indexed sequential data set 373 
magnetic tape 128 
partitioned data set 168 
printer 96 
sequential data set on direct access 
devices 166 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 380 

for postponing definition of data set 
261,,415 

for retrieving existing data set 
card reader 179 
direct data set 202 
indexed sequential data set 378 
magnetic tape 200 
paper tape reader 180 
partitioned data set 203 
sequential data set on direct access 
device 201 

glossary of 385-393 
DD statement 

adding DD statements 334 
examples of 335-336 

adding parameters to 330 
examples of 332 

definition 23,85-89 
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DD statement (continued) 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 
132-173,404-406 

indexed sequential 
data set 365-373 

magnetic tape 109-132,,402-403 
unit record devices 95-103,400 
system output devices 106-109~401 

for extending existill9 data set 
cataloged data set 229-238~413 
indexed sequential data set 374-378 
kept data set 238-249,414 
passed data set 219-229,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379-380 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 194-206,410 
indexed sequential data set 374-378 
input stream dataset 183-186,408 
kept data set 206-215,411 
passed data set 186-193,,409 
unit record device data set 
177-182,407 

functions 85- 87 
maximum number of 85 
naming 91 
nullifying parameters on 330-331 

examples of 332-l~3 
overriding concatenated data sets 

333-334 
overriding parameters on 327-329 

examples of 332-333 
parameters for 88-89 
postponing definition 260-263,415 
special DD statements 250-260 
summary 399-415 
parameters 88-89 

symbolic parameters 267-268 
assigning values 319 
definition 33 
nullifying 321 
using 338-340 

ddname 85,91 
within jobstep 91 
duplicate 91 

DDNAME parameter 260-261,415 
DEFER subparameter of UNIT parameter 

for creating data set 
magnetic tape 116,402 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 231,413 
kept data set 241,414 
passed data set 224,412 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 196,410 
kept data set 210,411 

deferred mounting 
(See DEFER subparameter of UNIT 
parameter) 

defining your job 25 
DELETE subparameter of DISP parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 133-139,40.4 
indexed sequential data set 369 
magnetic tape 110-114,402 



DELETE subparameter of DISP parameter 
(continued) 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 230,413 
indexed sequential 
data set 376 

kept data set 239,414 
passed data set 221-222,,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 195,410 
indexed sequential 
data set 376 

kept data set 207,411 
passed data set 188-189,409 

deleting a data set 
(See DELETE subparameter of DISP 
parameter) 

delimiter stateme"nt 23,,264 
DEN" DCB subparameter 387 
device independence in space allocation 

155 
device type subparameter of UNIT parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 140,404 
indexed sequentail data set 369 
magnetic tape 115,402 
unit record devices 95-96~400 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 240,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 208-209,411 
unit record device data set 177,407 

direct access device 
capacities 156 
creating a new data set on 94,,132-173 
types of data set 132-133 

direct data set on direct access devices 
132 

directory quantity 
definition 155 

directory subparameter of SPACE parameter 
158,160-161,405 

directory subparameter of SUBALLOC 
parameter 164,406 

direct system output processing 106 
DISP parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 133-138,404 
indexed sequential data set 369 
magnetic tape 110-114,402 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 230,413 
indexed sequential data set 375-376 
kept data set 230,414 
passed data set 221-222,,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 195,410 
indexed sequential data set 375-376 
kept data set 207,411 
passed data set 188-189,409 

disposition 
(See DISP parameter) 

DPRTY parameter 77 
format 77 
values 77 

dsname 
(See DSNAME parameter) 

DSNAME parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 133-138,404 
indexed sequential data set 368 
magnetic tape 110-114,402 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 229-230,,404 
indexed sequential data set 375 
kept data set 238,414 
passed data set 220-221,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 194-195,410 
indexed sequential data set 375 
kept data set 206-207,411 
passed data set 186-188,409 

DSORG, DeB subparameter 387 
DUMMY par ameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 173,406 
magnetic tape 131-132,403 
unit record devices 103,400 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 237,413 
kept data set 248-249,414 
passed data set 228-229,412 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 205-206,410 
kept data set 215~411 
passed data set 193,409 
unit record device data set 
182-183,407 

dumps, data sets for 257-258 
DYNAM parameter 89 

for creating data set 94 
direct access devices 173,171 

for extending existing data set 218 
cataloged data set 238,235 
kept data set 249,246 

for retrieving existing data set 176 
cataloged data set 206,199 
kept data set 215,213 

glossary 418,424 
nullifying 331 

end of data, marking 264 
end of job, marking 265 
EROPT, DCB subparameter 388 
examples 

how to find 3 
examples of cataloged procedures for 
compilations, link edits, and executions 
343- 364 

exclusive control 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 135-136 
for extending existing data set 

cataloged data set 230 
kept data set 239 
passed data set 222 
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exclusiv.e control (continued) 
for retrieving existing data set 

cataloged data set 195 
kept data set 207 
passed data set 188-189 

glossary 419 
EXEC statement 

ACCT parameter 81-82 
adding parameters to 325 

examples of 326-321 
checkpoint/restart 82-84 
COND parameter 70-76 
definition 22 
DPRTY parameter 77-78 
main storage options 78-82 
installation management information on 

81-82 
naming the step 63 
nullifying parameters 326 

examples of 326-321 
overriding parameters on 324-325 

examples of 326-321 
parameters for 60 
PARM parameter 67-69 
PGM parameter 64 
PROC parameter 66-61 
processing options 70-77 
processing program information 63 
queuing,option 77-78 
RD parameter 83-84 
REGIONparameter 79-81 
ROLL parameter 81-82 
symbolic parameter 33,267-268 
TIME parameter 76-77 

execute statement 
(See EXEC statement) 

execution, order of 
(See job priority) 

existing data set 
(See OLD subparameter of DISP 
parameters) 

EXPDT subparameter of LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access data set 151-153,405 
magnetic tape 126,,403 

expiration date 
for direct access devices 151-153 
for magnetic tape 126 

extending on existing data set 219-249 
cataloged data set 229-238,413 
kept data set 238-249,414 
parameters for 218 
passed data set 219-229,.412 
restrictions 219 

FCB parameter 
for creating data set 

unit record devices 102-103,94,400 
glossary 419 

FOLD subparameter of UCS 
parameter 102,400 

form number 107 
form number subpaxameter in SYSOUT 
parameter 107,401 

FORTRAN 18 
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FORTRAN E 
input deck for 288 
PARM field of EXEC statement 287 
DD statements 290 
cataloged procedures 354-355 

FORTRAN G 
input deck for 291 
PARM field of EXEC statement 291 
DD statements 292 
cataloged procedures 356-357 

FORTRAN H 
input deck for 293 
PARM field of EXEC statement 294 
DD statements 295 
cataloged procedures 358-359 

generation data sets 
on direct access devic~s 133 
on magnetic tape 113-114 

group namesubparameter of UNIT parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 140,404 
indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 115,402 
unit record devices 96,400 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 241,414 

for retrieVing existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 209,411 
unit record device data set 118,407 

HIARCHY, DCB subparameter 388 
hierarchies, storage 

(See REGION parameter) 

identification field 
definition 31-32 

initiator/termina.tor 19-20 
in-stream procedures 

assignming values to symbolic 
parameters 319 

calling 318-319 
contents 337 
DD statement 

adding DD statements 334 
adding parameters to 330 
nullifying parameters on 330-331 
overriding concatenated data sets 

333-334 
overriding parameters on 327-329 

definition 23,27 
EXEC statement 

nullifying parameters 326 
adding parameters 325 
overriding parameters 324-325 

PROC statement 267-268 
PEND statement 269 
usiDJ 318-336 
why use 337 
writing 337-341 

IN subparameter of LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 152,405 
magnetic tape 125,,403 



index area 
definition 365 

index subparameter of SPACE parameter 
371-372 

indexed sequential data sets 365-384 
creating 365-373 

parameters for 366-367 
definition 365 
examples 381-384 
extending 374-378 

parameters for 374-375 
overwriting 379-380 
retrieving 374-378 

parameters for 374-375 
input deck 

comments 266 
input stream 

definition 27 
number of 20-21 
example of 22 
restrictions 20-21 
retrieving a data set from 
176,,183-186,408 

input stream data 183-186 
input unit 

for input stream 27 
installation management information 

EXEC statement 60,69-70 
JOB statement 42,44-46 

introduction 17-29 

JCL 
definition 17 
for compilers, linkage editor., and 
loader 273-316 

JCL statements 

job 

(Also see" command statement; comment 
statement; DO statement; delimiter. 
statement" EXEC statement; JOB 
statement; PEND statement; and PROC 
statement) 

as input data 185 
backward references 36 
coding form for 39 
comments field 32 
definition 21 
facilities 28-29 
fields 31-32 
fields spacing 33 
how to continue 34 
identification field 31-32 
introduced to system 

(See input stream) 
listing of 46 
name field 31-32 
notation for describing 37-38 
operand field 31-32 
operation field 31-32 
purpose 17 
rules for coding 

(See coding conventi,ons) 
why catalog 337 

definition 17 
division of a 

(See job step) 
example 25-26 

job (continued) 
in input stream 27 
processing 27-28 
reducing its size 26-27 

job boundaries 21-22 
job classes 28-29 
job control language 

(see JCL) 
job control statements 

(See JCL statements) 
job execution~ delaying 50,48 
job execution 

time limit 51,,48 
job'libraries 250-253 

concatenating 252 
job mix, balancing 52-53,21 
job priorities 28-29 
job scheduler 19-20 

initiator/terminator 19-20 
output writer 19-20 
reader interpreter 19-20 

JOB statement 43-59 
accounting information parameter 44-45 
CLASS parameter 52 
COND parameter 49-50 
definition 21 
functions 43 
installation management information 

44-46 
main storage options 53-56 
MSGCLASS parameter 48 
MSGLEVEL parameter 47-48 
name field 43-44 
operating system messages 46-48 
parameters for 42 
processing options 48-51 
programmer's name parameter 46 
PRTY parameter 52-53 
REGION parameter 54-55 
RESTART parameter 59 
RO parameter 57-58 
ROLL parameter 55-56 
TIME parameter 51 
TYPRUN parameter 50 

job step 
boundaries 22,24 
definition 18 
(Also see EXEC statement) 

JOBLIB DO statement 91,250-253 
jobname 43-44 

KEEP subparameter of OISP parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 135-137,404 
indexed sequential data set. 369 
magnetic tape 111-113,402 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 239,414 
passed data set 221-222,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379 

for retrieving existing data set. 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 207,411 
passed data set 188-189,409 
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kept data set 
extending 218, 238- 249,,414 
retrieving 206-215 1 411 
(Also see KEEP subparameter of DISP 
parameter) 

keyword parameters 
definition 32-33 

IABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 151-153,,405 
indexed sequential data set 371 
magnetic tape 123-126,403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 244-245,414 
passed data set 225,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 380 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 199,410 
kept data set 212-213,411 
passed data set 190-191,,409 

language processors 
(See compiler) 

language translators 18 
linkage editor 18 

JCL for 300-303 
input deck for 300 
PARM field of EXEC statement 300-301 
DD statements 302-303 

LIMCT, DCB subparameter 3 88 
list of subparameters 33 
loader 18 

JCL for 304-306 
input deck for 304 
PARM field of EXEC statement 304-305 
DD statements 306 

load module 18 
location of the data set 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 139-153 
indexed sequential data set 

369-371,404- 405 
magnetic tape 114-126,402-403 
unit record devices 95-96,400 
system output devices 106-108,401 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 231-234,413 
indexed sequential data set 376-377 
kept data set 239-245,414 
passed data set 223-225,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379-380 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 196-199,410 
indexed sequential data set 376-377 
input stream data set 184-185,,408 
kept data set 208-213,411 
passed data set 190-191,409 
unit record device data set 

177-178,407 
(Also see *parameter; DATA parameter; 

LABEL parameter SYSOUT parameter; 
UNIT parameter; VOLUME parameter) 

LRECL, DCBsubparameter 389 
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magnetic tape 
creating a new data set on 94,109-132 
types of data sets 110 

main storage options 
EXEC statement 60,78-82 
JOB statement 42,53-56 

master scheduler 20 
messages 

allocation/termination 46 
messages operating system 

selection of 46 
MFT 

classes 28-29 
input stream 20 

IDD subparameter of DISP parameter 
for extending existing data set 

cataloged data set 230,413 
indexed sequential data set 375-376 
kept data set 239,414 
passed data set 221-222,412 

MODE, DCB subparameter 389 
MSGCLASS parameter 48 
MSGLEVEL parameter 47 
multivolume data sets 

MVT 

processing other than first volume 
(see sequence subparameter of VOLUME 
parameter) 

restrictions for direct access devices 
142-143 

classes 28-29 
input stream 21 
,priorities 28-29 

MXIG subparameter of SPACE parameter 
159,405 

n subparameter of SPLIT parameter 162,405 
name field 

DD statement 91 
name field 

DD statement 91 
definition 31-32 
EXEC statement 63 
JOB statement 43-44 

naming the DD statement 91 
national characters 35 
NCP, DCB subparameter 389 
NEW subparameter of DISP parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 133-137,404 
indexed sequential data set 369 
magnetic tape 110-114,402 

NL subparameter of LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

magnetic tape 124-125,403 
for extending existing data set 

cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 245,414 
passed data set 225,412 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 199,410 
kept data set 212,411 
passed data set 191,409 

no labels 
(See NL subparameter of LABEL parameter) 

nontemporary data sets 
cataloged 111-112,135-136 



nontemporary data sets (continued) 
kept 112-113,136-137 
member of generation data group 

113-114,138-139 
nonstandard labels 

(See NSL subparameter of LABEL 
parameter) 

NOPWREAD subparameter of the LABEL 
parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 151-152 
magnetic tape 123,125 

notation for parameters 37-38 
NOTIFY parameter 56,,42 

glossary 421 
NSL subparameter of LABEL parameter 

for creating data set 
magnetic tape 125,403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 245,414 
passed data set 225,412 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 199,410 
kept data set 212,411 
passed data set 191,409 

NTM, DeB subparameter 389 
null statement 23,265 

object module 18 
OLD subparameter of DISP parameter 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 195,,410 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 207,411 
passed data set 188-189,,409 

operand field 
how to continue 34 
definition 32 
keyword parameters 33 
parameters in 32 
positional parameters 33 
subparameter list 33 
symbolic parameters 33 

operating system 
messages 42,46 
purpose of 17 

operation field 
definition 32 

op~rator commands 23 
(Also see command statement) 

operator communication 23 
OPTeD" DeB subparameter 390-391 
OUT subparameter of LABEL parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 152" 405 
for magnetic tape 125,403 

OUTLIM parameter 109,401 
output class processing 106 
output classes 48,106 
output data set 

(See creating a new data set) 
additional output 

(See extending an existing data set) 

output unit class 46 
output writer 19-20 
overflow area 

defini tion 365 

P subparameter of UNIT parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 140,404 
indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 116,,402 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 231,413 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 241,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 196,410 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kep~ data set 210,411 

parallel mounting 
(See P subparameter of UNIT parameter) 

parameters 
backward references 36 
JOB statement 42 
keyword 32-33 
notation for describing 37-38 
operand field 32 
positional 32-33 
special characters in 35-36 
symbolic 33 

partitioned data set 
adding members 

(See extending an existing data set) 
directory quantity 155 
on direct access devices 132 

PASS subparameter of DISP parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 133,137,404 
indexed sequential data set 369 
magnetic tape 110-111,113,402 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
passed data set 221-222,412 

f or retrieving existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
passed data set 188,409 

passed data set 
extending 218,219-229,412 
retrieving a 176,186-193,409 

password protection 
for direct access devices 152 
for magnetic tape data sets 125 

PASSWORD subparameter of LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 151-152,405 
magnetic tape 123,125,403 

PEND statement 269 
defini tion 23 

performance improvement for space 
allocation 155 

PGM parameter 64-66 
PL/I F 18 

input deck for 296 
PARM field of EXEC statement 296-298 
DD statements 299 
cataloged procedures 360-362 

positional parameters 
definition 32-33 

-
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postponing definition of a data set 
260- 263,415 

precoded JCL statements 
(See cataloged procedures; in-stream 
procedures) 

primary quantity 
definition 154 

primary quantity subparameter of SPACE 
parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 158-161,405 
indexed sequential data set 371-372 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 246,414 
passed data set 226,412 

for reserved area 163,406 
primary quantity subparameter of SPLIT 
parameter 162,405 

primary quantity subparameter of SUBALLOC 
parameter 164,406 

prime area 
definition 365 

priorities, job 28-29,52-53 
private libraries, data sets for 250-256 

JOBLIB 250-253 
STEPLIB 253- 256 

PRIVATE subparameter of VOLUME parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 
143-144.148-149.404-405 

indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 118-121,402-403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 232-233,413 
kept data set 242,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 197-198,410 
kept data set 211,411 

private volume 
definition 142 

PROC statement 267-268 
definition 23 
naming the statement 267 
symbolic parameters 267-268 

PROC parameter 66-67 
procedure end statement 

(See PEND statement) 
procedure library 27 
procedure name parameter 66-67 
procedure step (see cataloged procedures. 
in-stream procedures) 

procedures 
(See cataloged procedures" in-stream 
procedures) 

processing a job 27 
processing options 

EXEC statement 60,70-77 
JOB statement 42,48-52 

processing program information 60,63 
processing programs 17-18 
program name 

for execution 64-66 
for system output devices 107 

program name subparameter of SYSOUT 
parameter 107,~01 

programmer's name 44 
PRSTP" DCB subparameter 391 
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PRTY parameter 52-53 
public volume 

definition 142 

queuing options 
EXEC statement 
JOB statement 

RD parameter 

60,77 
42,52-53 

EXEC statement 83-84 
JOB statement 57-58 

reader/interpreter 19-20 
RECFM, DCB subparameter 391 
records per track 157 
REF subparameter of VOLUME parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 
146-147,149-151,405 

indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 121-123,403 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 377 

for, retrieving existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 377 

REGION parameter 
EXEC statement 79-81 

with storage hierarchies 80 
without storage hierarchies 79 

JOB statement 54-55 
with storage hierarchies 54-55 
wi thout storage hierarchies 54 

restart facilities 
using 393-397 
examples 396-397 

RESTART parameter 59 
RETAIN subparameter of VOLUME parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 
143-144,148,149,404-405 

indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 119-121,402-403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 232-233,413 
~ept data set '242,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 198,410 
kept data set 211,411 

retention period 
direct access data sets 152-153 

RETPD subparameter of LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 152-153,405 
magnetic tape 126,403 

retrieving existing data set 177-215 
cataloged data set 194-206,410 
indexed sequential data set 374-378 
input stream data set 182-.186,408 
kept data set 206-219,411 
parameters for 176 
passed data set 186-193,409 
unit record'device 
data set 177-182,407 

return code 49 
RKP, DCB subparameter 392 



RLSE subparameter of SPACE parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 159,405 
for extending data set 

cataloged data set 235,413 
kept data set 246,414 
passed data set 226,412 

ROLL parameter 
EXEC statement 81- 82 
JOB statement 55-56 

ROUND subparameter of SPACE parameter 
160,405 

routine messages 48 
RPG 18 

secondary quantity 
definition 154 

secondary quantity subparameter of SPACE 
parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 158,405 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234-235,,413 
indexed sequential data set 
kept data set 245-246,414 
passed data set 226,412 

secondary quantity subparameter of SPLIT 
parameter 161-162,405 

secondary quantity subparameter of SUBALLOC 
parameter 164,,406 

selection of jobs, controlling 50 
SEP parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 171-172,406 
magnetic tape 129-131,,403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 235-236,,413 
kept data set 246-247,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 204-205,,410 
kept data set 213-214,411 

SEP subparameter of UNIT parameter 141,404 
sequence subparameter of SPACE parameter 

for extending a cataloged data set 
232-233.413 

for retrieVing a cataloged data set 
197-198,,410 

sequence subparameter of LABEL parameter 
for creating data set on magnetic tape 

123-124,403 
for retrieving kept data set 212,411 
for extending kept data set 244.414 

sequential data sets on dit:'ect access 
devices 132 

SER subparameter of VOLUME parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 
144-145,148,394-395 

indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 120-121,402 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 377 
kept data set 242-244,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 377 
kept data set 211,411 

serial number 
(See SER subparameter of VOLUME parameter) 

service programs 18 
data set utilities 18 
independent utilities 18 
linkage editor 18 
loader 18 
sort/merge 18 
system utilities 18 
TESTRAN 18 

sharing a data set 
(See SHR subparameter of DISP parameter) 

SHR subparameter of DISP parameter 
for retrieving existing data set 

cataloged data set 195,410 
indexed sequential data set 373 
kept data set 207,411 

size of the data set 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 
153-165,405-406 

indexed sequential 
data set 371-372 

system output devices 108,401 
for extending existing data set 

cataloged data set 234-235,413 
kept data set 245-246,414 
passed data set 226,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 380 

how to specify 153-155 
(Also see SPACE parameter; SPLIT 
parameter; SUBALLOC parameter) 

SL subparameter of LABEL parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 151-152,405 
magnetic tape 124,403 

sort merge 18 
source module 17 
source program 17 
space allocation 153-165 

absolute track allocation 160-161 
contiguous space 159 
examples 154-155 
for device independence 155 
releasing unused space 158-159 
rules f or block allocation 155 
split cylinder mode 161-163 
suballocation 163-165 
techniques 153-157 
types of 153-157 
(Also see SPACE parameter; SPLIT 
parameter; SUBALLOC parameter) 

SPACE parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 158-161,405 
indexed sequential 
data set 371-372 

system output devices 108,401 
for extending existing data set 

cataloged data set 234-235,413 
kept data set 245-246,414 
passed data set 226,412 

for reserved area 163,406 
special characters 

coding 35 
definition 35 

• Index 435 



special DD statements 250-260 
checkpoint data set 258-260 
data sets for abnormal termination 

dumps 257-258 
private libraries 250-256 

special processing options 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 171-173,406 
magnetic tape 129-132,403 
unit record devices 100-103,400 
system output devices 109,,401 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 235-238,,413 
kept data set 246-249,414 
passed data set 228-229,,412 

for postponing definition of data set 
260-263,415 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 199,204-206.,410 
kept data set 213-215,411 
passed data set 193,409 
unit record device data set 

182-183,,407 
(Also see AFF parameter; DDNAME 
parameter: DUMMY parameter; O~LIM 
parameter: SEP parameter: UCS 
parameter) 

split-cylinder mode 153,,161-163 
SPLIT parameter 161-163,405 
STACK, DCB subparameter 392 
standard labels 

(See SL subparameter of LABEL parameters) 
step libraries 253-256 
STEPLIB DD statement 91,,253-256 
suballocation 153-154,163-165 
subparameter 

definition 32 
subparameter list 33 
SUL parameter of LABEL parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 151-152,405 
magnetic tape 124,403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 245,414 
passed data set 225,,412 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 199,410 
kept data set 212,411 
passed data set 191,409 

symbolic parameters 267-268 
assigning values 319 

examples 322- 323 
definition 33 
nullifying 321 
using 338-340 

SYSABEND DD statement 89,257-258 
SYSCHK DD statement 89,258-260 
SYSOUT parameter 106-107,401 
system management facility 50 
system output devices 106 

creating a new data set 
on 94,106-109,401 

data attributes 108-109 
location of the data set 106-108 
output class processing 93 
size of the data set 108 
special processing option 109 
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system output writer 
.SYSUDUMP DD statement 

tape labels., ANSI 

106 
91,257-258 

(See American National Standard labels) 
temporary data set 

duration of the job 110-111,133-134 
duration of the job step 111.134-135 

TERM parameter 89,260 
glossary 424 

terminating jobs 
conditions for 48 

TESTRAN 18 
time limit for jobs 51 
TIME parameter 

EXEC statement 76-78 
JOB statement 51 

Time Sharing Option (TSO) 
(See DYNAM parameter; NOTIFY parameter; 
TERM parameter) 

glossary 417,418,419~421,424 
time sharing 56 

glossary 424 
(See DYNAM parameter; NOTIFY parameter; 

TERM parameter) 
time-slicing 

MFT 52 
MVT 53 

track capacities 156,157 
TRK subparameter of SPACE parameter 

for creating data set 
direct access devices 158., 405 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 234,413 
kept data set 245,414 
passed data set 226,412 
for reserved area 163,406 

TRK subparameter of SUBALLOC parameter 164 
TRTCH, DCB subparameter 392 
TSO (see Time Sharing Option) 
TYPRUN parameter 50 

UCS parameter 101-102,400 
uncataloging a data set 

(see UNCAT;LG subparameter of DISP 
parameter) 

UNCATLG subparameter of DISP parameter 
for extenQing existing data set 

cataloged data set 230,413 
indexed sequential data set 376 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 195,410 
indexed sequential data set 376 

unit address subparameter of UNIT parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 139,404 
indexed sequential data set 369 
magnetic tape 115,402 
unit record devices 95,400 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 240,414 

for retrieving existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 208,411 
unit record device data set 177,407 



unit affinity 
(see AFF subparameter of UNIT parameter) 

unit count subparameter of UNIT parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 140,404 
indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 116,402 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 231,413 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 241,414 
passed data set 224,412 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 196,410 
indexed sequential data set 376 
kept data set 210,411 
passed data set 190,,409 

UNIT parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 139-141,404 
indexed sequential data set 369-370 
magnetic tape 115-117,402 
unit record devices 107-108,400 
system output devices 95- 96,.401 

for extending existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376-377 
kept data set 239-242,414 
passed data set 1'24- 225.412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 379 

for retriev~ng existing data set 
indexed sequential data set 376-377 
kept data set 208-211,411 
passed data set 190-191,409 
unit record device data set 

177-178, 407 
unit record devices 

creating a new data set on 
94,95-103,400 

location of the data set 95-96 
data attributes 95-100 
special processing options 100-103 

retrieving ~n existing data set from 
176,177-183,407 

data attributes 178-182 
location of the data set 177-178 
special processing option 182-183 

unit separation 
(See SEP subparameter of 
UNIT parameter) 

units used by data set 
(See unit count subparameter of UNIT 
parameter) 

utilities 18 

I VERIFY subparameter 
of FCB parameter 103,.400 
of UCS parameter 102,400 

volcount subparameter of VOLUME parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 
143,144-145.146,148,149,404-405 

indexed sequential data fiet 370 
magnetic tape 118,119.120,121,402-403 

for extending existing data set 
cataloged data set 233,413 
kept data set 242-243,414 
passed data set 224,412 

VOLUME parameter 
for creating data set 

direct access devices 
142-151.404-405 

indexed sequential data set 370 
magnetic tape 117-123,402-403 

for ex~ending existing data set 
cataloged data set 232-234,413 
indexed sequential data set 377 
kept data set 242-244,414 
passed data set 224-225,,412 

for overwriting indexed sequential data 
set 380 

for retrieving existing data set 
cataloged data set 197-198,410 
indexed sequential data set 377 
kept data set 211-212,411 

voluRe requests 
for direct access devices 142-151 

nonspecific request 143-144 
specific request 144-151 

for magnetic tape 117-123 
nonspecific request 117-120 
specific request 120-123 

wait state, limit 51 
writing procedures: cataloged and 
in-stream 337-341 

Index 437 
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• Thank you for your comments. No postage necessary if mailed in the U.S.A. 
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